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Abstract of the thesis. 
I 

This thesis deals with Shafic7i's theories on the 

role in ugUl al-fiqh of the Qur3an and the hadILth. 

By detailed reference to Shificlis writings, it becomes 

clear that his chief concern was with the role of the sunna of 

the Prophet, Islamic scholars in previous generations had referred 

to a number of sources in defence of regional attitudes., Their 

failure to produce a theory of sources enabled Shafic! to charge 

them with inconsistency. Certain scholars. of his own generation 

were apparently alleging the sufficiency of the Qurlan source. 

Inter-school squabbles involving the first group of scholars rep- 

resented in ShFLfic11s view as great a threat to the overriding 

importance which the party known as ahl al-4adlth desired to secure 

for the had1th of the Prophet as did the more direct assault of 

the second group's insistence upon the primary significance of 

the Qur3gn source. An attempt is made to show that Shaficlls 

source theories were constructed in response to the arguments-of 

both groups and were directed to the creation of a unifying prin- 

ciple which would solve the problem of ikhtilRf al-muslimin while 

simultaneously guaranteeing minimum disruption for the fiqh con- 

clubions which Shý_aifiýli had espoused. Since he proposed to'do- 

cument these conclusions on the basis of the sunna, ShRficlls 

theories were designed to place the sunna beyond further scholarly 

attack. 
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Introduction. 

The classical theory of Islamic jurisprudence 

acclaims Shafici as the founder of the science of us-ul al- 

fiqh and the saviour of the sunna(l) (the had'31th from the 
0 

Prophet). The elements of this science, which he presented 

as the formal 'sources' of Islamic law and which were gene- 

rally accepted by subsequent scholars as the essential bases 

of jurýisprudende, were the Qur3an, the sunna, ijmgc and 

qiyEis. The hierarchical order of these Isourceal 'which is 

also a product of Shafic-i's thinking, has been accepted, too. 

Indeed, these individual elements were not unknown to his 

sunni predecessors who had employed them in the documentation 

of their local fiqh doctrines. However, they had lacked a 

proper sýstem for so omploying them. They did not consider 

necessary any hierarchy between those materials, and priority 

was given to whichever supported a doctrine they adopted. 

ShaficIts contribution was, thereforo, in the systematization 

of the arguments in favour of adherenc. e to, those_2ýýi and his 

establishment of the hierarchical order of priority. 

The term Isunnal was used by his predecessors in a 

loose sense to denote the hadIth of the Prophet, that of 
0 

subsequent authorities (the Companions and the Successors) 

and the established practice of the community. They regarded 

these elements as of equal importance, frequently subordinating 

Al-IshatIb al-Baghd3dl, Tgrikh BaghdKdg Vol. II, p. 68, 
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the hadlth of the Prophet to that of other persons, or to prac- 

tice and their own opinion. In other words, the hadIth of the 

Prophet had not been accorded an especially important position 

in their legal theories. 

Their attitude may be explained by their motives, 

since their concern was primarily to rationalize and defend 

the existing local fiqh doctrines with formal documentation. 

Mlil ik for instance, was concerned with conserving and defen- 

dinS contemporary Medinese doctrines, as may be seen in his 

Muwatta3 and in the arguments of his followers in their dis- 
.0 

cussions with Sh5firl' that are preservod in Ikhtilaf M31ik and 

elsewhere. He2 therefore, employed documents which were available 

to him and which he thought relevant and fit to serve his purpose, 

particularly those which had local acceptance like the agreed 

practice of Medinat the hadi Iths of ancient Medinese authorities 
0 

and his own opinion. He also occasionally used qur32inic verses 

and such hadiths from the Prophet as were accessible to him. He 
0 

was not concerned with any system of priority as between the 

materials themselves. By contrast, Shafic! aimed at establishing 

the universality of Islamic fiqh, thereby abolishing its 

regional nature. This aim would, as understood from his arguments, 

be achieved only by permitting the fiqh only one system of 

'sources'; he, therefore, asserted that law could be derived only 

from the four elements, and that their hierarchical order should 

always be strictly observed. The systematization of the fiqh 
I 



which he desired to establish did not apply only to existing 

doctrines but, also to any future doctrines which might emerge 

in the Muslim community. 

Shaficl endeavoured to establish that Islamic law 

was divinely inspired and was conveyed to men by means of the 

qur3iin and the teachings of the Prophet, which he termed the 

sunna and which were preserved in the had1th. He considered 

these two the primary sources ( ? 1) qiyZis and ijmac were 

derivative sources since they were based, on the Qur3an 

and the sunna. In his view, the sunna, qiyas and ijmiic provided, 

like the qur4n, the bay7in (explanation) of God's intention. 

Since the source was one (i. e. God), the fiqh should be one and 

there should be no discrepancy (ikhtilRf) in it other than in 

minor details. 
(1) This was the status that he wanted for the 

fiqh, and which could render it invulnerable to attack by for 

example the MuCtazila. Of the twin primary sources, the sunna 

was more comprehensive and hence of more importance to the fiqh, 

for it dealt with the details of legal matters, whereas the 

qur)gn dealt only with certain cases and in general ter'ms. (2) 

The sunna was nevertheless confronted with various obstacles. 

The hadIth in which the sunna was preserved and transmitted was 
(3) 

utterly rejected by some of the Mur-tazila who trusted the Qur7an 

exclusively. The sunni scholars, ShRficits predecessors, 

accepted the hadith in principle, but in practice they did not 

recognize its absolute authority. The Murtazila and Shafit-i's 

(1) Cf. Ris2ila para: 1671 ff. See below P- 347 
(2) Coul7s-on, L1stqr., y_. 2. f IýlýImLc Law, pý. 11-20, "The qur57Ln contains 

no more than approximately eighty verses which deal with legal 
topics in the strict sence of the term".. (see p. 12) 

He call*ed this group of scholars ahl al-kal9m. 



sunn7i predecessors alike had seen the hadith as often con- 

flicting with, the qur3an, whose authority had been widely 

recognized as the highest and whose text had already been 

collected and promulgated. They hence occasionally rejected 

the hadIth. 

The aim of this thesis is to discuss Shaficils 

efforts towards the establishment of the'importance and the 

authority of the sunna and his method of securing its necessary 

connection with the qur3iin. It will be seen in what follows 

that Shlificl, to conform with the view generally accepted by 

the Muslims, recognized, in theory, that the Qur3gn was the law's 

highest authorityl but that, in practice, he used the takhsi7s 

theory to establish the priority of the sunna over the Qur32in. (l) 

h The implication of a Qur32inic ruling was rendered subject to te 

bayan provided by the sunn , so that a fiqh doctrine supported 
(2) 

by the sunna could if necessary prevail over it. Not 

unnaturally, ShAfit! became known as the champion of the sunna. 

The takhsis theory, however, is inapplicable to a case where the 
.0 

sunna contains a ruling on which the qur2iin is either totally 

silent or entirely differing. Here recognition of the contradic- 

tion between the two 'sources' is inevitable, and one of them has 

necessarily to give way to the other. The talchsirs theory-was 

clearly inadequate, and the practice of ShRfir-I's opponents, 

including ahl al-kalZm, of rejectiwg the sunna on qurlanic 

t-rounds could never be satisfactorily repudiated. ShFificar's 

obsession with the role of the sunna, nevertheless created an 

intellectual atmosphere in which later legal scholars could acdord 

the sunna greater importance as a basis of Islamic Jurisprudence. 

(1) Thir, will be di,,,, cussod in chap. 6. 
(2) He employs qurlZinic verscs as evioence-for God's imposition to 

accept the sunna. See below pp. 118ff. 
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Chapter 1 

Sh2ificlls intellectual background. 

in the HiJFLz. 

Muhammad b. Idris b. al-tAbbas b. CUthman b. Shafic 

b. al-Sg31b b. r-Ubaid b. cAbd Yazld b. Hgshim b. al-Muttalib 
0 40 

b. CAbd Manaf was known as al-imam al-ShTditl al-Muttalibi. He 
0a 

was of the Prophet's kin; one of cAbd Manaf sons (Hgshim) was 

the Prophet's ancestorý')Al-Salib (Shaficts father) was the 

carrier of the Hashimite standard at the battle of Badr against 

the Muslims (the first engagement in which the Muslims fought). 

He was taken prisoner during the battle but ransomed himself 

and was later converted to Islam 
ý2 )ShýTflclls 

mother was from 

the tribe of Azd. 

Shafic! was born in the year 150 A. H. and died in 

Egypt in 204 AA3)Reports vary as to the place he is alleged 

himself to have considered his birthplace, some saying Ghaza, 

some cAsqalan and some the Yaman. The majority of his biogra- 

phers wore inclined, however, to accept that it was Ghaza. 

They, therofore, attempted to reconcile the conflicting reports 

and postulated that both Ghaza and CAsqal2in were in Palestine 

and were near to each other, and that the word 'Yaman' meant 

the Yamani tribes who had settled in Palestineý4)His father died 

before he. was born, and he was brought up by his widowed mother, 

(1) YaqUt, jjur-jam, vol- VI P-367. For the table of the Prophot's 
lineage see Nicholson, Literary History,, P-146. 

(2) Rail, Mangqib, P-3 

(3) Ibn Khallikan, 17afayUt, vol. IV p. 165; Mas'ýUudli, jjuLrýjj, vol. III 
P-436. 

(4) Yaqjit, Mur-jam, Vol. VI* P- 368. 
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She was concerned with the noble position of the Meccan family 

to-which herhusband had belonged, and feared that the child 

would be deprived of his share in this unless he was educated 

in Mecca itself. He was brought to Mecca at an early age(, 
Z)and 

it was in Mecca that his intellectual life began. He started 

to learn how to recite the qur)iin and comitted its text to me- 

mory at the age of sevený3)He is alleged to have spent a substan- 

tial period of time in the desert outside Mecca, with the tribe 

of Hudhail, to acquire the pureArabic for, which the tribe was 

renownedý4)As a result, he is said to have excelled in the 
. -f 

"'. m \ýk ) language, poetry, tales (\ and history of the Arabs 

and was able to compose poetry himselfP)ý4ereafterj he studied 

fiqh and hadith under leading traditionists and lawyers of Meccas 

among whom were Sufyan, b. tUyaina, Muslim b. Kha-lid al-Zanj-I, 

Sarld b. Sillim, Dd-ud b. (, Abdul Rahman al- 'Att7a-r and cAbdul 
(6) 

Majid b. r-Abdul gAz1z b. Abi Rawlids He soon exhausted the sum 

of legal knowledge available in Mecc a and was authorized by his 

teacher, al-ZanjI (an eminent and authoritative Meccanlawyer at 

that time), to give fetwasý7)Medina was another centre of 

(1) Al-Khatilb al-Baghdadi, Tarikh, 'vol. II, p. 59 

(2) Some reports say when he was two years old, and some ten. 
ibid.; YaqUt, Mufjam, loc. cit. 

(3) Al-Khatirb al-BaghdadI, Tirikh, II, p. 63, cf. Ibn Kathirr, Bid3ya, 
Vol. X, P. 251- 

(4) YaqUt, P-369, he stayed with the tribe for seven years; Ibn 
KathIr, Bidiiya, X, p. 252, for ten years; al-Khatib, Tarikh, 10C. Cit 
for twenty years. 

(5) YaqUt, loc. cit. ; al-KhatIb al-Baghd9dI, Tiiri loc. cit. 
(6) Razi, Man7 aqi , p. 11 ; Ibn Hajar, Tawali p. 52. 
(7) Ilia bior-raphers do not dispute that he as then fifteen year 

old. See al-Khatib al-Baghd7ad!, Tiirikh, vol. II, pp. 63f-; Ibn AbI 
ýatim, Adab, P -39- 
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religious learning, where his older contemporary, the famous 

lawyer Malik b'. Anas, had achieved a wide reputation in the Isiamic 

world for his knowledge and particularly for his book the Muwatta3 
0. 

(the first compendium of Islamic law). This book(l)prompted 

Shafit-i to travel to Modina to meet Malik and study under him, 

and1with al-Zanji's recommendation, he set out for Medina. It is 

reported that Malik i,, ras pleased with and impressed by Sh5ficlls 

memorization of the Muwatta3 and his legal knowledge, and he is 

supposed to have said, 11 If any person is ever to prosper, it 

is this youth 1'. (2 )ShFifirl 
pursued his studies with great success 

and remained a pupil of Malik until the latter's death in 179 A. Hý3) 

It was not only under M31ik that he studied at Medina, but under 
(4) 

many other Medinese scholars, one of whom (Ibrahim. b. Abi Yahya) 

was a Muctazilite. It is not surprising, therefore, that Shafic-i 

was well versed in the theory of the Muctazila and aware of their 

opposition to that of the sunni scholars, and that he subsequently 

made , -, reat efforts to systematize the sunni fiqh in its own 

defence. 

By now, ShafVl had acquired sunid legal knowledge froýý 

two important centres of Islam in the Hij2iz. It is worthy of 
0 

mention that those scholars under whom he had studied adhered to 

different legal theories, for each of them was an independent 

scholar.. This is indicated by an anecdote in which Sh7ifivl is 

said to have learned that Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Shaib7in3. 
0.0 

Reportssay that Sh7ificl committed its content to memory at 
the age gf ten. See Ibn Khallikan, 'WafaY---iit, vol. IV, P. 164; Ibn Kathiry Bidaya, vol. X, p. 251. 

(2) Ibn Khallik2inj WafayEt, Vol. IV, p. 164. 
(3) YFLqUt, ý! Ucjam, Vol. VI, P- 371- 
(4) ibid. P-368. Their narnes are mentioned by Raili, Maxi-aqi p. 11 

and Ibn Hajax, TaWa-li, 9.52. 

/ 
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(an eminent cIr5: qian scholar and a pupil of AbU Han1fa and of 
9 

M2ilik) refuted a Medinese leGal doctrine and-directed the 

refutation at the Medinese scholars in general. 

ShZifitl protested that Shaibar; -i should not have made such a 

general attack for the doctrine was not adopted by all of them. 

He should, said Shgfitlyhave named the partic. alar scholar who 

adopted the doctrine which he desired to invalidate, since there 

were many scholars in Medina and each had his own view about any 
-I '11p 

f 
problem. Shaficl knew well, however, that he had meant by ck-ý 

Malik alone; and this was admitted by Shaiblýl. The Medinese 

teachers, particularly Malik, had had a greater influence on 

Sh2ific*31 than his Meccan teachers, to the extent -that he reckoned 

himself a Medinese and, in many casds, supported Medinese 
(2) 

doctrines which conflicted with those of the eIraqians. The 

latter, in their discussions with him, recognized him as a 
(3) 

Medinese. 

In cIrFq: 

Having studied law in the two centres, Shafitli. was 

employed, after Mýlikls death, as a judge at Najr2in in the Yamanj(4) 

and he took advantage of being in the Yaman to study under local 

scholars. 
(5) 

This was durins the caliphate of cAbbasid HarUn 

al-RashId, when there emerged the CAlid politico-religious acti- 

vities against the ruling cAbb9sid family. Undoubtedly, HarUn 

was disturbed by this underground movement and eager to curb it 

and to inflict severe punishment on anyone involved in It. The 

(1) Ibn Abl HRtim, Dab, p-111; Yaqlit, Muýjam, vol*VI, P. 373. 

-Ib ) Ibn Abl Ilatim (2) Se-a for exagple Umm, vol. VII P. 6&ý 
Adab p. 202; Ilshtilaf Malik, pp. 180-3; Al-radd cald 11-1uhaminad, 
passim, 09-P-272 

(3) Ikh 
^ 
tilaf al-hadith, l). 284'. 

(4) YEýfu-t, 
-Mutj Vol. Vis P. 371- 

(5) Their names are mentioned by ia-ý-i, Ea! ja: qib3, p. 11 
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movement had already been at work in the Yaman when Shafi Ci 

arrived there. According to historiansand biographers, (')he had 

and was eventually a deep sympathyýand respect for the IýAlids 
(2) 

accused of being involved in the movement and taken before HarUn 

in r-Iriiq in the year 184 A. H. together with several CAlids who 

were instantly ordered to be put to death. Hearing the cogent 

speech which he made in his defence, the Caliph pardoned himý3) 

and Shafir-I remained in Baghdad for about two years,. 
ý4) 

During his stay, he associated with the EIraqian scho- 

lars, particularly Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-ShaibanI, the leading 
I 

jurist of the (Iraj school at that time. Under them he studied 

the fiqh, he collected the books of Shaib9ni and other cIrZqian 

scholars, and entered into discussions with them ý5)Then 
he 

went to Mecca and stayed there for nine years. In the year 195 

A. H., after the death of Har-un in 193 and that of Shaiban! in 

189, he visited Baghdad for the second time and stayed there for 
(6) 

two years. He returned to Mecca, but, soon after that, in 198 A. H., 

he made his third and last visit to cIriq; this time he stayed 

for only a few months, whereupon he set out for Egypt, arriving 

there in 199 A. H. 
(7)He 

resided at FustRt until he died in the 

yeaýr 204. 

(1) Like Ygqlit, al-KhatIb al-Baghdcidl and others. 
(2) i-aq-ut, Mucjam, vol. VII P- 387, preserves a selection of 

Shafiri's poem which indicates his attachment to the cAlids. 

His teacher Malik b. Anas, was also a partisan of the cAlids 
and was eventually flogged on the order of the Galiph Mansur. 
See Nicholson,. Literary, P- 337; Mastudl, mur`uj, vol-III, Pý-339f- 

(3) Yaqdt, Mucjam, vol. VI, PP. 371f. 
(4) Biographers do not mention forhow long he stayed in cIraq this 

time, but, since his second visit took place in 195 A. H. after. 
he had stayed in Mecca for nine years, his visit after the 
pardon probably lasted two years or so. 

(5) He recorded his discussions with Shaibazil in his treatise 
Al-radd cala Mu4ammad b. al-gasan. 

(6) Al-Khatlb al-Baghdadi, T5rik , voi. II, p. 68. 
(7) Ibn Khallikan, Wafayii , vol. iv, p. 165; but Kindi, K. al-wulat 

wal-qudat, P. 154 in 198 A. H. 
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Legal theories: 

His visit to vIraq had been fruitful nevertheless, for 

in a short span of time (four years and several months, in 

three visits, ) he was able to acquire much of the LIriiqians' 

leg'al knowledge and understood their legal theories. In his 
0 

workjk, 
(1) 

he shows his familiarity .,,, ith eand 

the doctrines and the legal method of Auziiii- (a Syrian) and 

three I; Ir2iqian scholars, Abu Han1fa, Ibn Abir Laifa- and Abý YU. suf; 

and in ýýLrAjý>ýIhis familiarity with Shaib7inils legal method. 

In he observes the OIriiqian scholars' inconsis- 

tency in following the opinion of cAll b. Ab! Talib and IýAbdullah 

b. Maselid whom they regarded as most authoritative and, in many 

Ith of-the Prophet. His cases, as having priority over the hadi 
0 

. *clearly indicates his familiarity with the prin- work 

ciple of istihsan (2) 
which was widely used by the f-Iraqians., 

0 
Indeed, all his writings contain discussions with representatives 

of the cIrgqian and Medinese scholars, and illustrate his know- 

ledge of tho legal doctrines and theories of these two groups 

of sunni scholars. 

ShFLficl had also lived in the midst of ahl al-kalZm 

who insisted on reliance on the Qur: 19n in all matters and refused 

to recognize the hadIth as the basis of laA3) He entered into 

(4) discussions with them, and even studied under one of their 

scholarsý5) He had clearly acquired a considerable knowledge of 

their legal theories and was fully aware of their opposition to 

the sunnis and their arguments ai. ainst the sunni fiqh based as 

(1) These works contain his comi-aents on Abu YUsaf's work in qhich 
the lattýr refuted the doctrines of Auiacl'and Ibn Abi Laila 
in favour of those of Ab-u Han-ifa. 

(2)This principle aill be discýssed below, see pp. ý41f. 
(3) shafi-E-17, Jima7r al-Cilm, p. 250; Ibn qutaiba, Taý, Nil, passim. 
(4) Sh-afiC-i, Jimatal-': ilm(5) i. e. Ibr: a-h-im b. Abi Yahyao 

loc. cit. 
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it -aas mainly on the hadlith. His acquaintance with the sunni 
0 

fiqh in various centres led him to recognize two important phe- 

nomena. One was the regional disagreement of logal 

doctrines, and the other waB the lack-of a proper system for do- 

cumenting those doctrines. He was disturbed by this since it- 

had provided a basis for ahl al-kalým to attack the fiqh. (') 

To protect the fiqh he endeavoured to systematize it and unify 

it. To achieve this, he stressed the importance of the 'sources' 

of Islamic jurisprudence (the Qur)an, the sunna, the ijmac and 

qiyas) and their hierarchy, and in doing so created the science 

of usUl al-fiqh. His efforts towards this systematization were 

concentrated on establishing the importance and the overriding 

I authority of the had'ith of the Prophet, (we shall examine this 

in detail in the following chapters of this thesis. ) He believed. 

that the divergence of legal doctrines could be avoided if, in 

their documentation, the authority of the hadilth of the Prophet 

was given priority over that of reports from other persons (the 

Companions or Successors). According to him the fiqh had to be 

in agreement with the teaching of the Prophet to whom'the Qur32in 

was revealed and whose hadith was, therefore, the best interpre- 
0 

tation of God's intention. 

Sh7ifilli's systematization of the. sunni fiqh necessa- I 

rily implies criticism of the legal theories which he had stu- 

died, particularly those of the Medinese and the cIraqians., 

Keeping himself free from regional school bias, he entered into 

discussions with representatives of the two schools (those dis- 

cussions appear in all his writings) and considered both the 

0 

Ibn qutaiba, Ta3wil, passim. 
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Medinese and the CIrZiqians as his opponents. Ile attacked them 

vigorpusly on points where they disagreed with him, particular- 

ly on the subject of the overriding authority of the hadith 
0 

of the ProPhet(l) on the other hand, he supported whichever 

group agreed with him (frequently the Medinese) against the 

other. Although he had begun his intellectual life with the 

Medinese school and was regarded by his CIr9qian opponents as 

a Medinese, he disclaimed responsibility for any Medinese doc- 

trine or theory which contradicted his own 
ý2 ) His desire, in all 

his polemics, was to convert hisfellow sunnis to his theory of 

jurisprudence, and thereby to render the sunni fiqh invulnerable 

to attacks by ahl al-kalain. As a result, Shafitl has been held 

by later scholars to have introduced a new school of law. His 

efforts towards systematization were remarkably successful, and 

this success was a great contribution to-Islamic jurisprudence 

and the elements of usUl al-fiqh which he introduced became 

essential to the classical theory of jurisprudenceý3) 

(l)-His attack on th-a Medinese appears mainly in the Ikhtilaf 
Malik, and that on the IcIrEqians mainly in al-rad-d--7-a-ld 
Muhammad ibn al-Hasan and Ikhtilaf CAli wa ibn MasLiid. 

(2) Emm,, vol. I, p. 110; cf. 
_Ikhtilaf 

al-hadith, p. 284, 

(3) Cf. Schacht, The OriginSp. 1 
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Chapter 2 

The bases. of the legal theses of 
Shafir-I's contemporaries and predecessors. 

The main study in this chapter is a discussion of the 

origin and the development of uq? Ul al-fiqh, Before discussing 

this subject, it would be better to deal briefly with the 

definition of figh. 

The word fiqh in cArabic means 'understanding' or 

'knowledge'. (') Derivatives of this word appear several times in 

the qur3an conveying these meanings-(2) In its widest sense it 

covers knowledge in all aspects of life. (3) For exam ple Q IX: 123 

reads 111i yatafaqqahU fi al d1n. Ili yatafaqqahlil in this verse 

refers to knowledge in all matters pertaining to Islamic life. 

The Prophet is reported to have blessed Ibn (-Abbas and said, 

I'Allahumma faqqihhu"_(4) The word Ifaqqihhul in this tradition 

means "give him understanding or knowledge of Islam in general". 

Ibn Duraid composed a book on linguistics called fiqh al-lughah 

(knowledge of the language)- 

In a narrower sense, the term fiqh was used in Islamic 

terminology to denote theological science before the te'rm kalam(5) 

(later the term for the strictly theological science) was 

introduced by the Muctazila to denote an inde endent science, p 

during the time of the cAbbasid caliph, Ma3mUn (d. 218 A. H. ) 

partly as a result of the influence of Greek philosophy by mean6 

n 
of c T, ersion of Greek scholars to Islam and translation into 

(1) Ibn Manz-ur, Lisan al-cArab, vol. XVII, P. - 
418 s. v. 

(2) Cf-Q. IV'.. 78; q VI: 25,65,98; q VII: 178; Q VIII: 65; q IX: 81,87. 

(3) Goldziher, 1, E. I., s. v. Fikh. 
1-- 1, our concern is confined to (4) Ibn Sacd, Tabaqat, vol. II, p.. 365. 

r the word fiqh, the authenticity of the hadith is not he e in 
question. 

(5) Macdonald,, D. B., E. I., s. v. Kalam. 
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C Arabic of Greek books. Clear evidence for this is a book called 

al-fiqh al-akbar (greater understanding), which is attributed to 

AbU Hanifa (d. 150 A. H. ). This book is a dogmatic treatise, not 

a book of law 

The word fiqh was used in theological language to oppo- 

se the word rilm (knowledge). The latter was used to denote 

knowledge derived from the Qur3an and the legal decisions handed 

down from the Prophet and the Companions, whereas fiqh denoted 

the independent exercise of one's own intellect in makýng legal 

decisions, when no textual sources were-available Thus fiqh 

and Cilm were used to denote two distinct aspects of knowledGe. 

For example, Ibn f-Umar was expert in hadith but not 

in fiqhý3) but Ibn rAb6as was most knowledgeable with 
IC 

respect to traditions and had the best understanding () 

with respect to new cases for which no tradition could be found 

as a precedent and where it was necessary to exercise personal 

. 
judgementý4) 

In the passage of time and when, after Shafilýal., the 
Olq 

four'methodýcal'principles, namely the Qur3an, the sunna, the 

ijmac (conscnsur. ) and qiyas, gained gradual recognition, the 

term fiqh gradually lost its limited sense. Thus fiqh became 

a term to denote the whole body of law which was alleged to have 

been derived from the four principles. It is now used as the 

name for Islamic jurisprudence which covers all branches of law 

including laws regulating ritual and religious observances(Cibadat). 

(1) Printed in. Hyderac7ad, 1953. 

(2) Goldziher, l., E. I. , loc. cit. 

(3) Ibn Saf-d, Tabaqat, vol. 11, (4) ibid., P., -368. 
P-373. 
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The fiqh, as it is now understood, emerged towards the 

middle of the second century with the growth of the regional 

schools of Islamic law. Before this time, during the greater 

part of the Umayyad period (41-132 A. H. ), the social and admi- 

nistrative practice of the Umayyads largely derived from adop- 

tion of the legal and administrative institutions and pýactices 
t, % is 

of the conquered territoriesý'Lj It/clear that through this 

adoption foreign elements, especially those of the Byzantine and 

Sasanian civilizations which had prevailed in Syria and cIraq 

long before these territories came into the hands of the Muslims, 

entered Islamic law. It has even been suggested that the words 

fiqh and fuqalýa3 (latryers) have been influenced by the corres- 

ponding Greek terms ý2) 
The term 'kharajl , became the Islamic 

name for taxation levied on conquered agriculteral lands in cIraq 

and Syria which remained in the possession of their original 

owners, was an arabicisation of an administrative term used by 

the Byzantinesý3) The inhabitants of' those conquered territories 

had been accustomed to a tax of this kind under Byzantine and 

PersigLn rule 
ý4) 

Such retention of foreign elements was regarded as 

normal by the fuqaha3 even in the late second Islamic century: 

(1) Goldziher, 'ýhe principlesof law in Islam, published in the 

_2f 
the wohld, vol. VIII, p. 296 llistoriansHistor7 U-8. 

(2) idem., s. v. Fikh. 

(3) Juynboll, W., R. I., s. v. KharFtdj. 

(4) ibid. 
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"AbU Yýsuf held that if there exists in a country an ancient, 
Islam 

non-cArab normative custom (sunna) which/has neither changed 

nor abolished, and people complain to the Caliph that it causes 

them hardship, he is not entitled to change it; but Malik and 

Shafici held that he may change it even if it be ancient, because 

he ought to prohibit (in similar circumstances) every lawful nor- 

mative custom which has been introduced by a Muslim, let alone 

those introduced by unbelievers". 
(') 

Another source for Umayyad administrative practice was 

the judgements of their qadIs (judges). The latter were appointed 

by local governors to settle local disputes, and to them the 

governors, who had full authority over theIr respective provinces, 

delegated their judicial authority. The decisions made by the 

q2idirs were put into practice and regarded as a part of the admi- 
(2 

nistrative regulation. For example, Kindi 
)reports 

that the 

Umayyad qlidij Sulaim b. LItr (the first qad! of Egypt under the 

Umayyad administration, 40-60 A. H. ), decided that payment of com- 

pensation for physical injury (jar4) should be administered by 

the treasury (d'lwan). This decision was put into practice. 

The q1idIs rendered judgement according to their own 
(3) & 

discretion taking into consideration customary practice. They 

also took into account the letter or the spirit of the Qur)anic 

regulations and religious norms as they thought fitý4) This is 

r indicated by the later incorporation of the office of qadi as an 

Schacht, Law in the middle East, ed. Khadduri, pp-35ff., 

__qx, 
pugnation reT, ýonum, ed. quoting from Beladsorig L4, ýýqýr 

- de Geoje, Leiden 1865, P-448. 
(2) Kitab al-wulat wal-qudat, P-309. 

(3) ibid., P-334. 
(4) Schacht, Introduction to Islamic law, p. 26. 
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Islamic institution and by the fact that a knowledge of the 
rl I 

Qur)an was a qualification for holding the office. ` This shows 

that the Qurian at least was taken into consideration in making 

laws for the community, before the e mergence of the Islamic fiqh 

proper. The following example will illustrate this. 0.11: 236 (2) 

and 241 (3)charge husbands, when divorce takes place, to make a 

fair provision (mutca) in favour of their wives. These verses do 

not determine the amount of such provision. The husbands Who do 

'I so provide are referred to as Imuhsinin' and Imuttaqlnl. 6Abdul 

(4) 
Rahman b. Ilujaira (qad! of Egypt 69 A. H - 83 A. H. ) ruled that 

mutta was obligatory, and that the amount was three d-inars pay- 

able through the officer of the diwan (pay-roll official). Ilis 

ruling that mutca was obligatory was a straightforward interpre- 
(5) 

tation of these two verses. By contrast, Tauba b. Namir (qad7i 

of Egypt 115 k. H. - 120 A. H. ) held that mutLa was desirable but 

not obligatory. ' The words Imuhsinin' and ImuttaqInI seem to have 

persuaded him to decide that mutra was a virtuous and pious deed 

reflecting a good and just character such as that required for 

legal testimony. - This is indicated by this anecdote: H, e kept 

silent when a man disreý; arded his counsel that mutta. be given to 

his divorced wife. lqlihen the same man aPpeared before him on ano- 

ther occasion to make a legal testimony, Tauba rejected him, 

saying, "You refused to be one of the Imuhsin-in' or Imuttaqin' 

(1) Kind!, K. Wulat, P . 312. 

JLL) 

(3) "(: &: L\ & :- \)3) 

(4) ibid., PP. 314ff. 
(5) ibid., PP-342ff. 
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(He presumably referred to the man's refusal to give mutýý). 

It is noteworthy that Khair b. NuCim (qad! of Egypt 120 A. H. - 

127 A. H. ) reintroduced the obligatory status of mutg-ae 

When Shafiý71 emerged , the fiqh already existed2 mainly 

in the Hijaz, cIraq and Syria. In the 11ijaz there were two sub- 

centres, namely Medina and Mecca; the latter had, however, less 

influence than the former. In cIraq there were alsp-two centres: 

KUfa and Basra, the former better known than the latter. Each 

centre had a school of law, which was at first ascribed to its 

Geographical location and only later ascribed to its 'founder' 
(2) 

Thus the school of KUfa is now ascribed to AbU Hanifa (d. 150 A. H. ) 

and that of Medina to Malik (d. 179 A. H. ). Shaiban-i (d. 189 A. H. ), 

a prominent pupil of AbU Han31fa, often called his Medinese opponent 

ahl al-Madina (people of Medina) without referring to Malil',; 

shaficli frequently referred to IcIraqian scholars as cIraqiyin 

and mashriqiyln (easteýers)ý3)ivithout attributing the doctrine 

in question to Aba Hanirfa. This showvthat at the time of Shai- 

bani and Sh3fic3. 'r the ascription of the schools to their 'founders' 

was not yet usual. In European works, these schools are called 

the "ancient schools" and the scholars to whom they were attri- 

buted the "ancient scholars'1ý4)j shall use these terms hereafter. 

The surviving fiqh literature reveals that the re- 

gional schools differed in detail on a great many legal pro- 

blems. (5)This 
was natural, becau . 

se the schools had emerged in 

different societies with different social and cultural backGrounds. 

(1) ibid., P-350. 
(2)'Coulson, ýistory, P. 51. 
(3) eg. see Ikhtil2if %, 13lik, PP-213,243. 
(4) eg. Schacht, passim. 
(5) See for example Tabari, Ikhtilaf al-fuqaha3, passim; 

Shýafii-i, zati, passim. pý_ al- Au 
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In the course of conflict between the schools, there emer-ed 

the tendency of attributing the doctrine of each school to the 

generation who knew Muhammad and even to the authority of the 

ProphetP In view of this, all conflicting doctrines can be 

safely dated only at least as far back as the founders' of 

the schools. Any ascription to an earlier authority should 

not confidently be accepted without rigorous examination. 

The ancient scholars emerged at the time when Umayyad 

social and administrative practice was in operation among the 

Muslim communities. They were private individuals who came 

forward to evaluate the practice according to their religious 

point of view. They accepted, rejected or modified any parti- 

cular practice according to their judgement of it. As a result 

they often differed in their decisions on individual cases. For 

example, they differed oveV the view of the Umayyad that a 

mounted soldier was entitled to two shares of the booty for his 

mount besides his personal-'shareP) Aui-ari adopted the practice, 

Abli Hanirfa rejected it, 3) 
and Malik was undecided. Quoting the 

opinion of cUmar II which supported the practice, he said, 

"I hear that to this day"(4) Their decisions about a articular p 

(1) See below pp. ' . 
39,41f. 

(2) Sha-fir-l, §. ýy- 7L al-Auzi-ill, P-306. 
(3) AbU YUruf, Al-kharL, p. 19. 

Muvratta3, vol. IIj P-. 456 
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practice were either supported by their legal reasoning or were 

put under the aegis of some higher authorities or bothýl) There- 

fore it may be concluded that Umayyad practice was taken by the 

ancient scholars as a starting point in their legal discussions. 

Thus, at this time, there were two sources of law for the commu- 

nities: existing Umayyad practice and the decisions of scholars 

engaged in formulating theoretical Islamic bases for Islamic law. 

The ancient scholars also based their legal doctrines 

on customary local practice which was often described as Camal. 

This is clearly seen in the ancient works. A scholar from cIraq, 

rejecting a doctrine expressed in a tradition, (said that the 

doctrine was rejected because "every one" had abandoned it. He. 

explained that what he meant by "every one" was the muft73-s 

(jurist consult) of his time or immediately before; but since 

the generation of the Successors 
ý2 )This 

shows that the scholar 

in question rejected the doctrine because it was not in accor- 

dance with the 'practices which prevailed in his province. 

Shiificl observed that a Basran opponent has taken 'practice' 

as the basis of leGal doctrineý3)The Medinese likewise took 

customary 'practice' as a basis for reasoning out the law but 

clearly. showed that they. limited it to the practice of Medina. 

The term Camal (practice) appears repeatedly in the Muviatta3 
*0 

of Malik, the first compendium of law in Islam, to justify his 

doctrine. For example, Malik rejected the legal doctrine of 

(1) See below pp. 39,41f- 

(2) Sýafiti-, Ikhtilaf al-hadith, pp. 336f. 
(3) idem, Ikhtilaf MHlik, p. 243- 
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Khiyiir al-majlis, which 6ives the parties to a contract, duly 

completed by offer and acceptance, the right to repudiate it 

during the formal concluding of the agreement, although the 

rival Meccan school, which adopted the doctrine, ascribed it to 

the Prophet. He said, "Here (in Medina) we have no such 

specific rule and no established practice for this"(') (wa laisa 

li dhýlika tindana hadd ma ci-uf wa ia I amr ma cmiTl bihi f 1: h'i) 

'Wa la amr macmul bihi fihit clearly shows that Malik 

considered thelpracticel of Medina as a basis of law. 

Auzari also based his doctrine on custom. He said so 

cl3arly when he refuted AbU Han31fals doctrine that if a ; ontin- 

gent of soldiers joins another contingent after a baIttle in 

which the latter had fought, the former had a share in the booty 

acquired in that battle. (? ) 
He decided that a soldier might 

take foodstuffs from an enemy territory and carry it out to 

Islamic territory and he mi,, -ht. give it to his family or anyone Q 

else. The basis for this decision was customary practice: the 

usual practice of the Muslims. 
(3) 

Opinion 

The ancient scholars employed systematic reasoning 

(ra3y) to reason out their legal doctrines. On the question of 

the mounted soldier's share of the booty, AbU Han-3:. fa, who 

rejected the doctrine in question, opined that giving a rider two 
0 

(1) Muwatta), vol. II, p. 6? 1; Ikhtilýf Mglik, p. 204- 

(2) Sh2ifirlp Siyar al- Auzari, P- 310- 
(3) ibid., P- 313 ýV-Aý-ý' Al 
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shares for his mount meant placing an animal in a status above 

that of a Muslim. Abii YUsuf, accepting the doctrine(') argued 

that this was not a matter of status but a matter of maintenance 

and the costs sustained by the owner of the horse, as the two 

shares given to a rider for his mount did not go directly to the 

horse but to the rider. Furthermore, giving two shares for a 

mount was an encouragement to the Muslims to provide horses for 

wars, 
(2) 

Beside ra3y, Abli Hani7fa placed his doctrine on the 

authority of cUmar. AbU YUsuf, Auzaci and Shafilýl, on the other 

hand, refer to the authority of the ProPhet. 

Reason was used in two ways: (1) in analogy with an 

existing institution or decision (this method was later called 

qiyas) or (2) in what the jurists considered to be the public 

interest; (this became known as istihsan and was a diversion from. 

analogy). 

In Medina, M31ik used reason in his legal reasoning; 

this can be found in his Muwatta2 where he regularly uses the 
0. 

words and on tfie problem of destroying property in 

an enemy's territory, Shaficir remarks that Malik has resorted to 

Ith from the Prophet and Abli his own opinion rather than the hadl 

Bakr. 
(3) 

M9lik used reason in the following casos: (a) to confirm 

and add -weight to a tradition from a Companion or lower authority$ 
(4) 

(b) to reject or support a tradition of the Prophet, 
(5) (c) when 

(1) Because he discovered a hadIth of the Prophet which supported it. 

(2) AbU YUsuf, Al-kharýj, p. 19. 
(3) Ikhtilaf 147ilik, ' p. 213- 
(4) eg. Muwattal, vol. II, P. 900. 

(5) eg. ibid. PP. 713-14 Ikhtilaf Malik, loc. cit. 
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th. ere was no textual ruling available to him (such as over the 

number of horses for which a soldier is entitled to claim shares 

in any booty), (') 
or (d) to supportipracticelin preference to 

tradition. (2) 

Maliliýuse of reason takes the form of qiyRs although 

he does not'use the term. He decides, for example, that if. stolen 

property is returned to its oviner, the punishment of amputating 

the hand is still to be carried out on the thief. He bases this 

decision on analogy with the punishment of a wine-drinker which is 

to be carried out even if there is no more proof of drunkenness 

than the smell of wine. According to him, a lack of evident 

drunkenness is parallel to non-use by a thief of stolen property. 

Once the crime has been perpetrated, punishment should be carried 

out in both casesý3) Another example of MFLlik5q3. yas is the case of an 

employee (aji1r) who steals his employer's property. He decides 

that the punishment of amputating the hand. should not be carried 

out because this case is not analogous to that of a thief but to 

that of an embezzler (kha3in)ý4)Besides, there was strong resis- 

tance to impairing the value of slaves. Theywere valuable propertyp 
The above example reveals that the use of qiyas by 114a-lik 

was less than precise, and even a slight resemblance between two 

cases was sufficient for him to derive a legal decision by giyHs. 

This was, of course, far below the sophisticated standard that 

Sh2ificl' was to endeavour to establish. 
(6) 

(1) Muwatta3, vol. II, P-456. 

(2) ibid. 

(3) ibid., P. 837. 
(4) ibid., P. 841. 
(5) Cf. Ibn Ha=, Al-muhalla, Vol. XI, PP-157f., 160-8. 

(6) See chapter 
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The Medinese, in certain cases, preferred qiyas to the 

explicit meaning (zahir) of the qur4n as a basis for their fiqh 

doctrine. For example, Q V: 95 provides thatthe obligatory 

compensation for killing an animal during the pilgrimage is the 

"equivalent" of the animal. The apparent meaning is, therefore, 

that if two persons jointly kill a deer, the compensation to be 

exacted is one goat, regardless of the number of people involved, 

but the Medinese decided that the compensation in this caseshould 

be two goats, one from each killer. They based this decision on 

analogy with the case where two persons-are jointly invoived in 

a single unpremeditated murder. In such a case, each of them is 

obliged to manumit a slave.. 
(') 

There are instances where MZilik exercised his personal 

judgement not by qiy2is'but by istihsan, although he did not use 

the term. Over the number of horses for which a soldier might 

claim 3hares in the booty, he said, "I do not think he is. entitled 

to the share of more than one horse". 
(2 ) 

Another example was that 

of a slavel belonging to a Muslim, who was captured by the enemy, 

recaptured by the Muslims and included in the booty. When this 

was discovered after he had been allotted to-a soldier, the 

original owner had priority in possession of the slave, provided 

that he paid his price to the soldier. In this respect, Malik 

used the words, "I am of the opinion ...... ,. 
(3) 

Shaficl finds in 

one problem(4) that the Medinese doctrine is based on istihsan, 

for it disagrees with the sunna, iithar, qifiis, reason (macqUi) 

(1) Shilficil, IkhtilRf Millik, pp. 223f- 
(2) Muwatta), Vol: II, P. 456. 

(3) ibid., p.. 453. 
ý'g A"p, (4) Ikhtil2if Malik, p. 189 ( 

_, 
ý 
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and the opinion of the people (aq7iw'il al-n2is). MFxlik's decisions 

in the above problems are based solely on his personal Judgement 

without reference to a precedent or other doctrine. Such an 

approach is obviously istihsan, and his use of expressions like 

lastahibbl and I uhibbl(')are merely variants of this approach. 

The CIraqians were those who most used opinion. Like 

the Medinese, they favoured qiyas and istihslin. Records show 

that all the leading cIiaqians - Ibn Ab31 Laila, AbU Hanifa, AbU 

(2) 
YUsuf and Shaibanl - employed it. Shafir31 lists qiyas as one 

of their main sources of law and calls them ahl al-qiyZs, 
(3) 

They based their lei,:, al decisions more on qiyas than on the 

tradition, and even criticised the hadith on the basis of conclu- 

sions reached by qiylls. The following example is typical: A 

tradition of the Prophet rules that if a slave belongs to many 

masters, one of whom manumits him, if that master owns property 

to the value of the total price of the slave, he should pay the 

other masters for their share in the slave and then the slave 
becomes a full free man. However, if the master cannot afford to 

pay, the slave becomes only partially free. The c-Iraqians held 

that the slave had to be given the opportunity to earn so that 

he could buy his freedom from the rest of the masters. They 

rejected the concept of partial freedom contained in the tradi- 

tion, on the analogy with the problem of inheritance where a 

partially free slave is not to inherit nor to be inheritedý4) 

In another example, they demanded fourfold confession from an 

(1) Muwatta;, passim. 

(2) 1 have not discovered the term qiyas being used by them. 

pp. 111,124. (3) ShRficl, IkhtilRf al-clrqq'y-r 
(4) idem, Ikhtil9f 'PIRlik, P-183. 
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adalterer before he was punished. They based this decision 

on analogy with the four witnesses stipulated in Q IV: 15ý1) 

This doctrine was ascribed to the Prophet and recorded in a 

mursal (interrupted) had3rth reported by ý.: -Zuhr7J. 
P) 

Shafic"I'. 
0 

finds, however, that they are not consistent in applying 

qiyas, and says, "They claim that they do not accept a decision 

from anybody who abandons qiyas, but they themselves abandon it,, 
ý3) 

An example of this occurs in the problem of the sale of animals 

with deferred delivery and stipulated specification (baic al- 

salam)ý4) Shaficir and the Medinese approve of this sale, whereas* 

the CIraqians disapprove of it. The latter based their argument on 

a tradition from Ibn MastUd. In his discussion%with their rep- 

resentativcs., among them Shaibani, Shafic! points out that they 

abandon qiyas. The Prophet, Shafici asserts, is reported to 

have owed a camel to somebody and to have repaid him with ano- 

ther camel. This had-3th shows that a camel is regarded as pro- 

perty like any other property whose delivery, arising from a 

transaction, may be deferred; on the basis of qiyiis, therefore, 
a so 

baic-al-salam is applicable to camels. It should/be applicable 

to other animals, on analogy -kith camels. He further argues 

that the CIraqians approve of camels in the payment of blood- 

money (diyah), dowry and the payments of a mukatab (a slave 

whose master allows him to purchase his liberty by instalments); 

in each of these cases, delivery can be deferred and specifica- 

tion stipulated, 

The cIraqians used istihsan more than the Medineseq 

T (1) idem, Ikhtiiaf tAlJ. wa Ibn Masc-ud, P-170- 
(2) Malik, Muwatta3, vol. II, p. 821. 

Y- (3) Sýafici, Ikhtilaf al-tIraqiyin, p. 111. 
.1- (4) idem, Umm, vol. III, pp. 106f.; cf. Risala, para: 1600ff. 

(5) idem, Ikhtilaf Malikv P-213- 
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and the technical term istihian appears for the first time in 

the writing of Abu Yusufj 
I 

although it had been used in practice 

before him by Ibn Abi Laila 
(2 )and 

AbU HanlfaP) For example, 

Ibn Abi Laila disregards confession (in the formal view the 

strongest evidence against a person), as stipulated in the tra- 

dition. He makes his decisions on grounds of common-sense(, 
4) 

which amounts practically to the public interest on which 

istihsan is based. AbTi Hanifa holds that. an executor may sell 

any immovable property which is part of the estate of the de- 

ceased, even if the heirs are both minors and adultsý5) He arrives 

at this decision by common-sense, and Sarakhsi later describes 

it as being based on istihsaný6 
)AbU 

YUsuf and ShuibRz; I likewise 

used this method of legal reasoning. For example, if a Muslim 

deliberately amputates the hand of a non-Muslim who enters Muslim 

territory under safe-conduct, qiyas demands that the hand of the 

Muslim should be amputated in punishment. AbU YUsuf held the 

contrary, on grounds of istihs3ný7 
) 

ShaibEin-3- holds'that if non- 

Muslims entering Muslim territory under safe-conduct ask for the 

safe. -conduct of their children, it should be granted to their 

children and grandchildren. He bases this decision on istihsan 

"But" he says, "according to qiyRs, it shouldbe granted to 

their children only"* 

(1) Schacht, The Origin, P. 112. 
_ 

Goldziher (E. I. ý. v. Fikh) has 
collected examples where Abu YUSuf used this term. 

(2) Shafiei, Ikhtiiaf al-CIrag lo. c. 
(3) ibid., p., 122. 
(4) ibid., p. 111. 
(5) ibid., p. 1 - 22. 
(6) Mabs7ut, vol. XXVIII, P-34. 
(7) Al-kharaj, P. 189. 
(8) Sarakhsi, Shar4 k. al-siyar al-kabir, vol. I, P-333- 
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Ibn Qutaiba places Auzaci among the adherents of 
(1) (2) 

opinion (ashýa-b al-raly), and he admits using it himself. 

Auza ci employs the words (I am of the opinion) and 

(I am not of the opinion) 
ý3)hjs 

interlocutor frequently 

(4) 
asks him 'what is your opinion? ', and the answer clearly rep- 

resents Auzacits opinion or istihsan. He uses also qiyas in 

his legal deductionst although he does not call it such. For 

example, he decides that no soldier may take and use a weapon 

which is part of the booty, for fear that it be damaged, unless, 

during a battle, he is really in need of it; in this case, the 

weapon should be returned as soon as the fighting is over, even 

if the war itself has not ended. He draws this conclusion by 

analogy with the alleged tradition of the Prophet which prohi- 

bits the use of an animal or garment which are part of the booty, 

if such use would cause damageý5) 

The Qur3an. 

The Qur3an was disseminated among the Muslims since 

the-Prophet's timeý6) though not everybody memorized or knew the 

whole of it. It may be assumed that the qur3lnic provisions had 

been observed, at least to a certain extent, since the early days 

of Islam, even if there were instances where the fiqh was for- 

mulated without reference to the QurlaO) There is an anecdote' 

(1) Al-macarif, P-490. 
(2) Ibn Qutaiba, Talvill, P-52. 
(3) Tabarl, IkhtilEf al-fuqaha3, PP-149,175,181 and eloewhere. 

(4) ibid., PP-148,152. 
(5) Shafir-1, Siyar al- Auza-ci, P-305- 
(6) Coulson Hi tory. PP- 11,13; cf. Macdonald, 

Muslim J'u-rlisii-ýDFU-ýence, P. 6. 

(7) See below PP. 45ff. 
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(I ) 
which shows that reference to the Qur, )an was insisted upon! -' 

Sacd b. Hislýam asked 'CA-3isha, the Prophet's widow2 110 mother 

of the believers, tell me about the behaviour of the messenger 

of God. " She replied, "Do you not read the qur; )an? " He said, 

"Of course". She continued, "The behaviour of the Prophet of 

God is in the Qur3an". Sacd said, "I intended to stand up and 

go away from her and not to ask anybody about anything until I 

died. Then another question occurred to me and I asked her 

again, "Tell me about the prayer (qijam) of the messenger of 

God". She replied, "Do you not read the qurian (Q, LXXIII): 

110 you heavily vrrapped in a garment (heavily burdened one ...... 

This anecdote reflects the squabble between ahl al- 

Qur3an (those who believed that the qur-lan alone was a suffi- 

cient source of law) and ahl al-haýlth. rVisha was made to 

refer Sacýd to the qur3an, although she could have told him about 

the every-day life and the prayers of the Prophet as she had 

observed them (in the form of a hadith, which Sacd resumably p 

expected). In other words, an authority believed to have a 

competent knowledge of the hadIth of the Prophet is used to 

suggest its comparative lack of importance. This anecdote, there- 

fore, was almost certainly invented by ahl A-Qurlan. That Salýd 

was satisfied by ýA3shals answer shows that the provisions of 

the qurSan were known to the majority of the Muslims. 

- (2), 
Kindi reports that LAbis b. Satid (the second qadi 

of Egypt under the Umayyad asministration, 60 - 68 A. H. ) was 

asked by the Caliph Marw9n whether he knew how to distribute 

Muslim, Sahih, vol. 1, P- 513 

(2) K. wulat, PP, 311ff- 
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inheritance and had memorized the whole Qur3an. ýAbis answered 

in the negative. However, when the Caliph asked him to solve 

a problem of inheritance (al-faia3id), a question concerning 

divorce and about a verse (or a ruling) of the Qur3iin, he an- 

swered correctly. The Caliph then said to his audience, "Are 

you not fascinated by the modesty of CA-bis? He pretends to 
indeed 

know little about inheritance and the qur3an, but he is/a Muslim 

who has mastered these matters". This anecdote shows that know- 

ledge of the Qur3ýn was regarded as important, at least in the 

work of a qRdi, from early Umayyad times. It can be assumed 

that C7Abis resorted to the inheritances verses (Q IV: 11-12) to 

solve the inheritance problem he was posed. The verses are 

clear vtitý regard to legal heirs and their shares to the extent 

that there is very little exeGetical discussion on them. 
(') 

Our knowledge that fiqh scholars are virtually unanimous on 

the details of inherita---ice'and that these details agree with 

those provided for by the inheritance versest strongly suggests 

that the qur. )an was employed as a source of law from the early 

generations of Islam. 

Another example of this occurs in the categories of 

women with whom marriage is prohibited. The categories mentioned 

in Q IV: 23 are unanimously recognized in the fiqh. This unani- 

mity shows that the Qur3an was the source and was referred to 

before the emergence of regional schools of law. 

(1) Cf. Tabari, Tafsir (ed. ShRkir)., vol-VIII, PP-34ff- 
0 
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Muslim scholars, from early Islam to the time of 

the ancient scholars, did not specialise exclusively in one 

fipld of Islamic learning. The scope of their knowledge covered 

various kinds of Islamic learning, one of which was qur3gnic 

studies. The faq1h at the same time was mufassir (exegete) and 

Muhaddith (traditionist). In other words, law, Qur3an and 

hadith were incorporated in one science, religious knowledge 

( and all would normally be acquired by a single person. 

For example, cAtR3 b. Abil Rab9h had this reputation: "He teaches 

the Book and is reliable; he is a faq1h; he is knowledgeable and 

preserves many hadiths". (1) 
AbTj al-Dardal is reported to have 

said, "Youvill never be really competent in fiqh until you re- 

cognize the various wujah (aspects) of the Qurýlanll. AbU Hanifa 

was a jurist to whom a book on theological science was. ascribedý3) 

MZlik b. Anas was a lawyer and an exegete. This is indicated by 

the fact that he commented-frequently on Qur3anic verses which 
he quotedý4) He was a r2lwi (transmitter) of the tafsir of Zaid 

b. AslamP) 

Records show that the qur3gn was used straightforwarly 

as a basis of legal doctrine. For example, Malik decided ths. t 

horses, mules and donkeys are forbidden food. 

Resorting to the explicit meaning of Q XVI: 8, Q XL: 79 and Q XXII: 28, he 

comments, "God mentioned that horses, mules and donkeys were to 

Ibn Sacd Tabaqat, vol. V. , P-468. 
(2) ibid. s. vol. II, P. 357. 

_"y (3) See above p. 14. 
(4) eg. see Muwatta. ) 

00 , VOI-IIt P-537. 

ibid., vol. I,. p. 21. 
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be used for riding and adornment, and mentioned cattle as fit 

for riding and eating". 
(') 

Abu Hanifa is reported to have based his legal deci- 

sionSon the the explicit meaning of the qur3an. For example, he 

says, "It does not matter if you cut down or set fire to trees 

and palmsbelonging to hostile non-Muslims, because God said, 

"God gave you permission to cut down the fine palm or leave 

them standing on their roots" (q LIX : 5) ý2 )Abli 
YUsuf propa- 

gated, at least in theory, that the rulings halFil and harZm 

(permissible and forbidden) should be deduced from the exPli- 

cit provision of the Qur3Rn. 
(3) 

Taf sir. 

The ancient scholars based their fiqh also on the 

exegesis (tafs1r) of the Qur3Rn made by their predecessors 

who interpreted the qur3anic verses and sifted out from their 

many possible meanings the one interpretation which they 

thoiýght was intended by a particular verse. In this respect 

they seldom agreed. Thus, if the verse concerned legal matters, 

the meaning decided upon by a prominent regional scholar or 

group of scholars had become the regional fiqh, at its unde- 

veloped stage. 

(1) ibid., vol. II, P. 497. 
(2) AbU YUsuf, Al-radd cala siyar al- Auzaci, p. 85. Cf. Shaficl, 

Siyar al- Auzaci, P-324. 
(3) Abli Ylisuf, Al-radd, p. 72; cf. Sh3ficl, Siyar al-Auzar-i, P-320-- 
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It is impossible to ascertain the date of the early 

tafs1r. Its isn'5d is not definitely authentic nor is there any 

standard criterion by which such authenticity could be determined. 

However, a tafslr was earlier than the ancient schools, as can 

be shown by their adherence to certain common doctrines. It was 

originally free from the influence of pre-determined local doc- 

trines. 

The agreement and disagreement of the early exegetes 

was reflected in the regional schools. Doctrines which are 

common to all schools serve as evidence that they originated in 

the undivided early tafsIr, in particular when they do not fit in with 

the zahir (apparent) meaning of the qur3Zin. All fuqaha3 

agree thdtthe Cidda for a pregnant widow ends with delivery. 

The Qurýlgn is in fact s ilent about it (although the provisions 

of 11: 240 are generous enough to apply to any normal pregnancy) 

but tafsir has fixed the date of the widowls delivery by ana- the 
logy with/cidda of divorcees laid down Jn. Q LXV: 4. All sunn-i 

schools accepted the stoning-penalty for adultery, showing 

little awareness that it may have originated in the ancient 

tafsir on q V: 41-49ý')This is why they assigned it to the sunna. ' 

There are many other chapters like mIr9th, five prayers, Ramadan, 

Hajj and zakat, where doctrinesoriginated in the ancient tafsil*r 

and were accepted by all schools; but their origin had become 

obscure. Such obscurity together with the eagerness to ascribe 

legal doctrines to higher authorities caused the emergence of 

the tendency to project back the authorities further and further 

(1) This problem will be discussed in detail below, see PP. 310f. 
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until the isnad reached, in certain cares, the Prophet. However, 

Malik frequently used the expression 'the best that I heard'(1) 

and 'this is what I heard' 
(2)to 

verify a decision which was as- 

cribed to a Successor, a Companion or the Prophet. It may be 

that such expressions denote that the decision Malik wanted 

to ratify originated in the tafs1r, if it could be shown to 

correspond to the Qur4an even indirectly. 

Thus, the -qur3an, in both its explicit and implicit 

meanings, should be taken as a criterion in judging the validi- 

ty of a hadith.. The one which can be related to the Qur3an, 

however indirectly, may be accepted as potentially old and as 

representing a possible interpretation of the Qur)an. In other 

words, the importance of a had][th lies in its origin and not in 

the authorities to ,,, rhom it is ascribed. Therefore, it is inva- 

lid to compare two conflicting hadIths or to value hadIths 

exclusively on the basis of the authorities pertaining. to them 

and hence reject that with a lesser authority in favour of that 

with a greater one. Neither is it proper to compare a hadIth 

only with the superficial sense of a Qur3anic verse and reject 

it if they seem contradictory. ' 

A clear example of differing ancient taf-s-ir-swhich are 

preserved in the form of the hadlith occurs in the problem of 

when suckling constitutesa bar to marriage (ridac). Shafit]' 

holds that a minimum of five sucklings constitute a bar, but his 

-i- predecessors held that one suckling only was enough. Shafi 

bases his doctrine on several hadjlthsý3) 

(1) eg. see muwatta?, vOl-II, P-497. (2) eg. see ibid., P-534. 
(3) 

-Umm, vol. V, p. 23- (Th6 translation of the hadiths is taken 
0 

from Burton, Al-n-asikh wal-mans-ukh, unpublished Ph. D 

thesis presented to the London'University, p. 28?. ) 
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Washa said, "Ten sucklings were revealed in the 

Qur), qn as constituting, a prohibition '(of marriage), and then 

they were abrogated by five. When the Prophet died, the five 

viere still being read in the Qur3an". 

Wisha used to say, "The Qur an was revealed with ten 

sucklings prohibiting (marriage); then this was altered to five". 

No man called upon her unless he had completed five sucklings. 

cUrwa reported that the Prophet ordered the wife of 

Abli Hudhaifa to nurse Salim on five occasions so as to fulfill- 

the conditions of the bar. She did so, and always considered 

siilim a son. 

Shaficl accepted the reports and regarded the five suck- 

lings as a Qur3ýinic regulation 
ý2) In addition, he related two 

other reports which did not lend full support to his doctrine, 

but were perhaps, enough to refute the opponents' doctrine-.. 

cAbdull7ah b. Zubeir said: The Prophet said, "One suckling or two 

do not prohibit, nor one suck nor two sucks". Accordingly, 

Ahmad b. Hanbal and Ishiq b. Rahawaih ruled that the minimum of 

three sucklings constituted a barý3) 

Salim b. cAbdull7ah said that cA3isha refused him ad- 

mission while he was being breast-fed by her sister Umm Kulthum, 

who had breast-fed him three times and then fell sick. She 

breast-fed him only three times. Salim said,, [tI never called 

upon EA3isha because I had not completed to In timeýOof breast- 

feeding". Shafic! comments, in favour of his doctrine, that 

Cf. Hamadhgnli, Ictiýar, P-147Y ci-13isha is reported to have 
requested her nieces nurse persons whom she wished to 
visit her. 

Ibn al-Turkainani-, Baihaq-a. 's Sunanjvol. VII, P-456. 

This representsan attempt to endorse the alleged qur3anic 

ten sucklings -rop. )rted by 'ý-A-'Iisha. 
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Salim had not even completed the five. That Umm KulthUm had 

breast-fed Salim three times, is meant to counter a previous 

had2-th which stipulates only two sucklings and whose circula- I 

tion we may deduce from the existence of thelcounter-hadl "t h 

just qouted. 

In his dispute with the MalikEs, Sh7lfiLl qouted ano- 

ther rep . ortP Hafsa (a widow of the Prophet) sent f-Asim b. 

'Abdullah to her sister Fatimah bt. CUmar to be breast-fed ten 

instances so that he could call upon her. He was only small at 

that time. She did this, and he used to call upon her ý2) EUrwa 

b. al-Zubeir reported that the Prophet commanded Sahla bt. 

Suhail to suckle SZZlim five times to constitute. a bar. 

Shafil: 3. refutes the arguments of the Malik-. Ls, as well 

as otlier opponents, saying that they transmitted the hadiths 

but. rejected them in favour of the opinion 'of one single Successor, 

(3) Sarid b. al-Musayyab, who said that one suckling by itself con- 

stitute a bar, and whose opinion, on other occasion, they con- 

sidered inferior to their own opinion and hence rejected it. His 

refutation is unjustifiable, because what was said to bý the opi- 

nion 5f Ibn al-Musayyab was nothing more than the direct applica- 

tion of the explicit ruling of Q IV: 23 vhich does not mention the 

number of sucklings. This opinion'can'be considered a straight- 

forward interpretation of the Qurý'Zn, and therefore, not inferior 

but superior to the traditions upon which ýhaficlr relied. Further- 

more, since it stipulates one suckling it must be earlier than 

the had2. ths. 

-c- (1) Shafi T, Ikhtil7af M-alik, p. 208. 
(2) This ýadlth verifies vMishals. had7ith. Shafici relates it on 

the understanding that ten were abrogated by five. 

(3) Cf. Muwatta3, vol. II, pp-603ff. 
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This example illustrates the problem of giving total priority 

to one of two'legal sources, the qur3an or the alleged tradition 

of the Prophet. Mýlik and AbU Hanl7fa may have adopted the atti- 

tude of their predecessors that the Qurýlein. enjoys priority. 

We can conclude that the qur: lan. was taken as the basis of the 

fiqh before the time of the ancient scholars who appear already 

to have forgotten the connection between some of the transmitted 

"Opinions" and the qurJ12inic texts. 

ShZific! harmonizes Q IV: 23 with the hadiths on which 

he relies by claiming that the verse is couched in general and 

comprehensive terms, and the hadiths elucidate itý') This is 

a. technique by which he endeavours to establish the authority 

of the sunna alongside the Our)an 
ý2) 

The alleged r0isha report of five sucklings was also 

a tafs1r of the same verse. This is indicated by Sý_afirils 

(3) 
statement: "Some of the people in the past said the same 

as i0ishall. His interlocutor used the same statement to jus- 

tify the one-suckling doctrine. This reveals that both Shaficl 

and his interlocutor are arguing on the basis of the ancient 

tafs1r, the origin of which they would appear to have forgotten. 

In view of this, the fuqahH3,, in such a case, were not in fact 

confronted with the problem of disagreement between the tradi- 

tion. and the qur-lcan, but rather with the problem of contradic- 

tory traditional tafsirs. The problem was to determine the sound 

from the arbitrary tafs1r. The tafslr-tradition of Ibn al-Musayyab 

(1) Umm, vol. V, p. 24- 
(2) This point will be discussed in chapter 6. 
(3) ibid., p. 23. 
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in our example, is more in keeping with the qur. )an than those 

adhered to by. Shafirl, since one suckling is the minimum on 

which the implication of the verse can be applied. 
(1) 

But, in the problem of wudU3,. where the situations 

are identical to those in rid, 3c, Shafici made a different de- 

cision. V: 6 stipulates the washing of the face, hands and 

feet 
(2) 

and the wiping of the head. There are conflicting had-Iths 

which describe how the Prophet performed the wudU3.. Some say 

that he washed every part only once, and some say that he washed 

his face three times and his hands twice. Taking all the hadi Iths 

into consideration he says, "The verse is ambiguous, and the ob- 

ligatory washing may be once or it may be more. The hadl-th that 

the Prophet washed only once agrees with the explicit meaning 

of the qur3, an, since one is the minimum number of times washing 

may be accomplished. Therefore one is obligatory and sufficient 

(tujzil) and more than one is optional and recomme nded (ikhtiyar, 

n3fila). Shafir'32"s inconsistency is obvious; in this problem he 

resorts to the explicit meaning of the qur3an whereas in ridac 

he does not. In the latter, he is decisive in choosing one of 

the conflicting hadi7ths but in wudUl he is indecisive, since he 

accepts all the contradictory hadirths. 

The theory of MFLlik and AbU Han1fa was clearly ex- 
0 4 

plained by their followers. Makjj(3) said bluntly that Malik 

based his doctrine on the explicit meaning of the qUr3gn. 

Al-Jassas(4)(a Ilanaf: -i) said that one suckling is the obvious .000 

meaning intended by Q IV: 23. He recalled an anecdote in which 

(1) Risala, para: 448f f.; see belov;, Pp. 
(2) As held by the scholars. 
(3) Al-nasikh vial-mansukh, MS, 
(4) Aýkam al-qurýan, vol. II, pp. 150f. 
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Ibn Cumar, rejecting Ibn Zubeir's op: ýnion that one or two 

sucklings do not count, said, "The judgement of God (q IV: 23) 

is better than the judgement of Ibn Zubeir". Ibn rftarý, 

commented al-Jassas, understood from the outward meaning of the 

bi 
verse a prohition by one suckling. Al-JassEis rejects the hadiths 

A 

on which Shafic! relies because they are "Irhabar al-wahid" 
0 

(reported by single individual transmitters) which are notcapable 

-he Qur-lan. He of restricting (takhs1s) the explicit ruling of t 

said of V-23 that it was manifest in meaning and obvious in intent, 

and that no clarification was required. 

The tafsir of the early Muslims then represented one 

of the two elements of the s_unn_a(')on which the ancient schools 

were founded. The ancient sdholars were normally unaware of the 

tafs1r origin of a particular doctrine. In such a case, the doc-. 

trine was only known to be the opinion of an authority to which 

it was ascribed. In the problem of rida", neither Slýa-fiFi nor 

his opponents realized that the alleged opinion of Ibn al-Musayyab 

was obviously the direct interpretation of the Qur3an. 

Another element of the sunna for the ancient schools 

was the practice of the forebears. Like tafsjr, the origin of 

a Dractice was also, in many cases, forgotten. Thus, when a prac- 

tice had been adopted as the doctrine of a school, and once the 

demand for documentation had arisen (from the challenges of 

rival schools), there emerged the tendency to project. back the 

authorities to earlier and earlier generations, and finally to 

the Prophet himself. For example, there was an old practice 

(1) See below P-71 for the meaning of the sunna. 
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that a widow, during her Cidda, should remain in her matrimo- 

I nial home. This doctrine was based on a hadIth where the widows 

of the I'Muslimskilled in the battle of Uhud, were given permission 
0 

to visit one another during day light or at night, provided that 

- 
(2) 

they slept only in their respective homesP AbU Han'31fa declared 
6 

this permission to have emanated from Ibn Mase-ud, whereas 

Shaficl(3) ascribed it to the Prophete 

Ugal al-fiqh. 

We have seen in the previous discussions the materials 

which were employed by the ancient scholars to justify their fiqh 

doctrines: the Qur3an, the sunna which Originated from tafs31-r and 

the practice of forebears, and reasoning. They used these mate-* 

rials without system or discipline, and they did not consider a 

hierarchy among them to be necessary; an explicit ruling of the 

Our)an could be abandon ,. 
in favour of ra3y i,, rhen it disagreed with 

a particular doctrine; the authority of the Prophet could be ex- 

plain away by reasoning or superseded by a lower authority. There 

was no proper rule for using ra3y. When Shafitl emerged these 

materials already existed. He (4) 
systematized them, and thereby 

the science of uqUl al-fiqh was born. He did not consider such 

materials only as defending the existing fiqh doctrines in the' 

conflicts among the schools, but also as ! sources' from which 

alo. ne doctrine s were to be derived (istinbat). -This is indica- 

ted by his tireless effort to admonish the representatives of 

(1) This could alsýo be the tafsIr of Q LXV: 1 
(2) Sarakhs!, Mabsýt, vol. VI, P-32. 
(3) Umm, vol. Vý p. 217. 
(4) Razi, Manaqib, p. 55. 
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the ancient schools: 
(') "The sources of legal knowledge (iihat 

al-1-ilm) are the Books, the sunna of the Prophet, ijmHr-, athar(2) 

and qayas"; "Any Qur2Znic provision which can be construed in 

different ways (ilitamal. -ak-t0wil) must be examined in the light 

of the sunna of the Prophet; if no sunna is pertinent, then in 

the light of ijmý_a ; where the latter in turn is not helpful, in 

the light of qiyas". As for the hierarchical order of the 

sources, he said to his opponent, "Legal knowledge should be de- 

rived from the top ............ you take knowledge from the 

bottoiall. 
(3) 

Shafica. was very concerned about the authenticity of 

the sunna and the. athar. He therefore put forward the theory 

about the isnad 
ý4) 

His efforts were successful and accepted among 

later scholars. Thus in the classical theory of Islamic juris- 

prudence, uslil al-fi h is understood as the science of the rules 

to be followed by scholars in choosing the materials from which 

they may derive the fiqh, as well as in ascertaining the authen- 

ticity and the hierarchy of the materials. It has been suggested 

that Shafitl was the founder of ugUl al-fiah. 

Fiqh literature shows that the efforts of Shafiii, 

his contemporaries and predecessors were not directed to creating 

the fiqh, but to investing it with authority; they viere defending 

a fiqh that already existed. The impetus for the defence emerged 

both from the challenges issued by the rival schools and from 

the evident clash between the fiqh and'the q. urlan. It was natural 

for the adherents of every school to feýl that its fiqh doctrines 

should be vindicated -and safeguarded at any cost, -, 
(. 5)at the same 

(1) Rida-la, pata: 1468-70. 
(2) Traditions from Companions or locer authorities. 

- 11 - (3) Ikhtilaf Malik, p. 246 
(4) See chapter 9. 
(5) Goldziher, Muslim Studies, vol. II, "P. 81. 
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time they felt the necessity to invalidate the fiqh of other 

schools which contradicted their own. Therefore, the fiqh 

itself hardly changed but the arguments supporting it were 

subjected to much change. In the course of this defence and 

counter-attack there arose the tendency to fabricate the autho- 

rities of the fiqh and to backproject those authorities until 

they reached the Prophet himself. For example, Abu Hani7fa 

hardly ever mentioned the authority for his legal decisions but 

Aba Ylisuf, ondeavoured to furnish the fiqh of his master (Abu 

Hanifa) with a variety of authorities so that it would stand 

against Auzac7i(l) and the representativesof other schools; 

AbU YTisuf also occasionally as a result alters the doctrine 
ý2) 

In this respect, AbU YUsuf mentioned the authority of the Pro- 

phet less frequently than he did other authorities; 
(3)however, 

his colleague, Shaib5nl, put the fiqh of the master more fre- 

quently under the aegis of the authority of the Prophet. 
(4) 

In a work such as Shaibani's al-hujja calTi ahl al-Mad'Ina, one 

can clearly see the efforts of this scholar to defend the tIrZi- 

qian fiqh and refute the Medinese doctrines. It was in the course 

of such efforts that the element of the uqdl al-fiqh theories 

developed. 

Besidesthe ascription of doctrines tolhigher'lauthori- 

ties, legal reasoning based upon. ra)y also developed in each 

school in order to keep pace with the arguments of their opponents. 

For exampleý5)Aba Ran-Ifa held that if several persons in the state 
0 

(1) See Shafir-l's Siyar al- AuzRci and Ilchtilaf al-cIraqý, yin. 
(2) See above P-22. 
(3) See AbU YUsuf, AthRr, passim. 
(4) Comnare ltýar of AbU Y-usuf and that of Shaibanl. 
(5) Shaibani, Al-hujja, vol. 1j, PP-388ff. 
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of ihrHm (performing hajj or cumra) jointly killed a wild aný- 

mal, e. veryone, of them was obliged to pay full compensation; but 

if they were not in ihr2im and jointly killed a wild animal in 

the sacred land, they were obliged to pay only one compensa- 

tion equally divided between them. The Medinese held that in 

both cases each of them was obliged to pay full compensation. 

Shaiban-a argues for AbTi Han-ifa that the two instances are to- 

tally different from each other. Compensation must be commen- 

surate with the reason for which it is made obligatory. In the 

the first instance, the reason is the state of being in the 

ihram; obligatory compensation is applied to everyone indivi- 

dually and becomes multiplied according to the number of persons. 

In the recond instance, however, the reason is the sacred land, 

which is not multiplied however many people are involved, and 
and 

the compensation should, therefore, be one/equally divided amongst 

them. Shaiban'l further argues that this second instance is ana- 

logous with the case where several persons who are not 

in ihram cut down a tree in the sacred land. The compensation 

ic single and is to be. divided amongst them. The two instances, 

he adds, are analogous with a pilgrim who performs hajj and Cumra, 

.I" and whether he performs them together ýp. t the same time 0ýýP) or 

only one of them singly ( . In the fot-mer case he is ob- ) 
liged two pay two compensations because there are two reasons 

for compensation, whereas in the latter only one compensation is 

Ir obligatory. Shaibani ascribes these doctrines to Ibrahim al- 

Nakharl (d. 95 A. H. ). 
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Legal doctrines which had gradually emerged in the 

various regions were accepted by local scholars and local Peo- 

ple. Eventually'these local doctrines were claimed to have 

reached the status of consensus (ijmac). This was used as a 

decisive argument in all problemsand as a strong shield for de- 

fending a doctrine in the clash between the schoolsý') The an- 

cient scholars did not claim only the consensus of their time 

to support their respective doctrines. but they also projected 

it back to earlier. generations, including the Companions 
ý2) 

The Medinese confined their doctrine of consens4s to 

the consensus of Medina. This was expressed by MEZlik in the 

lluwatta4(3) and strongly upheld by his followersý4) The alleged 

consensus of Medina was strongly repudiated by Shafiii who argued 

that it had never occurredý5) this was in line with the normal 

practice among the fuqahR4 of rejecting any doctrine by first 

repudiating its alloged basis. The gIraqians claimed that their 

consensus was not limited to a particular province or locality, 

but signified the agreement of all Muslims 
(6) 

or of all scholarsý7) 

In reality, their so-called consensus did not go beyond a certain 
(8 consensus 

province or group of scholars . 
)ShafiCi 

proved that their alleged 

could not possibly have occurred, and tlýe alleged majority was 

merely fictitious. At the end of their discussion, his rIraqian 

(1) Cf. Schacht, The origin, p. 82. 
(2) Shaficl, Ikhtilaf 143lik, p. 215. 
(3) passim. 
(4) Shafir-i, IkhtilRf Malik, passim. 
(5) See below pp. 87f., 90f. 
(6) idem, Ikhtilaf al-4adith, p. 71. 
(7) idem, Jimat al-l'ilm, p. 256. 
(8) idem, Ikhtilaf Malik, P. 245. See bdlow P-108', a frank ad- 

mission by a Basran scholar on this point. 
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interlociltor finally acquiescesý') The absurdity of the theory 

of consensus is shown by the fact that each claim of its occurrence 
(2) 

by a scholar, was greeted with objection and refutation by others? 

and that no number was even agreed. upon as constituting ILriiac 

or lmaJority'ý3) 

Conflict between the fiqh and the gur3an. 

In theory there was a desire amongst the fuqaha3 to 

apply the provisions of the Qur7an. It was difficult where 

legal doctrines could not be harmonised directly with the exter- 

nal meaning ( ký) 
of the Qurla7n. In such cases, attempts 

were made to adjust the Qur7anic texts to the doctrines, because 

when there appeared to be a clash between the fiqh and the Qur3iin 

the former was always upheld. The adjustment had to be made 

to meet the need to document the fiqh doctrines. In the course 

of such adjustment, another aspect of u, *-ul al-fiqh came into 

being.. This was the theory of al-nasikh wal-mans5kh (abroc-aation) 

and the relationship between the Qur3an and tradition. A clear 

example of the conflict and the endeavour to adjust the Qur3an 

'to the fiqh occurs in the problem of bequest in favour of legal 

heirs. We shall also see in the following discussionsthat the 

fiqh doctrines pertaining to the problem originated in the tafs1re 

(1) ibid. 

(2) See idem, 
. 
'.. Siyar al- Auza'ý72., passim. 

(3) See below pp. 90f. 
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Three Qur3anic verses are involved: Q 11: 180 "Enjoined 

upon you when, death comes to one of you and he leaves (possesses) 

property, is the making of a bequest to both parents and the 

nearest of kin"; (') Q 11: 240 "And those of you who die and leave 

wives (are obliged to make) a bequest in their favour which wi-11 

maintain them for one year and provide accommodation for them 
(2) 

frorri which they may not be evicted"; and q IV: 11-12 which pro- 

vides specific shares for legal heirs (children, spouses, bro- 

thers,. sisters and parents) in the estate of the deceased. 

aP pa-a-Y& The ob meaning of the Qur3an is that parents, 

nearest of kin and widows are entitled to sh ares by bequest to- 

gether with'shares by inheritance. But the fiqh had decided in 

a different direction: they were not entitled to benefit from the 

estate by bequest, and thus no bequest in their favour was valid. 

"I am unaware that scholars in the past disagreed on this doctrine'? 

asserts Sh2ifir'31. 
(3)The 

motive which underlay this doctrine was 

material interest, and a wish to avoid setting up two categories 

of claimants on the estate, namely those who benefitted by means 

of bequest and inheritance and those who benefitted by inheritance 

alone. Shafllýi explicitly admits this, saying, "So that they may 

not benefit from the estate in two ways". 
(4) 

The doctrine had 

become a notorious legal maxim: (there is to be 

no bequest in favour of an heir). The fiqh, however, did not in- 

validate bequest in favour of unrelated persons and any non- 

inheriting kin. 

(1) ' 

jj çS' 
(The translation of v. 180 is taken from Burton, AI-nasikh, P. '17,5). 

vol. IV, P-40. 
(4) ibid., SliafiL'i also admitted that Q 11: 180,240 may be read with 

q. IV: 11-12 and thus bequest remains valid (see next paragraph). 
Thus his inconsistency is o-bvious. 
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Thus the clash between the legal doctrine and the zahir 

of the -Qurliin was obvious. Scholars made the fiqh prevail over 

the Qurl2in, suppressing the validity of the bequest verses 

(v- 180,240) by assuming naskh. Shaficil admits(') that q 1I may 

be read with Q IV and that bequest, therefore, remains valid, but 

that, since the fiqh (expressed in the sunna of the Prophet) 

takes a different direction, the verses should be read in 

accordance with it. Thus q II should be held to have been 

abrogated by IV. Scholars arbitrarily argued that bequest and 

inheritance were two contradictory institutions which could never 
(2) be applied to the same person at any one time, and so they. 

held that Q II was abrogated either by Q IV or, accordinS to some 

of them, by the sunna. In view of the above arguments, it can be 

suggested that the scholars were not fuqaha3 who made law but were 

u Ulis whose function was to justify the fiqh'doctrines which were 

already formulated- 

First we see the arguments for the suPpression of the 

11: 180 bequest. Tabarl(3) records. for us that there were three 

views on the suppression: (a) The verse was enforceable and not 

abrogated, 
(4) 

but it was couched in general terms wi . th specific 

intention, which meant that the bequest was obligatory in favour 

of such of the nearest of kin or parents who were; for some reason, 

not heirs or who were barred from inheriting. This view which 

retained the obligatoriness of beque st imposed by the verse 
(5)was 

Rlisala, para: 393ff- 
umm, loc. cit. 

(3) TafsIr (ed. Slakir), vol., III, on the interpretation of the verse. 
(4) P. 387. - 

Tabari accepts this view, cf. P. 385. 
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ascribed to Dahhak, (') 
Qatada, al-Ilasan, Jabir b. Zeid, cAbdul 

Malik ibn Yacla, 
(2) 

TZivilis(3) and f-Abduliah b. I-lacmar. 
(4) (b) The 

verse denotes the obligation of a bequest to parents and nearest 

of kin and practice was in accordance with this verse for a 

while; then God abro, -ated the bequest to parents and inheriting 

nearest of kin by the inheritance verse q iv: 11-12), but 

endorsed the obligatoriness of bequest to the above categories 

who were barred from inheritance. (5) 
This was reported to be 

(6 (8) the opinion of Ibn cAbbas, Qatada, -Hasan, 
(7) 

and al-Rabi . 

Taw-us was also included in this group; thus one authority was 

adopted by two conflicting groups of scholars.. (c) The obliga- 

tion to bequeath stipulated by the verse had been totally 

abrogated, and therefore, no bequest was imposed on anybody in 

favour of either relatives or anyone else. 
(9) 

This was the view 

of the majority of scholars, including Shafic'21 and his 
(10) (11) (12) predecessors. Included in this group were Ibn Zeid, 

Ibn cAbbas, Ibn CUmar, LIkrama, al-Hasan al-Basri, Shuraih, 

Qatadal(13) Mujahid and Suddýli. 

The three views mentioned above invalidated only the 

obligation to make a bequest in favour of parents and nearest of 

kin, but not the permission to bequeath, and thus none of the 

views adequately justified the kiqh; the scholars, therefore, had 

to provide other arguments for the fiqh. 

P. ý86. (2) P. 387.. 
(3) P. 388. (4) P. 387. 
(5) P. 388. (6) loc. cit.. 
(7) P. 389., (8) P. 390. 
(9) cf. shafiti, Umm, IV, p. 27. (10)cf. Malik, Muwatta-, vol. II p. 765; 

Shafif-i, UmmýIVv P. 40. 
(11)Tabarl, Tafsirr (ed. ShRkir), vol. III, Pp. 390-2. 
(12)ýabarl does not explain whether Ibn Zeid was OAbdul Raýzian b. 

Zeid whose view he frequently quotes or Jabir b. Zeid just mention (13)Qat7lda and al-Hasan wero taken to reprcsent all the three views, ' 
and Ibn ýAbb7as'to represent the second and the third views. 
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Malik's argument(l) was simple. Ile mere'ly mentioned 

that v. -180-was abro,;. -ated by the qur)anic provision for specific 

shares in the inheritance, and resorted to the alleged practice 

(al-sunna al-thabita) of Medina that bequest in favour of an 

heir was prohibited.. Shafirl, by contrast, looks into the 

problem very painstakingly. He seems to have taken into consi- 

deration the argument that Q 11 180 and Q IV: 11-12 may not be 

(2) 
mutually exclusive and therefore abrogation is out of the question* 

He argues as follows: (3) 
"God revealed Q 11: 180, and 

further said, "For each of the man's parents one sixth of the 

estate, if he has a child; if he has no child, one third is for his 

mother (Q. IV)". God mentioned those who inherit in the verses of 

His Book.. God's imposition of the bequest in favour of the parents 

and the nearest of kin contains. two possible meanings: It is 

possible that they benefit in two ways together, thus the testator 

is obliged to bequeath to them, so that they benefit by bequest and 

at the same time by inheritance.. It is also possible that the 

imposition of the bequest has been abrogated and that such a 

bequest is no longer valid. We have found evidence that the 

bequest to parents and the nearest of kin has been abrogated by the 

inheritance verses in two ways. There are interrupted reports from 

- (4) the Prophet transmitted through the people of the Hij. 5z, among 

(1) Muwatta3, JOC. Cit. 

(2) Ibn qutaiba, Ta3w! l, PP. 193f. 
(3) Umm, IV, loc. Cit.. 
(4) Ris-ala, para: 398 &-401, he says "MarrliEzIE sellolars", i. e. 

al-'%V, iqidT, Kit7ab al-maý,, hw: l, vol. II (j 
P. 836 (sha3n ghazwat al- 

fath); Ibn Hisham, Sira, vol. II p. 605 (hajjat al-widalý). 
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them that reported by Sufyan b. cUyaina from Sulaiman al- 

Ahwal from Mujahid, to the effect that the Prophet said2 

"There is no bequest in favour of an heir (ý it, 
I-:: 

ýýy A, "PO 
9) 

People other than SufYan also established the report in the 

same way, and we have found that other people sometimes as- 

cribed the same report to the prophet uninterruptedly". 
(') 

"Then we know of no scholars in the various coun- 

tries who have disagreed that the bequest to parents was ab- 

rogated by the inheritance verses. Since this bequest to the 

parents is abrogated, it may be totally abandoned and hence 

invalid. This is our opinion, on the basis of reports from 

the Prophet and the consensus of opinion among scholars. It 

is possible, however, that. only the obligation to bequeath 

is abrogated, so that if a bequest is made it is still valid". 

"When a bequest is made to the parents and other 

heirs consent to it, the former do not take the property by 

virtue of the bequest, but as a gift from the heirs, because 

we have repudiated bequests in their favour". 

"Since the parents are heirs, we apply the same 

rulinc,;, D to every heir on the basis of qiyas and the report 

from the Prophet. Since some of the nearest of kin are heirs' 

and some are not, we invalidate a bequest in favour of the for- 

mer on the authority of the Qur; anic text, qiyas and the report 

and we endorse a bequest in favour of the nearest 

of kin and any other person who is not an heir". 

It is-clear that Shaficl regards -15)" as a had"th 

See below P- 56 (This is'anadmission by Slýa-fi6d-* of the 

gro. wth of isnRd) 
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from the Prophet. Ile mentions that the hadith was occasined 

(1) in the year ofIthe conquest of Mecca. This dating is intended 

I to establish the ruling of the alleged hadIth as the final 

situation. (2) 
He is the first scholar to have adopted this atti- 

tude; in MRlik's view it was merely a settled legal maxim (the 

practice of Medina). ShafiCI employs the alleged hadilth to 

indicate the abrogation of Q 11: 180 by q IV: 11-12, a function 

of the hadIth which he desires to establish. He admits that the 

hadith does not stand by itself, since its'isnad is munqatic, but 
a 
it is accepted on the strength of the ijýac on the fiqh doctrine 

which corresponds to its content. This invariably gives rise to 

doubts about*the authenticity of the hadIth. One is inclined to 
0 

form the impression that the hadith was merely a legal maxim 
4 

which gained wide acceptance among the fuqaha , was then claimed 

to be the ijmaO , and was eventually ascribed to the Prophet. 

The hadil'th developed in another form, as a direct an- 
(3)(It is not swer to the problem. This reads 

permitted to bequeathe to an heir). The word fully sa- 

tisfies the fiqh doctrine. The authenticity of the hadith is 

highly doubtful . 

There is yet another version of the hadilth. The Pro-" 

phet is reported to have said in his speech during his last pil- 
(4) 

I'Verily, God has granted to every legal claimant his grimage, 

due, and it is not permitted to bequeath., to an heir". 

Umm, IV, P-36 . Ibn HishRm (S-ira, II, p. 605) included it in 
the Prophet's speech during his last pilgrimage. 

(2) This is an important concept in the theory of naskh (sec below 

- pp. 274f -) - 
(3) Abu- cUbaid, fol. 168; Ibn Hisli3m, Sira, loc. Cit- 

(4) Ibn Hislýa'-m, Sira loc. cit. ; cf. iasý-as, AýIýa-ra, I, P-193- 
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This version represents a more developed stage of the argument, 

since it contains the two elements needed to suppress 11: 180 

in favour of the fiqh doctrine, namely that allotment IV: 11-12) 

of the shares in inheritance abrogates the verse, and that a be- 

quest to an heir is not permitted (not valid). It must have 

been invented after ShHfiElls time by those familiar with his theo- 

ry of abrogation (only the Qur3,2in can abrogate the qur3an, the 

sunna always elucidates the qur7an). If this version existed at 

his time or was known to him, his complicated argument outlined 

above would not have been necessary for defending the fiqh and 

his allegation of abrogation, since in this version the Prophet. 

is made to declare that a bequest in favour of an heir (Q II) 

has been abrogated by God Himself (Q IV) and that not only was 

its obligatoriness abrogated but also its validity. The content 

of this version represents the dssence of ShRfici 7 Is argument. 

Another point of law related to the problem in ques- 

tion is the validity of a bequest to an heir to which the fellow 

heirs consent. Shafit-13 did not consider this as a bequest but 

rather as a gift from the heirs. This doctrine later emer-ed 

in the formed of the hadl"th from the Prophet: "There is no be- 

quest in favour of an heir except"when the other heirs consent 

to itt'. (1) 
This is another obvious development of the hadith I 

used by Sh7lf i CHI. 

Jassas(a)propounded a different technique for suppres- 

'3ing 9.11: 180 in favour of the fiqh doctrine. Unlike his*fellow 

Hanafl7s, he did not consider the alle--ed hadilth as the nasikh of 

1' 4) If; Sarakhsi, Jassas, Ahkam, Vol. I, P-193' 
Mabs-ut, vol. ýXVII, P-175 ýfalik, 

Muda,. vivana, vol*. VI, P-57 
(2) Ahkam, vol. I, PP-193ff. ' 
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the verse because the hadirth is munqaticl. Nor did he consider 

the revelation of inheritance shares as the n7isikh, because, as 

he argues, bequest and inheritance may be applied together. The 

nasikh, in his view, was the bequest mentioned repeatedly in 

Q JV: 11-12ý1)11is argument was that the bequest in v. 180 was ob- 
ed %, ligatory and was express/as a definite noun ( whereas 

the bequest in Q IV: 11-12 was not so but merely permissible : ý, nd 

The two verses expressed as an indefinite noun ( cj:, 

contradict each other and so the earlier must have been abro- 

gated by the later. In addition, JassRs also recorded the as- 

cription of the had73th to r'Ali and Ibn cUmaý2). This ascription. 

was apparently of a later period, because it had not appeared 

ra.. in the works of earlier scholars like MRlik, Shafiel and Taba 

The lateness of the ascription of-the maxim. to these authorities 

encourages scepticism about its ascription to the Prophet, for 

in both cases it seems that the ascription was merely a subse- 

quent vindication of a predetermined doctrine. 

Problems concerning widows. 

Q 11: 240 clearly provides with (maintenance'in 

the form of financial support, clothing and accommodation) for 

one year. Shafici tells us that he cannot recall anyone dis- 

puting this 
ý4)jt 

clearly contradicts the established fiqh doctrine, 

and scholars endeavourod to suppress the implication Of the verse 

so that the doctrine could prevail. 

(1) Cf. Sarakhýli, Mabslit, vol. XXVII, P. 142. 
(2) AlLkam, I, P-ý93- 

(3) Jas3as died 370 A. H., Tabari 310 A. H., Shafici 204 A. H., Malik. 
... 

179 A. H. 

Umm, vol. IV, p. 28. 
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The first stop was to assimilate v. 240 with v. 180 

whose suppression was alleged to have been accomplished. Assi- 

milation was facilitated by the claim that the two verses were 

revealed simultaneouslyP They were, therefore, meant to provide 
L" ke- n 

comparable rulings, and A one was shown to be unenforceable the 

other would necessarily follow. This was clearly expressed in 

the uttereance ascribed to Qatada: 
(2) 

Mentioning v. 240 he said, 

"This (bequest) used to be before the allotment of inheritance. 

A man used to bequeath- to his wife and whomever he wished, but 

later this was abrogated. God laid down in detail the share of 

each heir in the inheritance. He granted to the wife one-eighth 

if a child was left; otherwise she was entitled to one quarter. 

1-laintenance used to be provided to the widow from her husband's 

capital for one year, and then she was removed from his house. 

subsequently this was abrogated by the revelation of cidda for 

four months and ten nights (i. e. 11: 234), and the proviLion 

of one quarter o3ý one-eighthabrogated the original bequest to her-. 

Therefore such bequest is restricted to nearest of kin who do 

not inherit, IJ3) 

The assimilation of the two verses and their subse- 

quent suppression is best outlined in ShafiFits discussion: 

"God revealed v-180 and v. 240; He also revealed the inheritance 

(1) Umm, vol. IV, p. 28. 
(2) Tabari, Tafsir (ed. Sýakir), vol. V, p. 256. 
(3) LHfici 

says, "I recall hearing from more than one qur3anic 
specialist that this verse (v. 240) was revealed before the in- 
heritance verses and that this earlier verse was repealed" 
(Umm, V, p. 205). In another version he says, "I recall hearing 
from specialists, with whom I agree, that financial provision 
and clothing for a widow were repealed by the inheritance 
verses" (Umm,, IV, p. 28). 

(4) Ris3la, para: 393ff.; cf. Burton, Al-nasilkh, P. 175, for 
the translation of the passage. 
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shares to parents, nearest to kin and spouses. The two verses 

may be interpreted to confirm the obligation to bequeath 
sto 

the parents, the nearest of kin and the spouses together with 

inheritance rights, so that both bequest and inheritance are 

lawful. Alternatively, they could be interpreted in the sense 

that the inheritance riGhts abrogated the obligation to bequeath.. 

Since both interpretations are possible, scholars must seek an 

indication elsewhere in the Book of God as to which of the two 

L interpretat. ions is valid; if nothing is found in the text of the 

Book, they should turn to the sunna of the Prophet. If such in- 

dication is found, they should accept it from the Prophet as 

though. it were from God, for He clearly made obediance to His 
(1) 

messenger obligatory. " 

"We note that the muftIS and the maghazi scholars of 

Quraish and of other tribes were not in disagreement on the 

view that in the year of the conquest of Mecca 
ý2) 

the Prophet 

said, "There is no bequest in favour of an heir. Nor shall a 

Muslim be slain for an unbeliever". They have transmitted this 

from the maghazi. scholars, with whom they were in contact. ' I. Cher*e- 

, 
i. e. fore, it is a transmission of many from many 

universal), which is in some matters stronger than an isolated 

tradition. We have also found that the scholars were unanimous 

on this quostion. Some Syrians relate the hadi7th, *but in a way 

not acceptable to the tradition-ists, because some of the trans- 

mitters are unknown, so we relate it from the Prophet as an 

(1) Here Shafitl takes for granted that the sunna itself is ' 
sufficient to solve such a problem in faVour of a fiqh doctrine. 

(2) Cf. Ibn Hish9m, STra, vol. II, p. 605, durinG his last pil- 
Zrimage. 
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interrupted hadlith (munqatic). However, we accept it by reason 

of its being transmitted from maghazi scholarr. and by reason of 

the agreement of the general scholars.. Although we have mentioned 

the hadith, we have relied on the magh7az"I specialists at large 

and the unanimity of the scholars. Sufyan reported to us Irom 

Sulaiman al-Ahvial from Mujahid that the Prophet said, "There is 

no bequest in favour of an heir". Therefore, we conclude that 

the inheritance verses abrogated bequests to parents and wives, 

on the basis of of the had-ith transmitted by maghazi spacialists, 

the interrupted report from Mujahid and the unanimity in favour 

of the above doctrine". 

"The majority (of scholars) hold that the bequest to 
N 

the nearest of kin is also abrogated, if they are heirs by the : Lnhe- 

ritance; if they are not heirs, it is abrogated by reason of 

there being no obligation to bequeath in their favour. However, 

Tavrus and a few who follow him hold that the bequest is abrogated 

in respect of parents, but confirmed in respect of the nearest of 

kin who are not heirs. Thus bequest5to unrelated persons are not 

permitted. Since the Qur-Ian can be interpreted according to 

Tawus's doctrine, scholars are obliged(')to seek an indication 

which either conflicts with or supports Tawus's interpretation 

of the verse. We find that the Prophet made. a judgement concer- 
ed 

ning six slaves own/by a man who possessed no other property and cj 

who had declared them to be manumitted on the eventof his death. 

The Prophet divided them into three pairs, freeing two slaves and 

i. e. in order to make the doctrine of the majority prevail. 
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leaving four in slavery. 6Abdul Wahhýlb reported this to us 

from Ayyab from Abi Qilaba from Abil Muhallab fromfImrRn b. Husain, 

from the Prophet. This shows that the Prophet deemed that manu- 

mission on death was a bequest. The person who manumitted the 

slaves wds'an (-Arab, and an cArab possesses only slaves with whom 

he has no blood relation. The Prophet allowed a bequest to them 

to bo valid.. This proves that if a bequest to unrelated persons 

is void, it would have been void concerning the freed slaves, for 

they had no blood relation with the manumitter(and bequest to 

unrelated persons is permissible). The same hadith also estab- 

lished that a bequest should not exceed one-third of a man's 

property. Bequeststo unrelated and related persons, provided 

they are not heirs, are lawful". 

In the above arguments we see that v. 180 and v. 240 are 

considered both to have been abrogated by the revelation of the 

inheritance shares, ShEficils objective is to tidy up minor 

questions arising from the efforts of the u! ýulis to document the 

common fiqh doctrine in opposition to a minority view (T7awusls 

7 doctrine). He cannot accept the Hanafis argument that wasiyya 

was aýrogated . by the alleged hadlthý') For him the bequest 

(a Qur3anic ruling) is abrogated by the inheritance (also a Qur3anic 

ruling), and the hadI'Ith only refers to the abrogation. His Insis- 

tence that scholars must seek proof that Tawus's interpretation 

is incorrect cloarly shows that the scholars were not formulating 

the fiqh doctrines; they had been decided. Their duty was to 

vindicate the doctrines which they accepted and to invalidate 

those which they i! ejected. 

His theory of abrogation between the Qur3an and the sunna 
will be discussed in chapter 6. 
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Another technique employed to suppress the provision 

of v. 240 was to assert that the widow's share in her husband's 

estate other than her share by inheritance, is commensurate with 

the cidda. When the Cidda ends or is shortened the share is affected. 

Thus the scholars asserted that the verse provides for one year's 

Cidda for a widow. This opinion was ascribed to Ibn CAbbas and 

Dahhak: (') 
"She used to observe the one-year cidda in his (her 

not 
husband's) house" "She was/to be married until a period of one 

year had expired". This assertion was meant to create a contra- 

diction between v. 240 and v. 234 (both are of Q II) which provi- 

dos for a four-month-and-ten-night tidda. -(the Qurl5n was made 

to contradict itself). Thus there are two variant periods of cidda, 

and one was,, therefore, abrogated by the other. They asserted* 

that the abrogated one %,, ras that of one year's duration. This ar- 

gument was ascribed not only to Ibn cAbbas and Dahh2ik, but also to 
.0. 

Qatada, Rabic, Ibn Zeid and al-Hasan al-Basri.. 

When the alleged Cidda of v. 240 was shown to have been 

abrogated, the corresponding provision of one-year's maintenance 
no 

should, they claimed, automatically / longer be appropriate for 

the widow. The argument was consolidated by connecting it with 

the inheritance allotments which were made to supersede any other 

entitlement to the estate of the deceasedý3) It was further argued 

that v. 234 was silent about maintenance and so there remained no 

(1) Tabai7i, TafýTir (ed., Shakir))vol. V, p. 255. 
(2) ibid., pp. 254-7. 
(3) ShEific"I., Umm, vol. iv, p. 28. 
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b: Lnding text regulating maintenance for widows who were, there- 

fore, not entitled to itý') To this effect, ShafiCl says, "I know 

no disagreement over, the abrogation of the stipulation reGar(ling 

the widow's financial support and her clothing for the period of 

one year or less than one year (the four months and ten nights 

stipulated by v-234). "(2) 

The artificiality of the arguments for the suppression 

of v. 240 is shown by the uncertainty and divided opinions regar- 0 

ding the widow's entitlement to accommodation during her Cidda. 

AbU Han1fa hold that she was not entitled to it; Malik held that 

she was entitled if s2he was preanant and the accommodation be- 
(3) 

longed to her husband-, Shafic-I was undecided, and never denied 

nor conceded it. The verse explicitly provides accommodation to 

the widow, and is held to have been abrogated; yet the problem 

is still unsettled and confusing. 

The confusion about her accommodation resulted from 

the conflict between the desire to deprive the widow of her 

freedom of movement (restriction as to her choice of residenco) 

and the established fiqh doctrine that no heir should benefit 

from the estate over and above inheritance (restriction of her 

freedom to her matrimonial home implied the provision to her of 

accommodation, which amounted to giving her an extra share in 

the estate). The confusion vias further fostered by the mis- 

handling - of the wording of certain relevant qurýlanic verses 

(i. e. Q 11: 2342 240 and q LXV: 1). 

(1) JassRs, Ahkam, Vol. I, P-490. 

(2) Umm, Vol. 17, p. 28. 
(3) Jassas, Ahkam, Vol. I, PP. 498f. 
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11: 234 reads: 
%, 

N-k 
-. - -TheY --- 

There were two interpretations of the word 

One was that the widows were barred from re- 

marriage, beautification and removing from their matrimonial 

homes. The other was that they were barred only from re-marriage 
ý1) 

Both Shafici and the ancient scholars, as their arguments show 

us, favoured the first interpretation. There is in fact no 

practical difference between 'entitlement to accommodation' and 

not moving from the matrimonial home', as is clearly pointed 

1' (2) 
out by Ibn al-cArabi who said that the obligation upon a widow 

to remain in her matrimonial home, amounted to her entitlement 

to accommodation. However, Shafici and his predecessors were 

confused and attempted to make a practical distinction bet- 

Y., een the two phrases. 

The subject became more complicated when the scholars con- 

founded the case of the widow with that of the divorcee. Thus 

Q LXV: 1, which speaks exclusively about divorcees, was alleged 

to have been extended to widowsý3) First of all scholars en- 

deavoured to limit divorcees' freedom of movement. They based 

their theory on q LXV: I which reads 

(You shall not evict them from their 

matrimonial homes nor shall they go out unless they commit a 

manifest abomination) - cf. Burton, Al-nasikh, p. 189 for the 

translation. The verse is held to have provided two rulings: 

(1) Tabar7a-, Tafs! (ed. Sh3kir), vol. V, pp. 86ff. 
(2)AýA'ýTm al-qur]21n, vol. 1, 

'P. 
207. 

(3) ibid. 
(4) ')urtub"J[, TafsTr, vol. XVIII, P-1.54. 
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(1) A divorcee is entitled to accommodation from her husband 

during her cidda and he is prohibited to evict her. (2) She is 

obliged to remain in her husband's house. This second ruling 

is based on the phrase (nor shall they go out, the 

verb being read as active). Scholars agree that her place of 

residence must be her matrimonial home. 

The authenticity of the reading with the active verb 

which prohibits 'going out' is doubtful, because the phrase 

does not then fully make sense when connected to the following 

phrase (unless they commit a manifest abomi- 

nation). This last phrase provides an exception to the prohi- 

bition of 'evicting' (ikhraj) and 'going out, (khuriij). 

Logically the exception cannot be linked with a prohibitiof 

against voluntary leaving (khurUj), because it would then mean 

that a divorcee would leave the matrimonial home if she committed 

an abomination; the matter would then be left in her hands, and 

if she chose to leave she could merely do something which might 

be categorised as an abomination, such as using foul and abusive 
fý N 

(badha3) words or behaving in an impolite way tov, ards her inlavisý-L) 

A possible alternative reading that could be recon- 

ciled with 'unless they commit a manifest abomination' would be 

(the passive verb) which means $they should not be 

evicted'. The verse would then be read as follows: , You should 

not evict them from their matrimonial homes, and 
I -F 

they shall not be evicted unless 'they commit a mani- 

fest abominationil. Thus it may be suggested that a change of 

(1) Shaficl, Umin,, vol. V, pp. 217f. ; cf. Mal'ik, Muwattal, II, P-579. 
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reading had been made to reconcile the text with the fiqh 8oc- 

trine, and this merely by chang ging the vowel mark. This change 

was simple and inconspicuous and did not involve altering the 

structure of the word. The suggested alternative reading, 

which prohibits the eviction of a divorcee from her matrimonial 

home, corresponds exactly with v. 240's (without evic- 

ting) which prohibits the evicting of a widow. Therefore, 

Q LXV: 1 and Q 11: 240 explicitly provide accommodation to the 

divorcee and the widow respectively. On the other hand, these 

two verses do not impose any restriction on their choice of re- 

sidence or their freedom to leave. The scholars successfully 

restricted the divorcee's freedom and attempted to extend the 

same restriction to the widow, but they were frustrated by their 

own doctrine that no heir should benefit in the estate twice, 

and hence contradicted themselves. This selfcontradiction 

and uncertainty can be seen in Shafiýlls words: 
(') 

"This verse 

(r) LXV: 1) concerns a divorcee. Since a widow is to observe 

cidda lik-e a divorcee, it is possible that the obligation to 

provide accommodation for the divorcee and the Prohibition to 

evict them are also applicable to the widow. The sunna of the 

Prophet stipulates that a widow should stay in her matrimonial 

home until the book expires". 

"It is possible that the above rulings concern only Lj 

the divorced and not the widowed. It is obligatory for the 

husband of a divorcee to accommodate her, because he is the 

owner of his property, but it is not so with the husband of a 

widow, for his property has already changed hands. The problem 

(1) Umm, V, pp. 208f. 
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of accommodation arises when death occurs, because a man owns 

no preperty after his death. Furaica bint I-lalik b. Sinan the 

sister of Aba. Sald al-Khudri reported that she zent to the Pro- 

phet asking for his permission to return to her family in the 

tribe of Khudra when her husband was killed by a runaway slave. 

She said, "I ask, ed the Prophet whether I could return to my 

family becaase my husband did not leave me accommodation or 

maintenance. The Prophet replied, "Yes". Then I left him and 

shortly after that he sent for me and asked me to repeat the 

story, thereupon he said, "Stay in your house until the book 

expiresllý')She continued, "I observed my cidda in my matrimonial 

house for four months and ten nights. DurinS the time of CUtlim'aln 

b. r-AffHn, he sent for me and asked me about the case; I told 

e (2) 
him the ruling, he followd it and judged accordingly". SCafil7; L 

comments, "Vie adopt the same ruling". 

Sh3-fi Ci continues with the right of a divorcee to 

accommodation. Then he says, "When the liasband dies, one choses 

between one of two opinions: either (a) A widow's entitlement is 

similar to that of a divorcee. Those who hold this opinion 

interpret the Furaica had7ith (stay in your house until the book 

expires) in the sense that a widow is entitled to accommodation; 

or (b) It is left to the discretion of the other heirs to accommo- 

date her, because they own the property. She is not entitled to 

accommodation or to maintenance, becausd the moment her husband 

(1) This viording corresponds to that of QM 235, thus the au- 
thenticity of the hadith is doubtful. 

(2) The isnad of the story runs: Malik - Sacd b. Ishaq b. Kal: b 
0 

b. cAiza - his aunt Zainab bt-Katb b. 'EAjza. 
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died he ceased to own anything. Those who choose this opinion 

interpret the had'3th as 'stay in your house so long as you are not 

evic-ted, if the house does not belong to you', for Furaica had 

explained that the house was not the property of her husband". 

The above arguments reveal that Sh2ifill is uncertain 

about the problem. This uncertainty has resulted from the conflict 

between the established doctrine that no heir should benefit from 

the estate in any way other than through his shareof the inheri- 

tance, the desire to deprive a widow of her choice of residence, 

and the wording of the relevant Qur*nic verses. Metaphysical 

considerationswere brought into the discussion. This is obviously 

improper because wasiyya is a contract, involving the transfer of 

property, concluded during a testator's lifetime but executed 

after his death. Shafiq seems to have overlooked the signifi- 

cance of the word twasiyyal in v. 240. However, Muzanl(l) comments 
0 

that the second opinion above is more in keeping with Shafiqls 

doctrine. INLuzan]L* further argues for this doctrine on the basis of 

qiyas with the ijmar- that the death of a man terminates his 

financial responsibilities (including the provision of accommodation) 

towards his offspring and parents, because they inherit from him. 

Hence the widov, is in the same position as the offspring. 

Jassas, (2 )a Hanafl, seems to be no 1'ess confused and 

muddled in his discussion of the problem of the widow's accommoda- 

tion. When he deals with the problem of the place where a widow 

should reside while observing her r-idda, Jassiis misunderstood 

the words Ighair ikhra. 11 in V. 240. He asserts that 

(1) Mukhtasar, i4n the margin of the Umm, vol. V, P. 31- 

(2) Ahkam, vol. I, P. 490. 
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likhrajt (evicting) is equivalent in meaning to 'khurUJI 

(moving out) and that '-hair ikhrajI means 'without moving 2 
out'. A widow ist therefore, obliged to remain in her matri- 

monial home until her Cidda is completed, and then only is 

(1) 
she allowed to go out. This, he argues, is the meaning of 

"if they go out (voluntarily) there is no sin upon you in 

regard to any reputable disposal of themselves they may make 
It 

. (3) 
JassHs comes to the following conclusion about v. 240: 

"The verse contained four rulings (ahkam) : (1) The one-year 
o 

arrangement, subsequently reduced to four months and ten nigats 

(the Vidda stipulated in v. 234). (2) Her (%%, idovils) financial and 

a: commodation rights over her husband's property. These rights 

were abrogated by the inheritance allotment, as reported from 

IbncAbbgs and others, and by the had31-th: "There is no bequest 

in favour of an heir". (3) Mourning indicated by the verse, and 

endorsed by the sunna of the Prophet. (4) Prohibition of her 

moving out from her husband's house. This prohibition was en- 

ýorsed, since it was not abrogated in v. 234-11 

afiCl, Jas Like Slý 
_ýas 

is confronted with the settled 

doctrine: To prohibit a widow from moving out means granting 

her a right to accommodation, which in turn means that she is 

entitled to an extra share in the estate. The fourth ruling in 

the above conclusion which he drew from v. 21jO, obviously contra- 
11. '1 

dicts Ithe second one, which compels Jassas finally to remark, ý'ý j 
.. 0 

"It is also possible that Ighair ikhrail (in v. 21jO) was also 

(1) Ahkam, vol. I, p. 1+96. 

(3) ibid., P-498. 
(4) ibid. 

(V. 240) 
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-ated, because it implies obligatory accommodation for abroo 

widows from their husbands? estate, though the provision of 

accommodation from the husbands, estate was held to have been 

abrogated. Consequently, the prohibition of likhrail(l) is 

abrogated. However, 'Gliair ikhrail contains two meanings: 

(1) Obligation to provide accommodation out of the husbandIs 

property, and (2 Prohibition of both 'moving out' ( Elý/j ) and 

'evicting' Since the heirs are prohibited from 

evicting her, she is compelled to remain although the 

obligation to provide accommodation for the widow out of the 

husband's property is abrogated, the obligation upon her to re- 

main in the husband's house is endorsed". 

In short, JassHsls argument is by no means convincing. 

He fails to escape selfcontradiction bc-. ause he is tied to the 

ficih doctrine which disqualifies an heir from benefiting from 

the estate other than through his inheritance allotment. 

Taking a neutral look at the Qur-7an without enslaving 

oneself to the flah, one can clearly see that there. is no contra- 

dictiop between Q 11: 180 and 240 on one side and Q IV: 11-12 

on the other, nor between Q II: 2LýO and q 1!: 234; and there is 

no connection between v. 234 and Q LXV: 1. There is no convin- 

cin5 evidence for the alleged connection and contradiction. There- 

fore , there can be no assumption of abrogation and no confusion 

of the rulings which concern divorcees with those which concern 

nidows. 

As shown by the context, Jassas meins by this word here 

Imoving out'. 
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v. 180 and v. 240 respectively provide for the entitle- 

ment of parents, nearest of kin and widows to bL deceased's pro-- 

perty by the latter's bequest. This is by no means unjust to 

the heirs nor illogical, because it recognizes one's own right 

to dispose of one's ovin property in whatever way one chooses. 
for 

Indeed, the illogicality exists in the fiqh which allows/a be- 

quest to a total stranger; this is surely more harmful to the 

heirs than a bequest to one of them, as the former ruling allows 

for the disposing of property outside the family. Indeed, a 

certain group of scholars allowed bequest only within the family 

and to related persons, and attributed this ruling to a tradition 

from Týýv. rTs. ShEificl was provoked by it and sought a justification 

of the view of the majority in the alleged ccnsensus of Muslims 

"r and in the had3. th about the manumission of six slavesP He ar- 

gues that the slaves in question did not belong to the master's 

family, thoulah this was rejected by Jassas 
(2) 

who argued that it 
... 

was possible that they were his maternal relatives, and that the 

master's father was married to a non-CArab woman (acjam). The 

qur3anic ruling is humane and rational. ýwhereas the figh doctrine, 

based on the alleged hadI'th, is arbitrary and irrational. 

IV: 11-12 provides independently the allotment of 

inheritance, and there is no positive indication that it is in 

contradiction with vv. 180 and 240. On the other hand, IV 

repeatedly mentions that the execution of the inheritance allot- 

ment can only be made after bequests and debts have been met. 

(1) See above P-56, cf- Umm, Vol. IV, pp. 27f. 
(2) Aliýam , vol. I, P-194. 

Once in v. 11 and three times in v. 12 
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The word Iwasiyya, ', frequently mentioned in Q IV, is in gene- 

ral terms and indicates all bequests including those in favour 

of parents, nearest of kin and widows. Unfortunatelyý scholars 

assume that the word means a bequest to unrelated persons or 

non-inheriting relativese 

Neither are v. 240 and v. 234 in conflict. They are 

independent of each other, each being a concerned with a diffe- 

rent topic. v. 234 deals with the Cidda of a widow, and says she 

must keep herself in waiting for four months and ten nights 

within which period she is not allowed to be remarried, whereas 

v. 240 provides maintenance and accommodation for a widow for the 

period of one year out of her husband's Property. The two Periods 

four months and ten nights, and one year, can be reconcile with 

ease: a widow is entitled to maintenance and accommodation for 

one year. However, during that one year, she is allowed to 

abdicate her right to accommodation and move-out from it. She 

will not be blamed for so doing, nor will her deceased husband 

or her fellow heirs, so jong as it is done of her free will and 

not as a result of pressure from the heirs or any other party. 
(2) 

, Besides, as a concession to tho interpretation that 

Itarabbus' (in. v. 234) may indicate a prohibition a6ainst 

moving out during four months and ten nights, the two, verses still 

can be taken toSether; during that four months and ten nights she 

must remain in her matrimonial home, but during the remaining 

seven months and twenty nights she is allowed to move out but 

must not be forced to do so. Her right to accommodation stands 

for one full year commencing at her husband's death. This 

(1) Tabar7i, Tafslý (ed. Shakir), vol. III, j?. - 387; V01- VIII, P. 46. 

(2) ibid., vol. V, pp. 259,261. 
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corresponds to what was reported to be the opinion of Mujahid 

who also said that v. 240 was revealed later than v. 234 ý1) 

The assumption of the repeal of V. 240 by v-234, was 

ridiculed by one group of scholars. They questioned the sig- 

nificance of v. 240 being recorded in the mushaf (book) if the 

verse was not enforceable, and this was related to the history 

of the collection of the qur)an itself. cAbdullah b. Zubair 

is reported to have aslý. ed CUthman (the third orthodox caliph): 

"Since this verse (v. 240) is said to have been abrogated, why 

do you allow it to be written down ? (Uthman is made to 

reply that he was not supposed to change any verse from its 

place in the qur3FLn as he had learned it. Further, the assump- 

tion of abrogation seemed to have been challenged on the basis 

that v. 234 is earlier than v. 240. But this was explained away 

by the general argument that the order of the verses in the 

mushaf does not represent the chronological order in which they 

viere revealedý3) This unsuccessful group hold that the m ainte- 

nance of a widow should be taken from her husband's property. 

Apart from the explicit ruling of v. 240, they based this view 

on the authority of c: Ali and cAbdull7ah b. MasrTad. 

In view of the above discussion it is clear that the 

fuqahR3 went outside the Qur)aa to find the justification for 

the fiah and to adapt the former to the latter. External ele- 

ments (hadlth) were introduced to break the harmony of the verses 

(1) ibid., p. 258. This report alone indicates the quite arbi- 
trary nature of all assertions on the dating of Qur3Hnic verses. 

(2) Qurtubii, Tafs7ir, vol. III, p. 226. 
(3) Jassas, Ahkilm, 

-vol. 
I, p. 1j9j. 
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(such as in the above problem between wasiyya. and inheritance 

verses), and to set up unnecessary links between verses which 

were really independent of one another such as the verses, 

dealt with by Shaficl, concerning divorcees and those concer- 

ning widows. Their arguments are far from being convincing, 

however, and, they fail to dispel the confusions in their legal 

discussions or to eclipse the explicit rulings of the qurl: in. 

The difficulties and the confusions would not have arisen if 

they had taken the qur3an as the direct basis of their legal 

theories and not the tafsir propounded by their predecessors. 

It is most likely that the max: Lm 

originated in the tafs1r of the early scholars oL Islam before 

the emergence of the ancient scholars. This tafs1"r was, of 

course, based on the verses which were brought together in dis- 

cussions, since they were thouqht to be dealing with the same 

topic but to be mutually contradictory. The tafs-ir, which was 

accepted in legal circles, ultimately presented itself in the 

form of hadi Ith of the Prophet, when the authority of the Pro- 

phet b9came a necessary guarantee for the validity of legal 

maxims. This particular maxim could not have originated in' 

legal thinking, since it is, as we have seen, illogical. 
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Chapter 3 

Trends opposing the sunna of the Prophet. 

Before discussing the opposition to the sunna'of the Prophet, 

it ray be useful to define the terms sunna and hadIth. Sunna in4Arabic 

denotes IpathwayI7 Ibehaviourt, "manner of actingt or 'conduct Of lifet. 
(l) 

ItA implied the normative practice or the model behaviour of a particular 

individual, sect or community, and it appears in several places in the 

0,, =2ýin with the above meanings. For example, in Q XVII: 77 sunna signifies 

the norms and guidelines concerning all aspects of life which God 

commanded to be adopted; in Q XV: 13 sunna concerns the manner of inflicting 

punishment upon the peoples in the past for their neglect of the teachino of 

the Prophets; and in Q XXXV: 43 sunna signifies the 'practice' or 

rbehaviourt of forebears. 

For the pre-Islamio': Arab, tsunnal meant traditional usage or 

custom hallowed by ancestral use, and the practice of generations. The 

concept involved in the sunna included the heathencArabts ideal of life and 

the primitive idea of lw, -; s and morals in cohesive tribal communities. 
(2) 

CArabs felt ther, -zelves obliged to abide by the sunna and it was disgraceful 

to neglect it or to allow it to be infringed or discontinued. Thus any- 

thing t that conflicted with what had been inherited from one is forebears was 

reEarded as an infringement of the sacred tenets of the whole community, 

and had to be suppressed. The teaching. " of Vlluhawnad were earnestly 

resisted. by the I'Leccans because they wero c*-Itrary to what they had 

inherited from their ancestors. This is expressed in the Qur: Gn; for 

ex-amile, Q 11: 170 reads: lr, ýIhen one says to them: Obey the law which God 

has revealed, they reply: 'i'le follow the customs of our ancestors"; 

Ibn 1-., anzUr, Lisýin al- 'Arab , vol. XVII,. pp. 88f f -) s -V 
.I 

(2) Goldziher, The Princi-plesof -Law in Islam, pp. 94f- 
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XLII: 22 reads: 3 said: We found that our fathers were on a way, 'They 

thus we follow their footsteps". 

The sunna was a common heritage in which individuals and tribes 

alike took pride, an d evidence of this is found in pre-Islamic poetry.. 

'Labib b. Rabich, for example, praising someone, says(l) 'go comes from a 

tribe whose ancestors have left them a sunna; every people has a sunna. 

'Hadith' tends to mean narration or oral comr=ication of any 
0 

kind, religious or secular, 
(2) 

concerning either the distant or recent 

past. However, religious circles from early Islamic times reserved the 

term thadIth' to denote communication of a religious type, whereas that of 

a secular nature was called 'akhbZr'. 
(3) 

The 111, uslims adopt. ed the term sunna as the name for normative 

precedent that should be followed in all aspects of life, particularly in 

legal matters? but$ until the end of the second century of Islam, they 

were still divided over the precise determining of this Islamic sunna. 

-. -rf edecessors were content to regard local practice and consensus Shaf 3.93. s pr 

and tradition handed doim from the Companions and the Successors as the 

sunna. I-TElik, for ins-'Clance, limited. the implication of the sunna to the 

established and agreed practice of Medina, current in his time or 

i-I-Imcclialely before it, but Sh7afiq endeavoured to establish that the sunna 

was limited to what was attested to have been derived from the Prophet. 

His theory was successful, and was accepted among later scholars. We have 

seen that the Islamic sunna originated either in the early taf or the 

practice of the early'Ruslims. 
(4) 

The distinction between the two terms in classical Islamic 

terminoloj3y is clearly propounded by Goldziher. "Hadýith means an oral 

(1) Alýllu rallacfa-t al-sab C (with the commentary by al-zawýa-ni) 'Cairo., 
1325 A. H., p. 82. 

(2) cf. Q IV: 87, Q XII: 61 21,101, illy LXvj: 3, ýý XXXI: 
_61, 

Q XXXIX: 23, 
ý, L-rlrlr 

(3) Goldziher, Muslim Studies, vol-II, P-17. 

(4) See above p. 
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communicat ion derived from the Prophet, ' whereas --unna, in the usage 

Prevailing in the old J!, uslim community, refers to a religious or leSal 

point, without regard to whether or not there exists an oral tradition 

for it. A norm contained in a hadIth is naturally, regarded as sunna; 

bix't it is not necessa3: y that the sunna, should have a corresponding had1th 

which gives it sanction. It is quite possible that the content of a 

had7ith my contradict the sunna". 
(1) 

The distinction between the ha-d1th 
0- 
and the sunna, can be traced in the fuqah7al. AVE YusUf , for instance, - was 

called by hiS biographers 'master of hadIth and master of sunnal. Ile 
(2) 

himself distinguishes between the two terms; admonishing , Auza Ii, he says, 

Irlou should resort only to hadliths which are accepted by the public 

(jar, -5tah) and which agree with the qar:, Zn and the sunnall. He also says, 

'The hacliths in this problem are abundant and the sunnas in it are 
0 

abundant too". Sh7afiel says that Saiid b. al-!, ', usayyab and cTJr%, ra reported 

hadliths from the Prophet and accepted them as sunnas. 
(3 ) 

Referrine to his 

interlocutor's question about the basis of a particular doctrine, SICafiq 

says that the basis is the established sunna which is contained in the 

had1th reported by the 'people I and tha t reported by Mlalik from the Prophet. 
(4) 

As a long period (often) elapsed between the time when a sunna was 

supposed to have originated and the time when it was formally dem, - nded as 

evidence for legal and reliGious activities, every had7ith is equipped with 

a chain of transmitters, called isnEd, which is projected back until it 

reaches the direct witness himself. 

The Opposition 

We have seen in the previous chapter that when Shafit7i omergred, 

schools of law had already been established in various cities of Islam, 

(1) Gold-niher, Muslim Studies, vol. II, p. 24- 
(2) ShFficli, Siyar al-A-aza-ýi7j P. 308. 
(3) Risal i Para: 1238ff. 
(4) Ilchtilaf Malik, 'p. 201. 
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particularly in tIia-q and Hij"Sz. The social and cultural background of 

each school had produced its: own fiqh doctriness which differed from those 

of the other schools, and although there were doctrines common to all 

schools, their origins were obscure to their adherents. In the course of 

U -'-he conflict among the schools and owing to the desire to document the 

ficrh doctrines, the adherents of the schools were forded to rationalize 

their respective doctrines on formal bases. The materials they used for 

this purpose were the C, =3Zn, the alleged traditions of the Prophet and 

the subsequent authorities, reasoning (ra3y), and the alleged local ijrra7lý. 

It was a common and prevalent practice to ascribe the schoolst doctrine to 

cminent local authorities of the generations of the Successors and the 

Companions. In many cases, such ascriptions weirt, as far back as the 

Prophet, as a direct influence of the traditionists, whose main endcavour 

was to link every point of law to the authority of the Prophet, and who 

disliked all human reasoning and reliance upon authorities other than the 

Prophet. 
(l) 

Those scholars had no proper system for their theory. There 

fir .; a:; no question of a hierarchy for the cont mation of the malkerials they 

used. Priority was given to those materials which would, according to 

the personal judgement of the scholars, best vindicate a particular 

doctrine. This unsystematic method of the ancient scholars invariably 

encouraged disagreement among the schools, as every school has its own 

technique in vindicating its fiqh doctrines. This disagreement, in turn, 

wrould inevitably tend to lead. to the breakdown of unity in Islam. 

(1) Goldziher, Muslim Studies, vol. II, PP. 41f - 
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Sh7afig'l who was familiar withthe theories of his predecessors, 

emerged. at the time when Islam was under attack from within, from ahl 

al-kalam who held that the Qur33n was the sufficient and legitimate 

basis of lax, as well as attack from outs ide, from the Christians and 

Jews. Therefore, in order to defend Islam, he desired to bring about a 

uniformity of legal theory and ultimately a unified fiqh. He saw that 

-the unsystematic and divergent theories of his predecessors were not only 

inadequate to defend Islam from attack, but, indeed, invited such attack. 

He, therefore, endeavoured to strengthen the le', -al theories by syst. emati- 

zing the materials on which the fiqh doctrines were to be based. Ile did 

this by insisting upon a priority among the materials and sources by 

emphasising the importance of the sunna of the Prophet and its overriding 

authority over that of other persons -and over human reasoning, and by 

stressing the harmonious relationship between the Qar3Hn and the sunna. 

He consistently argued, throughout his polemics with the repreoentatives 

of the ancient schools, that the sunna, %.., as an indispensable 'source I for 

the fiqh and that it originated from God himself, and he may, therefore, 

be considered the first scholar to believe and argue consistently that 

Islam was entirely a revealed faith. 
(1) 

He endeavoured to demonstrate the 

unity of Islam, and the unity of the fiqh, which was the teaching of the 

Prophet, whereas his predecessors had been content to argue that the 

Islamic fiqh was derived from society, from the alleged ijmac, practice 

-and the opinion of eminent local authorities. 

Sh7afi Els energies were directed towards two main aims. 

Firstly, he endeavoured to systematize the legal theory of the sunn"IS for 

(1) cf. Ur. =, vol. I, p. 110 Innien the Prophet died the rulings of God 
were coaipleted, nothing can ever be added to them or taken away from 
them" 

utý 
cf. belOW p., 3V2. 
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the sake of uniformity in Islam, and, ultimately to render this theory 

and the fiqh invulnerable. Thus, like his predecessors, his function 

was not to create the fiqh birtu to vindicate it by providing it with 

formal bases. Beside systematization, he also concentrated on suppre- 

ssinG many doctrines opposed to those of the majority of the sunnis; 

for example, he endeavoured to suppress the opinion of TZwus who 
0 

disallowed wasiyya to an outsider. 

Secondly, he sought to defend these common doctrines against 

the attacks of ahl al-kalilm. 
(2) 

In these activities, he faced two' 

groups of opponents, namely the sunni scholars, whose theories he criticized 

bitterlýy in his endeavours towards systematization, and ahl al-kalEm, who 

attacked the sunni fiqh unreservedly. The opposition of these two groups 

was chiefly directed at the sunna of the Prophet to which Shafit7i 

attached such importance. In the following paragraphs we shall examine 

their debate with Sh: -,: fit7i on the sunna. 

Sh7afitll explicitly points out(3) that there were two groups of 

opponents; firstly, ahl al-Imlam (the 1-?. utt--zila) who rejected the had7ath 
0 

altogether, and, secondly, those who rejected khabar al-Ida7ass (had7ith-- 
00 . 

not universally transmitted). He does not identify the members of this 

second group, but the argumonts of his opponents reveal that the 

adherents of the ancient scholars are included in this group. In his 

polemics, Sh7afill reveals several more of his opponentst attitudes which 

he regards as hostile to the had73. th of the Prophet. The ancient scholars 

were compelled -to accept the hadIth as a new element in logal theory, but 

there had, therefore, to be discrepancies in their submission to the 

hadIth in practice. 
9 

(1) See above P. 56. 
(2) -obr instanco the stoning-penalty for fornication, see below P- 
(3) jir-, ý, g C al- tilm, pp. 250-62. 
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It shoulcl be rw-do clear that it was acceptance of the had7ith 
0 

as the true report of the sunna of the Prophet that the opponents were 

arguing about. They did not question the obliGation to follow the 

Prophet. S117afi Cis interlocutor ropoatedly expresses doubt about and 

demands proofs of the authenticity of laldibZrl (reports, transmissions) 

and the obligation to adhere to them. 
(') 

SIýK-fitlij himself, testifies 

Ij . 
(2 ) 

The squabble about Uhat it is the f1chabar? that his opponents re cot 

the acceptability of M-icýbar al-1-diggs clearly shows that the opponents 

were concerned with tho -authenticity of the report but not with the 

obligation to. submit to the Prophet. But, we shall see that SICafi 1ý31 

endeavoured to force on his opponents the acceptance of the haclIth - 
0 

4. two centuries after the Prophet died - on the strength of the Cur3anic 

verses which stipulate submission to Iluýammad- His endeavour to employ 

these Qari3nic Verses to strengthen his . oi-m argument here is clearly 

specious and irrelevant. 
(3) 

ibn Qutaiba tells us(4) that the min reason for the had7ith 
0 

being rejected was the mistrust which developed within the Muslim 

con-=ity. The lengtl-iy political dispute among the Muslims since the 

death of the Prophet had divided them into various political and 

religious factions. This conflict among the factions war, not only trans- 

formed into armed warfare, but they even went so far as to accuse one 

anoth er of becoming unbelievers. This accusation was directed even at', 

the orthodox caliphs and other Companions who were in close companionship 

(1) For exarnple, see Jirirgf- al-tiln, , p. 250. The interlocutor says, "Can 
you give a proof for your claim that a khabax must be accepted". 

(2) JirrO al- Cilm is dividecl into two chapters, one being the refutation 
of those who reject', the aldibar altogether, and the other, of those 
ii-ho reject the kh-1: bar al-IdEss. 

(3) See below pp. I-19f f 
(4) Talvill, pp. '3-6. 
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and- relationship with the Prophet. As these Companions, who were 

supposecl to bol the direct witnesses of the deeds and the words of tile 

ProT)het, were discarded an& distrusted, hadIths which bore their names 

were invariably rejected. Every faction limited its acceptance to 

those had7iths which had been circulated within its own circle of 

scholars and whose isnZd bore names of persons they regarded as their 

allies. Ibn Qutaiba specifically mentions several factions that he 

regarded as the GX-tremistos among the anti-traditionist movements: 

khavrarijites, 
(') 

qatidites, mLxrjites, qadarite , mufaw-widites and 

rafidites. 

In order to refýýue a had7ith, antitraditionists propounded 
4 

their criticism of it in two aspects: its content and its isriH-d. We 

shall examine their ar8uments on these two aspects in the following 

paragraphs. 

The main basis of opposittion to the hadIth, according to the 
0 

anti, traditionists, was the authority of the CUrlan. They argued that 

t 
(2) 

i0he Qur'YZn explained evexything; it was absolute (ýa-ti'L) with regard 

to its meaning and liransmission. Therefore, a hadlth, which was 
0 

in-J"erior to the Q=3Zn in these two aspe-ots of absoluteness, could 

never be used to counter the Qur-11i, and thus it was dispensable. They 

rejeeted the e: ýmlanato-rj role of the hadIth, the function subtlýy 

accorded to it by the traditionists and the main arg=ent in favour of 

upholding a hadIth which appeared to contradict the Q=2Zn. Their 

arg-pnents are summarized in the followinC passage: 
(3) 

, How is it 

possible for you to use reports by the people whom you have described 

(1) lChai-Farijites were the most extreme in their anti-traditionist attlitudo; 
this is indicated by the traditionists' declaration of war ag--in. -t them 
presented in the haCith of the Prophet (see Ibn Hajar, Flatý al-bFrij 
vol. XV, PP-- 310-ý33)- It vras from the JChawarij* camp the KuQaZilite 

ect branched out; Sh7afitl calls this latter ahl al-Icalam ýwiith whom he 
enters into polemical discussion. 

(2) cf. Q XVI: 89; JirEE al-Cilm p. 250; cf. RisZilq, para: 295 ffr 617 ff. 

(3) Jir.: -: r- al- Cilm, loc. cit. * 
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(some of whom are reliable and some not) to distinguish between ruling, - 

of the Qi=-)an, whose meanings are explicit and manifest to everyone who 

hoars them?. 1,11oreover, how is it possible for you to place these 

reports on an equal footing with the Book of God and as a basis for 

making material judgemonto? The Qur, 33n is in tArabio and you learned 

it by heart. It contains all the rulings revealed by God for men. If 

someone casts doubt upon a single letter of the qur'zEn you regard him 

as an apostate and demand his reconversion; if he ret%ises you condemn 

him to death. ! The Qurlan contains everything, thus how can you say 

that a Qurianic injunction is sometimes in general terms and sometimes 

in specific terms, and that it is sometimes obligatory and sometimes 

permissive. The basis of this distinction is one, two or three had7iths 

which you have heard from a man who has learned them from another and 

the latter from another back to the Prophet. At the same time, you do 

not admit the absolute reliability of ýV person, of his trustworthinoss 

and good memory, but you say of everyone: "Such and such a man is 

subject to error and forVtfulness". If someone refuses to accept a 

ha-aith you do not rcE-; ard him as an apostate nor do you demand his 

reconversion; the most you say is 'What an objectionable opinion he 

rain' , ains 

Ibn Qutaiba(l) records. examles of cases where ahl al-kalam 

claimed that a haeith obviously contradicted the Cý, arl-an, and thus 

rejected the had7ith alto, -other. 
0 

(1) Talwll, passim, eg. pp. 119f f, 193f f-* 
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However, the intorlomr, ', or, who is cornpelled by Sh7aficlls clever 

masonino to accept the theory of the traditionists, explains(l) that 

there --ro two schools of thought among his former cormanions. The 

extremists among them reject the hadIth in all circumstances, on the 

ground that the Qurvlin, as they claim, contains all bayZan (explanation) 

re&arding all aspects of Islamic life. -, he moderate group among them 

accept the had1th-which has a corresponding provision in the QarlEn (i. e. 

the tafsir haCith). This is one of the three classes of haCith according 

to the traditionists' point of view; the romining two are those that 

reGulate in independence of the Qrurl'gn, and those which confirm a 

Qur: l-anic provision. 
(2) 

This moderate group, however, does not attach 

arv independent significance to the hadlth if they mean that it must 

correspond exactly to the QurlEn. Nor do they satisfy the traditionists 

thesis that the had73th may set up laws independently, if they moan that 

the acceptable had73. ths are those regarding matters outlined in the Qlurlli 

in general terms. Nevertheless, with the second supposition, the 

explanatory role of the hadIth is raintained. 
(3) 

0 
From the above diocussion, one can distinggaish three sdhoolo of 

thoudit. in Muslim scholarship: Ahl al-handIth (supporters of tradition), 

ahl ad-rayy (advocates of opinion) and ahl al-Qur4an who base their 

judgements exclusively on the Oar3En or stipulate agreement with the 

Qur: 'an as the decisive criterion for accepting a hadlth. It is against 
0 

those who reject the hadIths which, in their opinion, conflict with the 
0 

Qurýllij that Sh7aficl directs his Risala, in w1hich, he makes every effort 

to establish a necessary conjunction between the 
-ur a 'Ili ancl the h d7ith 

0 

(1) Jim7- C al- tilm, p. 252. 

(2) RisSla, para: 298f-s". 

(3) cf. Abu Z-ahxs, Jjj.,, al-jn7am al-Sil7afit-1, pp. 218f. 
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from the Prophet. 

The anti-traditionists Put their argument into the mouth o. f 

the Prophet: 
(1) 

"Compare what is related on rDr authority with the C, 

if it agrees with it, I have said it, and if it does not agree, I have 

not said it". MiFfitý! rojects this tradition because, as he argues, it 

isiEd is weak. Indeed, he openly says that it was fabricated. He 

further adds that CAbdui TZalu, -L-an al-111ahd7J. also rejected it. In another 

tradition, the Prophet is made to say: "People ought not to shelter 

behind n7 authority; I allow what All: ih allows, and forbid only what 

Allah forbids1l. sh7afil-3. explains this tradition away as referring to 

the personal privileges of the Prophet, and refuses to adhere to it 

because its isn7ad is weak and it is a munqatic (interrupted) tradition. 
(2) 

The traditionists, in turn, are not idle in justifying their thesis and 

rejecting their opponents' arguments, on the authority of the Prophet. 

Thus the Prophet is made to say: lqet me find no one of you reclining 

on his couch, and when confronted with an order or a prohýbition from me, 

saying. I do not Imow (whother this hadIth is authentic or othon-iise); 

we follow exclusively what we find in the Gur)an,,. 
(3 ) 

The traditions 

mentioned above(4) are obviously spurio'us; they are tendentious and 

clearly represent the theoretical conflict between the traditionir, 'Us and 

their opponents. 

The tendency to abandon a had73:. 'h on the basis of the claim that 

it is in contradiction with the ýurlZn, was also maintained by, the 

e=onents of the ancient schools. Abu YusUf e--, -. Dlicitly sayst 
(5) 

ý, That 

contradicts the Qurlan is not from the Prophet". He argues that one of the 

(1) Ris; Ela para: 617- 
(2) Sh7afi'ýI, BawZn farai. ý Allah, p. 264; idem, siýyar al- Aui-aCi p. 309; 

Vol. VII pp. 13f. 

-(3) Risala para: 295,622,1106. ShafiCi uqcs this haCith aýrainst ahl al- 
! TýlEm and the ancient scholars alike. In the Uum, vol-VII? P- 14, he 
uses it a6ainzt the clraqians. 

(4) Their translation is taken from Miacht, The Origin, PP- 45f- 
(5) Slý-C- fi cl 

I Si3rar al--Auý--aati PP. 307f- 
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criteria for accoptin, - a hadith is its agreement with the qL=3Hn. To 

this offect he relatess the anti-traclitionist traditions stated above. 
(') 

In addition to that, he relates an alleged tradition of tumar I: "Qurzi 

b. Kaý'b al-Ansari said: I joined a group of AnsSr who were setting out, 

for Kufa. (Umar accom. anied the group to a particular place whero he 

said: "You are headinG towards. people who are humming with the Qur-111 

like bees; therefore, relate only a little from the Prophet". This 

tradition is obviously tendentious. It was meant to vindicate the tIia-qi 

abandoninj3 of the had7ith and resorting to the explicit ralinCs of the 

Qar-: 1Zn. ShSfitli 
(ýT-is 

provoked by this attitude and calls it ?? rejecting 

the had1th by comparing it with the Qqr3livl. His answer to this attitude 
0 

is always the same, thatu a hadIth never contradicts the Qur3Zn but only 

serves to elucidate itP) 

A clear exam-ple occurs in the problem of the evidence of one 

wit, ness together with the oath-of the plaintiff. The Medinese and ' 

Sh7afifl endorse this procedure. Malik(4) bases. it on a mursal (interrupted) 

hadIth of the Prophet which he stren8thons with the established practice 

of Medina, and then adds qystematic reasoning: 'The sunna (the allea-ed 

practice of Medina) is proof enough, but one also wants to Imow the 

reason, and this is itIf. In this problem, K. Zlik does not rely on the 

hadIth as a decisive ar, -ament. Sh7afiýl relies on the same hadIth and 

relates it with the full isn7ad, and characteristically regards it as the 

decisive argument. 
(5) 

The C13ýalqians reject this procedure and the had3ith 
0 

because, as they argue, they contradict Q 11: 282, which stipulates that 

(1) ibid.; cf. Umm, vol. VII, P. 13. 
(2) Si-,. -ar al- Au7,5r-, i Pp. 309f. 

(3) This theoi-j will be discussed in chapter 
(4) Kuwatta3, vol. IIj pp. 721ff. 

Ram, vIr P- 273. 
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the minimum number of witnesscs required for Ithe admissibility of 

evidence is two men or one rran and two wom on. 
(') 

But they are not entirely 
o 

consistent in their doctrine because they accept the evidence of a midwife 
or 

about childbtrth /of two women in cases involving breast-feeding and 

women's physical defects. 
( 2) 

They base these on the opinion of the 

Cor, pz annions whom they assume to have understood the (ArIli best and acted 

0 1ý-Ihy accordin, g to it. Thereupon, Sh7aficl contemptuously criticises th m: 

do you reject the sunna- of the Prophet, by mking the Our3li oppose iu 

while you confirm reports from other people which stipulate less and you 

interpret the Qur3Zn accordingly1f. 

The Medinese adopt the same attitude. They interpret the 

general ruling of the OurlZn in accordance with a particular fiqh doctrino 

to oppose a hadIth which contradicts it. Thus the had73. th is'whittled away 

by means of the (: ý=3an. An example of this occurs in the problem whan one 
(3) 

of a non-4,: uslim married couple becomes a Muslim, before the other. They 

reject the had7ith, which Sh7afic-i relaýtesj by means of Q XL: 10. 

That some of the had7iths apparent2, y or roally contradicted one 

anothor, ims taken by the anti-traditionU; ts (ahl al-kalEm) as a reason 

for rejecting the hadIth altogether. Ibn %,. -L-aiba(4) explicitly says, 

lo not intend in this book to reft've the atheist (zind7lq) and those IF-le c 

who disbelieve in the Qur*i and in the Prophet. Indeedl our intention 

is to refute those I-luslims who in order to reject the hadlths, allege 

41hat the-y contradict one another and contain statements which are incredible". 

He cites examples of ha-dTi: Lths which ahl al-kalam alleged. to be mutually 

contradictory. 
(5) 

(1) Umm, VII, p. 6; cf. Ilchtil-af 14-alik, p. 182. 
(2) Umml VIII PP- 71 10- - 
(3) lklitil-af 1,1, 'Kl'ik7 p. 202 (i. e. whether their Mrria, -e remains valid). 
(4) Ta3%jil p. 124. 

(5) ibid- Passsim- 
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The f-Iraqians wore keen to establish contradiction between two 

sccminglýy contradictory hadIths in order to reject either both of them 
6 

or the one which disagrecd with their o;. m legal intcrProtation. 
(1) 

In 

addition to that, they supposed that two rmxttually contradictory -had1ths- 

- cancelled each other out, thereby necessitating the use of qiyas. 

The Medinese m"nintained the same attitude. ks to the question 

of whether or not an imam was permitted to lead a prayer sitting down 

(-,.; hen unable to do so standing up), while his conSregation prayed 

standing, 
(3 

they held that no in:,: m should be allowed to do this. They 

based this decision on a hadlth reported by Rabica al-ra3y that Abu Ba? x 

had lea the prayer, whilst the Prophet Y who was ill, was behind him amonG 

41he conGregation, performing the prayer sitting down. *They rejected a 

hadIth which reported the Prophet as sittLiS down v., hilst lecading prayers 

because it conflictecl with the one that sx-ictioned. their fiqh doctrine, 

despite the fabt that this was a mrsal hadIth. Shafigli hold that the 

irrFm or any member of the congreeation might perform the prayer sitting,, 

basj-ng this belief on sevoral seemine1j, contra-dictox-j had7iths which he 

(4) 
I-= ablo to har; -, ioniseo 

The use of opinion in the Islamic leEal system j-, as ý-n-,,. erior to 

the m6thod of the haddth school, which stipulated documentation of all 

points of law with hadlths traced back to the Prophet. 
(5) 

Althout, -h the 

acU=c. -its of the speculcru'ive method, '-,, Otiva'vcd by the need to ensure the 

com. -ramity's acceptance of their leml decisions, finally adopted the 

(1) Mi-afitT7 IlklytvilEf al-had7ith, P. 328. 

(2) icle. m, JirZ- t al- Eilm. 255-'Ly-, g 
4 

idem, IllchtilFf I-Tallk, PP- 184ff. 
(4) ShSfifl tells us that Aba Han1fa hold the same View, but fb-U Y-Usuf 

-and Shaib3nli- differed fron him on the basis of another ýLadith. This 
is an example of -ahcro the exponents of a school, diverGor-f-rom its 
founder as a result of -the retionalization of doctrines. 

(5) of. Goldziher, Kusli-, -, Studies, Iljp. 81 - 
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thesis of ahl al-hadIth, nevertheless they seemed unready to sacrifice, 

in practice, their oi-m mothod. The result of this was the emorG-ence of 

Vhe spurious ascription of legal decisions, which in reality derived t 

from opinion, to the authority of the Prophet. On the other hand, ' hadIths 

, -, hich were adopted by a rival school or propagated by the traditionists 

werc disposed of by "rea-zoning" because they contradicted the result of 

the exercise of opinion. Ibn Qutaiba(l) cites examples of such 

contradiction alleged by ahl al-kal7am between the had7ith and "reasoning" 

(nazar), logical proof (hujjat al-Caql) and reality (al-f-iyan). He also. 

tells us of the reaction and hostile attitude of the traditionists towards 

the adherents of raly. 
(2) 

The traditionists' attacks were concentrated 

on AbU Flanlfa, who had. brought the ra-ly school to its apogee. He is said 

to have rmde legal decisions on the basis of personal judgement in 

disregard of the had7iths, mid Auza'Fl is reported to have said, despise 

Abu Hanifa, not for his use of opinion for we all use it, but because when- 

ever - hadIth becomes available to him he abandons it and resorts to 

something else,,. 
(3) 

Ibn outaiba considered IshFq b. R7ahawaih to be the 

most consistent opponent of the adherents of raly, and this utterance is 

ascribed 'coo him: IIThqy abandon the Book of- God an(i the sunna of the 

Prophet, trusting instead in qiyas". 
(4) 

The alleged dialogue between two ancient M. edinese scholars, Satid 

b. al-Yusayyab and Rablea b. IrAbdul Ra4i,,,,,, anj representatives respectively 

of the traditionists and the adherents ýf ra)y gives us a clear picture of 

pp. 97-102-- 
(2) ibid. I pp. 51f fThe w4ole discussion of the Talwil. is su=, rised in the 

heading ývs (ý31 6ý, p -JI ý 

(3) ibicl-v p- 52. (P. 87) 
ýHý 

: ýý v;:, L . 541jý cýI ,\ '11 
9 12 

(4) ibicl-t p. 53. 
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"I Ca is -supposed to have asked the quarrel between the two groups. Rabi 

satild about the compensation due to a worran for the loss of her finCers; 

and was given the answer thatt the compensation for one finger was ton 

cam. cl--, fror two, twenty camels, for three, thirty, and for four finGers, 

twenty camels. Rablca is then alleGecl to have asked, Uow is this possible, 

for the bigger the injuzy she suffers, the less compensation she receives? ". 

Miercupon, Satid replied: 'This is the sunnall. It is obvious that wliat 

Sa t73cl meant by Isi=af is normative prececlent as preserved. in the h, -d73. th. 

AlthouGh the authenticity o. L the stox"j is doubtfal, its existence may, 

noverLwheless, suggest that 'reasoning' was preferred to the sunna. by the 

adherents of ra4y. 

The tendency to abandon the had7ith of the Prophet in favour of 

raly is traced. in the theory 0-1. the ancient scholars, and a clear example 

occurs in the hadIth, reported by Ibn (Umaar from the Prophet, about a 

slavo belonging to maxpj masters, one of whom manumits him. 
(2 ) 

The fjl: a-qiaiis 

rejected the hadIth in favour of qiyas. This attitude was also adopted by 

the 1,11edinese. Their representative, rejectinE-; a hadIth on which shý, --fifl 
(3) 

oased his doctri-ne, questioned the practical significý-%nce of the had7ith. 

ShHafiCil observecl that in cortain cases they abandoned. the had7ith of -14he 

Prophet and resorted to the hadIth of a Companion, lbut in other oassess they 

a7bandoned even this and mado decisions on the basis of their o,,. m opinion. 

opinion was, therefore, often of primay consideration. He conAudes, in 

reaetion to this attitude, that there is no room for cliyas (the only mmdc 

,, lore SIS C (1) ibid- P- 57 cf- Shafilfl, Al-radd tala Muhannad, p. 282,1 1 fi 3. 
asz=, Os that it is tho 2; unna of the Prophet. Far other anecdotes concerning 
this squabble, see the Rip,; n-la para: 1226-34- 

(2) The hadIth is quoted in full above, p. 25. 

(3) Ikhtilaf MZ-lik, p. 185 cf. ibid. p. 233 Where 
t Whe question is ascribed to 1,113lik himself. 

(4) ibid. p. 213; cf. p. 211. 
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of exercising opinion approved by him) whenever a sunna is available t', 
(1) 

and that "a-n authentic hadlth from the Prophet mast be adhered to 

unerringly. The question posed. by you or others- How? and, Ely? - is 

irrolovant". 
(2) 

Iim, 7 t (consensus) evoked by the aa-iti-traditionists as a 

countan--rei8ilt to the had7ith. The extremists among them took the apparent 

contradiction between the ijniH-f and the hadIth as a reason for rejecting 

the hadIth altogether. 
(3) 

A similar attitude-is ffound among the ancient 
0 

scholarz, although their rejection was restrictecl to hadIths which dis- 

agreed with their own legal decisions. The Iledinese ar gmed on the basis 

of the alleged ijmZc of Kedina, 
(4) 

while the tIx7Sqianc; argmed on the basic; 

of the alleCed ijrr7ar- of scholars in general. In his defence of the had1th 

aa, -ainst ijmZC Sh7afiills only argument is that the alleged ijrraf, is spurious. 

For example, a representative of the Idledinese enters in-to dis- 

cussion with Sh7afil7i, 
(5) 

rejecting a hadIth on which Sh7afitl bases a legal 

decision, and. claims that it contradicts the consensus of the people of 

Yedina (ijtar,. a. ta al-n7as). Sh7afild proves that over the problem in question 

Vhere is no ijr: a - and that, on the contrary, the people of 11edina, are 

divided. Then he says, "I do not know what you mean by 'people?; are they 

a group of people of whom no specific indivaclual is Rmoi-Pn? ". The opponent 

asjmmj Ir,,. ay I sV Iijtamaca al-nans' and mean the opinion of certain Medinese 

individuals with whom I aogreo, although the people of Idedina generally 

disaSsree? ". Shafiel replies, Irfou should never claim the existence of 

ijmat unless there is no disagreement in Kedina and among the scholars in 

other countries. You my only say in this situation: ri choose to follow 

(1) i7bid.. P. 183. 

(2) Ikditil7af al-haCith P. 339. 

(3) Ibn Cu'%oaibal Ta3wll, paooim, oC;. pp. 94 203- 
(4) 1- khtilaf ll'alik, pasairn, cC- PP- 187f, 242. 
(5) ibid. pp. 187f. ( -. - 

ý)- 
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such and such an opinion". ' Shafitl continues, 1ý-ýy explanation of this 

7problenn shoulcl serve as an examile for you with regard to all such quosiions; 

you may claim Iijtamara al-nast only if the people do not disagree". 

A representative of the CIraqians sýs to ShafiCl, 
(1) 

Tho had7ith 

pertaining to the problem of al-musarrat is authentic, but no one accepts 

, _, 11'(2) Eaýafilli asks him to name a Companion or successor who had rejected 

40he had7 -I- ith in question. Ftiling to do so, he says, "Uhat I mean by 'people' 

is the rmftis in our timo or immediately befora th-at, but excluding the 

Successors". Sh7afifl asks, Ign which country? ". He replied IrIn HijZz and. 

Iraq". Shafic7i asks, c- "Could you tell me who abandons this hadIth in 

'E Hanl tI. raq? ". He repliest "Ab, ifa and his followers did not adhere to itt', 

shafitl says, '? you should rec, kon his followers as one person only, because 

U they receive the opinion from one person, Abu Han-ifall. The opponent admits 

the, he does not know of any other person who rejects or accepts the hadIth 

either in Nufa or in Basra. Thereupon, ShHfitli shra-. -rdly asks him, 'ý-Iqy I 

take it for Cranted that those Vhom you do not Imow and who have lived in 

various countries, accepted the hadlth? ". He re-plico, 'INT6, unless you are 

su-ne that they accepted it". ShEfitli asl=7 'Then why did you assume that 

ove27one has abanclonecl the had7ith on musarrat, whilst you are unable to 

name the 'people I who have abandoned it apart from your Master, AbTi Hanlfal 

and his followers? "* 

Sh-afigii recognizes(3) only one form, of ijmf, that of -the Nuslims 

on essentials excplicitlýy provided for by the C. ur3Zn and the universally 

transmitted sunnal which every sober Muslim is obliged to know, like the 

obligation of the five prayers, fasting, Hajj etc.. He strongly rejects the 
0 

(1) Eb-aafiCi., Ikhtil7af al-had7ith, PP- 336ff. (0Lv ýý ). 

(2) i. e. rejected by the ijrr; Ec 0 

Jima f- al- Cilm p. 257. 
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alleged occurrence of ijm2ic among the "Iluslims or the scholars on details 

(faiUc, Idi7ass al-amEm) in any generation, the Companions, the Successors 
0.0 

or the subsequent generactions. 
(1) 

He admonishes his interlocutor, warning 
(2) 

him never to claim ijmac on something over which scholars are divided. 

No agreement at which the scholars may at some time have arrived. on a given 

poirr, ', of law should be considered the ijrrEf- of 11uslims in general; the most 

that one might, say in such a case I-jas ITto is reported from so and. so and. we 

Imow of no disagreement on that question". 
(3) 

The traditionists T theory that ijrrE C was based on the sunna, was 

taken by the anti-traditionists as an argument a8ainst the sunna itself. 

Their representative puts it to Sh-afit7i that the ijm7-r- of scholarz must be 

followed by all people, scholars and non-scholars alike, because thoir 

jjr. -ar- is always based on an airthoritative h,, Cith (1-habar IZzim), even if 

the hadith is not accessible. On the other hand, where scholars are 

divided, they are not authoritative and nobody is bound to follow them, 

d 73th because, whether or not the opinion of some of them is bansed on the ha 

a hadlith should not be accepted unless itu is imanimously accepted by the 

r, c7nojarz. A had7ith on which they CLiffer is si; Cbject to error. lie further 
0 

thnat the ijrZý, f- or disag-roement of the scholars represents the ijmS C 

or dlsagrecraent. of the previous generations, and that the ijr5r -; ý, s formed 

n -V Lirst generation of Islam and inherited by subsequent gencrations. i -he - 

Sh: -f, it7j realizes that this kind of argument wOuld subvert the authority of 

the surma -which he desires to establish in the loUal theory and to place 

., 
0 ebove the 1, )m -hat there can hardly be a singl '* -a C and qiy:,: -- , for he knows t 

the sunna concerninS a detail of law w3hich is unaniý usly accepted -o art o mo 

by the scholars. He oxTlicitly says, Ir2his aara-Luicnt implies replacinG- the 
(4) 

hadituh (ýjlxdib-zar) with the ijr 

(1) il: htilZ-f al-hacilth p. 147. 

(2) Jirn5f al-tilm, loc. cit. 
(3) lkhtilFff al-); ad7ith, loc. cit. 
(4) iirF C al- Cilm pp. 2552- 
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Shafi(J. coimteracts the opponentst rejection of the sunna for 

ijmS C by arauing that to claim the existence of ijir; --' ( is spurious. He 

a--Im his interlocutor, 
(') 

'Qho are the scholars whose consensus you regard 

atrýhoritative? ". He replies, t12hey are scholars acclaimed by the 

people of a country as jurists and whose opinions and judgements they 

accept". But he fails to state whether the authoritative ijmaC is that 

of all scholars without exception or only that of a certain proportion of 

t thom. S117afilýl then COIL-Iters this by putting forward, as an example, the 

problem of the stoning penalty for adultery, which is stipulated in. the 

hadIth. The ancient scholars endorsed this penalty, despite the disagroo- 

ment, of certain scholars (i. e. ahl al-kalEm whom they regard as faqaha3). 

On the other hand, they rejected the hadl,, h which permits the wiping of 

'boots instead of the washing of feet in wuCu-, because, as they ar&ue, 

scholars differ over it. The interlocutor. then changes his argument , and 

says that what he means by the ijmaf of scholars is the opinion of their 

majority, but when pressed by Shafiý111 he fails to specify the proportion 

of the scholars required to constitute such a tmýjorityl. Sh-afill, there- 

fore, an=uses him of bei-xiý,; arbitrary, saying, 'Ut seems that you want to 

keep the t-majorityl in General application. When you adopt an o-Dinion "ou 

s, V, that it belongs to the majority, but when you ab-andon it you say that 

it belongs to the minority. Do you agree that others can maintain the 

s a,, -, I C attitude in their argument against you? ". Sh7afiti further points out 

that, to argue on the opinion of the majority means that the opponent 

necessarily commits himself to divergence i-ehich he theoretically condemns. 

F'or exarmle, if there --are ton scholars, six of whom hold an opInion 

ibid. p. 256. 
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different from that hold by the remaining four, the opponents says that he 

follows the six because they are presumed to be right and the latter arc 

subject to error. If the four make a now decision and two of the six join 

them, the opponent must then follow the new majority group. Thus the 

opponent, Shaficl concludes, changes his acceptance from the opinion of 

those who are right to that of those who, at one time, were in error, on 

the strength ol a change in attitude by two persons. 

According to the opponent , the authoritat , ive ijr,: K r- is that of the 

scholars of all countries, and this is ascertained in one of two ways: 

either by meeting each one of them individually, or from the unanimous 

consensus of reports. Ile admits, however, that neither the first nor the 

second way is practicable. Thus ShafiCi concludes that, whenever the 

opýonent speaks of the ijmEr- of all cOUn: ZrICS, he must have learned it 

through the reports of individual transmitters (naql al-ldiZss). The 
0. 

(2) 
OD'Donent concedes Miaf -J t7i to point. 

(1) 
SICafi CIE iCur-ther asserts that the 

alleged ijr. at of scholars did not take place in any generation, because 

evidence sho; -M that, whenever there arose a pr . ominont scholar in arýy 

country, there emerged simultaneously or immeaiately after him a second 

scholar to contradict him. People . -Tere thus divided, some folloi,,, ingr the 

former and some the latter. Moreovers this does not talm account of other 

countries 
(3) 

whose scholars similarly diverged one from another on the same 

sub je c-ILI. Dnthermore, as admitted by the opponent, even scholars of the 

same generation but of different countries rarely had occa sion to meet, and 

it was, therefore, mere hypothesis to say that they had reached agreement 

on a problem. Shafit7i ex. plicitly says to the opponent, Irfou arbitrarily 

(1) ib id. 

(2) ibid. pp. 256f. 

sli7aficll mentions speciafically Mecca, Kufa. Iledina and 
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ascribe iin-E C to them". (1) 
However, there were deep-rooted JeCral practices and other habits 

followed widely in public life and considered to be based on ijrnF-c whicn 

did not correspond to the theory of the traditionists and which they were 

unable to abolish or remodel. In such a. caze they had to come to terms 

with ijmf. Their justification for this attitude, Sh7afig, -I. týlls us, 1-Mr, 

that, when such contrc-diction. between the ijmZar and the sunna occured, the 

public had access to another sunna. of equal or stronger authenticity on 
(2) 

Lý 'te which the ijTda-E was based, even if this could not be documented. 'j. 

traditionists were more open in admittina their wealmess in the facc of 

ijm7. c. Ibn Qtýtaibaj 
(3) 

for exam, ple , admits , 'The truth is more likely to 

be contained in ijrr2lf- than in hadlith. The had73th is subject to many 

vicissil, ildes, due to the neSligonce of those handing it doi-m, confused 

e=)J=-jat ions, abrogations which may have occurred, the unreliability of 

--i L us, and the existence of conflicting hadIths. The ijr. Zf 'Or, -ant - of the 

COMIrl-unity is free fro-m suell vicissiAuaes. This is the reason w1V people 

hand dovm had7iths goinE bach. to the Prophet birtul in practice, follow the 

other I-my". 

-ice amonost the ancient ocholars 1-jas to recocnize A cor-mon pract 

the airt', henticity of a had7iluh but claim that it had been abrogated by the 
a 

Qur3li or by another hadIth. The opponent-s(4) claim, for instance, that 

tho hadIth which permits- the wiping of boots (hhuffflain) instead of washing t 

-L fect during vrud7u3 (minor ablution), vras dabro,:; ated by 0, V: 6; and that Uhe L 

-'-his i-ras the accepted practice before the revelation of the verse. Sh7afit]- 
V 

(1) ibid. -p. 258- 
(2) RisEla para: 1311ff - 112his is a trick intcnO. ecl to uphold tho sunrin, 10 

a cs 0 authoriA-y in the face of the powerftil claimas of the reliti of ! if 
C-old.:: ihcr, 1-=lim Stuclics,, IIjpp. 87f. 

(3) Ta3,. -: 711 p. 261 (The translation is talcon from C-old-zihorlMusli'll Studies, 

all, 
II, p. 88. 

The 1, loclinese in -1particular. cf. Ilzlitilaf p. 210. 
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says, in answer to this, that to argue in this W, --'Y necessarily dominds 

the abolition of mmixy established Islamic practices and customs which axe 

based on the had1th. 
(l) 

lie insists that, if a had1th appears to have 

been abrorated by the Qar-11n, there rmst be another had7ith explaining or 

access,: rel"Crring to the abroCc: tion, and. this had7dth must be 010. 
(2) 

0 
As to the quootion of raising Inan . d, - atu the inauL, --, Tation of a 

- (3) 
prayer and before and after rukut, the Vji: Eqiv-ns 

and the Diedinese 

argacd that the had7iths- on v, -hich ShEfiCl bases his doctrines were authentic 

but had been abrogated and were thus no longer applicable. However, when 

ShEfit"I insists that thoy produce a, hadIth. from the Prophet whicli reforo to 
9 

Who abrogat ion and m ontion ' he names o 'L the Comp -anions or the Succes-sors 

who had abandoned these hadIths, they fail to com , )]ýY. 
W 

Their final 

arg=. ent is -'kjh, --t there is probably a repealing ha-d7ith but nobody has 

memorized it. Thereupon, Shafiq calls them "ignorant" and their argument 

"rejecting the sunna on the strength of a probability". He then askz- them, 

"Can it be said of everj hadIth that you transmit that the practice used to 

be in accordance with it, but that it has probably been abrosated? tl. He 

continues, laf that is your reason for rajectin, 3 hadIths from the Prophet, 

you should not have blamed, as you did, ahl al-kalam whose arc. uments are 

stronoor than yours". This last sentence of his utterance clearly 

indicates his wish to systematize the theo-zj of his follow sunnis, the 

I ad-herents of the ancient schools, in defence aCainst the common adversaries, 

(1) lklytil3f al-had7ith PP- 48. f- 
0 

(2) This siibject will be cliscus-secl in Chapter 6. 
(3) ll: htilZ-f al-hadIth --op. 211ff; cf. IlzhtilZ-f l., al'lk pp. 186f. 

(4) This shows theo the principle of abrogation, as used by Sh-afil7its 
- predecessors, ivass still at its primitive stuage. There was no proper 

rule attached, to 
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ahl al-Imlam who would scizo such an opportunity to roject Itho hýdlth 
0 

altoGother and attack the entire basis of the fiqli of ahl al-hadlth. 

not A '-her kind of argument used against a hadith which contradicted 

a local fiqh doctrine was the alloCation that the had7ith in question hacl 

been meant for and specifically concerned only the situation in which it 

%-=- occasioned and. could not be taken as a gencral . rule, or, similarly, to 

regard it as pertaininE only to a personal privilege of the Prophe"k, 

SZa-fitl counters these susgestions by saying, Irif one started this kind of 

arGumentj all the sunna, would be disposed of,,. 
(') 

An example of this 

appears in the question of the evidence of one witness togother with the 

oath of the plaintiff. 
(2) 

The tIi7aqians rejected the hadilth on which this 

-orocedure was accepted. Their arg=ent was that the hadIth was authenticl 

but that the Prophet had made a judgement on the basis of such evidence 

because he probably (lac--lla) Imew that the plairrUff was justified in his 

suit, but that such a precedent could not be taken as a general rule of 

-procedura for every jud,. m. S117afiCl' counters this argument because, he 

reasons, the same arExiont can be applied against the Prophet Is jud6ement 

on the basis of uhe vAmiss-ion of the defendant, which is accepted by all 

scholars; thus all established procedures 0-1 litication are ruled oirt. His 

tj--aqi interlocutor then changes his argument and say. -, 'The Prophat 

probably made his dooision on the basis of waýy (divine inspiration)". 

ShafiCi replies that to this iray would mean that there could b no 

jud, -, c after the Prophet, bocause wahy termine,, cd with his "death. 110 

(1) Siýy-ar al- Auzý-, C3., P. 329. 

(2) Umml VII, p. 9. 
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further quotes a haCith in which the PI-Ophot has -specifically stated 
0 

that his judgements were based on objective proofs and not on, personal 
(1) 

conviction nor on divinely guided inspiration. 

Both the tlr-, qians ancl the Medinese ar, -uccl that certain hadItho 

of the Prophet were specific and special commands of his. SICafill answers 

I them by saying that an authentic report from the Prophet is in general 

-C application until a proof is found in the Qar3En, or sunna or ijm, 

indica, ting its specific implication. 
(2) 

An example of this occurs when a 

Diuslim. enters enerV territory peacefully and buys immovable property and 

the territory is then conquered by the I-luslims, 
(3) 

AbU Hanifa hold that 

the property should be part of the booty to be divided among the soldiers. 

AuzStli made the opposite decision, basing this on the had7ith which 

claim, ed that , when the Prophet conquered Jýeccaj he did not distribute the 

property belonging to the I-luslims who had migrated to Medina. Defending 

his w-ster's decision, Ab7a YUsuf argued that that had been a special 

cor, -:, -. -., id of the Prophet cand his personal privileee i-Thich was not enjoyed by 

others (laisa fi hadha, ha- Chairih ). However, when the anti-traditionist 

arr, =, ent was developed and systematized, the ancient scholars modified 

their ar-, -anent by rerardin, ý special corrzands of the Prophet as beinG based 

on his discretion (ijtihad), and concluding that the iZ-m, head of steel 

,,. ras a-uthorizecl to do the same. 
(4) 

(1) The Prophet is reported to have said, IT am a human boino. You all 
are litirants before me, and pexInaps some of you are cleverer than the 
others at u pUttinE; foriviard arguments. I decide according to what I hear. 
1.1henever i make a judgem ent in favour of a person at the e. ". enso of his 
fellow Muslim, the fornier rTo, -t not act on it, for if he does, 1 --014 aside for him a portion o. f Hell". That is to say, the onus for 
exclusively verbal testimony is thro-an onto the liti8atinG parties. 

(2) ikhtilEf 1.1'Elik, p. 180. 
(3) Sývar a-l- AuzaiaT, P. 329; cf. ibid. PP. 307-8- 
(4) ikhtil3f 1.:: -: likl pp. 210f. 
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The following example helps to illustrate the dispirbe between 

who traditionists and their opponents on the subject of the personal 

privilege of the Prophet. Both sides justified their argument with 

had7iths. According to one had7ith, the Prophet ussed not to abstdin from 

embracing his wivas during the month of fasting (al-qubla fi al-Oaum). 

The anti-traditionists rejected this hadIth, putting their argument into 

the mouth of the Prophet Is widow, IDisha, 
(ý) 

who was alleged to have 

comm, ented on the practice: 'The Prophet kept himself more under control 

than all of you". This was countered by the traditionists in the form of 

a ha-d7ith which involved another widow of the Prophet, Ummi Salama, and the 

Prophet himself. AccordinG to this ha-d7ith, a man sent his wife to consult 

un-um salama on this aT , uestion. Urn, -, I Salama replied that the Prophet did not 

abstain, but the rrzLn was dissatisfied because he believed that the Prophet 

had special privileges, and sent his wife again. Thereupon, the Prophet 
. 

(3) 
declared angrily that he -. -; as more mindful of Allah 's orders than anyone. 

The traditionists further propoimded another haCith to suppress the dabove 
(4) 

attitude: A man consulted the Prophet on a- certain practice and he 

answered with approval, but the man hesitated to accept his answer because, 

according to him, the Prophet enjoyed certain privileges which other people 

did not. Thereupon the Prophet declared, explicitly, that the practice in 

question was no special privilege of his, adding angrily: Irl hope that I 

am the most God-fearing and the most learned among you with regard to that 

Maich leads to-God's pleasure". Shafif-27. accepts all the had7iths regarding 

the practices in question and harmonizer, thom. 
(5) 

(1) Ibn Cutaiba, Talviil, p. 243; MIZlik, J, l'LIWatta7, J., p. 291. 

(2) 'She was selected because the practice in question involved the 
Prophet's narital life. This suggests the tendentious nature of the 
hadIth. 

I-IZ, -Iik, Mujvatta3 loc. cit. 
ibid. p. 289, cf. Umnl, lj)p. 83. 

U=v IIjp- 84. 
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The traditioni-sts, themselves, adopted the same argamont to 

reject a hadIth which contradictecl their legal doctrine. Ibn Qutaiba, 
(1) 

for instance, rejected a hadIth which conflicted with a legal doctrine, 

saying, 'There are rules for the PropheIP which differ from those for the 

MUSlims". The same attitude is also traced in Sh7afitlits thinking. 
(2) 

This represents an inconsistency in his o,,., jn theory and an infringement 

against his own endeavours to maintain the unity of the fiqh by means of 

the hadIth of the Prophet; he employs his opponents' method and rejects 

the had7ith which supports their fiqh doctrine against his own doctrine. 

The tendency towards rejecting the hadl2th of the Prophet by 

subordinating it to that of other persons will be discussed in Chapter 4- 

Anti-traditionists (ahl al-kalZm) criticised the isn'Sd in order 

to reject the hadIth. They took advantage of the traditionistst rejection 

of particular had7iths on the basis of their isnads, to reject the hadIth 

in general. 
(3) 

Their arb-=. ent was that the hadIths accepted by th; ee 

traditionists were no better than those they rejected. Their representative 

explicitly says to Shafi'ýIi, Irfou reject a had7ith for two reasons: the 

igiorance, or unreliabili'l. -y of a transmitter, and the existence of another 

conflicting had7ith which has a stronger isnad. Our doctrine is that vrhwt is 

poss: i: ble with one hadlath is possible with them all, and that you, therefore, 

a-gree with our doctrine ShEafitlls answer to this is that the trzadi- 

toionists reject or accept a haCillh on the stlrengt' t a of reasons which made 

such rejection or acceptance obligatoryi whereas the opponents reject it 

afoitrarily. He justifies the traditionistst attitude by analoor with a 

judCee who will accept the evidence of a witness whom he ]mows to be reliable, 

and will reject that of a witness whose character has been challengod. 
(4) 

(1) Talvill, loc. cit. 
(2) cE. see Urm, I, p. 109 

Faraid AllMij p. 264- 
); cf. Bal, ýaq 

(3) Ibn C'ýataiba2 Ta3w! l, PP. 76-8. 

(4) lkhtilaf al-hadlith, PP- 366ff.; of. Ibn Cuta-ibalTa3wil, PP- 74-6. 
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The most stri, ý: inC tactic of ahl al-Imla-m vras to refute the 

reliability of transmitters, especially the Companions who were supposed to 

be the direct witnesses of the sunna of the Prophet. The leading 

Companions like the four orthodox caliphsp Abu Huraira and fts. 3isha, were 

severely criticissed and condonmed as having unsuitable personalities and 

being untrustwortIV. Ultimately they were even regarded by some as 

unbelievers. 
(') 

The anti-traditionists' aim behind this is clear, that is 

to disqualify the isn7ad and thereby invalidate the authenticity of the 

haýi,, h. On týe other h, -mcl, they glorified the tran-smittera whom the 

trad-itionists had condermed as unreliable. 
(2 ) 

They ridiculed the tradi- 

t Vionists for their ignorance bf' the hadit1u; they themselves handed down, 

ffor many hadiths were subject to falsification (al-lihan wal-tashlf). 

Therefore they concluded the had7iths accepted by the traditionists were 

hardly free from doubt, and. thus no hadIth could. be relie'd upon. 
(3) 

The 

traditionists, defendino their thesis, claimed that leading traditionists 

had positive knowledge of the hadl-ths they dealt with, statinS, furthermore, 
0 

that if one of them i-. as less -%, h, --, n expert in a Civen ficici of IMOIqledge in 

which he iias no'. specialiscd, he should be c-., -cused and not blamed because 

a person could not be e--. pected to master all branches of J: nowlcd8C. 
(4) 

The ant i-traditionists wont even further Ln their activities 
(5) 

They described them thus 'The more stupid a aGainst the traditionists. 

,. raaitionist, the more he is relied upon to offer hadIths. The more 

indult, -cnt in falsil"ication he is, the more reliable he becomes in the cYcs 

of his follow traditionists". A member of alil al-Icalam., being ask-ccl to 

reveal the isr7: cl of a hadltoh about which he was talking, walked to the wall 

and put his mouth against it in a sarcastic way, the literal mcanizi- of U 

isnad being to lean against or support with something. 

(1) ron C. utaib--, Ta3w3'*I, pp. 22,23,70,233-5- 

(2) ibid., p. 10. 

(3) i: bid., P. 78. 
(4) ibid., PP- 78ff. 

(5) fbid., pp. 12f'Lo 
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The anti-traditionists - ahl and the adherents of the 

ploycd the strenCth of ijr. Z-f to criticise the isn*, -, id of ancient schools cml,. 

a hadlth and reject it. Their argament was lbasod primarily on the inade- 

qua-cy of documentation and directed at the isoleved hadituh, one transmitted 

by a sinCle individual. 
(') 

Thcy maintained thzv'v an isolated lia-d7ith could 

not be accepted as sufficiently authenticated, and that a hadIth from the 

Prophet could 'be established as authentic . *in- t-wo ways. : 
(2) 

Firstly, if 
ks 

it w= ; Adely acceptcCL and related 

and secondly, if it was related by an individual transmitter in a imy 

guaranteeing its freedom from any possilbility of error. That is to say t hat 

w, hen one Corrpanion related a hadIth from the Prophet and no other Corkpanion 

contradict, ed him in this, one should assume that he related it in the midst 

of the Companions and they did not contradict him, lmoaing him to be riýýitj 

and that it should be considered as a hadith from the Companions in general. 

it is c; lear that this second method of establishiniT a had7ath, is also founded 

on the alrthority of iji-, a 
(4) 

as explicitly admitted by the representative of 

V.. o ancient schools, who discusses this subjoct -, -ith Sh7afitli. 
(5) 

The lattor th 

asl-- him, irlho aro tho poo--. )lo 1-. "hoso consonsur, ýOpprov--l Of arýy hadith rendors 

the hadIth, in your vic,,, r, -, cnuine, and the division of whose opinion of any 

I He had. ith randers it liable to rejection, because of the lacl, -. of 

answers, 'The Cozipanlon-c", and further explains he means by the ijrr-c-, ý 

of the Con-, panions; that is when one of them related a had. 72. th from the Prophet 

and the others did not contradict it, knowing it to be correct. Sha fi 

rojects this ar&mmont as more assumption, pointin, 3 out the obviou3 posoibility 

nion might 1, =c related a hadlth and thant the othero did not hear aCom, an 

it, beLn, - dispersed in various reC; ions, or tllzLt some of them did hear it bwt 

(6 areuco, 
did not Imow -whother he right or not. 

) 
The silence of a Companiont he/ 

(1) Shý-: fiCi used the teri-m- 'khabar cal-w, 71, ýi I lLhabar cal-1: hHos and 1ýi, 7ýoar al- 

. 1. infir7and intorchan&oably to denote trlic; - c' Rio"El-2 P,! -, '-!: 1000,1115y 1260. 

(2) al-Cilm pp. 258f-; cf. p. 255- 

(3) ibid. p. 259; cf. p. 260. 
(4) i: bid. *jp. 255- (5) ibid. ýp. 260. (6) ibid. 
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cannot necessarily be talzorl to indicate his approval. 
(') 

In addition, lie embarrasses his oPnonents (the ancient scholars) 

by pointing out their inconsistency in this attitude; they rojected the 

had1th about the acceptability of the evidence of one witness to6gether with 

the oath of the plaintiff, which was reported by r,, O, -Lno of isolateci isnad 

and wi: th no apparent disa, -rcement of the Companions on the question. 
(2) 

His interlocutor replies thrat the isolated hadlth was rejected because it 

'vras not sanctioned. by the iji-Zr of the Conninanions. Thereupon, Shafil-i 

asks him how it is possible to lmoa their ijr. 1-ar. lie roplies. that the ijC 

of the scholars of Itod_-3rt reflects the ijmSt ot 

the previous 8onerations? and their disa, -a-comont was a natural consequence of 

the disaLyreement of those 
_mnerations. This moans, sVs Sh'Zfitij that in 

the case of a unanimous report, which the o-p-ponento clcaim to have been 

sanctioned by Lalfa4, ovoi-y individual in each Ooncration must have been 

familiar with the opinion of all individual-- in the provious generation 

withoirtu exception, in his o-ý: n locality and in other reCions ( 0) 
\. 
3 C-A: 

The interlocutor admats that this occurred very rarely, but 

Shafitl says IrIt never occurrccl". 

Sh""IiCl aimed at invalidatins, the use o f ij n'S ý- as an araunont and 

his opponentc to --ccepts the isolated hadIth. 11c seemo- thereby compollin. - 

to have been victorious Li the contest of Dolemics, but, his opponontýj ., o 
d. rs aý- ha ndeed howovor, O. id. not clhansc their attitu c towa d the isol ed- clIlt h. I 

(3) 
-llecl those who accco-pted it I izLnor)nt VO u 4, hcy cp 

Yusuf explicitly said, ý-Ic consider an isolated had7ith irreoular, and dO 

not follo-, -, it ,,,. 
(4) 

He al-co ftirther warned a,, minot the adoption of the 

4soiated. hacil-L-hy sayinc; j 'Tako the hadItho which are Imovm to the general 

The Nedinese, ic and beizare of tiloso which are irreCular . )ubl- 

(1) ibid., pp. 257 (bottom), 261; Ildytilaf al-had-Ith p. 143. 

(2) i i7, i-,,,. C a! - t: ilm, p. 260. 

(3) i7bid. D. 256. 

(4) Siyar al- Aunti Dý- 311. 
(5) fbid., P. 307- 
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likeviise, rejected the isolated h 
(1)but 

they were not consistent in adith) 

k. heir attitude. This gave Shafi Ci the opportunity of criticising them and 

led him to say, '"If Malik objected on the grounds that this is an isolated 

hadith., then what did he think of those cases where he himself related 

isolated hadIths and relied upon them?. Either the isolated had'ith is a I 

reliable argument or it is not. If it is not, you must discard all those 

cases in which you rely on isolated hadiths1l. (2) 

A straightforward technique used against the isolated hadi-th was 

to compare its transmission with that of legal evidence. It was argued 

that a hadith, in order to be accepted, had to be transmitted by at least 

two reliable witnesses (transmitters), as was the case with legal evidence. 

This argument was based on a tradition which alleged that cUmar I, whLýn a 

hadith was reported to him by a single individual, demanded confirmation 

from another person. Another, however, alle-ed that cAli accepted such a 0 

haditri on the strength of the oath of its transmitterý3)Shafitl points 

out that the number of witnesses demanded in legal evidence is not always 

tzo; for instance, evidence of one witness concerning feminine matters, is 

widely recognized as admissible. He accepts the tradition of CUmar stated 

above, but interprets it in a , -,, ay that serves his view. In ad, dition, he 

puts forward other traditions i-. -hich show that cUmar and several other 
(4) 

Companions accepted the isolated had1th. 

In addition to the two sorts of qualification, mentioned above, 

. hereby a hadith was adjudged admissible, the anti-traditionists maintained 

that a hadith was also to be accepted if it was widely ppread (mutawatir)P) 
and But :. rhen questioned by Shafici, their represent -ative fails to define this, 

(1) rkhttilaf I-fa-lillc, p. 242 
(2) ibid., p. 249. 

(3) Risala, para: 1187; Siyar al-Auzaýi.., P- 308; Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnadý 
Vol. 1, p. 10 (Musnad Abi Bakr). 

(4) Risala, para: 1109ff, ll? b-ff. 
(5) Jirnac al-cilm, pp. 2.58. 
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is compelled by ShFficl to admit that fluidespread" iý, as a meaningless term. 

5n: -: fiCi further takes advantage of this to force on him the acceptance of 

I 4. he isolated hadIth. 

Their discussion runs az follows: The opponent, says that a 

it; h Ith is one reported. by four persons in different cmuntrics, aide-spread" ad I 

with different isnads, but of the same content. Iia asserts that four is 

the minir=m number of Guarantors for a hadltuh to be accepted. Shafici aslm 

him, "On what grounds do you say the miniri-ium is four, and what do you think 

if someone says it is five and someone else rays soventy? ". He replies 

What lie used the number four merel, - as an example, but that even four 

guarantors could never bo found He is clearly 

uncertain about the number of transmitters required to confer the term 

I%Adespread". Sliafitl points out that each of the four transmitters is 

subject to error, and the same can be said of all transmitters who appear 

in the isnZd. The opponent is compelled to admit this; Shafiti further 

, adds that lie should likew, ise accept the isolated. hadIth, because the fact 

that it is subject to error cannot be the reason for rejecting it. To 

this effect Sh: -,: fic7i says to him, 'Tou reject an isolated. hadl'uh reported 

by a Com. anion who belonced to the best -anoratio-n on the 

E,; -. ouncýs of his possible error, whilst you acccT)-'kO an isolated hadlt'h 

. reported by a person who belon[-, s -to a less woll-reputed Cencration and vfho 

is lih-evrise subject to error? '. 
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Chapter 4- 

The overriding authority of the sunna of the Prophet. 

We have seen that the word sunna denotes a normative precedent 

to be observed and folloaed, and that its pre-Islamic meaning was adopted 

by the Muslims with somowhat modified application. All Muslirz believe 

in the Prophet and hold that his 'precedent? must be taken as a guideline 

for all aspocts of life, but, they were confronted with difficulties and 

uncertainties in ascertaining the normative precedent which was supposed 

to originate from the Prophet. This was largely because of the two 

centuries that had elapsed after the death of the Prophet and before the 

scholars became engaged 'in the formation of Islamic jurisprudence. It was 

in their time that the idea of ? source?, arisinC from the confl. ict between 

the schools, became a major and inevitable feature of this jurisprudence. 

Thus the question wh ich seems certain to have arisen in their minds was 

how 'he precedent set by the Prophet, if WW, i., ras preserved, and what was 

the best agoont to convoy it to gratify 'he contemporary demand to clothe 

the lw, -i with '-authority,. Another question derived from the problerx; 

me of 'he Prophet - "lore there solutions for . Thich had arisen since the tim 

these problems in the sunna of the Prophet, despite the fact that later 

Muslim comm-anities differed substantially from one another and from those 

of the time of the Prophet?. 

The survivinE; ancient fiqh literature sho-as that, accordin, 3 to 

Uhe adherents of the ancient schools, the sunna was not necessarily 

ombodied by traditions of I. -he Prophet, but by traditions of authoritibs 

subsequent to the Prophet and by the established practice of the comm=ity. 
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The ancient scholars used these elements as the formal bases of leGal 

doctrines with equal validity; they even subjected, in many cases, the 

tradition of the Prophet to scrutiny on the strength of subsequent 

fauthorit . ics I and regarded it as subordinate to them and to the 'practice 1. 

In other words, sunna. was used by the ancient scholars in an omnibus sense 

to denote any normitive precedent accepted by the respective schools each 

of which was very much subject to its local conditions and history. This 

was revealed by Sh7afici. when he addressed. the Egyptian Medinese, t1you claim 

to establish the sunna in two ways: One is to find that the lauthoritiest 

among the Companions of the Prophet held an opinion which agrees with the 

doctrine in question; and the other is to find. that men did not disagree 

about it. you reject, it (as not being the'sunna) if you do not find a 

corresponding opinion on the part of the authorities or if you find that 

men disagree ". 
(1) 

This ormibus sense of the sunna can clearly be seen in 

I, IIZliI: ts thinking. An c. -,, -aIrVle of this occurs in the problem of pro- 

om, ption, shuf , the ri, ýIit oj- prior claim granted to a person to purchase 

his partnorts share of the property. IIAZ-lik motes a had7ith from the 

Prophet which shows that the 1-itter approvod of such a right beinC allmmd 

J. to certain persons. He then affirms the haEth saying, "And this is the 

(2) 
undisputed simna in our opinion 

The term sunna in this utterance obviously denotes the practice which had 

been established in I! Iedina in and before Dialik's time. Besides? he also 

-says that SaCid b. al-11-1usayyab, a prominent 1,, Iedinese scholar from the 

third generation (the Successors), vas once asked about shuf Ca, "Is there 

any sunna concerning it? ". To this he replied, "Yes, shuf Ca IS applicable 

VchtilZpf M-alik -p. 240 (The translation is taken from Schacht, 
The Ori;: in, p. 61). 

(2) ';,. uwatta3 IIpp. 713-4. 
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only to houses and landvi. Sunna in this context cannot be understood as 

, an a, -reed practice, for one does not ask about such a practice, which ri,, ust 

be 11mown to everybody. It mmst denote an authoritative or normative 

nrecodent. As there is no had7ith from the Prophet on this point mentioned 

by l.. 'alik or by Ibn al--: Iý-, usayjab, it is obvious that the sunna in question is 

meant to represent a precedent set by the si; Obsecruent authorities, i. e. the 

Companions or the Succo---ýors. 

The established prac'v_ir, -e i,, hich came to be re. -arded as the sunna 

-ore-sonted itself in the forim of ijrZ-C. To this effect K*alik frocruenti-J, 
(2) 

verified the sunna with ijr-, iaC; for example, he saidy 

na more straightforward version he said: 'The 

of all sunna- 6; ýJ-41 4A-1--')TI. It is an expression used to 

denote the established practice of IMedina; the phrase "all Kuslims" 

however, does not go beyond the people of Mledina. Thus it can be adduced 

that his term Isunnal is no different from his torm Ithe agreed practicet(4) I 

( -ký ,1 
91) 

ana hiss term 'the sunnan has astablishodt(5) 

( ). They appear to convey the same meaning, that is the 

actual established. practice of the scholars of I-ledina. 
(6) 

It should 
. be 

pointed out that many a case for which the ijr,, jFC was claimed to have 

occurred, owed its ori, -in to the person, -., I opinion of scholars; Cradually 

the opinion was accepted by the 6, cneral public and ultimately it wao. 

clair, ---d to be the ijm:,: Cý Thus the interchanclad1ble use by Kalik of sunna 

(Jj E an. d. e. l-arar al-mujtam,: 2, r-i,. Iaih-J stronfly suggosts that the former 

also ori, ý, -inated in opinion. In other words, it can be assumed that the 

sunnan was formed from ijr, --at which in turn was derived from personal opinion. 

(1) ib id. 

(2) ibid., P- 558; cf. 586,765. 
(3) ibid., P- 804. 
(4) ibid., passim. 
(5) ibid., pp. 775,812,8181 855- 

cý -a KZlik uses "Ilie torm stuina and (6) ibid. , P. 842 (U 11 
e=licitly means by it the established practice of MOdina because he 
does not mention -any authority for the ruling in question. 
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A clear examle occurs in the problem as to whether a master is allowed 

to amputate'the hands oL ' his slave for stealing from him. 
(') 

The Kledinese 

hold that the master had no ri&it to do so but th, -:, L, this right was that of 

the rulins wathority; however, if the latter refused to carry it out, the 

right went to the master. They ar, -ued that the authority for this 

decision was the agreed practice which reached. the status of ijr,, --lf-; in 

addition to that, Malik said that it was the opinion of Ibn cUmar, (Urnar, 

al-Qasim b. Muhammad, So-lim b. cAbdullah and cUn-,, ah b. al-Zubair. Shaf i Ci 

po ints out that the. pr--ct ice and the ijmEn- f- which they claim are in fact 

derived from the opinion of certain Medinese scholars which they adopt. 

In other woras , personal opinion has developed into ijin, -a c and the latter 

becomes the normative precedent (sunna) for the problem in question. The 

sunna as represented in practice is also traceable in tIi-aq. For example, 

No7a YUsuf admonishes the Caliph that to kill captured children, women and 

slaves who are not directly involved in a war, is a wrong jud, -ament and 

t 
(2) 

(kV, 
P" 

a6ainst the 'practice VIZ-0 J-6 ). In an other problem, 
(3) 

he came to a certain decision but lie later found that the established 

"practice" adopted in the past by the previous Caliphs was to the contrary. I 

He therefore recomm ended that the latter should be followed as a normative 

precedont. 

Thus the conclusion may be made that -the ancient scholars 

believed that the local community as a whole was an authoritative agent for 

preserving and conveyin-. r the norrrative precedent (simna); practice and ijmHC 

were its voice. They even explicitly called the practice of the local 

community and the doctrine of its scholars ', the sunna of the Prophot,,. 
(4) 

Therefore, they did not liecitate to cast doubt on and ultimately reject a 

(1) Ild,. tilEf vl-aliký p. 240, Cj.. 833f. 

(2) Al,,: ýharaj p. 203. 

(3)) foid. P- 59,, i. e. the ý-administmtjon of land in Basra and 
cf- Schacht, Law intliho Middle EaSt7 P. 45- 
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had7ith reported from the Prophet which did. not agree with this practice 

or ijr, -a-c. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the claim of lanjrced 

practical and ijrria-twas in many cases spurious and a more allocation. 
(') 

It 

was only a device to justi--Cy legaýl decisions on a forral' basis in the 

activity of documenting fiqh doctrines, and to refute opposing lcUal 

doctirines propagated by the traditionists and. clothed with 'Who authority... , of 
(2) 

the Prophet. As we have seen above, in order "to safeguard the validity 

of ij, -, Fc a, -ain--t the ever increasing reliance on the hadIth, the adherents 

of the ancient schools took recourse to the traditionists I theory that the 

ijr-,:,: t- was always -based on the sunna of the Prophet, eventhouS-li this -M*ia 

%., -as not, documented. The traditionists, represented by Shalliq, wished to 

--ecure the dominance of the hadIth from the Prophet over the alleacd 

contradiction of the i. irZ t- and. endeavoured to refute the occurrence of 

-, -his ijr.,. Z- C. If they were unable to refate it because it was widel'y acceptod, 

they assumed the abrojration of their had7ith by a hadith on which the 

cont, ra-ry ijrr; E C was suppozea to have been bazed. Lilco the adherents of the 

ancient schools, ShafiCi believed in the authoritativeness of, ijraý- thouifn 

his concept of the ijr, ý7cwas substantially different from theirs. For them7 

ijuac could origirate in the opinion of individuz-als and Gradually 'become 

widc-sprcad, or in the cus'uom--: ry practice i.,; hich aý'. first was recognizzod by 

Widely aCCC-p-tL cortain individuals birtu later became 'Ody althouzli itsaccclnuýýnce 

in the populace was, in fact, not absolute and disa-Creement still existed in 

different regions. 
(3) 

According to them, ijr. -Z f occurred in details of law, 

out for ShafliQ, ijmar-ias limited to the agreement of TIuslims on essentials 

(1) As discussed above pp. 87, go. 
(2) pp. 89,92. 
(3) lhht-41ilf !. ',:,: lik, pp. 187f - and elsewhere. 
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mentioned in the Qqr2an or the sunna contained in a universally transmitted 

hadlith oý the Prophet. This had to be knoi-m by every sober I, I. uslim and no 

one could clisagree over it. 
(') 

Thus ShafiCi subordinated. ijrrECto the 

hadl-th from the Prophet, while his opponents adopted the reverse procedure. 

In a case where iiii5r vras, formed and no had7dth was accessible, ShafiClts 

clever device was that the majority of Nuslims must have knowa it althoueh 

some of them were ignorant of it, and that Ijuslims never agreed on some- 

thing contrary to the sunna of the Prophet as expressed in the hadIth and 

never -agreed. on an error. 
(2) 

. 

In short, Sh"fIC' OMeraed at a time when there was a strucclo 

within Islamic legal theory between two concePts: the concept of the 

cor, -, mon doctrine of the local community and that of the universal authority 

of the had1th from the Prophet. Sh-afitl, representing- the traditionists, 

propaCated. the view that the latter must prevail; but the ancient scholars 

were inclined. to give -priority to the formor and reGard. ed. it as the 

normative practuice. They farther elaborated tjýe viejq that the decision on 

-uhat constituted. normative practice I'lar- left to the last gencration of the 

adherents of each school of lwu. This wals axplickbly admitted by a scholar 

: 
(3) 

11.1henever 1 find the majorilty of a Dameration of scholars at 

a saaU of laiovrledLýc hol(linL,, n the same opinion, I call this ijmFc, whother 

'heir predecessors' agrood or disagreed Ilith it" I because tile rnajority -,, ould u 
their 

not ao? ce on anythin, - in i&-iorance of the doctrine of / predecessors, and 

,.., ould a7bandon the previo-as doctrine only on account of a rc-o", J, or becauce 

they of some bet-14-ler argument, even if they clid not mention it". 

(1) Rimal para: 5651f.. L'. ; Jim-a r, al- cilm , p. 257; 
_Ilditilaf 

iiýý 244. 

2) Dara: 1312. 

f '. *, alik, p. 2A5. (The translation io tal, -. on from Schacht, (3) ",: htilHf IS 
Tho Origins, p. 85). 
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As mentioned above, legal doctrines i-flaich emerged in various 

reGions" ori, -inated larL-oly either in the local customary practice or in 

the independent decision of scholars bansed. on thoir personal discretion 

and individual opinions, and these doctrines were at first -anonymous 

un-., il -. ne adheren-ts of -the anc-iont schools felt, 'the necessily 017 ascribing 

them to an authority, that is in the first half of the second century of 

Islam. This necessity ý. -; as caused by the conflict between the sc', ýIools and 

by 'he acceptance by the populace of the thesis of the traditionists, ;,., hop 

on the one hand disliked and disparaged, in theory, human reasoning and 

personal opinion, and on the other stipulxted the attachment of every 

point of law to an authority, preferably the authority of the Prophet. 

The adherents of the ancient schools found no difficulty in choosing their 

predecessors from the generation of the Successors and that of the 

Corq, panions to whom they should ascribe their respective local doctrines, 

-and the ultimate resort in this regard was the Prophet himself. The early 

fiqh literature shows that reference to the Succescors was made more 

frequently than to the Co, -,, ip,, -n ions. This leads us to believe that back- 

projecting the authorities of the doctrine, -- was be, -, un with the most recent 

Successors eminent personalities (among the ýJ ) in a particular central because 

their remoni was still fresh in the public mind. Thus Ibr: Ehlim al-Nakha-Ui 

(d. 95 A. H. ) was taken by the 0-fans to be the main authority for 'he 

doctrines of their schools. This is indicated by 'he fact that, out of 

the 549 traditions from the Successors in the kitEb al-3thar of Abu Yuouf, 

, -, ca az iiV aiI the 550 in the kitab al-ath r of Shaib 44.3 and 472 respectively 

are from Ibrlilm. 
(1) 

In I-ledina most of doctrines wero ascribed to Sa CiA b. 

al-',, Msaayyab (d- 94 A. H. ), in Idecca. to tAt'93 b. , '%bi V Rab'gh (d. 114 A. H. ) 
0 

(1) Schacht, The Origin,, P. 33. 
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and in Basra to al-Ilasan b. Yasar (d. 110 A. H., known as al-, '-iasan al-Basri) 

and ýIuhammad b. Sirin (d. 110 A. H. ). 

Another step in the endeavour to clothe legal doctrines with 

authority was their ascription to the Companions who were recougnized 

locally in a particular centre. In KUfa, local practice and doctrines of 

the Klifan school were ascribed to Ibn MasrUd, a learned Companion who first 

settled and taught Islam there, and to cAll; in Medina to the Caliph cUmar 

and his son cAbdullgh b. cUmar; and in Mecca to IbncAbbas 
ý2) 

Great importance wastherefore, attached to the authority of ýhe 

ComDanions in theory and practice. This was the attitude of the ancient 

scholars as observed by Shaficl who said to them: "The y claim that they 

do not differ from the Companions of the Prophett'(3) P "Ab7u Han-Ifa claims 

that he does not contradict the opinions of the Companions". 
(4) 

He 

addressed Shaibani, "It is your attitude not to contradict the decisions 

of the Companions". 
(5) 

It should be pointed out that in every centre of Islam there were 

opinions and doctrines which aere upheld by a certain group in the community 

as opposed to the practice and doctrines held by the majority. This 

minority group was not idle to justify their doctrines on the authority of 

the :; ompanions or Successors recognized in that centre. As a result, we 
same 

find the/authority used to represent two or more contradictory doctrines. 

(1) lkhtilRf '-! Rlik, pp. 218,246; JimRc a! -Cilm, P. 257. 

(2) 7bn '. Dutaiba, Ta3wll, p. ?; Ikhtilaf fAll wa ibn Mastud, passim; 

Malik, Muwaý'ýa3 (Shaibani), passim; Schacht, Law in the Middle East, 0.44 
(3) 

* 
Ijkhtlilaf al-C-Iraqýlyin, p. 111. 

(4) ibid., P. 135. 
(5) Al-radd calaý llluýammad, p. 286. 
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Thiis, Iýkli and Ibn Maact7ud, for instance, were named to justiQ contradic- 

too doctrines in ISfa. For e:: ample, Abu Hanifa rejected the punishmont 

of fornicators by banishment, the penalty approved of by the majority in 

q&q. He ascribed his own differing attitude to the authority of 

but Ibn M Laila accepted this punishment, also ascribing As stipulation 

J. 

wo ýLli bosides the aucthority of the prophet and. Aba Bakr. 
(1) 

Despite 

their being ascribed to the recogrAzed authorities, the doctrines of the 

minority did not succeed in prevailing over those of the majority, and 

hence were subject to refutation by the leading cIxZqi, %n scholars. 

Sh:,: fiT7i collected cases where conflictinC doctrines were propounded in 

r-Iraq, with each opposing side ascribing its doctrines to the sazae 

authority. 
(2) 

His aim behind this, as shown by his discussion, was to 

demonstrate the CIiý,: qians I inconsistency in following their authorit ies, 

and that reliance on a. V authority other than that of the Prophet would 

inevitably lead to discrepancies in leral 'theories. Therefore, he 

endeavoured to force on his opponents his theory of absolute adherence to 

the authority of the Prophet. t 

A similar phenomenon occurred in 
. 
1-ledina. There, opinions Omer-Cod 

w]hich were opposed to the established doctrino uphold by the majority of 

sclaolars, --qd which were characteristically expressed in the traditions, 

bearino the rocognizod Kodinese authorities. These opinions were refuted 

by scholars who represented the majority. Shafilýl collected 
(3) 

case-, 

where doctrines opposed to those of the majority but attributed to prominent 

71". edinian authorities -wore refuted by 11,. edinese scholars. Ile took advantage 

of this phenomenon to accuse the ly', edinese of being inconsistent in following 

(1) I"ditilaf al-rIi7acrJ: in - 150 P 
(2) lie devoted two of his treatises to this, na-mcly Ilkhtil-Olf CAll wa ibn 

K; asfuld and Iluhtil-af -al-CIr-acr--J, _Vyin 
(also called. Ikhtilaf Abi ý! Tnifa wa 

ibn Abi Lai 

(3) In ilditilaf M'glik. 
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those authorities and to warn them not to rely on the authority olL the 

Companions but on tha-1, of the Prophet. To this effect, as an exanimple, he 

cxplicitly criticised them for rejecting a leS-al doctrine attributed to 

Ibn CUma-r, sayinZ;, 
(l) 

Illou contradict Ilon CUmar in the problem in question, 

but we notice that you also strongly disapprove of 

contradicting him under any circumstances. Thus you believe, it seems to 

us, that, when you accepi, a doctrine attributed to Ibn Cumar or other 

Companions or the Successors who came after them, you emphasise that, as 

they wore the most advanced people in knowledge and the most recent (wa 

aoýidath) in 'their relationship with the Prophet and his compan7ionship, 
(2) 

it 

is most proper to adopt -their practice and respect them as irrEms. Your 

at, titude is obviously arbitrax-y, because in 'his and other cases you 

frequently abandon their doctrines. Moreover, you contradict them without 

basing your argument on the opinion of anyone of equal authori-t'ly. You 

endorse or abandon a doctrine as you like, without proof, but you do not 

allow others to adopt the same attitude. No Kuslim can approve of your 

thesis because to contradict reliable Zthar (tra-ditions from persons other 

wIlan L*Ihe Prophow) for reasons based on S t 't t Strong proofs and qiyzs is not 

permissible, and, so, to contradict them viith no such proofs or qiYZs is 

clearly even less possible.,, 
D) 

Cases of the above phenomenon are found in the of 1ý7alik 

i-fherc he related. opinions of the Companions ana the Successors but decided 

differently on the basiz of the established practice (al-amr al-mujtamalý- 

(4) 
1 Calaih). ror example he related an allcGed, opinion of cUmar which 

represented -a doctrine hold by the minority Croup in I.. edina, but he decided 

(1) Thlitilafjl-alik pp. 238f, L). 
(2) i. e. a late relationship with the Prophet is tnan as a Mwantoc Or 

the ýowledy of the final state of al rulinC. '11his is an inipoxLant, 
element 0 the thcoW of nashh. See locloa p. 199 

Shafi%fs refutation of their inconsistenW 0 adhering to Omar's 
wthority is Uoted below p- 140 

- 
(4) vol: P- Wl (%. 1% 1 T-nM 13 via_& 
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difforent], y, basing his ruling on the tpr, )ctice I of the majority. Accordin" 

to a doctrine attributod, to Sa'qd b. al--l-lusayyab, the compensation for 

causing an injury to some part of the body was one-third of tho compensation 

which would be payable for the whole of that part. Malik, rejecting this 

decision, arpued that -according to the ta, -roed practicet (of the =jor: i:, ', y) 

there was no such specific compensation and he opined that it should be 

lc: ['v' to the discretion o-L r'v C the irrFm (ruling 
,W authority). 

The local airithorities to whom local ficfh doctrines were attributed, 

later emerged as conimon eponyms for all regions. The most prevalent amon, ý-- 

the. m were the first four Caliphs. Thus we find that the autlýority of ibn 

T'. astud is frequently used in support of I-Iodinese doctrines 
(2 ) 

and that of 

3: bn Mmar in support of rI27acrian doctrines. 
(3) 

Similar phenomenon took 

place with respect to the authority of the Successors. For example, 
(4) 

ZWiri and ýAtD, eminont., scholars of Medina and IL, Iccca respectively, were 

taken by the tli7aqians to be their authorities for rojectino the validity 

of the evidence of one w: itness together with the oath of tho plaintiff. 

As mentioned above the ultimate resort in defending and documen- 

(, ine doctrines of a par-tticulaar schoo17 in 'he course oil squabbles b twoon to 

the schools of law, was to project them back to the Prophet, himself. 

ETo,. -. cvo-., the ancient scholars referred their doctrines to the Prophet loss 

frocuently than to 'he subsequent authorities; oven a', the time of Sh'Sfiel, 

Ohe renresentatives of -the ancient schools were more inclined to quote 

41hose authorities rather than the authority of the Prophet. This can be t 

sho-.., n by an analysis of the- content of 'he early writincs of these schooýs. 

KElik's Nuwatta2 contains .. ccordinS to one of the lists quoted by Zurq 

822 traditions from the Prophet as againut 898 from others, including 613 

(1) Vol. 11 7; JP- 859 (I 
(2) c, -. see ! ý. uwattaI7. vol. II., P- 533- 

eG. see AbU Y: asuf, Atha , Pp. 104-5 
-Aý 

vol. VII, 
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from Companions and 285 from Successors. The edition of the 14ui,,, atta3 

by Shaiban-i contains, according to the commentary (i. e. by 'Abdalhai 

Laknawl d. 1304), 429 traditions from-the Prophet as against 750 from, 

others, 628 of which are from Companions, 112 from Successors, and 10 

from later authoritibs. The kitab al-athRr of Abli YUsuf contains 189 

traditions from the Prophet, 372 from Companions and 549 from Successors. 

In the (incomplete) kit2ib al-athar of Shaiban! we find 131 traditions 

from the Prophet, 284 from Companions, 550 from-Successors and 6 from 

later authorities".. 
(') 

Thus it can be deduced that by the time of Malik 

the authority of the Prophet was just beginning to be used as a basis 

for lecral doctrines. ShafiCi observed that the representatives of the 

ancient schools accused one another of not basing their doctrines on 

the had1th of the Prophet. 
(? 

-) This cross-accusation reveals to us the 

unfamiliarity of all schools with the hadl-th. The Egyptian Medinese, 
0 

Shafi q tells us, 
(3) blamed others for diverging from hadIths of the 

0 
Prophet, rejecting or interpreting them arbitrarily, but Shaft Ci 

comments, they do the same themselves. This implies that up to 

Shaficla's time, the ascription of legal doctrines to the Prophet had 

notý yet become a widespread tendency. However, Auzacl, a Syrian 

scholar, referred to the Prophet much more frequently than to 
(4) 

Gompanions. 

Reliance on the authority of the Companions and Successors vias 

fir=ly established as a result of the belief that they were the true inter- 

mediaries between the Prophet and later generations, and the guardians 

(1) Schacht, The Origin, p.. 22. 

(2) 1-1,7. htilaf Malik, p. 189 ( ý7 --A---3" 
10 > k-> L, 

P- 190 

(3) R; htilaf al- ýad"Ith, p. 124. 

(4) cf. Siyar al-Auza4l,, passam; Tabar-H, IkhtilRf al-fuqaha3, passim. 
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of the Prophetic procodonts. This was mintainod by the exponents of the 

amcient schools in their a-zCx-nonts a0iinst the hadIths of the Prophet, 

propowided by the traditionists or by rival schools, that dioagreed with 

their doctrines. Their rain argament wa. s that the Companions would never 

have boon igiorant of ulie hadIth of the Prophet or have contradicted it; 
(1) 

thcy would not have been unaware of the px--c' tice and the decisions of the 

Prophet 1 
(2) 

and their opinions would always have been in 1, -eoping wi&ILh these 

decisions. A representative of the 1.11adineoe schoiars confidently said 

to ShEfitli, 'There can be no surna of the Prophet on which the Caliphs 

(al-a-3imm, a) have not" aotc, 111. 
(3) 

SJýEfie2`. refLrLed the claim of absolute 

awareness of the Corimanions of the hadIth of the Prophet; addressiriC the 
0 

I'leclinose he sai(l, v 'ý3: t '0 "lot PrOPer for you to deny that Ibn cUmar was 

unz. ). ware of a cartain sunna of the Prophet; it u-as possible that he and 

other Com,. anions had- no Imowledge of certain sunnas. If they knew them 

t 
(4) 

Uhey -,.; oulcl not contradict them nor would they decline to follow them". 

He also pointed out that CUmar was una,. -mro of a certain had7ith despite 

his reputation as the 7,100t, ImOwledEcable of Ithe Companions, rand. the closest 
(5) 

Another armment propowiclocl by the ancient of them to the Prophew 

schol-, rS fo. - the authoritativoness of the tradition of the Cormpannions was 

thcJI., as the latter best Imew the meanin, 3 -and the implication of t1lic 

cýar3_n, their traclitio, =- and QT 
. ur-lannic interp etations were not to be 

(6 
questioned. AuzZCi challonSed anyone to maintain that Alb7i Ilanifa 

how to interpret the "3an better than I. b: a Dalcr and his Co0anions, 

md Shafiq uses the same arMent to support the opinions of the 

Companions against thoso put foniard by his opponent s. 

(1) Il:: qtilaf al-badlth2 i)- 325 

(2) Siyar al-Auzati-p. 330 

(3) Ilciatilaf 1.11alik, p. 243- 

(4) ibid., p. 234 

(5) ibid., p. 242. 

(8) 

(6) ibid. p. 223 

(7) Tabari, Ikhtil-f al-fiqaha3, P. 103. 
(8) uT. -, i, )VII p. 20. 
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The ultimate effect of the importance attached by the ancient 

scliolars to the authority of the tradition of thc Conpanions and 

Successors- was that they employed this tradition to reject the hadlt ho 

the Prophet. They svCbjected the latterls acceptability to aLreement with 

the opinion and the practice of the Com-pannions and. Successors. Sh7afil7i 

found v L, e C13ýa -0 this to be the attitude of both the Medinese and th i'a. 1-1 s 

hence, he employed the same argurrent against both. Refuting the 1,11edinese 

for aCIO'Ot ing the above att itudo 
, 

(1) 
he said to -Who' 

'tIia-qiano 
I "These same 

arguments apply to you when you follow the same method with regard to 

other had7ith from the Prophet". 
(2) 

In addition, the ancient scholars 

also held that a had7ith should be interProted in the light of the trl,. cli- 

tion of the Companions who, in their opinion, best Imew the sunna. of the 4, L 

Prophet. 
0) 

For exarmle, the liedinese adopted the doctrine of gasHma 

embodied in a had7ith from the Prophat. 
(4) 

The doctrine and the had Ith 
S 

contradict tho outwarcl inecaning of another hadlith from the'Prophet: 
0 

>- (5) t-1 es 2s an, a SS I-OU 

t1le jm_ 0s: j: luion of bloocl-moncy upon the defenclants i; ho make the oath oý 

'ro m the next of kin (the Linocence, without recrairing prior evidence L 

plaintiff) to , ihom tho Iblood-money is payable. The ;,, edinese armccl that 

ul,. c second hadIth wau coudhod. in Guncral torms, i-fnercas the had7ith -ýIbout 

c-aoFr., --. only served to clucidato i7u' and thýt, therefore, both could be 

on ir l. 'Ihci questioned by Sh: -,: fi'7i walmn to., -cther. for their inconsist - cl in 

this method in dealing witn seeminoly contradictory had7atho, 

Uhey aarjýued that they ria-sed their decision on the authority of CUmar 

p: ýactvisca qas3ma ancl -, -.,, Iio, according- 'we thcizý viewpoint, would not have 

TklituilEf al-had7itlip. 31. 

(2) ibid., P. 34. 

(3) lkhtilaf T-21ik, p. 21+2' IT110 Companions were the most 1MowlCC1C-_, ': blC people 
in the aLmna of the Prophet and the most curious in searcilinc; for the 
sunna ý, hich they aicl not Imow". 

(4) 11'_itil-ýf al-hadlth2 PP- 324f- 
(5) If someone is found dcad&tho is not traced, fifty of 

the iiihabitants- of the place are requirccl to swear that they had no h'-L-Icl 
L-1 -the crime and they do 

' 
not limo-vithe culiprit. Thoroby, all inhabitants 

are jointly responsible 'Lor the blood-moncy paya: blc to the deccase*Olls 
u 01. x-2-21. 
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bcon imawalre of the haoith of tullic Prophet, and Toulcl not have contradicted 

it. Tjjuý. sll*Sfiq criticised a Basran sc-Tiolar who ar, -aed. against the 

hadith, sayinr, '? If you answered consistently on the basis of your piin- 

ciple, you . -iOuld hold that men are obliged to act, not according to v: hat 

is related from the Prophet, bixtv according to a practice or lack of 

practice after him". 
(') 

S af ti was vei-j much provoked by the attitude of the ancient 

scholars. On behalf of the traclitioni-sts, he advocatea that the Mum, -, had. 

J. 
v uo be established only by attested hadlths from 'he Prophet, no' the 

practice of any person in any C-eneration, nor by consensus. 
(2), 

ITe ro_tric- 

ted the "sunna of the Prophat" to the content of the had7ith Soing back to 

'he Prophet himself. Thus, he reearded. the ter= isiL-ma of the Prophet 

and fhadith of the Prophet, I as synonymous ana used them interchaan&eably. 

Ho fux-'. her claimed that the eminent Successors in all regions (i. e. Kocca, 

,: edina and cj: ýaq) identil . 'T -h the con'U 'ied the sunna , it -ont of the haCith from 

the Pro-ohot. 
(4) 

in the course of defending this thesis and refuting that -of his 

--oredecossors, SlhafiCi enters into lenCbl-g polemical discussions with their 

reprozentativos, im he -ainG s-LKoromacy. His opponents, i-q numerous 

cases, -.; crc compelled -two a. -oco[. pizc his theory. HEic theory survivos in 

the clazoical thcoz-j of Islamic law. For L11-liz, ho is crodited as the 

iresc-acr of the sunnal (nasir al-sunna). 2-niEfil5l's conccT)U of the sunna 

iz novel izi 1--slamic thco. -j. Tho ancient scholars rocArcled it as an 

LI-novatioll valich iconardi--CS their own theory. This is, clearly pointea 

O-e" b-y a i7acrian scholar -,, jlio dra-..., s Sh-, * ha affi-C-1to attention to the fact -U 

his reasonLiC, ba-sed on thc haclith, is cor of S*ý,, -ri C27 t, , mared -., rith that 

(1) 1! -!,, til: -: f p. 243- 

(2) ibid., p. 21*9. 

(3) Thiss occurs ropeatcal-j- in all his vrritinLs, for example s-co 
1Iý-, tUilFf al-hadlýbh pp. 27,51. 

(4) ibid., p. 24. 
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associates(the Medinese) who based themselves on tpractice I. Replying 

to this Sh7afi IZ rema-rkz, 'ýE have told you that practice means nothing, 

and we cannot be held responsible for what others say". 

From the proceeding arguments we may conclude that Sh7afitlfs 

opponents, the adhererrLus of the ancient scholars, did. not as yet 

recognize the absolute authority of the hadIth from the Prophet. This 
0 

=as frequontly overruled by traditions from the Companions and the 

Successors, or by local practice. 
(2) 

ShafiCi had, therefore, some con- 

siderable difficulty in demonstrating the invalidity of their theory and, 

a; ',. the same time, in securing for the hadIth from the Prophet the over- 

riding authority and unquestioning acceptance he considerod it deserved. 

sh7afiri argued cleverly and systematically in support of the 

acceptance of the haEth on the basis of the Islamic faith. To this 
0 

effect , he equated belief in the claims of the Prophet and acceptance of' 

his message with acceptamce of the attested reports from the Prophet; 

both were cqually oblig-atory. He took ad-nantage of the oppononts I 

acc&p, ance of the obligation to believe in the Prophet to force on them 

his oim theory of unques-tioning acceptance of the h, --, d73. th attested to be 
0 

from the Prophet. As a-hl al-k3, lEm wera ready to accept the Qur*n as, 

the basis for any discuss-sion, Sh7afill. employed the Q=Van as evidence in 

support of the importance of the hadIth. Ile quoted several, qur'-'Snio 

verses (Q IV: 59,6ý; 69,80,171; Q VIII: 20; Q XXXIII: 36; Q XXIV: 48-52, 

62t 63; Q XLVIII: 10; Q LIX: 7) and asserted that they imposed d"bodience to 

all inr. "Witutions. formallýy established by the Prophe't, including his leGal 
(3) 

He then makes his interlocutor accopt the following hadlths. to 

(1) ibid. , p. 284- 
(2) 1 example see IMatilaf IVIa-lik, p. 180 

P. 
(3) Ric, "il pars:. 236-310; of. Ikhtilaf al-had7it ,h pp. 38f; Jin-H- C al- Cilin p. 251. 

e 
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conclusion: "rou find no means of complying with God Is command 

to follow t4e instructions of the Prophet, nor did anyone 

before you nor will anyone after you, except by observing the reports 

s upon you and me to from the Prophet. Therefore, God enjoin' 

observe such reports from the Prophet". 
(') 

His endeavour to base his 

argument on those veroes is arbitrary and his conclusion tendentiousp 

because none of the verses refers to an obligation to accept the had7ith 

of the Prophet (see the following paragraphs), This obligation'became a 

subject of dispute in the development of Islamic legal theories about a 

century anda half after the Prophet's death. The verses refer to 

obedience to Muhammad, and submission to his judgements, wých were 

possible with absolute certainty only for his contemporaries. Such 

obedience and submission were, however, not the subject which his oppo- 

nents were debating; they were arguing about the acceptance of reports 

frofn the Prophet. 

His arbitrariness and carelessness are particularly evident 

in his exploitation of the following verses. Q LIX: 7 reads: 

Pu-. 
7 

-ýe 
ý liý 1, ý2 oýY 

Sh7afiq quotes only the last sentence of the verse, 

the part that, servos his purpose, ignoring the 

rest of the verse and content of the passage. He argues that the verse 

manifestly imposes the obligation to adhere to the instructions of ýhe 

(1) iimýalc al-tilm, p. 251; Ikhtiliif al-had7ithlp. 3. 

(2) 'ý-Ihatsoever God granted (an spoil) to His Prophet from the people 
of settlement, is to be divided and awarded to God (i. e. to be used 
for such a purpose allowed by God), the messenger of God, the near 
of kin, the orphan, the poor and the wayfarers; so that it will not 
come under the control of the wealthy among you. Whatsoever the 
Messenger gives_you, take iti what he prohibits, cease domandin it. 
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Prophet as embodied in the hadiths. 
(1) 

The verse, indeed, has nothing 
0 

to do with acceptance of the had7ith; it concerns the distribution of 
a 

booty, in which the Muslims are commanded to accept what the Prophet 

has alloted for them and to desist from demanding more, Furthermore, 

, ý, aký, -(2) tells us that this same phrase is talcon by two groups of 

scholars, who oppose each other on the question of the abrogation of 

the Qar')Zn by the-sunna, as evideInce in support of their respective 

views. 

Q IV: 171 and Q XXIV: 62 stipulate belief in the Prophet 

together with belief in God. Sh-afi-71 exploits these verses(3) to argue 

that, since belief in the Prophet is obligatory, like belief in God 

whose Qur2gn is universally accepted as authoritative, so the sunna 

embodied in the hadIth of the Prophet must also carry an authority that 
0 

is complementary to that of the Qur-73n. He deliberately overlooks the 

faci that, although bolief in the Prophet is obligatory, the authenticity 

of reports from him is frequently difficult to ascertain. The inadequacy 

of his argument is further indicated by the fact that Q, IV: 171 is not 

only unconcerned with Muhammad's reported sunna, but, indeed, concerns 

Christians and not Muslims. It calls upon the Christians to believe in 

Jesus as a Prophetj not as the son of God, and to believe in God and all 

the other Prophets. 

Q XLII: 52(4) speaks about the Book and the faith revealed to 

Muhammad, which God made a light and guide for mankind, and assures 
0 

Muhammad that he will guide the people to the straight path.. It is obvious. 

(1) jirýa"c al-cilm p. 251- 
(2) MS. 
(3) Ris3la para: 255f- 
(4) Pbr the veri3e and its translation see below p. 210 
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that 'straight path I refers to 'right I faith, but , Shift q(l) employs 

the last phrase of the verse ( "' LPailp-LON) to show that 
Y 

ý/P 

Muhammad obeyed God's commands and conveyed to men what he was 
01 

supposed to convey, 
(2) 

and that bjuhammad issued his sunne. in the light 

of divine in spiration tý-j w 
-ýý 

Cý 
). The 

sunna, Shafi'62" concludes, must, therefore, be followed; moreover, God 

has decreed that to follow the sunna signifies obedience to Him and to 

neglect it amounts to disobedience. 

IV: 65 says that a test of the genuine faith of Muslims was 

whether they adopted Muhammad as an arbitrator in their disputes and 

accepted his judgements with the fullest conviction. 
(3) 

It is obvious 

that this verse refers to Muhammad's contemporaries. Q XLVIII: 10 

likewise refers to his contemporaries - 'Those who plighted their fealty 

to Muhammad did so to God. Yet, exegetes hold that this concerned 

the'Enslims who swore their fealty to Yluharmad at Hudaibia just before 

the conquest of Mecca. Q XXIV; 63 reads; 

e2 çJ7 
4,11' . -Vý r ,, 'o ý -% '-' - .1m -/)I 

:, I 
I 

LI". 

(Do not regard the siummons of the Prophet amongst you as equal to a 

mn =, nssome of you make to others; let those who withstand the Prophet Is 

order beware of a trial that will be fall them or a grievous penalty 

that will be inflicted on them). Q XXIV: 51 reads: 
- 1. 

\�)b\ L) 

(When they are summoned to 

God and His Prophet in order that he (the Prophet) may judge between 

(1) ibid., para: 286-94, Ikhtilaf al-had7ith, p. 2f. 
(2) This was put into the mouth of the Prophet himself. See below P. 213- 

Fbr the verse and its translation, see below P- 213- 

(4) 
"-\ 

ULLya '\'" 
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them, the Muslims shall answer 'We hear and we obey t). If the former 

(Q XXIV: 63), concerns arbitration at all, it warns-Yluýammadls contem- 

poraries (as indicated by the word to submit to his judgements. 

I 1he latter (v, 51) states that his contemporaries (as indicated by the 

word 17a ,) 
did always submit to his judgements. However, Slafill(l) 

aasorts that all these verses (Q IV: 65, Q XLVIII: 10f Q XXIV: 63,51) 

denote the obligation upon all Muslims at all times to adhere to the 

sunna of the Prophet as preserved in the hadith attributed to him. The 
0 

had7irth had not yet gained an established position in the working of 

Islamic fiqh by EhgfiClls time. 

Q MIII: 36 reads: IfIt is not fitting for a believer, man 

or woman, when God and His Prophet had come to decision on a matter, to 

have any choice therein". 
(2 ) 

This verse appears in a series of verses 

which concern the Prophet's household. vv. 28 and 29 commanded him to 

inform his wives that they had the right to material enjoyment (lilm 

ordinary women), and that if they wanted to dedicate their lives to 
1% 1- 

Cody the Prophet and the hereafter 2, ý-P 
1)l their rewards would be 

great. vv. 30 and 31 warned them that if they committed an abomination 

their punishment would be doubledl, but, on the other harýd, their reward 

for good deeds would be doubled. vv. 32-34 warned them that their 

position was not like that of ordinary women; they should set an example 

of fitting conduct. v. '35 assured all Muslims, men and women, that their 

good deeds would be rewarded. V. 37 spoke about the Prophet's coun- 

selling Zaicl b. ICaritha (his foster-oon and freedman) to avoid divorcing 

(1) RiLsLla para: 269-281; jim5c al-cilm p. 25ljBay: a-n Fur7a_icl Alfýh, 264; 
Ikhtil3f al-had7ith. YP- 38- 

42, J-6\ 
)-' 
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his wife, Zainab bt. Jahch (a cousin of the Prophet); Zaid divorced 
9 

her, however, and she was later married to the Prophet. 
(1) 

V. 36 is 

not isolated from its neighbouring verses, especially v. 37. The 

exegetal as Tabar7i tells us, 
(2 ) 

hold that it referred to the marriage 

of Zaid to Zainab. (some said to Umm KultlEm bt. Vjqba b. Ab"I MuCyat). 

At first she was opposed to the proposal. (put forth by the Prophet) of 

her marriage to Zaid arguing that her social status was higher than 

that of Zaid; however, when the verse (v. 36) was revealed in this 

connection, she agreed. 
0 ) 

This view was reported from Ibn CAbbFsj 

Ilujahid, Qatada and Ibn Zaid. 

This verse, which concerns the Prophet's decision on Zainab'S 

marriage, is employed by E; hafi el in its general application, as evidence 

of the obligation upon every Muslim to adhere to the sunna. as preserved 

(4) 
in the hadith going back to the Prophet. He further claims this to 

0 
be the view of Ibn CAbb3a. 

(5) 
He totally ignores the adjacent con- 

textual verseso 

Another argument for the acceptance of the hadIth and basod on 
0 

the QLxrJFn that slia-fifl" puts forward, is that the sunna of the Prophet, 

-r ). (6) 
20 embodied in the attested hadith, is divine3, y inspired O-b 

(1) Tabari, Tafair, vol. XXII, P. 12-14- 

(2) ibid., pp. llf. 
(3) ibid., pp. 11-12. 

(4) Ria3la, para: 258,265- 
(5) ibid., para: 1220. 

RiE Sla (6) Ibt3l al-istihs3n, p. 271 

Para: 307 Jimgf-al-cilm p. 251 

Risgla, para: 292 

But, Schacht (The origint p. 16) says 
"On the question whether the sunna of the Prophet Ja to be rocarded, 
like the Qur3iin, as divinely inspired (wahy), Sh-afilcl shows himsolf 
non-committal". 
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this end, he refers to several Qur: Qiic versesM which mention the term 

-IhikM I (wisdom) together with the - Took', and to others(2) a- which 

mention that God revealed the IBookI and the I]L3-kmal. He 

asserts . that the IBookI is the Qur3an and the ltikmal is the sunna. 
(3) 

He further explains that there are'two categories of wahy: 
(4) 

firstly, 

that which was revealed to the Prophet and is called 

that is to DAY the Q=*I, and, secondly, that which Jibill did not 

recite to the Prophet but which, on God's command, he placed in the 

Prophets' holy soul. The Prophet was left to verbalise this latter type, 

which is known as and this thereby became the 

sunna of the Prophet. Behind this insistence on the revelatory thikmat 

being the name for the sunna and on the sunna being one of the twin 

counterparts of divine revelation, Shafi0i's aim is to establish that 

the sunna, of the Prophet carries an authority similar to that of the 

QuOli. He overlooks, howeverl the fact that the authenticity of the 

sunna is not equal to that of the Qur: Q, and that it is about the report 

that the opponents are sceptical and, questioning. 
(5) 

His 

argument is that since the Qurliin indicates that the sunna must be 

accepted, the acceptance of the khabar must follow, because it is the 

only means by which the sunna is preserved and handed down, 
(6) 

(7) 
His interpretation of Iýikmal does not pass without objection. 

His interlocutor maintains that the Iýikma and the 'Book are two names 

for the same thing, the Qur'Ygn; but Sh7aficl insists that it would be 

0 11: 129,151; Q III: 164; Q XMII: 34; Q IXII: 
244ff; Jin-a-c al-vilm p. 251- 

(2) Q IV: 113 and Q 11: 231; of. ibid. 
(3) Ris3la para: 252f; 305-7- 
(4) Ibt3l al-I(jtjhsjj, loc. ci-t. 

2. cf. RisSla para: 

(5) Jirgr-al-tilm, p. 250. The interlocutor says to Sh7afirij "Tell me 
your proof for the obligation to accept the Idiabar". 

(6) ibid., p. 251 

(7) ibid. 
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better for them to be separate things - the QLxr2l, --tn and the sunna. He 

supports this with Q XXXIII: 34; "Do repeat (01 the wives of the 

Prophet) what has been recited ( Jý-) in your houses from the verses 

of God and-, the hilonall, arguing that it clearly shows that the 
A- 

t4il= is something separate from the $verses'. When the interlocutor 

interrupts to say that the verb I Jýý' 
cannot apply to the sunna, 

Sh7afi 471 maintains that I JC-- I means 'to pronounce I( (ýý. )I and can 

therefore be applied to the Qarlli and the sunna alike. The absurdity 

of Shaficlits claim that thikmal denotes the sunna of the Prophet 

(Muýammad), is further demonstrated by Q 11; 129, which he himself cites 

in support of his own argument. 

Abraham and Isnýa-c-il to God: 
(') 

.� -7 
"I it, It is inconceivable that, the sunna, which became 

the subject of controversy in Islamic legal circles two centuries or so 

aftar Muhammad's death, could have concerned Abraham and Isugtll many 

conturies before Muhammad's birth* Furthermore, the Qur3ii mentions in 

several places the fbilaral being given to other Prophet 
ý2) 

and to persons 

who were not Prophets. 
(3) 

It is, therefore, inappropriate to maintain, 

as Shafit! dicl, that the term refers to the disputed sunna of the loCal 

scholars. One may conclude from the foregoing that, in resorting to such 

an argument, Sh7afitli in desperate in the face of the refusal of ahl al-, 

kalazi to accept any evidence as valid that was not based on the Qur33n. 

Unfortunately the qurl3nic verses he quotes in support of his theory are 

often not relevant. 

(1) "Our Lordt Send among them (our progeny) a Messenger from among 
themselves who will recite to them your verser. ( and teach 
them the 'Book' and the thikmal 

(2) In Q V: 110 and 0. XLIII: 63P it was given to Jesus; in Q IV: 54 to 
Abraham; in Q 11: 251 and Q XXXVIII: 20 to David. Q 11: 251 mentions 
that he was given 1hi1=1 together with ruling power ( 

(3) In Q XXXI: 12 thil=, f was granted to Luqm3n; Q 11: 269 mentions that 
God may grant fbi I to anyone He pleases. 

The verse contains the prayers of 
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Sh7aficl further argues that to accept the judgements of the 

Prophet preserved in the had7ith amounted to acceptance from God Himself, 
0 

for He made obedience to the Prophet obligatory: 
(1) 

tEvel7thing legally 

relevant that the Prophet has allowed or forbidden, has in fact been 

allowed or forbidden by God, for God has ordered him to allow or forbid 

it,. 
(2) 

1 God has commanded man to resort to the sunna and wahy, and has 

given them no alternative in their affairs but to follow the sunna set 

by the Prophet l. 
(3) 

In another straight forward passage Shafi Iri says, 

"God has enjoined upon us the obligation to adhere to every sunna set by 

the Prophet. He reckons such adherence an obedience to Himself and 

refusal to adhere as inexusable disobedience. God made no alternative 

for anyone but to follow the sunna of the Prophet", 
(4) 

Shaficil's arguments are so effective that his interlocutor, a 

representative of ahl al-kal9m, is compelled to recognize his theory. 

He says to Shafill Irfour arguments stand and we are obliged to accept 

reports (khabar) from the Prophet. I have reached the conclusion that 

it is obligatory upon Muslims to accept the khabar, as you lave said, 

and as it is implied in the Book of God. I feelno shame in changing 

from the opinion which appears to agree with proofs, and which I now 

see as right", 
(5) 

Such an admission, however, does not represent the 

(1) Rir. Ela, par%: 102,281; Ibtgl al-ist iýsan, p. 271. 

yar al- Au 11 P. 309. This (2) IbtFl al-istihsan loc. oit.; of. S ý- z7a 7 

argument was in fact familiar to the traditioniats before Sh7afitlij 
and was even put into the mouth of the Prophet himself. He is 
alleged to have said, IS left nothing which Alfa-h commanded you except 
I commanded you, and nothing which Ali&h forbade you except I forbade 
you". Shafitl quotes this had"Ith to his opponent. 

(3) Ibt3l al-istilisli, loc. oit., of. Ris3la, para: 305ff- 

(4) ibid., para: 294- 
(5) Jim-at al-fi_lm, p. 251. 
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attitude of all ahl al-kalilm but merely the moderates among them. it 

could, of course, be expected from the exponents of the ancient schools 

who recognized, in principle, the hadlith of the Prophet, even if they 

preferred, in practice, to support -their fiqh doctrines with traditions 

from other authorities. Slafirl wan not less serious in facing this 

group, and hence devoted a groat deal of his sustained discussions to 

this, since he realized that to allow the hadIth to be discarded meant 
. T. that marq hadith-based fiqh doctrines would be disrupted. This inevitably 

invited attack by ahl al-kal9m on the sunni fiqh. 

Rablc b. Sulairn-an al-Mur9di, an Egyptian Medinese, representing 

all the Medinese whose theory was criticised by Shafiel, approached the 

latter saying, 
(') 

'Tow can a report (khabar) from the Prophet be 

authenticated? ". Shafitl replied, "It is authentic when related by one 

reliable person to another in a continuous chain reaching back to the 

Prophet. We should never abandon a hadivith from the Prophet except when 
0 

there is another hadlith from the Prophet himself contradicting it". 

Shafit73 goes on to explain the criteria for discriminating between con- 

flicting hadIthp: 111hen there is a hadIth from the Prophet which in not 

contradicted by another hadIth from him, no tradition from any other 

percon has any bearing on the matter, for hadIths from the Prophet are 

self authenticating and independent of others. If a tradition from an 

other person contradicts it, I do not consider it, because the had1th 

of the Prophet always deserves to be adopted. Indeed,, had the other 

person been aware of the had7ith, he would have followed it". 
0 

That agreement with the opinions of other persons, according 

to the'theory of the Nedinese, a criterion for accepting had'i"ths from 

the Prophet, WW well established in Sh3fiC73's time. This led Rab*3"C-to 

(1) Ikhtil9f Mglik, P. 177- 
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ask him whether M-alik had ever accepted a ha(373. th which was not supported 
0 

by the opinion of a subsequent authority. Shafitl takes this opportunity, 

on the one hand, to prove and strengthen his theory about the supremacy of 

the hadIth from the Prophet, and., on the other, to reproach the Modinese 

for lack of consistency in their attitude towards their own method of 

documontat ion. To this effect, and replying to RabIr- he saye: 
(1) 

"I shall 

give you examples 
(2) 

of where ka-lik accepted had73ths from the Prophet 
40 

which have no corresponding traditions from other persons, and I shall 

also give you examples of where Malik accepted. the opinions of the Caliphs 

The examples will indicate clearly the inconsistency of your 

theory: sometimes you depend on the hadlith from the Prophet and reject 

ariy opinion contrary to it, but sometimes you abandon the hadIth without 
0 

resorting to any other had1th in its place,,. 

In straightforward passages i4here he explains his theory, 

Sh9fifil says: '%Men a had1th is authentic, it is binding ul)on all who 

know it; nothing can strengthen or weaken it. People . are enjoined to 

follow it, and Gc)d does not grant to anyone theauthority to contradict 

it,,. 
(3),, 

A had7ith (Idiabar) from the Prophet must be accepted as soon as 

it bocom. s known, even if it is not supported by any corresponainC action 

of a Caliph. If there has been an aotion on the part of a Caliph and 0. 

Iduabar, from the Prophet to the contrary becomes known later, that action 

'Ith must be discarded in favour of -the khabar from the Prophet. A hadi 

from the Prophet derives its authority from itself not from the action 

of a later authority". 
(4) 

(1) ib id. 
(2) Shgfitli offers examples throughout his polemics. 
(3) Ris3la, para: 905 and elsewhere; of. IkhtilFf Y13lik, passim. 
(4) Ris3la, pare: 1164-6. 
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Shafiti insists that the only criterion for the validity of 

a hadIth is the -reliability of its transmitters; 
(') 

no other considera- 
0 

tion is necessary, not the practice Of Subsequent authorities nor their 

corresponding opinions. In the following passage, he refers to the 

opinion and practice of the Gompanions in general: 
(2) 

'The only crite- 

rion for the reliability of a hadIth is its transmission from the Prophet 
19 

bv reliable men. The fact that some Companions have agreed with it does 

not strengthen it, nor does the fact that some Companions have acted 

against it warrant its rejection, because they are themselvesp together 

with all Muslimst dependent on the orders of the Prophet, and not qualified 

to confirm them or to detract from them by their concurring or dissenting 

opinions. If it is objected that a hadl-th from the Prophet becomes suspect' 

if some Companions acted in conflict with it, the tradition regarding the 

action of those Companions may as well be suspected for the same reason, 

or both be suspected equally, but what is transmitted from the Prophet 

deserves more consideration". 

"As to opinions which are not transmitted from the Prophet, 

nobody may regard them as going implicitly back to him, because some 

Companions were unaware of the orders of the Prophet. They must be quoted 

on2, y as their private opinions, so long as the Companion does not relate 

them as emanatinG from the Prophet. If one pretends that the opinion of a 

Companion cannot have originated but with the Prophet, one dught never to 

disagree with the opinions of the Companion in question; yet there is no 

man, after the Prophet, whose opinions are not, partly accepted and partly 

rejected in favour of those of another Companion. Onlv the words of the 

Prophet cannot be rejected on account of the opinions of other persons". 

(1) Shgfitl Is theox7 on the isn5d will be discussed in chapter 9. 
(2) Ikhtil'gf al-had7ith, pp. 138-40- (The translation of the paaeaco is 

taken from Schacht, The Origin, P- 17)- 
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According to him, the Elupremacy and the overriding authority' 

of the hadlith from the Prophet cannot be challenged by wW human being. 
0 

On the contrary, man is subject to it by the command of God. To this 

effect, he addresses his interlocutor: 
(') 

'The sunna of the Prophet 

derives its authority from God, and anyone who follows it does so by the 

injunction of the Q"33n. We find nothing so explioitly ordered by God 

as the observance of the text of the Qux4in and the sunna of the Prophet. 

Since the sunna of the Prophet enjoys such a high status, it cannot be 

confused with and disrupted by the opinion of any human being; nothing 

can overrule (nasakha) it except another sunna from the Prophet. God 

does not give any other human being after the Prophet the status that He 

has given to the Prophet, and every man is obliged to follow the Prophet. 

A follower must not contradict the one he follows; hencet he who is 

commanded to follow the sunna of the Prophet is not allowed to contradict 

it, -nor does he possess the authority to overrule it". 

Sh7afic7l. claims that he is consistent in his attitude towards the 

haCith of the Prophet both in theoxy and practice, and he declares: 
(2) 

,, 

have unwaveringly hold, thank God, that if something is reliably related 

from the Prophett I should never neglect it,, however great. or small the 

opposition of Companions and Successors against us". This is the view he 

repeatedly urges his opponents to adopt. 
(3) 

He does admit,, however, that 

arWone, even he himself, might be unaware of the sunna of the Prophet, or 

misinterpret itt and thereby hold an opinion contrary to it. In such a 

case, and so long as he does not contradict it deliberately, he should be 

excused. 
(4) 

(1) Ric3la', para: 326. 
(2) IkhtilFf MZlik, p. 247, 
(3) of. RieZla, l Pavl: 540. 
(4) ibid., Para: 598f. 
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ShNfitli enters into a discussion with a Basran scholar and 

forces on him the acceptance of the hadIth even if it has never been put 

into practice. The opponent- has no answer, and accepts ShNficli's theory 

about the unquestioned authority of the had73th from the Prophet and its 

supremacy over traditiona from other persons. Sh7afi 11" takes advantaGe 

of his opponent's admission of his theory to force its acceptance on his 

Medinese opponents whose attitute towards the hadlith is similar to that 

of the Basrans. The dialogue goes as follows: 
(') 

ShFfitl: Do you agree that the obligation upon us to follow 

the hadlith. from the Prophet is the same as the 

obligation upon those who lived before us? 

Basran Scholar: Of coixrse. 

sh7af i i3r: If AbU Bakr received a had7ith but, himself, had no 
0 

Basran Scholar: 

Shafi LI: 

ocoasion to implement it though he did not abandon 

it, what should be the attitude of a governor 

Lýý\-C) who lived after him towards this hadlith? 
a 

The governor should accept the hadlith and act 

according to it. 

Thus it is proved that the hadIth is authoritative 

even if it was not acted upon by anyone after the 

Prophet, there being no imam between the Prophet 

and AbU Bakr who could have done so. Howeverv what 

do you say if AbIl Bakr received the hadlith at, the 
0 

end of his life, but had not acted upon it or 

contrary to it during his lifetime, whereas the 

governor has for some time, been acting in conflict 

with the hadlth? 
0 

(1) Ikhtilýif 3191ik I pp. 243f. 
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Basran Scholar: The governor should accept the had73th. 
00 

Eaafi Cl: The hadIth should therefore be aocepted even if 
0 

it has never previous3, y been acted upon. 

ShiZf i C1 shrewdly points out that , according to the traditional 

principles of his opponent and the scholars he represents, the hadlith from 
0 

the Prophet can be accepted only if supported by general practice after 

the Pr6phet. The interlocutor, who is bound by his defeat in the argument 

with Shafitly has to derq his subsoription to that traditional theory. He 

further concedes that CUmar I and Tthman were bound to accept a had"Ith 

from the Prophet and regard it as authentic, even if no practice according 

to it was reported from AbU Bakr. The opponent, however, remarks that 

there can be no sunna of the Prophet on which the Caliphs did not act. 

ShFfiCI retorts that there are marW had7l%hs of the Prophet about which 

nothing is heard from the Caliphs. The opponent, thereupon, questions him 

about the criteria on which the acceptance of the hadIths can be based. 
0 

Shafitli repliea: "A report from the Prophet. dispenses with reports from 

those who came after him; all people ( e-ýI) are in need of its instruc- 

tion and should observe it. It is possible that some of the had1tha did 

not reach the people wýo succeeded him". The opponent then requests him 

to produce an example of a hadlith from the Prophet reaching one of his 

Caliphs but with nothing being reported from him. Shilfiq quotes the 

Prophet Is saying: "No 2akDt-tax is imposed on less than five ausucT; "(1) 

and comments, "I do not doubt that this had73th reached the Caliphs becau-sey 
0 

though they were collecting the zakat-tax from the Muslims, nothing is 

heard about it from them", The opponent agrees and Sh3fic! concludes that, 

'(1) cf* ibid. p. 180 The IcIr-aqians 
reject this had73th becauae no practice in accordance to it is reported 
from the fou; -Caliphs. 
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when there are reports from the Caliphs and then a report from the 

Prophet becomeB available, the latter must prevail and be resorted to. 
M 

Rverythingt he says, has its highest autlx)rity ( 44- 
ký ), and the final 

authority for legal knowledge is the Qur7gn and the sunna of the 

Prophet. When the Prophet's sunna is available, the opinion of otheral 

whoever they mightbe, counts for nothing. The opponent acquiesces in 

Shlifiel's theory. Sh-afi(71 repeats hie argument with the Basran 
0 

opponent and its result to the Medinese opponents in order to overrule 

them with the same arguments. 

Straficl also endeavoured to disparage the ancient scholars' 

tendency to interpret the hadIth of the Prophet in the light of the 
0 

tradition of the Companions. He regarded this interpretation as 

ignorant, and declared the opposite: Traditions from other persons 

should be interpreted in accordance with the had73th of the Prophet, 
M 

a 
He insisted that 'the words of the Prophet better indieated his intention 

and meaning than the statement of any other person, 
(2) 

and that, there- 

fore,, a tradition from a Companion could not prevail over a had7ith from 
0 

the Prophett related by the same Companion. Fbr example, according to 

a hadIth reported by (Ai-ij the Prophet did not pray a nafila prayer 
0 

after the (aar and subh prayers. According to another hadIth, he went 

as far as to prohibit such a practice explicitly. However, according to 

a second report, CAli did perform a ri-afila, prayer after the Char prayer. 

Insisting on the priority of the hadlth of the Prophet, Shafilll says, 
0 

'These reports contradict each other; since cAli himself reported a 

ruling from the Prophet, his own reported course of action should not be 

(3) 
given priority over what he reported the Prophet as having done". 

(1) Ikhtil3f aj-Cjr; a--gtvv-in, p. 102 
(2) Ikhtillif al-hadlth, P- 325- 

(3) Ikhtilgf tAll wa ibn Mae Gd, p. 154- 
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According to Slisficlt the use of qiyas based on other hadIths 

from the Prophet had also to prevail over the tradition from the 

Companions. An example of the use of q1y; s prevailing over the opinion 

of the Companions occurs in the problem of the compensation for loss of 

a molar. According to a reported opinion of [Umar, the compensation is 

one camel and to that of Saglid b. al-Musayyab it is two camels. The 

Medinese agreed with Sh7afill that the compensation was five camels. 

This decision was based on analogy with a further hadith of the Prophet 
0 

which stipulates that the compensation for a front-tooth is five camels. 

Since a molar is a kind of tooth, its compensation was thought to be 

parallel to that of a front-tooth. It is cleart in this problem, that 

the result of analogy based on the had1th from the Prophet was hold to 
0 

prevail over traditions from other persons. Having secured the. agreement 

of the Medinese on this problem, Shafi. Cl takes advantage of this to 

cornpýel them to recognise the necessity to be consistent in adopting this 

attitude. He says to them, 'This is the proper method for usl we should 

never neglect a hadIth from the Prophet in favour of the opinion of any 

other person. Your habit of abandoning the opinion of [Umar in favour 

of the hadlith of the Prophet on one occasion, and, on the other occasion, 
0 

of abandoning the latter in favour of the former, is improper and no 

scholar approves of it 

An instance of where a hadIth of the Prophet prevails over a 

tradition from the Companion occurs in the problem of the legacy of an 

opostate. 
(2) 

AbU Hanlifa, Abij Y-usuf and the CIxýLqians in general held 

that the legacy was to be inherited by the legal heirs; they based this 

decision on traditions from CAlir Ibn Madraid. and Zeid b. Th7abit. ShafiCily 

(1) Ikhtilif Y5lik, p. 218 

(2) S iyar al- Auzýlt PP. 330f p; see below P. 184. 
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on the other hand, hold that the legacy should be appropriated by the 

state treasury and put at the disposal of the ruling authority. Shafj C1 

based this on the haCith of the Prophet: "No Muslim may inherit from a 
0 

non4luslim and no non-Muslim may inherit from a Muslim". 
(1) 

The 

tIrEqiana argued that this hadIth was couched. in general terms but had a 

specific applicatilon; it governed only non-41uslims who were not apostates. 

The case of the apostate was not covered by the hadlth; moreover, cAll 
0 

(and others) who propounded a seemingly differing opinion would not have 

been unaware of the existence of this hadIth, The hadIth from the Prophet 
.. 

and that from FAU were equally valid in their respective specialities. 

Shafiq insists that the general ruling of a hadIth from the Prophet must 
0 

be -taken in its general application until another authentic hadIth to the 

contrary from the Prophet himself is available, or the consensus of 

Muslim scholars shows that the general application is not intended. 
(2) 

In 

the problem in question, lie argues that the had1th retains its general 
0 

application, and that, therefore, the reported opinion of tAlT3 is not a 

valid contradiction. He further argues that the reported opinion of tAli 

is not authentic because the reliable transmitters of hadIths among the 

[Iraqians have not reported the opinion. Even if the opinion were authen- 

tic, it would have to be superseded by the hadIth of the Prophet which is 
0 

well known to the cIraqians themselves and to people in other regions. 

ShFfiq also points out the possibility that W71had no knowledge of the 

hadIth. He is able to reveal the inconsistency of his opponents' theox7l 

taking full advantage of this. He points to a case where FAmnSr told 

CUmar a haCith from the Prophet, which regulates týyammuzn for jMuLb. 
0 

[Umary supported by Ibn Mao tu-d, rejected the had7ith in favour of a 

2) Risala, para:, 818,82it 88ift 923- 
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conflicting opinion. The opponents upheld the hadIth and rejected 
0 

CUmar's opinion, arguing that tAmmFrIs report indicated the existence of 

the hadItht whereas Tmar Is denial implied his, ignorance of it, and that 
0. 

its affirmation was preferable to its denial. Thereupont ShSfi Ci asks 

them wIW they did not app ly the same theory to the hadIth "No Muslim can 
0 

inherit from a non--Munlim ........... , aince there was no report that 

cAli had heard the hadlith from the Prophet, He further questions the 
0 

opponents as to wby they debar an apostate from inheriting from his 

benefactors; since they hold the apostate to be excluded from the 

implication of the hadIth, he should be allowed to inherit as others may 

inherit from him. Shafigir concludes that their decision is arbitrary 

and discriminatory; they do not follow either the hadIth of the Prophet. 

or the opinion of CAli which they themselves have transmittedt for he 

did not say that an apostate could not inherit, Nor do they follow 

qi, y1s, because -to Muslims there is no question of Muslims and non- 

Muslims inheriting from one another. If, ShEfigll argues, the opponents' 

decision, which is based on the alleged opinion of qJ72. j were to be 

upheld, they would have also to agree with a reported opinion of Nufadh 

ibn Jabal who allowed a Muslim to inherit from a dhimrTi (a Christian or 

Jew), and who held that the hadIth in question was intended to concern 
0 

idolators exclusively; but they do not agree with it. Thus, the explicit 

meaning of the hadIth would severely be infringed. 

It, is clear from the above argument that the Firaqians, to a 

certain extent, recognized*the priority of the had73th of the Prophet over 
a 

the tradition of other persona. Shafi'Civ approved of this. Rowever, the 

degree of their recognition of the supremacV of'the hadIth fell short of 
0 

what ShRafic! desired to establish, and what he consistently advocated in 
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his polemics. Their attitude towards the hadIth was inconsistent; when- 
0 

ever a hadIth agreed with their doctrine they considered it preferable 
0 

to any differing opinion of the Companions. If I on the other hand, the 

had73th conflicted with their doctrinel they would reject it on the 
0 
strength of the opinion of other persons. It is worth mentioning that 

the term Isunna, of the Prophet I had been used by the ancient scholars 

before Shafitli emerged, particularly by the cIraqians. However# -the 

term had a wider sense for them than for ShafiCl; for them it was not 

exclusively the content of the attested report from the Prophet- 

Evidence of their use of the term is found in iL dogmatic treatise 

ascribed to Hasan al-Basri(l) (d. 110 A. H. ). It also appears in AbU 

YUsuf; rejecting a decision of Auzalri, he says, for example, 'There has 

been no sunna from the Prophet on ........... nor from any of his 

Companions". 
(2) 

Most of Shafigli's polemical discuss . ions with the representatives 

of the ancient schools, carry a twofold purpose. On the one hand, he 

expreseedly forces on his opponents his theory of the supremaqy of the 

hadlith from the Prophet over that of other persons. On the other, he 

strongly criticises their inconsistent attitude towards their own method 

of documenting their legal doctrines, and talass advantage of this to pin 

his interlocutors down till they have no alternative but to admit the 

strength of his theory, Their inconsistencies are of two kinds; firstly, 

in their attitude towards traditions from the Companions and the 

Successors: on certain occasions they observe them with high esteem, 

whereas on other occasions they abandon'them for no stated reason. 

Secondly, they aco ept a hadIth from the Prophet that appears to be in 
0 

(1) p. 68. The text was edited by H. Ritter and published in Der Islam 
Vol: XXII pp. 67-82. 

(2) Siyar al- AuzSýir, P. 316. Fbr further examples see Ikhtil3f rAll- 
wa ibn Mas Mud, pe 1ý7 Vý31 \. y. and p. 167 k, -' L 
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agreement with their legal doctrine, even though it is not supported by 

a tradition from the Companions. They even reject axw tradition from a 

subseqtient. authority which contradicts this had7ithe Sh7afiCl here 

ad. monishes them to be firm in upholding the hadith of the Prophetý For 

example, 
(') 

the Medinese agree with Shafic7i that, if a slave belongs to 

more than one master and one of them manumits himt the manumitting 
slave 

master must biW from his fellow masters their shares in the slave and the/ 

becomes a fal3, v freed man; but if that master cannot afford the other 

shares, the slave becomes a partially freed man. The clraqiants hold 

that, in this latter instance, the slave must be given the opportunity 

to earn and thereby buy his own freedom from the rest of the masters. 

They reject the concept of partial freedom. ShKfit! and the Medinese 

base their decision on a hadlith from the Prophet with the isrýad of 

Malik - rafi Ibn cUmar. The (, Iraqiano reject the hadIth on the 

ground that there is no report in support of it from the four Caliphs; 

that the hadIth is reported by Ibn CUmar alone; that AbU Huraira reported 
0 

a hadIth to the contrary, and other Companions reported from the Prophet 
0 

a hadIth which sanctions the slave working to earn his own freedom; that 
0 

Salim b. cAbdullah reported the hadith from Ibn cUmar without the 

provision for partial freedom, and Ayyub reported it from 149fir, from'Ibn 

CUmar and commented that partial freedom was -merely the opinion of Nafit 

which had been wrongly added to the hadIth. The Medinese agree with 
9- 

ShNfitli that the hadIth upon which they rely is authentic and they reject 
0 

all arguments offered by the 913Taqians. Sh7afit! thereupon turns to the 

Yledinese, urging them to be consistent in giving priority to the authentic 

(1) Ikhtilgf Wilik, pp. 183f, ( Cy-, 
J 

-. 7 
t-f). 
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had73. +. h from the Prophet with the worda: "Since in thia cace we have 

proved in favour of the hadIth of the Prophet against those who contradict 
0 

us, it is absolutely proper that we adhere to this method our 

selves in dealing with all hadIths from the Prophet. 
(') 

We ought to 
0 

restrict ourselves exclusively to reports by reliable transmitters from 

the Prophet, even if nothing is heard from any of the Caliphs in support 

of it". His interlocutor (i. e. Rabl 19) agrees with him and accepts his 

theory and points out to him that he and the Medinese whom he'represents 

have in fact applied it in several other cases; he 'says: "I understand 

what you have written (i. e. explained) about the hadIths that we have all 

accepted. According to you, 'we have accepted a43 authent-io many a hadlith, 
0 

reported by single individuals and about which we do not Imow the Caliphs 

opinions. We have also apparently resorted to the hadIth of the Prophet 

even when we found the opinion of a Caliph explicitly contradicto it ..... 
(Here the interlocutor gives several illustrating examples). 

Nonetheless, he asks Shafi(I whether there are caaes where the Medinese 

have related hadIths from the Prophet but abandoned them in favour of - 0 
traditions from other persons andt if so, whether there wan any justifi- 

cation for doing so. Sh-afiCi* replies that such owes are abundant and 

-that he has tried hard to find an excuse for such practice, but has 

failed. From the above dialoguet we understand that ShFaftil"s theory 

has gained a considerable degree of influence over the Dlgliýi-s. 

With regard to the ancient scholars I adherence to the authority 

of the Companions and the Successors, Slia-fill finds many inconsistencies 

in their attitude, as was the case with the authority of the Prophet. 

Th%r reject traditions from those authorities whenever they find the 

traditions do not agree with their fiqh doctrines, althought in numerous 

(1) of. ibid., p. 234 ( This passage is to the 'same effect 
but in stronger tones, as he adds "Do not be inadvertent in determining 
legal authorities, otherwise your decisions will contradict one 
another without proof". 
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oases, they themselves relate the reports which they reject. ShafiC! 

reproaches them in an immoderate tone 'You seem to diverge from what 

you yourselves relate from Ibn tUmar, and from what, others relate from 

the Prophett without justifying your action with the opinion of any 

Companion or Successor. I do not knowwhy you transmit traditions; if 

you transmit them in order to show that you know them and diverge from 

them in fall knowledge, you have achieved your purpose and shown that 

you diverge from the doctrine of our forebears; if you transmit them 

in order to follow them, you are mistaken when you neglect themt and 

you neglect much of the little that you transmit; but if the proof, in 

your opiniont does not lie in traditions, wby do you go to the trouble 

of transmitting them at all, using that part of them with which you 

agree as an argument against those who disagree? ", 
(') 

In another passaget ShafiCi points to their high respect for 

the-authority of the Companions but their inconsistency in following 

their own authorities. Rejecting a tradition from Wmar, týe opponents 

say to Sh7afitl: 
(2) 

We accept Malik's decision and reject the tradition 

from Tmar". Shafitli retorts: 'This is an authentic tradition from 

Tmar who made the decision in question at Medina among the Muhajir': 'Ln 

and Ans3r. Although he is contradicted by a scholar, his decision is 
I 

binding upon us. You abandon the sunna of the Prophet and traditions 

(3thar) from other persons in favour of a decision given by CUmar because 

his decision, according to you, is public and well known (mashlEr z5hir), 

and can only have proceeded from a consultation with the Companions of 

the Prophet; therefore, his decision, aocording to yout is equivalent to 

their opinion or the opinion 'Of the majority of them. You sW that his 

v 
ibid. PP., 239f -(-; 

Wý iý). 
The opponents in this 

passage are. the Medinese. (The translation is taken from Schacht 
The Originl, p. 21). 

- 
IA 

(2) ibid., '( P- 215 
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deoision given in Medina is the same as their general consensus. If 

what you say about cumar's decision is right, his decision for the case 

in question was given in the midst of the Companions of the Prophet, 

yet you contradict it as you did in other caaes. On the other hand, if 

it is not rightl you should not transmit it, and follow its ruling, 

because it contradicts your own decision. You contradict CUmar's 

decision without relating an opinion from arW other authority which 

provides for a contrary ruling. You place yourselves, therefore, in a 

position whereby you reject and accept what you like arbitrarily. If it 

is permissible to contradict tUmarts decision, wby do you not allow 

others to do as you do?. Why do you denounce those who contradict him 

and the other Companions of the Prophet? ". 

Their inconsistency occurs also in their observance of the 

rulings of the Successors and later authorities. Shafitl explicitly 

putd to them the following remark: "Whilst you claim that you follow 

the opinions of other Companions (other than the four Caliphs), what 

really happens is that you relate traditions but fail to put into practice 

some of what you have related; whilet you claim that you follow the 

Successors, you have in fact contradicted marW of their opinions. You 

similarly claim that you observe the practice of the Flollowers (the third 

generation) bu t you contradict their opinions which you yourselves and 

others relate. If you look carefully at your decisions you will 

definitely find that, whenever you claim to follow an authority, you 

yourselves diverge from him in numerous cases". 
(') 

Shafig! cites an 

example of the inoonsistencV of the Medinese when he points to their 

following the opinion of tUmar IbnIcAbd al-cAJ-z. On certain occasions 

(1) ibid. 1, pr,, 243. 
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they observe his decisions scrupuloUG3ýyt even preferring them to the 

hadIth of the Prophet, but on other occasions they reject his opinions 

without basing their decisions on arq authority. 

The tIrFýqians are also guilty of inconsistency in followine 

the Successors, Shaiblii explicitly says to Sh7afi[72. that neither he 

himself nor Shafi'71 is bound to follow the opinions of SaEld bin al- 
(2) 

Musayyab, al-Ilasan al-Basri, Ibx7ahlm al-Nakhati or any other Successor* 
.a 41 

This statement by Shaibiiji-and its practical application in the cases 

where he enters into polemical discussion with Sh7afitl, obviously cont- 

radicts the tendencor of the CIiiqians, and of Shaibani himself, to resort 

-to the authority of the Successors, particularly rbxW: Lm and al-Hasan 

whom they regarded as the main-cliýqian authorities from the generation 

of the Successors* Shafiq exposes this inconsistencyp saying: Whilet 

shaib9ni argaes in this problem on the authority of IbrRh'Imj he himself 

claims that the opinions of Ibr-aVim and other Successors are no more 

authoritative than those of other scholars it. 
(3) 

Sh7afiCl' goes to great lengthe to demonstrate the inconsistency 

of his opponentst theory and their lack of systematic reasoning, thereby 

fo rcing them to abandon their initial stand and concede that the had73th 
0 

of the Prophet should be given priority over traditions from subsequent 

authorities. To show the inconsistency of an opponentse argumeht on the 

authority of a Companion, he says: "If it is possible for uh to reject 

Ibn cUmar's decision in favour of the opinion of Ibn CAbbas, then to 
I 

abandon a decision of his in favour of the hadIth of the Prophet is 

ibid. P. 18 8 (b ibid,, p. 228; cf. ibid. 
p. 218 where the Ilegeae . rejected the opinion of Ibn Munayyab whom 
they themselves regarded as the best preserve of the Pledinian legal 
doctrines which were inherited, as they claimed, from the Companions 
and the Prophet, 

(2) Shafit7l, Al-radd fala Mubammad; p. 283 of. p. ? 98* 
(3) ibid, p, 298* 
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obligatory". 
(') 

He then compels his opponents to accept the analogical 

conclusion'thatg since Malik allows the authority of Ibn CUmar to be 

challenged by the authority of Ibn Musayyab, a lesser authority than he, 

clearly the opinions of Ibn CUmar cannot prevail over the authority of 

the Prophet* 
(2) 

As the opponents frequently reject the authority of the 

Successors in favour of their own personal opinional sh7afit! takes 

advantage of this inconsistency to force on them his theory that the 

authority of the Successors is inferior to that of the Prophet* For 

example, he says: tUf the opinion of (; Fsim b. Muhammad is less important 

than your own opinion, it may certainly not be considered more authorita- 

tive than the decisions ofthe Prophett'. 
0) 

Statements to this same 

effect occur frequently throughout his polemicso 

However, it should be pointed out that Shafit! is unjptifiecl 

in denouncing the opponents' habit of relating a tradition from the 

Prophet or a subsequent authority without necessarily following it; 

because, (as we mentioned above)1(4) when such a case occurs, it shows 

that the tradition in question merely represents an unsuccessful opinion 

which emerged in opposition to thedoctrine which was adopted by the 

majority of the people in a particular region. The reason why the 

opponents relate it, as Ii-alik always does in the Muwatts. 2, is probably *0 

to acknowledge the existence of an opposite opinion which is clothed 

with a certain authority in the same or in a different region, as well 

as to illustrat e the squabbles among the schools and to propagate the 

doctrine of their particular school and its superiority over the others. 

The existence of opinions in opposition to the. eettled MedineSe-doctrines 

is explicitly admitted by Shafitlits Egyptian interlocutors: When ShafiIC3" 

(1) Ikhtilif Malik, p, 234 

(2) ib id. ? 

(3) ibid. p. 201. 
(4) P- 110. 
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accuses the Medinese of not following decisions which they themselves 

and others have related from their authorities and which were adopted by 

M13lik, they remark that there are other sources of doctrines in Medina 

and Egypt beside the reputed ones. 
(') 

Differing decisions could clearly 

occur* 

Sh7afi eits adherence to the subsequent authorities 

Later scholars maintained that Shý-afiCi totally rejected the 

authority of the. Companions. 
(2 ) 

They based this on Sh7aficits consistent 

attacks on hie opponents for preferring the tradition of the Companions 

to that of the Prophet, and on the reservations with which Sh-aficl 

regarded the opinion of the Oompanions, 
O) 

Indeed, Sh7afifTi does adhere 

to the authority of the Companions, placing it below the consensus (iiffraf-) 

and, of course, below the Qur2li and the Bunna but above systematic 
(4) 

reasoning (IlLas). He says explicitly about the Companions, 'Their 

opinion is better for us than our own opinion". 
(5) 

On the problem of the 

compensation for a fractured collar-bone and ribl. for instance, he says: 

"In these two, I follow the decision of tUmar because, as far as I know, 

no other Companion contradicts it. I do not think it proper that I 

resort to aV own opinion and contradict him". 
(6) 

On the other hand, he 

does not prefer the authority of the Companions to that of the Prophet: 

"How can I reject the hadIth in favour of the opinion of those whom I 

would have contradicted, had I lived in the same epoch? ". 
(7) 

He does not 

recImn the tradition of the Companio no among the major roots (usa) of 
0 

(1) ibid., p. 240- 
(2) Chaia-11, mustasCa, vol: I, pp, 268ff. of* Ibn Qayylim, I CliZm al- 

muwaqSLaqýý, voTj-. -jV, p. 120. 

im (3) Ibn QW1 pI 1112im, loc. I cit - 
(4) Risg1a, para: 1468; Ikhtil7af Malik, p. 246. 
(5) Ibn QVy"im, I'-19m, vol: II, pp. 186,241- 
(6) Ikhtilgf M3lik, p. 218. 
(7) Al-Sa! ib Muwa-falia-t, Vol: IVr P- 50- 

I 
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jurisprudence, 
(') 

though he regards it, as a subsidiary source of law, 

and includes it in the category of the $opinion of the forebears', know- 

ledge of which is necessary when a scholar is to apply analogy. 
(2) 

In contrast. to his unquestioning adherence to the sunna of the 

Prophet, Shafi'Gi follows the opinion of the Companions sparingly and 

somewhat aceptically, Although he places it above analogy, 
(3) 

in marW 

practical applications he bases its acceptance on the strength of an 

analogy. This led some scholars to maintain that Shafi q accepted thp 

opinion of the Companions only when it was borne out by the result of 

analogy or by some other method. 
(4) 

He allows analogy to be exercised when 

the opinion of the Companions is avilable, but. not when the sunna. of the 

Prophet is present. 
(5) 

However, he sometimes abandons the result of 
. 

analogy'and resorts to the opinion of the Gompanions. Pbr instance, he 

holds that in war the life of rabbis should be spared, 
(6) 

He explicWýy 

says . that in this particular problem he follows the opinion of Ab7I Bakr 

and abandons qiyis; because according to qivas with a hadIth of the Prophet, 

rabbis could be executed. 
9 

However, it should be Pointed out that there are instances where 

Sh7afiCi seems to have resorted to the opinion of a Gompanion, or drawn a 

conclusion similar to his at the expense of the Sunna of the Prophet. In 

the case of the pronouncement of three divorces at one session, ShNfi<1 

holds that such a pronouncement constitutes three divorces. 
(7) 

Somewhat 

hesitantly he bases his cleoision on the opinion of Ibn CAbb9s, assuming 

(1) Ris3la para: 181off, cf* Coulson, History of Islamic Jurisprudence, 
P. 55. 

(2) nisgia, para: 1469ff. 

(3) IkhtilFf Malik, p, 246, 

(4) Ibn QVy"' ,, I C17am, vol: IV, p. 120. im 

-(5) Ikhtilgf MZlik, loc. p cit, ; ibid., p. 183. 
(6) UMi IV, P- 157 
(7) Ikhtilaf al-hadlth, PP- 310-315- 

0 
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him to be acting in accord with the authority of the Prophet* He denies 

that he bases it on the authority of tUmar who is reported to have made 

the same decision. As Ibn tAbbiis contradicted tUmar in many legal casesy 

he is assumed in this case to have followed the Prophet rather than CUmar. 

This standt howevert conflicts with Sh7afill's own -theory that a scholar's 

decision cazmot be said to have been based on the iuthority of the 

Prophet, if he does not relate from the latte: r. 
(') 

Ru-thermore, Shafitl 

bases his decision on the interpretation of ambiguous sunnas and a 

general ruling from the Qur'jjI,, 
(2) 

There is an opposing doctrine which was expressed in a hadIth 

related by the same Ibn cAbbgs in which the Prophet is reported to have 
(3) 

counted three divorces at one session as one divorcGq and, in another 

versioni Ibn IrAbbiis is made to confirm that that was the practice during 

the time of the Prophet, of AbU Bakr and of a part of tUmarls caliphate* 

sha-fitli does not reject these had'Iths but he assumes that they had been 
0 

repealed and Ibn cAbbiis must have known it , because Ibn ýDbFs would not 

have contradicted a hadlith from the Prophet unless he knew that it was 
0 (5) 

This is a clever device propounded by Slafiei to harmonize repealed. 17 1 

his legal doctrine with his theory that the opinion of a Companion must be 

disregarded if it disagrees with a hadlith from the Prophet related by the 
0 

same Companion. 

(1) Umm, IV p. 233- 
(2) Q 11: 229-30- 
(3) Jardas, AhIgm al-ou-rCa-n, It P- 459 cf Ibn QvWy1nj Irlam, loco# cite 

(4) Ikhtil-af al-had7ith, P. 310- 
0 

(5) Shafitl assumes the abrogation of a 4ad7ith while he does not know the 
abrogating 

_4adth 
This is, in faof-, We attitude of the anti- 

traditionisT. s whieh he condemns. 
(6) See above Pe 133- 
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Shafit7i classifies the opinions of the Companions into three 

categoriee: 
(1) 

Firstlyo an opinion agreecl upon unanimously by the 

Companions; this is to be accepted as a consensus. However, ShKfi'G 

does not assume it to have been based on the sunna if nothing from the 

Prophet is authentically attested concerning the matter in question. 
(2) 

Nevertheless he maintains that the consensus never contradicts the sunna, 

and is always right. The second category is the opinion of a single 

individual Companion concerning which neither the agreement of other 

Companions nor their contradiction is known. This opinion is to be 

followed if no ruling is avilable in the Qur3li or in the sunna; or if 

the opinion is consistent with the result of analoBy. Shafiel. finds no 

banis for such acceptance in the Qqr: 'Rn, the sunna or ijirac; according 

to his ýustained obaerv-ationj such an opinion occurs very seldom, for 

whenever there is an opinion from a Companion there will normally be a 

contiadiction from the otherso(3) The third class include an opinion. on 

which the Companions differq. Choice must here be made on the basis of 

consistency with the Qar'JZnj the sunna, the consensus or the result of 

analoe, y. 
(4) 

According to Shafi 41, this is the commonest cat e gory , and 

he claims that he succeeds in making his own choice for evexy case on 

which the Companions disagree. 
(5) 

The fact that the Companions always 

disagree in legal decisions, and that. SlZafitl makes his own choice in the 

light of his theory and without regard to local'allegiance, leads later 

scholars to the conclusion that Sb7afi 43. accepts the opinion of a 

Companion only if it. is supported by other evidence. 

(1) Ikhtilgf M-alik, loc., oit. (p. 246) 

(2) Riagla, Para: 1311- 

(3) ibid., Para: 1811. 

(4) ibid. 9 Pals: 1706ff. 

(5) ibid., paref 1682ff., 1707ff-s 1714fft 1752ff. 
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If it is not possible to arrive at a decision on the bases 

mentioned above, Sh7afiCil consults the opinion of the first four Caliphs, 

his grounds for this being that they were the irrams, whose words and 

deeds would never normally have been concealed from the public, and who 

would never have neglected the sunna of the Prophet. If their opinion 

is not available, he follows the opinion of the majority of the Companions; 

if this cannot be ascertained, he chooses what is the best according to his 

own judgement (discretion)*(') 

It could be pointed out here that Shafitli assigns a special role 

to the Caliphs and considers their opinion more authoritative than that of 

any other Companion. His arguments for this, in addition to those just 

mentionedg are that they were always aware of the Bunna of the Prophet; 

and that they were the authorities (by virtue of being Caliphs) whose 

judgements and fet4as, (religious rulings) were directed to and binding 

upon. the public at large ( uTý 
ýJ I -k; 

'L 
). Fetwas given by 

other Companionst he argues, were not so binding. The other Companions 

gave their fetwas to individuals at home or during discussions 

and the general public did not pay as much attention to their opinions as 

they did to those of the Caliphs. Before issuing a judgement, Shiifiiil 

asserts, the Caliphs consulted (the public). about the ruling of the Book 

or the sunna in the particular case on which they'were to decide; if they 

were told of a ruling in the Book or the sunna, which contradicted aw 

decision they might have made, they always reversed their decision in 

favour of that ruling. 
(3) 

The assignment of a special role to the Caliphs 

in legal arguments is also traceable among the ancient scholars. 

(1) Ikhtil3f Miilik, p. 246t of. Ibn Qayy7im, I'tllim, - IV: p, 122. 
(2) Ikhtilgf al-hadIth, P- 325- (Here he refers to CUmar)* 

4 
(3) IkhtIlaf Millik, loc. , cit. 
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Auz. 3cl (1) 
described them as 11 45 

4ý : Lý 
"I 

, (the guided ralers) and 

frequently referred to their decisions and practice. 
(2) 

The t1r9qians 

and the Medinese, preferting the opinion of the Caliphs to that of other 

Companionst argued that the former knew the meaning of the QUONn and 

the sunna better than anyoni3P) However, sh7afitil and his predecessors 

alike seemed to have ignored the fact that there was no evidence that 

the reported opinions of the Caliphs were necessarily occasioned durins 

their tenure of the caliphate. It was often possible that an opinion 

ascribed to tUmarp cUthnZn or tAli had been occasioned during the 

caliphate of his predecessor, and, this being the case, the opinion in 

question should be considered as being of equal importance an those of 

other individual Companions* 

Sh7afitl places the opinions of the Successors and later 

authorities lower than those of the Gompanions. 
(4) 

He does not, in 

theoryt attach any authority to their opinion, When his interlocutor 

draws his attention to the fact that many a scholar relates the decisions 

of his predecessors I some of which he adopts and some he neglects, Sh7aficl 

says: "An opinion from a Successor or a later person is not binding 

upon any scholar; if he relates it, it is merely for his own knowledge 

and not because it is authorit ative. He either agrees or disagrees with 

it". 
(5) 

Nonetheless, in practice-Sh7afitl relies on the opinion of the 

Successors when he finds no higher authority. Fbr example, he tells his 

interlocutor that in the problem of blood-money for an injury caused by a 

slave, he relies on the opinion of Ibn Musayyab, for he does not find a 

higher authority. 
(6) 

(1) Siyar al-Auziiciv, P. 307- 
(2) Flor example, see ibid., pp. 304j 311. 
(3) Umm, VII:, p. - 11 (referring to tUmar); ibid. j p. 18 (to Mmar and vAli); 

ibid., p . 
16 (to fUthm7m). 

(4) Ikhtil3f Mglik, loc, j 
(5) Risala, para: 1254. 
(6). ibid., para: 1569-74- 
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Chapter 

Contradiction within the sunna of 
the Prophet. 

We have seen that in the course of the conflicts 

among the law schools, there arose a tendency to projeat legal 

doctrines back to earlier and earlier authorities and ultimately 

to the Prophet himself. Since all schools took thq authority 

of the Prophet as the final resort for documenting their varying 

doctrines, there inevitably emerged contradictory hadiths going 

back to the Prophet, every school having its own hadlthýto 
0 

support its fiqh doctrines. This phenomenon was taken by the 

anti-traditionists as an argument against the theory of'the tra- 

ditionists which stipulated that every detail of law must be based 

on the hadIth from the Prophet, and that this latter must be given 

priority over the hadlth from other personse The extremists 
0 

among the anti-traditionists rejected hadIths altogether as being 

mutually contradictory. The traditionists, in order to safe- 

guard the hadIth, had to find a solution to the confusing mass 
0 

of contradiction, and this challenge was taken up by Shafi q. 

During his time, the opponents of the hadith still adopted the 

contradictions between hadiths, and those between the QuOlin and 

the hadiths, as their main argument against the traditionists, 

and Sh9ficl found it very strong. He tells us: "Someone said 

to me: We find that among the hadiths of the Pro het there are 
0p 

hadiths which have corresponding texts'in the Qurlan; there are 

hadiths which agree with the qursan in principle; there are 
0 
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hadithe whose meaning is clearer than that of similar passages 

in the Qur3in;, there are hadiths which have no corresponding 

r. rovision in the qur3an; there are hadiths. which agree with 

one another and there are hadiths which contradict one another. 
a 

of those which contradict one another, some are repealed by'the 

others, but it is not known if others have been repealed. There 

are hadiths in which the Prophet makes a prohibitiorinaha) and 
9 

you, the traditionist6, hold in some cases that the prohibition 

implies an option (ikhtiyRr), and in other cases that it expli- 

citly forbids (tahrim). In addition, we find that you accept 

some of the conflicting hadIths and reject the others, We also 

find that you employ some hadiths and not others as the basis 

of analogy, but the results of your qiyas always differ* On 
. 

what grounds do you distinguish between the had7ithB with regard 
4 

to whether or not they can be the basis for qiyas ? You differ 

amongst yourselves in the acceptance of hadIths; some of you 

abandon certain hadiths and accept others, although the ones 
0 

which you accept are of no better isn5d than those which you 

abandon, and may, sometimes, even be weaker". 
(') 

We shall dis- 

cuss, -firstly, the conti-adictions between the hadIths, those 

between the hadiths and the qur2an will be examined in chapter 

Shafici was well aware that Lhe traditionists, insis- 

tence on the importance of the hadith of the Prophet and its 

priority over the tradition of subsequent authorities would be 

in jeopardy were the issue of contradictions within the hadlth 

left without a proper solution. Consequently, the entire sunni 

fiqh which relied mainly on the hadIth would have been disrupted. 
0 

(1) Ris5la, para: 569ff. 
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Therefore, he made great efforts to neutralize the anti-tradi- 

tionists' allegation of contradictions which they considered as 

grounds for rejecting the hadith altogether. Nevertheless, in 

dealing with this subject, Sýa_fic_i had to keep himself on a mode- 

rate course, for he was aware of the overwhelming growth of the 

Prophetic hadIth in support of divergent fiqh doctrines, and of 

the fact that he had, in the first place, to defend his own fiqh 

doctrines and the hadIths on which they were based against doe- 

trines of rival schools and the hadiths which documented them. 

Thus, to silence those who took the contradictions as an argument 

for rejecting the hadith altogether (ahl al-kalFxm), he had to 

refute the existence of such contradictions; on the other hand, 

when dealing with the rival schools, he had, to some extent, to 

recognise the occurrence of these contradictions and solve them 

in favour of his own fiqh doctrines and the had7iths supportins 

them. Shaficl was, therefore, not a mediator in. the conflicts 
he 

between. the schools, but/rather endeavoured to compel his oppo- 

nents to accept his theory. 

Shiificlls attitude to the alleged contradictions is 

clear and straightforward. He says explicitly, "We should never 

consider two or more hadIths from the Pr6phet as contradictory. 

If there is a way of accepting them both we should not discard 

either of them, because they are equally binding; we should con- 

sider them contradictory only when one can never possibly be applied 

without rejecting the others". 
(') 

His theory underlying this state- 

ment is that, whenever a scholar is confronted with seemingly con- 

-tradictory ýadiths he must not accept the existence of contradiction - 

(1) Ikhtiliif al-hadlth, P-330; Risala, para: 924-5. 
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without first attempting to harmonize them. To this effect he 

says, "When one'knows two ha(Fiths which seemingly contradict 
A- 

each other but finds that they can be reconciled by dis- 

tinguishing between their respective circumstancest one must 

do so". 
(') 

Shaficl devoted his Kitab ikhtilaf al-hadlth and a 
0 

substantial part of the Ris3la to solving the apparent contra- 

dictions between hadiths. 

His main technique in this is to interpret the con- 

flicting hadiths in such a way that they can be harmonised and 

be accepted together. To this effect, he analyses the factors 

which, in his opinion, apparently cause the contradiction bet- 

ween two hadIthsq and which arise principally from the misquo- 

tation and imperfect transmission of the hadlths. These factors 

are sqmmarised in the following statement: "The Prophet was an 

CArab by language and origin, and by virtue of the characteris- 

tics of this language he sometimes said something in general terms, 

intending it to be applied generally, but sometimes he said it 

in general terms, intending it to have specific implication ....... 
Sometimes the Prophet was asked about something and his reply was 

just sufficient to answer the question, but the transmitters then 

transmitted it differently. Some transmitted his fiadIth in full, 

some in brief, and some transmitted only certain points and kept 

silent about the rest. A transmitter might have heard only the 

answer and transmitted it without knowing the question, thereDy 

possibly misunderstanding the cincumstances which had occasioned 

the answer (the hadIth), Sometimes the Prophet set two sunnas. 

(1) IkhtilFLf al-hadith, p*271 
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which outwardly contradicted each otherv because of their res- 

pective circams tances, but those who heard him may have been 

unaware of these different circumstances. Sometimes the Pro- 

phet set two sunnas, occasioned by two different situations, 

the two sunnasagreeing with each other in certain implications 

but differing in others* They were then handed down by diffe- 

rent direct witnesses from the Prophet, and some of the people 

who received the sunnas from those transmitters might think 

that they contradicted each other, but in fact they did not, 

Sometimes the Prophet set a sunna prohibiting or allowing some- 

thing in general terms, and then set another sunna concerning 

the same thing but providing a different ruling couched in spe- 

cific terms with specific implications, and these two sunnas 

might possibly be thought by some people to be contradictory. 

Sometimes the Prophet set a sunna,, but subsequently repealed 

it with another and gave the reasons for doing so. However, 

certain people were unaware that ons of these was repealed, and. 

the other its repealing sunna, and so they considered that both 

were binding a nd contradictory. The majority of Muslims ( 

however, will know that the repeal has taken place and this can 

always be asccrtained. All hadIths had to be taken and applied 
0 

in the content of the terms in which they were originally couched 

and occasioned. In such circumstancesq it is ignorance to say 

that the Prophet did not distinguish between two difforing hadiths. 
0 

Thus, whenever contradiction is alleged between hadIths, it is 
either 0.. 

rooted/in imperfect memoriz'ing which gives rise to apparent 
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contradiction the reason for which is not accessible, or it springs 

merely from the. error of the transmitters". 
(') 

This lengthy state- 

ment summarises Sh-afir-l's theories about the contradictory hadlth8. 

It is in the application of these theories that he claims to have suc- 

ceeded in rendering void the opponents' allegation of contradic- 

tion between many had'Iths of the Prophet. At the same times he 

disposes of the problem posed by the differing doctrines of the 

ancient schools. By virtue of that, many hadiths can be Bafe- 

guarded. 
(2) 

ShRfitT concentrates, in the application of his technique, 

on two points: The first one is the receiving and the handing down 

of the had1th, aspects of transmission which could easily lead to 
0 

discrepancies. The other is the assumption that one of two contra- 

dictory hadIths is general and the other is elucidatory. A clear 
0 

example of the first point, in which ShifiFl demonstrates his 

technique of reconciling seemingly contradictory hadIths, occurs in 
0 (3) the problem of stocking the meat of sacrificial animals. The 

following ýadTths are involved in this problem: 

(Suffiin) Ibn tUyaina - Zuhr-i - Ab-u Maid (a 

freedman of Ibn Azhar)-. "I celebrated an cid 

with CA11 b, AbI TRlib*and I heard him saying: 
0 

There shall be none of you who eats from the 

meat of his sacrificial animals after three 

days". (4) (That is to say: Meat for one's own 

use should not be stored for more than three days). 

(1) Risala, para: 575ff. 
-(2) ibid., para: 587-. 

11 1ý k; o) If (3) ibid., para: 658ff.; Ikhtilýf al-hadlth, pp. 246-9; 'Pll 
.0 TayRlisl, Musnad, vol. I. p. 230- 

(4) Risala, para: 659- 
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A reliable man - Macmar - ZUhr; -i- - Abu cUbaid - 

rAli b. Abi TZlib: "The Prophet said: There 

shall be no one of you who eato from the meat 

of his sacrificial animals after three days". 

Ibn cUyaina - IbrahIm b, Maisara: "I heard Anas 

b. Malik saying: We slaughtered a large number 

of our sacrificial animals, and then we took 

some'of the meat as our supply to Basra". 

This hadith is intended to denote approval of 

storing the meat for more than three days, bbcause 

the Journey to Basra'from Mecca, where the sacri- 

fice was normally performed during the hajj, at 
0 

that time took more than three days. 

Wilik - AbU Zubair - Jabir b, CAbduI27ah: The 

Prophet prohibited the eating of the meat of sacri- 

ficial animals after three days, (i, e. by the per- 

son who performs the sacrifice), but he later 

said: Do eat the meat, take it as your supply on 

journeys and stock it", ('). 

Malik - cAbdullah b. Abi Bakr b. Muhammad b. cAmr 
v 

b. llazm - CAbdull7ah b. Wiiqid - OAbdull7ah b. fUmar 
6 

said: "The Prophet prohibited the eating of the 

meat of sacrificial animals". ' CAbdullah b. AbI 

Bakr said: "I mentioned that to f-Amra and she said: 

That is right, because I heard ýAlisha saying: 

(1) Ikhtil7af al-had7ith, p. 246. In Tay; TliJi, vol. Ip p. 2309 J'abir 

added: "We prepared Jerked beef from the meat and took it to 
Medinalle 
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"Bedouins used to attend the festivals of sac- 

rifice ( Cd 
P) during the time of the Prophet. 

He said: "Stock enough for three days and give 

the rest for charity".. Subsequentlyq a com- 

plaint was brought to the Prophet: 'People used 

to make full use of their sacrificial animals. 

They collected the fat and made water-skins fro)n 

the animals'* Hearing this the Prophet asked: 

"What is the complaint about 211 His audience 

replied: "Oh messenger of God, you have prohi- 

bited the stocking of the meat of sacrificial 

animals for more than three days", The Prophet 

then said: "I prohibited that because of the 

visit of the Bedouins ( to the festi- 

vals of sacrifice; but now do eat the meat, give 

. it for charity and stock it. ' (2) 

Zuhair - Abu Ishaq - cAbis b. Rabica: "I went 

, to Cý31sha and said to her: Oh mother of the 

believers, did the Prophet. prohibit the stoc- 

king of the meat of the sacrificial animals 

for more than three days, for onets own need ? 

Wisha replied: No. the number of people who 

offered the sacrificial animals used to be 

small, and so the Prophet commanded those who 

(1) i. e, more people than food. For the meaning of see 
Lane,, Arabic-English Lexico , Book Jpart 3, P. 887- 

(2) Riýalaq para: 658 , cf. lkhtllaf. al-hadýilth, P*246fs 
0 
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made the sacrifice to give away the meat to 

those who did not. You have seen yourself that 

we hid the hooves of the sacrificial animals 

and we ate them after the ienth day", ") 

Shueba - 4ibir - Shatbi - Masru-q - fA3isha: 

"We used to eat the sacrificial meat after the 

tenth day" ý2) 

Abu Dlud al-Tayiilisl (d. 204 A. H. ), Shafici'B contempo- 

rary, openly considered the hadiths; which prohibited stoc, king of 

the meat had been abrogated, and were thus no longer applicable. 
(3) 

Shaficl held that a person was allowed to eat and keep for himself 

what he liked (any amount for any length of time) from his sacri- 

ficial animals, provided that the sacrifice was not obligatory 

upon 4im, although it was recommended that he gave some of it 

away'to the needy. However, he was not allowed to eat or keep it 

if the sacrifice was obligatory as would be the case for the ful- 

filment of a vow or in expiation of. a breach of the state of ri- 

tual consecration during the pilgrimage. 
(4) According to, him, 'the 

hadiths reported respectively by CAU and CAbdullah b. cUmar, which 
a 
prohibited stocking the meat for the provision of more than three 

days, had been abrogated and were thus no longer applicable. 
(, 9) 

The telling hadith for the abrogation, Shgfitl argues, is the one 

reported by cA3isha concerning the Bedouin8 attending the festi- 

vals of sacrifice. He pointed outthat the apparent contradiction 

(1) Tayalisl:, Musnad, vol. 1, pp*230f- 

. 
(2) ibid. 

(3) ibid. 
(4)Ikhtil'gf al-hadith, P-247f. 

(5) Ris*51a, para: 662ff. 
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was caused by the imporfect reception and transmission of the 

hadiths doncerned, and he explicitly says: "It is proved that 

cAll and tAbdullRh b. rUmar heard only the prohibition of the 

stocking; and the Prophet's subsequent permission did 

not reached them, If the permission had reached them they would 

have related it together with the prohibition. The'prohibi 
, 
tion 

was abrogated by the permission; that a transmitter heard the 

former does not imply that he knew the latter. With regard to 

the reported tradition from Anas b. M3lik, only two probabilities 

are possible; either he heard only the permission but not the pre- 

vious prohibition, or he heard both the prohibition and the sub- 

sequent permission, but since the prohibition was abrogated he 

did not mention it, Each of those transmitters (tAfil, OAbdullah 

and Anas b. MRlik) conveyed what they had heard, and it was the 

duty of anyone who heard something from the Prophet to adhere to 

it until the contrary was heard from the Prophet. It is for 

this reason that their reports apparently contradict-one another. 

When cT3isha reported that the Prophet had prohibited the stoc- 

king of sacrificial meat for more than three days and subsequent- 

ly had permitted it, an d had explained that the reason for the 

prohibition was the participation of the Bedouins in the festi- 

vals, it is obvious that the had1th which she reported is the only 
0 

one which'is perfectly preserved from the beginning to the end 

together with the reason for the prohibition and the permission. 

Therefore, it is enjoined upon everyone who knows this hadIth 

to adhere to it ............... It is undeniable that certain 

had1ths are. not perfectly memorized and preserved,,. A had-ith may 
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have been Memorized partially by different memorizers, one re- 

calling its beginning and another its ending, and each of them 

transmitting what he knew". 

Shiificl seems uncertain about the implication, in the 

hadith reported by Wisha, of the prohibition of stocking for 

more than three days because of the participation of the Bedouins 

in the festivals, and of the subsequent permission to stock, 

eat or give it away as charity ( APs-p). on -one occasion he says 

that both the prohibition and the permission are conditional; 
"I when there is a participation ( 40ý>ýý ) in the festival of people 

who look forward to receiving the sacrificial meat, the prohibi- 

tion stands; on the other hando if there is no such participation, 

the permission prevailsý')This shows that he also maintains that 

it is possible for the prohibition to be repealed and thus not 

applichble in all circumstances. Someone might, therefore, stock 

or give away the meat of his sacrificial animals as he liked. 

However, in Ikhtilgf al-hadIth, ShFtficl holds that the forbidding 

of the stocking of the meat for more than three days for-reasons 

of al-daffah, implies an option and not a specific and absolute 

prohibition Thereforet regardless of al-daffah, one 

was free to stock or to give away the meat as one wished without 

restriction, provided that the sacrifice was not an obligatory 

one. This seems to be his final decision about the hadIth, Ikhti- 

laf al-hadIth being. the latest of his treatises. (2) 
Furthermore, 

this interpretation corresponds to his own fiqh doctrine. ' ShRfiCl 

based this interpretaticin on 9. XXII: 36 whichq according to him, 

(1) ibid., para: 672. 

(2) Cf. Schacht, The OrIging PP-939 330- 
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provides that a sacrificial animal- is to be, eaten by the person, 

who offers the animal or to be used to feed the needy and casual 

visitors and passers-by This last interpretation 

shows that, at. the last stage of his thinking, Slia-ficl consi- 

dered that no abrogation had taken place in the hadIths Per- 

taining to the stocking of the meat of sacrificial animals, Never- 

theless he achieves his aims of showing that the cause of the appa- 

rent contradictions within the hadIths, lay in their imperfect 

reception and transmission& 
0 

Another technique used by ShafItI to reconcile the appa- 
is 

rently contradictory hadIthe is to assume that one had'i-th/general 

and the other is elucidatory. 

Shaficl insisted op... and practised this method of inter- 

pretation consistently throughout his polemics against the anti- 

traditionists.. Thereby, many a 4adith which might have been under- 

mined. by an apparent contradictiong was upheld, For example, hd 

says, 
(1)"Since 

the Prophet has permitted tarRyg (the exchange - 

sale -'of fresh dates for dried dates is permitted provided that 

he who receives the fresh dates has their bulk made up when they 

have dried to an amount equivalent to that which he gave the other 

party), his prohibition of the sale of fresh dates for-dried dates 

and muzRbana 
(2) is a general ruling stated in general terms, but 

it was intended with specific implication 

In addition, he says that every ruling em- CTP 
is 

bodied in a hadIth which/couched in general terms must be taken 

(1) Ikhti]7af al-hadith, P-321, 
0 

(2) Exchange of fresh fruit for dried dates or of fresh grapes 
for raisins* 
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in its explicit sense, unless there is an indication to the con- 

trary in another hadIth of the Prophet, the consensus of scholars 

or the testimony of the transmitters who took the hadIth directly 

from the ProPhett since such transmitters and general scholars 

are always aware of what was heard and handed down from'the Pro- 

phet. 
(l) This theory must not, however, be considered contradic- 

tory to his own theory of general/elucidatory relationship bet- 

ween hadiths, for the latter theory can only be upheld when the 

elucidatorY hadith is accessible, the general hadIth otherwise 

being upheld. Indeed, both theories were intended to uphold the 

had1ths, 

A. clear example of reconciliation on the basis of 

general/elucidatory relationship between the hadIths, occurs in 

the problem of injury caused by an animal. 
(2 The hadIths involved 

0 
are: 

Malik - Ibn ShihAb - Ibn Musayyab and Ab7u Salama 

b. cAbdul Rahman - Ab7u Huraira: "The Prophet 
0 

said: Injury c aused by an animal is not ac- 

tionable. 

Malik - Ibn Shihab - Hariim b, Sacd b. Muh1sa: 
009 

"A camel belonging to Barra3 b., t7Azib entered 

the market-garden of a certain people and 

damaged it. The Prophet ruled. that the owners 

of properties were responsible for guarding them 

-(1) RiSH para: 881f., cf. para: 818,821,923; Ikhtiliif al- 
hadlth, pp-56,150ff-P 167. 

(2) 
- ibid, j* pp. 406f 
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during day-time, but damaged caused by animals 

at night must be compensated for by the owners 

of the animals". 
t 

Ayy5b b. suwaid - AuzKtI - Zuhri - Haram b. 
a 

Satd b. Muhlea - Barra) b. CRzib: "A camel of 
00 

mine entered a farm of an ansRrl and caused 

damaged to it. The Prophet ruled that the 

owners of farms were responsible for guarding 

them during day-time., but the owners of animals 

were responsible for damage caused by them at 

night". 

The only difference between the second and the third. 

hadIths is that in the latter the ruling stipulates farms speci- 

fically, whereas the former deals with properties in general. 

Both represent the doctrine of the Medinese which was adopted by 

Shaficl that damage caused by roving animals at night is action- 

able. The first hadIth represents the 'IrRqian doctrineýl) MTxlik 
0 

knew the hadlths: which supported the doctrine of the tIriiqian and 

the Medinese respectively, 
(a)but did not reconcile the apparent 

contradiction. Howeverl ShFific-I harmonized them on the grounds 

that the contradiction was merely apparento Adopting the third 

hadIth he says: "We accept this hadIth on the grounds that it is 

authentic, its isnRd being uninterrupted and its transmitters known, 

This hadith does not contradict the hadlth because V. Y 

the latter is a statement couched in general terms but intended 

(1) Sarakhsig Mabeiltg volo XXVIA p. 192. 

(2) Muwattalp'iol. 119 P. 869. 
0 

lb - 
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with specific implication. Since the Prophet has made that 

staýement and he himself has made different judgements for 

different circumstances, this shows that damage caused by ani- 

mals is eli&ible for compensation in certain cases (i. e when 

the damage takes place at night) but not in. other cases". 

Shafirl further considers this conclusion as a general rule 

applicable to all.. cases of damage caused by animals when their 

owners are not responsible for supervising them. Thus, riders, 

herdsmen and guides are responsible for damage caused by animals 

under their control, but they are not responsible for strays. 

From this example it can be seen that Shaficl, in his effort to 

reconcile the apparent contradictions, does not merely endeavour 

to protect the hadIth from those who assume the contradiction 
. 

in order to reject them, but is able at the same time to create 
7 

a certain harmony between the rival schools. 

The distinction between implicitly specific and-expli- 

citly general implications of a ruling or statement is also used 

by cj*hafic7i to reconcile the hadith and' a generally accepted fiqh 

doctrine, so that both can be accepted and the doctrine can be 

held to remain within the scope of the had1th. In this respect, 

he brings into his arguments other considerations which, accor- 

ding to his view point, support his theory; these include the 

ge neral ruling of the jurtan, that of other hadiths and the qiyas, 

either collectively or individually, 

An example of this kind of reconciliation occurs in 

the problem of whether women can be barred from going out of 

their houses to mosqUeAl) The generally accepted rule is that 

(1) Ikhtil7af al-hadlth, pp. 166ff. 
0 
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womerL are barred from going out of their homes except with the 

permission of their husbands, or custodians if un- 

married,, even though their 'going out' is for good and recog- 

nized reasons like religious activities. But there are hadIths 
0 

which make 'going out' to mosques an exception to that generally 

accepted rule, It is obvious that the had1ths are in support 

of a fiqh doctrine, The hadiths are: 
0 

Some scholars - Muhammad b. cAmr b. cAlqama 
0 

Ab7u salama - Abu- Huraira: "The Prophet said: 

Do not prevent women from, going out to mos- 

ques; if they go out they should be without 

perfume (or beautification)", 

Suffiin - Zuhrli - S9.1im - SRlim's father (i. e 

CAbdullah b. rUmar): "The Prophet said: If a 

women of one of you asks for permission to go 

to the mosque, he should not Prevent her". 

ShFLfitl tells us that he was approached by a group of 

people questioning the implication of the two hadithe in the con- 

text of their relation to the fiqh doctrine, This approach 

tended to disparage the hadIths. His answer to them is that the 

hadiths are couched in general terms but intended with specific 0 
implication; a woman cannot be prevented from going to the Haram 

mosque (in Mecca) to perform obligatory-pilgrimage (ýajj or cumra). 

Shafici bases this on other hadIths from the Prophet, on the 
0 

Qur3iin and on the ijm7ic. When asked for the basis of his 
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interpretation of the two aforesaid hadlths as intended with 

specific implication, he says that the basis is authentic hadIths 

of the Prophet over which no controversy is known. They are: 

Wilik - Sacild b. Abl Satld - AbU Huraira: 

"The Prophet said: It is not permissible for 

a woman believing in Allah and the Day of Judge- 

ment to travel for a one-day-and-one-night jour- 

ney except in the company of her near-relative 

C ) ff * 

Ibn cUyaina - cAmr b, Din7ar - Ab_u Ma tbad - Ibn 

'-Abbas: "I heard the Prophet saying a sermon: 'No 

man is allowed to be alone with a woman in close 

proximity; it is forbidden for a %oman to travel 

except in the company of a near relativel. Then 

a man from his audience stood up and said: IQh 

messenger of God, I have been given the oppor- 

tunity of buying my own freedom in 
a 

such and such/military expedition, but my 

wife is setting out on the journey of pilgrimage'. 

Thereupon, the Prophet said: 'You should go on 

the pilgrimage with your wife' 

ShafiCT's opporents are of two kinds, the one holding 

that it is the duty of custodians to prevent women from going to 

mosquesaltogethert and hence rejecting totally the first two 

(1) Tapilis7ij MuSnad p vol-I, P-124 III want to join such and 
such a military expedition"s 
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hadiths which permit women going to mosques. This group resorts 
0 
instead to the second two hadiths which impose a prohibition on 

women's travel except in the company of their near relatives. The 

other group holds that no women can be prevented from going to any 

mosque, neither by ruling authorities nor by her husband nor other 

custodians; this group resorts to the explicit ruling of the first 

two hadIths and implicitly disregards the second two. Refuting 

the interpretation'of both groups, Shaficl takes the middle course 

and interpret the first two hadIths as being applicable only to 

the Harim mosque; a woman cannot be prevented from going to this 

mosque if her 'going' is part of the obligatory pilgrimage. Accor- 

ding to him, the second two hadIths mean that a woman cannot be 

prevented from the journey necessary to perform the obligatory 

pilgrimage, and they thus serve to explain his interpretation of 

the first two had1ths. In addition to that, q 111: 97 declares 

"Allah has enjoined the hajj upon people who can afford the Jour- 

ney"t and it is reported from the Prophet that 'being able to 

afford the journey' means being able to afford to provisions and 

transport. There fore, if a woman can afford that and is physi- 

cally fit for the journey, she is obliged to go on a pilgrimage; 

and it is forbidden to prevent her from it, Further, according 

to Sh7afiýlio it is analogous with the ruling which forbids, preven- 

ting someone from other religious obligations like prayers and 

fasting. If a woman's custodian is unable or unwilling to accom- 

pany hero he is not obliged to do so and she may travel with Lrust- 

worthy women as long as the journey is safe. Here ShFLfici7 con- 

cludes that a woman is barred from going for a journey if the 
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journey is not obligatory, but if it is obligatory she cannot be 

barred. This, according to him, is analogous with the imposition 

of the penalty of banishment for an unmArried adulteress, which 

is embodied in a hadith from the Prophet and which subjects her 
0 

to a Journey 
. 
and to mixing with men who are not her near relatives, 

the 
and to/journeys she is obliged to make in order to appear before 

a judge for litigation. Further more, Sh9fitl argues, on the autho- 

rity of ijmFC, (1) that a husband or custodian is not obliged to 

give permission to his wife or woman to go to the mosque for the 

weekly Jumca prayer or the daily congregational prayers, which 

are not obligatory upon her. He adds, on the authority of the 

Companions, that the wives of the Prophet were never reported to 

have gone out of their homes for Jumcah or congregational prayersp 

and that cUmar was reported to have prevented the widows'of the 

Prophet from going out on the pilgrimage because they had already 

performed their obligatory pilgrimagee 

In certain cases, Shafilci neutralises apparent contra- 

dictions by accepting both the allegedly contradictory had1ths in 

the light of the recognition that contradiction. in such cases are 

permissible, An example of this occurs in the problem of the 

number of washing to be done for each part of the body involved 

in the minor ritual ablution (wudU'). (2) 
One report says that the 

0 
Prophet washed hisface and hands only once and rubbed his head 

once; another report says he washed each of his face, hands and 

feet and rubbed his head three times; the third report says that 

he washed his face three times his hands twice, rubbed his head 

Ikhtilaf al-liadlth, pp. 170,176. He said, "I know no one who 

disagrees ......... I know none of the muftls who disagrees". 
(2) ibid., pp. 59f. (These parts of the body are hands, face, 

head and feet)& 
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once and washed his feet once. Accepting all three hadiths, 

Shafici propounds that the hadiths by no means contradict one 

anothert even if they differ over the number of waBhings per- 

mitted, and they thereby do not cancel one another out, Accor- 

ding to him, the minimum number of washings required is one,, but, 

the more the better. (') 
Another example, cited here in order to 

illustrate the theory more clearly, occurs in the squabble about 

the wording of the tashahhud (an obligatory reading in a prayer. 

Shiifitl tells us that there are four hadIths from the Prophet re- 

ported by transmitters from different regionsp Medina, Basra and 

Kufa, each bearing their respective local isnads and different 

wording of the tashahhud. He concludes that the had-iths resem- 

ble one another and are all intended for the glorification of God 

and submission to the Prophet's message; they are, therefore, 

equally valid and authentic. The apparent contradictions, accor- 

ding to Shafitl, were probably caused by the imperfect memory of 
had 

the Companions whom the Prophet/taught the wording, though the' 

prophet would later have recognized the wording memorized by eve- 

ry individual Companion for there was no essential- differencein meaning 

between them. This is on analogy with the wording of certain 

verses of the qur3gn on which certain Companions disagreed; 

the Prophet is said subsequently to have recognized the 'reading' 

(1) cf. above P- 38 

(2) ibid.,, pp. 61ff, 'Rialla para: 737 ff.; Tay; ilisl, Musn`ad, 
pp. 101f. 0 
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of each of them, there being no difference in meaning between 

them. 
(') 

Thusi variation in th6 reading or wording of a non- 

qur)ýnic text like the tashahhud, was the more easily permitted 

so long as the meaning did not change. Nevertheless, Shýfitl 

declares his preference for the hadIth reported on the authority 
0 

of Ibn cAbbýis for it contains more words than theýother versions,. 

which implied that it is the most perfect one. 
(2) 

In his efforts to repudiate allegations of contradiction 

and win general acceptance of the hadith, Shiifitl also endeavours 
0 

to harmonize apparently conflicting hadirths by interpreting each 
0 

one as having a restricted and particular implication and by 

showing that, far from containing any conflict of meaning, these 

hadiths complement one another. 

I Risala para: 752. The alleged hadith representing this 
anecdote is as follows: 11CUmar b. al-Khaýtab heard Hisham 
b. Ijaklm reciting Q XXV not according to the $reading' which 
the Prophet had tauý. rht him (cUmar).. Ile was very angry and 
took Hisham to the Prophet. Hearing CUmar's complaint, the 
Prophet asked IlishZm to recite the disputedchapter of the 
Qur32in. Having listened to Hish9m1s recitation, the Prophet 
approved of his 'reading' as in accordance with the 'reading' 
originally revealed. Then the Prophet asked-cUmar to recite; 
having listened to him, the Prophet approved of his 'reading' 
as he did Hish3mls. Finally the Prophet declared: This 
qur3an was'revealed in (-ýý ,i (seven readings), read 
according to the one which is easiest -. 116) to you". 
(the word_t-Fis borrowed from q LXXIII: 20, thus the 
authenticity of the hadlith is doubtful).. 

(2) i. e. Sh3ficl prefers a hadith whose content exceeds that of 
the others. See below t. 191 1, 
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A clear example of this occurs in the problem of relie- 

ving oneself with one's face or back towards the qibla. 
(l) 

Two 

hadiths are alleged to contradict each other: 
0 

Sufyan - Zuhri - cAia3l b. YazId al-Laithi - 

AbTi Ayyab al-Ansgri; the Prophet said: "Let 

him who relieves himself. or makes water not 

face the qibla or turn his back to it; 'but 

rather turn right or left at rightangles to it. 

AbTi Ayyiib said: "When w, e entered Syria we 

found water-closets already built facing the 

qibla, we therefore turned at rightangles and 

asked God's forgiveness"* 

Wilik Yahyii bý SaCId - Muhammad b. Yahya b. 

Habblin his uncle WFLsic b.. Habb2in - CAbdulliih 

b. cUmar. - "Some people have said: 'Whenever 

you relieve yourzelf you should face neither 

t he qibla (i. e.. towards Mecca) nor Jerusalem'. 

However, when I was on the roof of our house I 

saw the Prophet at a distance relieving himself 

sitting on two clay bricks facing in the 

direction of Jerusalem". 

ShRfic! argues that the two hadiths are equally valid 
0 

and do not conflict with each other; the hadith reported by AbU. 
0 

AYYUb is applicable to dn open space like the desert, where 

relieving oneself may cause discomfort and inconvenience to people 

(1) Ikhtilaf al-hadith, p. 269; Risiila para: 811ff. 
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performing prayersq and is, moreover, disrespectful to such 

people and the, qibla itself. The hadith reported by Ibn CUmar; 

on the other hand, indicates that relieving oneself in water- 

closets inside houses or betwem houses, facing or with'their 

backs towards the qibla is permitted, as this would not cause any 

such discomfort, inconvenience or disrespect. (') 

The following traces Sh9fitilldetailed thinking in the 

solution of the alleged contradiction between the two hadiths: 
40 

"The Prophet of God, living among thecArabs, 

few of whom possessed water-closets even when 

they lived in houses, instructed them (on how 

to relieve themselves) in a manner which might 

have one of two meanings: Firstly, since they 

(the'rArabs) were in the habit of going out 

into the desert to relieve themselves, (the 

Prophet) ordered them neither to face the. qibla 

nor to turn their backs to it, for it was easy 

to avoid facing the qibla and turning their 

backs to it in the open desert. Since it often 

happened*that those who went out to answer the 

call of nature in the desert were seen uncovered 

by men performing prayer, they were ordered to 

respect the qibla of God by avoiding exposure 

of the uncovered portion of their bodies to men 

performing prayer. This is the meaning more 

consistent with (the Prophet's) instructions. 

(1) Ikhtil2if al-hadithp P. 270. 

(2) Risala, para: 813-20.. 
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But God knows bestl 

Secondly,. it is possible that (the Prophet) pro- 

hibited men from going out to relieve themselves 

in the open desert-in places which might face 

the qibla in order to protect from such impurity 

both the qibla and those who performed prayers 

towards it. It is possible that AbU AyyUb heard 

this hadith from the Prophet related in a general 
0 

manner, and therefore applied it to both the 

desert and houses, making no distinction between 

facing the qibla in the open desert and in water- 

closets within houses in which those who relieved 

themselves would be hiddefi. He (Abli Ayy5b) seems 

to have related the-hadith in a general manner, 
0- 

as he had heard it. It is indeed the duty of all 

who hear hadirths related in a general manner to 

transmit them in such a way until or unless they 

find (qualifying) evidence rendering them specific. 

Because Ibn EUmar related that he had seen the 

Prophet relieving himself while facing (the qýbla 

of) Jerusalem, which implies that he would 

necessarily have had to turn his back on the Kaltba, 

he objected to those who held that one should 

neither face the qibla nor turn his back on it 

while relieving himself. He asserted that nobody 

should prohibit an act which the Prophet himself 

had permitted.. He (Ibn EUmar) does not seem to 

have heard the Prophet's order concerning relieving 
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b 

oneself in the open desert and distinguishing 

between the performance of that act in the 

desert and in houses, for, had he heard it, he 

would have cited the specification concerning 

the houses just as he had heard it and would 

have distinguished between the two in the way 

the Prophet did, because of the differences in 

conditions between houses and the open desert. 

This is an indication that anyone who hears an 

order from the Prophet should accept it and 

observe closely until such time as he may dis- 

cover a second and differing order from the 

Prophett', 

The technique of reconciliation by restricting'the 

meaning of each hadith to its own particular application2 is also 
0 

used by Shaficl in the problem of ritual purity and impurity of 

water. 
('). 

Four had-iths are alleged to contradict each other: 

lo Reliable men - Ibn AbI Dhilb - reliable men 

or cUbaidulfah bo cAbdul Rahm7in al-cAdavýl - 0 
Abli Sacld al-Khudri: A man asked the Prophet 

about the ritual purity of the water of 

Badaca well where dogs and menstrual waste 

used to be thrown, and the Prophet said: 

"Nothing can defile water". 

2. AbU Zann9d - al-A CraJ - AbU Huraira: The 

Prophet said, "When a dog laps from a 

(1) Ikhtiliif al-hadlth pp. 105ff, cf. Ibn qutaiba, Ta3wlll P- 336 
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container belonging to one of you, wash it 

seven times". (') 

Reliable men - Walld b. KathIr - Muhammad b. 

cAbb7id b. Jacfar - CAbdullah b. tAbdullah b. 

cUmar - ItUmar: The Prophet said, "It the 

quantity of water is at least two qullas, it 

cannot be defiled", 

Sufyan b. tUyaina - AbU ZannRd - MUsa b. ýbl 

cUthmiin - his father - AbU Huraira: The 

Prophet said, "Let none of you urinate in 

still water and subse quently bathe in it".. 

Shafic holds that the hadiths are equally valid and do 
0 

not contradict one another, each of them being applicable according 

to its particular content. The Badaca well was wide, he adds, and 

contained plenty of water; so much so that the contamiýating stuffs 

(anjas) thrown in it did not change the colour, the taste or the 

smell of the water. This being the case, he says, the Prophet was 

asked whether a ritual ablution could be performed by usina the 

water from the well, and he answered that nothing could contaminate 

'-he water. The Prophet's answer, says ShaficT, may be understood 

to apply to any amount of water even though it be less than the 

water in the well, though it is undoubtedly applicable to water of 

the same amount or more.. The hadIth about the washinc, of 

containers from which a dog has drunk makes it clear that the 

Prophet's answer to the question about the water of the well is 

(1) In another version reported by AbU Huraira but with a different 
isnRd the phrase "the first washing , or one of them should be 
; =th water mixed with earth" ir, added, cf. Malikj Muwatta7, 
P. 34. The word 'drinks' is in the 
place of the word 'laps' 
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applicable only to amounts of water equivalent to or more than 

the water of the well, for, as one may imagine, a domestic con- 

tainer (inP) is very small compared to a well, The hadith about 
0 

the dog drinking shows that a small quantity of water is made 

ritually impure by the slightest contact with the contaminator 

even if no change occurs in its taste, smell or colour. But, 

ShRficI argues,, where does the dividing line lie between a small 

quantity of water which easily becomes impure and a large quantity 

which does. not become impure in this way.. the answer to this 

question, according to him, is to be found in the hadIth related 
0 

by Walld b. Kathlr in which the Prophet declares that a quantity 

of two qullas(l) of water does not become ritually impure. In 

other words, the measurement of two qullas is the dividing line; 

a quantity of water of two qullas or more cannot-be made ritually 

impure provided its colour, taste-and smell are not changed; but 

less than two qullas of water is rendered ritually impure by the 

mere contact with the contaminator. Thus, Shaficir concludes, this 

last hadith (concerning the two qullas of water) agrees on the one 
0 

side with the hadith about Badaca well, and on the other with that 

concerning the container licked by a dog. 

Sh9fiCI continues, with regard to the fourth hadIth 

("Let none of you urinate in still water and subsequently bathe in 

it"), there is no indication that this hadilth contradicts the 

others, If 'still water' means water which is (by virtue of being 

less than two qullas) subject to ritual impurity, the hadith is 

cimilar to those reported by Walld b. Kathlr and AbU Huraira. If 

(1) Ikhtilýf al-hadith, pp.. 108f. 
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it means any still water, the normative precedents (sunna) con- 

tained in the hadith reported by Walld b. Kathir and that about 

Badaca well lead us to the understanding that the prohibition of 

urinating in still water denotes that the action is optional 

Ukhtiylir) and not that the urine causes the water to become 

ritually impure. This is by analogy with relieving oneself at a 

place where people pass-by, halt on a Journey or gather; it is 

prohibited in the sense that, since relieving oneself at such a- 

place may cause inconvenience to the public, it is not advisable 

though not absolutely disallowed. 

Shýfic'l further repudiates the opponents' arguments to 

the effect that this fourth hadith is contradictory to that reported 

by Wa13 Id b.. KathIr and that about*Badaca well, and their conclusion 

that urinating in still water makes the water become ritually impure. 

He argues on the basis of analogy with urinating in the sea and in 

a wide lake; according to ijmRC, in both cases, the water does not 

become impure, despite the fact that the water in the lake and sea 

is still at certain times. 

A similar exercise in reconciliation between two seemingly 

contradictory hadiths occurs in Shaficlls treatment of the question 

as to whether dawn-prayer should be performed at day-break (al- 

isfRr) or at half-light (darkness, taghlIs). 
(l) 

Two hadi7ths 

involved are: 

Ibn CUyaina - Muhammad b. CAjlan - cýsim b. 

cUinar b. Qat9da Mahm7ud b. Lablb - R2if it b. 
0 

Khadij: The Prophet said, "Start your dawn- 

prayer at day-break (i6far), for it is most 

pious that you do so at that time"* 

c 

ibid. 3, pp. 207ff- ; Risala, para: 774ff. 

cf. Tayal :, 3.9 I, PP- 73f See below p. 187. 
a 
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2. Sufyan b. CUyaina - Zuhri - CUrwa - CANisha: 

"They, the Muslim women, used to perform the 

dawn-prayer with the Prophet and then they 

dispersed to their homes wrapped up in their 

robes and unrecognized by anyone because of 

the darkness (al-ghala's)". 

Shaficl prefers the prayer to be perform? d during the 

ghalas as advocated in the second hadith. He propounds lengthy 

arguments in favour of this hadIth when the'opponents(l) claim 
a 

that the two hadiths contradict each other and that the hadlth of 

isfar prevails over that of ghalas. However, when-the opponents 

begin to discuss the possibility of reconciling the two hadl-ths, 
0 

ShRfifl argues. that they complement each other and should both be 

accepted. 
(2) 

To this effect he declares that the hadilth stipulating 

ghalas*indicates that Performing the dawn-prayer at the earliest 

possible time is meritorious, and that this is supported by the 

general ruling of q 11: 238, other sunnas of the Prophet and the 

practice of the Companions. He adds, "Since the Prophet urged people 

to perform prayers at the beginning of their respective scheduled 

times, saying that such performance was meritorious, there were 

evidently those who performed the dawn-prayer before the emergence 

of the final dawn The Prophet exhorts them, * 'Offer 

your dawn-prayer when it becomes yellow (when the sky lights up with. 

(1) i. e. The cIraqilins, cf.. AbU YUsuf, WthRr, p. 20. 

(2) Ikhtilgf al-hadith, p. 210, Rigglappara: 805ff, 
0 
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5) ) dawn has the dawn)'. That is to say, when the final C! " 

conspicuously emerged". 
(') 

By this, ShRficl wants to establish 

that both the hadith stipulating isfar and that advocating ghalas 

have the came basic meaning, which is that it is best to perform 

the dawn-prayer at the beginning of its scheduled time. 

As mentioned above, 
(2) 

Shaficl is not always able to 

neutralize the allegations of contradiction amongst the hadIths, 
0 

and is even compelled, on occasions, to recognize its existence, 

when the fiqh doctrines which the hadil"ths are made to support, are 

in head-on collision. 
(3) 

In such cases, 
-ShRficT, 

as one might 

anticipate, solves the contradiction in favour of his own doctrines 

and their supporting hadiths at the expense of those that support 
0 

the doctrines of other schools. However, he never disparages a 

hadith from the Prophet on the basis of a second hadith from 
00 
another authority. He explicitly. says: "We should never abandon 

a hadith of the Prophet except when there is another had'ith from 
6 

him contradicting it,,. (4) 
His recognition of the existence of 

contradiction and his arguments for reje6tion. of the hadirths which 
0 

contradict his fiqh doctrine, point to his own admission týat the 

spurious attribution' of doctrines to the authority of the Prophet 

for the purposes of documenting the fiqh has taken place during 

and before his time. 

(1) The existence of real and false dawns is expressed 
in the hadirth of the Prophet: "There are two dawns, the first is 
like th*e tail of a lion in which nothing (i. e. no prayer) 
is permitted and nothing (i. e. no eating for a person who wants to 
fast) prohibited. The other is the one whose sign is clearly seen 
and by those emergence prayer is permitted and eating for one who 14 

intend to fast for the coming day, is prohibited L6A-Pj%)II. 
RisRia, para: 810. 

(2) p. 152.0 . (3) Ris7ila, para: 925. 
(4) Ikhtil7if r4ilik, p. 177. (5) Umm, Vol. IVP P. 40 

(See above P. -50). 
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In dealing with a contradiction, Shafitl looks at the 

conflicting hadiths from two aspects: Their substance (matn) and 

their isnad. With regard to matn, he disposes of the contradiction 

by assuming the abrogation of the hadith adhered to by his 

opponents, 
(1) 

and by mean of other considerations, (which will be 

discussed later in this chapter p. 187) which, according to his 

view point, strengthen his own hadIths. - With regard to the isn7id, 

he argues that one of the two contradictory hadIths, naturally his 

own, is more authentic than the other. To this effect he says: 

"When hadiths from the Prophet contradict one another the contradic- 
0 

tion is of two kinds: The one is a case of abrogation, and in this 

we should always observe the repealing had-arth and abandon the one 
0 

which has been repealed. The other is when there-is no indication 

of repealq and in such a case we should adhere to the had'31th which 
(2) 

is more authentic". "Two contradictory hadilths can never be 

equally reliable, and, therefore, we should choosa the more 

authentic of them",. (3) 

We shall have occasion to examine Shafiq's theory on the 

isn2id in Chapter 9; my intention in the present discussion is to 

discuss his techniques for determining which of two hadIths prevails 
0 

over the other on the basis of the isnlid, when they contradict each 

other and no reconciliation is possible. It was an extremely common 

practice of the ancient schools that, whenever a hadith was to be 

(1) The theory of abrogation in. the hadith will be discussed below 
P- 195. 

(2) Ikhtilaf Malik, loc. cit. 
(3) RisRla, para: 588. 
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disparaged because it conflicted with the doctrine of a particular 

school, the exponents of the school argued that the hadith was 
0 

unreliable because of the unreliability of its isnýd, and they 

thereby rejected the authenticity of the hadirth. ShRficl em. ploys- 

the same argument to repudiate hadiths of the Prophet used by his 
0 

opponents to support their fiqh doctrines. For example, he rejects 

two hadiths of the Prophet on which his opponents base their doctrine. 
0 

According to these hadliths, the Prophet wiped and sprinklod his febt" 

instead of washing them in wudU' (minor ritual ablution). Shlificl 
0 

argues that hadIth scholars do not accept the isnad of one of the 
0 

had'i"ths as reliable, and that, although the isnad of the other 
0 
hadilth is reliable (hasan, 'good'), nonetheless its content is 

similar to that of the hadith which is rejected, and that is should 

therefore also be rejected. 
(') 

Besides the bold assertion that an t1accepted" hadith is 

authentic and a dissenting hadith is not, there are several techniques 

propounded by ShRfjCI by which the choice between conflicting hadirths 

can be made on consideration of the isnýd. The first of these was 

the preferrinG of one hadith to another on the basis of the seniority 

of its first transmitter in age and companionship with the Prophet. 

This seniority, according to Shaficli, makes the isn7id of one hadil 'th 

stronger than that of another, and hence the former must prevail. 
(2) 

Thus a had"Ith related by an older transmitter is to be preferred to 

a conflicting hadith told by a younger transmitter.. Al-HamadhaCi(3) 

(d. 584) says that the reason behind this was that the older, trans- 

mitter was believed to have known the hadilth at a more mature age or 
0 

(1) Ikhtilaf al-hadith, pp. 206f. 
9 

(2) RisRl, -t, para: 722f, 772; cf. Ikhtilgf al-hadlith, p. 2. 
(3) Ictibar, p.. 7.43. 
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at the age of puberty, a consideration which carried weight for 

the reliability of the transmission of the had'ith. Moreover, the 
0 

older transmitter was expected to be earlier with regard to his 

conversion to Islam, and therefore his companionship with the 

Prophet should have begun earlier and lasted longer, and such a 

transmitter was believed to have had'greater understanding of the 

words and the actions of the Prophet. We find this idea expressed 

by the Medinese and implicitly approved by Shiifitl: 'IcUmar knew 

the hadith of the Prophet better than Sacd b. Ab3r Waqq3s". 
(') 

Shafirl explicitly says, "Abu Huraira was the'oldest transmitter 

and the best memorizer (, L. ) of his time" 
(2 

The theory 

of seniority by age was clearly not restricted to transmitters of 

the first generation (the Companions), but. was also applicable to 

transmitters of the subsequent generation (the Successors). This 

can be seen from a remark of Shafir-l's to his Egyptian Medinese 

interlocutor: "Sulaim3n b. YasRr (d. circa 107 A. H. ) was as old as 

or even older than qasim b. Muýammad (d, 107 A. H. ). If you regard 

the opinion of the later as authentic, you ought the more to accept 

the opinion of the former as authentic".. 
(3) A statement to the 

same effect is found in the work of Shafiqts contemporary, Tayalisi, 

thou6h it is on this occasion expressed in a had3rth from the 
0 

Prophet: "He shall be imam whose knowledge of the Book of God is 

greatest and whose 'reading' is the most ancient. " If they be alike 

in this respect, he shall be imam whose hijra predated that of the 

others. If they be alike in this, he shall be imiim whose age is 

oldest". 
(4) It is clear from the above that earliness in hijra and 

seniority of age were meant to imply earliness in conversion to Islam. 

(1) Ikhtillif Mýlikj P. 199. (3) Ikhtilaf M7ilik, p. 202. 

(2) Ris2ila, para: 772. (4) Tayglis-i, Musnad, I, P. 131. 
0 
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and seniority in companionship with the Prophet, and hence superio- 

rity in knowledge of Islam. 

An illustration of this point occurs in the case of the 

method of performing the prayer at a time of fear, (war, emergency 

etc. ) ShRficl preferring a hadIth related by Khawat b. Jubair to 
0 

another related by Ibn cUmar. When asked for the reason for his 

preference, Sh7ifigl replies t. hat KhawRt was senior to Ibn tUmar with 

regard to companionship with the Prophet and to age, and, in this 

particular case, Shafitl even places these considerations above that 

of the consistency of the content of the hadýlith with the qur3lan. 
(') 

There are conflicting hadiths concerning the prohibited 

kinds of usurious transactions; Sh7ificl accepts one related by 
I 

cUthm7in b.. CAffRn and cUbRdah b. al-S21mit, and rejects another 

related by-Usamah b. Zaid, although the capacity of all three for 

remembering was equally respected.. The basis for Sh2ificlls preference 

is that cUthman and EUbiidah were far senior in age and companionship 

with the Prophet. 
(2) 

But in his later period, it is evident that Shlifitl has 

revoked this theory. As to the problem of times in which prayers are 

reprehensible, 
(3) 

Shafic-i rejects hadiths which stipulate that no 

prayer at all is allowed between the casr prayer and sunset, and 

between the subh prayer and sunrise. These hadIths were related by 
0 

cUmar I and Ibn cUmar, who were reckoned among the most senior with 

regard to companionship with the Prophet. Shaficl declares that it 

is possible for a senior Companion or a man of religion, of honour or 

of trust to have been ignorant of some of the traditions of the 

Prophet. on the other hand, Sh9ficl adheres to the traditions related. ' 

(1) Ris7ila, para. - 721ff. 

(2) ibid., para: 772. 

(3) Umm, It pp. 131-133. 
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by Companions like CImran b.. Husain and Jubair b. Mutcam, who were 

less reputed than cUmar and Ibn rUmar, and he even cites interrupted 

traditions to support his view. 

Another example occurs in the question of the property of 

an apostate. Scholars were divided on this problem, ShRficl 

holding that such property was to be regarded as fai3 and its dis- 

posal left to the discretion of the im7im , 
(2) 

whereas his opponents 

held that the property should be distributed among the apostate's 

heirs. In his polemical discussion with his interlocutort Shaficl 

claims to have convinced the latter that r-Al7i, to whose authority 

his opponents adhere, was in ignorance of the tradition related by 

Usamah b. Zaidj(3) which stipulates that a Muslim. is barred from 

., 
from a non-Muslim, including an apostate. Shaficli inheriting 

declares that he adheres to this tradition in spite of the fact that 

cAli's companionship was senior and his legal knowledge was greater 

than that of Usamah. 

Another technique employed by Shafi6l for solving the 

Iths is to prefer a hadith reported by many contradiction between hadi 

direct transmitters to one reported by a smaller number of such 

transmitters. To this effect, in the problem of the prohibition of 

certain kinds of usurious contract, Shafitl says to his interlocutor: 

"Since it is undeniable that a hadith reported by two transmitters is 

more likely to be accurate and free from mistakes than that reported 

by only one transmitter, so a hadith reported by a greater number, 
0 

for instance five (the number of transmitters of the hadlth in 

ibid. t pp. 231-233; cf. above pp. 134ff. 

-(2) ' 
ibid., vol.: IV, pp. 64f. 

(3) -ibid., vol: I, p. - 233. 
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question), possesses greater authonticity in this respect and should, 

therefore, be proferrod to that reported by one tr, ansmittor". 
(1)On 

ano- 

ther question 
(2) 

Sh3ficl argues in favour of his own hadIths against 
0 

that adopted by his opponent saying, "We accept these hadiths and 
9 

reject that which contradicts them because the isn9d of our hadIths 

is more reliable; our hadi "Eths are reported by many first-hand trans- 

mitters, and many transmitters are believed to remember more reliably 

than one"; "Our hadlith reported by Zuhrý-i has the best isnad; he has 

the support of reports by many transmitters which guarantee the 

veracity of what he says".. 
(3) 

IIZuhrTIs report is supported by 

thirteen Companions ........... We mutually agree that thirteen 

hadiths are preferable to one"*(4) 

A hadlIth reported by someone who had a close personal 

relationship with-the Prophet was preferred by Shaficl to those 

reported by other people, and a member. of his household, for instarice, 

was especially valued in reporting matters concerning, the day-to-day 

life of the Prophet. In marital matters, had1ths reported by his 

wives were preferred to those by other people. The reason behind 

this is obviously that such people were believed to have the Greatest 

knowledge of the hadIths. For example, when. he is considerin, -,. a 
0 

problem concerning marital life, (5) Shýifitl rejects a hadith reported 

by Abu Huraira, who heard it from another transmitter, in favour of 

that reported by OAlisha and Umm Salama, widows of the Prophet. He 

says, "We accept the had7-th reported by c0isha and Umm Salama, two 

wives of the Prophet, and we reject the hadith reported by AbU fluraira 

(1) Risala, para: 773 CAW 
Cf. Ikhtil2if al-had ith, pp. 211ff. 

(3) Ikhtilaf al-hadTth, pp. 212f 8ýk 
-> X-J, 

(4) ibid. 9 P. 214. 
(5) That is fasting. in a state of major ritual imp'urity 

ibid., p. 232-* 
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from a man who heard it from the Prophet, for several reasons: 

cDisha and Umm Salama were the Prophet's wives, and therefore know 

from personal experience the Prophet's practice in the case in 

question better than'the man who knew about it through hearsay and 

at secondhand". We have seen in Chapter 2 that widows of the 

Prophet were taken as guarantors for the hadiths governing matters 
0 

pertaining to widows like cidda, mourning, staying in their 

matrimonial homes et cetera, on the grounds that the most reliable 

hadith, was that related by a person with personal experience of 

the problem concerned. 

That a hadith is preferred when its transmitter has a 
ve 

certain, albeit indirectq involment in it can be seen in the problem, 

of a marriage contract concluded during the pilgrimage.. 
(l) S*hZfitI 

holds that the contract isinvalid; and the main arguments between 

him and his opponents radiate around the marriage of the Prophet to 

Maimuna. ShRfic! bases his doctrine on the reports by YazIrd b. al- 

cýsim and SulaimRn b. YasRr (a fr: eedman of Maimuna) that the Prophet's 

marriage was not concluded during the pilgrimage. The opponents hold 

that a contract of marriage concluded during the pilgrimage is valid, 

basing their decision on the report that the Prophet concluded his 

marriage to Maimuna during his pilgrimage. They argue that this 

had'Ith was reported by some of her relatives, and that these trans- 

mitters should have known the truth about the marriage.. Shýfi Ci 

employs a similar line of argument'but develops it further in order 

to bestow upon his hadilth more authenticity than that of hir, 

opponents. To this effect, he argues that Yazl? d b, al-c7lsim was 
0 

(1) ibid. tP-, 238. 
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Maimuna's nephew and that he was also one of the waliyys (custodians 

whose consent should be sought for a woman's marriage); Sulaimlin b. 

Yasar was also a person who had a say in her marriage, and hence 

should know the truth about her marriage to the Prophet. Since both 

Yazird and Sulaimiin reported that the Prophet's marriage to her took 

place while he was not in the ritual state of a Pilgrimo there were 

no grounds for maintaining a different decision on the basis of a 

different report.. Shaficl also claims that'Zuhr-i reported the same 

on this matter as YazId and Sulaim3n. He further strengthens his 

argument with another hadith of the Prophet reported by tUthman b. 

cAffRn in which the Prophet is made to declare explicitly that no 

marriage is valid if the bride or the bridegroom is a pilgrim. 

Now we shall examine Shýfirils method of choosinG between 

contradictory hadiths on the basis of the matn (substance). His 

criteria for adjudging the authenticity of a hadIth on the basis of I 
0 

its content are whether it has the support of (a) the Qur3an, (b) 

another hadlith of the Prophet,, (c) the doctrine of scholars and (d) 

the opinion of the majority of the Companions-(') 

Shafif-I applies these criteria throughout his polemical 

discussions with his opponents. An example occurs in the problem 

of the time of morning prayer. 
(2) 

The opponents, who maintain that 

the prayer should be said at day-break (isfar), argue that their 
0- 

hadith is more correct because the time stipulated in it is more 

convenient and less onerous for people, and as ShafiCi holds that 

it is better to perform this prayer at half-light (ghalas), they 

(1) Risala, para: 778-82.. 

(2) Ikhtiliif al-hadLrth, pp. 207ff; Ris5la, para: 774ff. The hadlths 

pertaining to this problem are quoted and discussed above pp. 177f. 
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ask him upon what grounds he argues for the choice of his hadIth, 
.0 

I? Shafitl answers that the hadith which stipulate ghalas is more 
0 

consistent with the meaning of the qur37in and with several other 

sunnas of the Prophet, and more authentic in the view of the hadir th 
0 

scholars. 

He maintainsthat his hadilth is consistent with q 11: 238 

(Carefully observe the prayers, including the middle prayer), 
(l) 

holding that the "middle prayer" is the dawn prayer. 
(2) 

Ile admits 

to a division of opinion about which prayer is meant by the "middle 

prayer", but argues that, in any interpretation, the dawn prayer is 

among the prayers which God commanded to be given priority. The 

best interpretation of "carefully observe the prayers", he argues, 

is to perform them at the beginning of their scheduled time, and 

this is supported by another hadith of the Prophet in which he is 

reported to have declared: "To pray at the beginning of the appointed 

time is to gain God's approval to pray late (i. e. when 

the time has expired) means that one must beg His pardon 

When asked which was the most meritorious act, the Prophet said, 

"Prayer at the beginning of its time". 
(3) It is obvious, Shafic-1 

arguest that the Prophet regarded nothing more highly than God's 

satisfaction and the most meritorious act, and he exhorted people 

to observe them. Furthermore, scholars agree that if one desires 

(1) 

(2) Differences arose among the exegetes in determining which of the 
daily prayers was the 'middle prayer'; many of them argued that 
it was the asr prayer, 

_on 
the basis of the variant reading of 

the Qur3Rn. OSee Tabari, TafsIr (ed.. ShRkir), V, pp. 167ff. 
0 

(3) Ikhtil3f al-had-ith, p. 208; Risala, para: 788ff. 
9 
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to achieve God's pleasure by means of prayer, one should 

accomplish it at the earliest time, because one might forget it 

altoGether if it is deferred. on the strength of these arguments, 

Shaficl concludes, it is desirable for dawn prayer to be performed 

during the ghalas, the beginning of its scheduled time, and hence 

the hadith embodyinr-the idea must be preferred. Shafic! further 

asserts that the majority of Companions are reported to have 

agreed, in theory and practice, that dawn prayer should be por- 

formed at ghalas. 
(') 

Shafit-i's choice between two contradictory hadiths on 
0 

the basis of qiyas and the doctrine of scholars can be illustrated 

in the discussion on the problem of whether one is allowed to 

perform a prayer behind a congregation, in isolation from that 
(2) r congregation. Sh7ifit-3. holds that such prayer is valid and claims 

that ýhe hadIth to which he adheree, is preferrable to that which 

supports his opponents' conflicting doctrine. Both the conflicting 

hadiths are from the Prophet, one to the effect that the Prophet 
0 

commanded a man who performed his prayer alone behind a congregation 

to repeat his prayer, and the other that the Prophet exhorted a man 

who performed his prayer alone to join the congregation, but did 

not command him to repeat the prayer. Sh: lfigl bases his doctrine on 

this second had'alth arguing that it explicitly indicates the man's 
0 

prayer to be valid even if it was not meritorious. He first rejects 

'Ith because, in his opinion, its isnad is the opponents' hadi 
0 

unreliable. Then he adds: "Although the hadith reported by Wabisa 
00 

(1) ibid,., para: 799-801- 

(2) Ikhtilgf al--, hadlth, pp. 218ff. 
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(that adopted by the opponents) is supposed to be authentic, none- 

theless our hadirth should prevail because it is supported by qiy: is 

and the opinion of the majority of scholars". With regard to qiyas, 

he argues that a person who performs his prayer separately behind 

a congregation is analogous to a person who performs his prayer 

completely alone, and analogous to an im9m who leads a congregational 

prayer. Since the prayer of these two are valid, it is clear that, to 

perform a prayer separately behind a congregation by no means affects 

the validity of the prayer.. Shiifirl further reinforces his doctrine 

with another hadi "Ith from the Prophet: Anas b. Malik reported that he 
0 

was in a congregation led by the Prophet and there were elderly 

people 
(1) 

performing their prayer by themselves, behind the 

congregation. 

On the problem of starting a fast in a state of major 

ritual impurity ( =k-X->), Sh7ificir- chooses between contradictory 

had'i rths on the basis of "reasoning" ( 3ý-C) and qiy7is 
(2) 

as well as 

other considerations. In this problem he holds that the fast is 

valid and adopts the had1th supporting this. As for 'reasoning', he 

argues that jima6 (sexual intercourse), eating and drinking are 

allowed during the night before dawn but prohibited between dawn and 

sunset; jimac during the night takes place in itspermitted time, and, 

therefore, the obligatory ritual ablution ( &--ý) occasioned by the 
.I 

jim7ir- is not the jimKIc itself, and hence the is not forbidden 

to a fasting person during daylight or night. Thus, argues Shiificl, U. 

the obligation to perform the by no means invalidates the 

(1), In another version Umm Salama (the Prophet's wife). 
(2) ibid., PP . 234ff- 
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fast, and this is analogous with the problem of using perfume 

before entering the state of ritual consecration for pilgrimage. 

In one hadith, the Prophet is reported to have decreed that using 

perfume was prohibited during pilgrimagre; but in another hadilth 
0 

he is said to have used perfume just before he commenced his 

pilgrimage (1 1). Sh3ficl concludes that perfume put on the body 

or clothes before the commencement of pilgrimage does not affect 

the pilgrimage, even if its smell or colour remains during the 

pilgrimage, because the smell and the colour result from perfume 

put on at a permitted time. 
(') 

Another method of choosing between conflicting hadIths 

to prefer the one whose content exceeds that of the others. A 

clear example of this occurs in the had'Iths pertaining to the 

manner of performing the prayer on the occasion of the eclipse of 
(2) - the. sun or the moon. Shafi4I holds that the prayer should be 

perf6rmed in two rukCas each of which comprised two ruk-uc 

lie bases this on a hadith of the Prophet reported by Ibn 

cAbbas, ElDisha and KathIr b. "Abbas b. cAbdul Muttalib, and on a 
00 

hadi7th reported from cUthm2in b.. cAffan. His opponents hold that 

the prayer should be performed in two rukEas, each of one rujiur-, 

like ordinary prayers. They argue that Nucman b. Bash"Ir reported 

that the Prophet performed the prayer, but that Nucman did not 

mention two rulýur- for each rukca. Sh2ifi q's main argument in this 

conflict is to the effect that "When two hadlIths contradict each 
0 

other and one of them contains additional detail, it should be 

(1) ibid. s pp. 289ff. 

(2) ibid. I pp . 227ff. 
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preferred, the additional matter indicating the authenticity of 

the hadith embodying it".. The opponent retorts that there is 
0 

a hadith in which the Prophet is reported to have performed the 

prayer with three rul,, -ucsfor each rukr-a, and they ask Shafir-*3? why 

he does not adhere to this had'Ith, since it contains more than the 

one which he has adopted. Here Shiificl has to turn his attention 

to the isnRd of their hadith, which, he says, is interrupted, and 

he does not accept an interrupted hadil'th without support from 

another hadith or some other source. 
(2) 

He further asserts that 

the hadith in question is wronoly reported (but he does not show 

why and how its transmission is wrong). Other arguments put forward 

by Shafici to strengthen his hadIth are that the isnad of his, hadith 

is of the best kind, that his hadith is reported by many transmitters I 

and that there is a corresponding practice reported from Ibn "'Abblis 

who transmitted the hadlth. 

It should be pointed out, however, that Shafir-71 was not 

consistent in applying this method. The reason for this, as seen 

previously, 
(3) is that he has above all to defend his'own fiqh 

doctrine, even if this means having to sacrifice his own theory. 

There are cases where he rejects had'Iths which contain additional 
0 

detail. For example, in the problem of the right of pre-emption in 

immovab 
) 
le I 

property, 
(4) 

ShRfif-I recognizes the exclusive right of 

partners over undivided property, basing this decision on 

I the hadith of the Prophet. He rejects the CIrýqiansl doctrine, and 

the had-1-th supporting it, recognizing the right of neighbours even 

L ký -Z ý.; ý, ý' cu 
, ýý ý 6-e" ý LY, ý\ 4ý- ý' -I U 

(2) The theory of isn, -id will be discussed in Chapter 9. 

(3) See above pp. 152,179. 

(4) ikhtilRf al-tlrgqýyyi r n, p. 100; Ikhtilaf al-hadilth, pp. 258-260. 
I\ 0 
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if their property has been divided. Ile argues that there is no 

mention of Ineighbours' in the hadl "th reported by the Hijliz! trans- 

mitters, AbU Salama and AbU Zubair, and heard from Jlibir, and that 

the opponents' hadith is couched in general terms (the words used 

is "neighbours") but intended with specific application; that is 

partners in undivided property, the word incArabic frequently 

signifying partners Another example occurs in the problem 

of whether religious obligations, like the pilgrimage, prayers and 
(1) fasting, may be performed by somebody on behalf of somebody else. 

According to Shýificl, only the pilgrimage may be performed by proxy, 

and he bases this assertion on a hadi "th of the Prophet with the isnad 

Zuhri - rUbaidullah b. cAbdullah b. cUtba - Ibn cAbb9s. There was a 

conflicting doctrine to the effect that fasting could also be per- 

formed by proxy, and this doctrine waa also based on a hadith from 

the Prophet reported by the same Ibn cAbbRs. ShRficl argues that the 

opponents' hadith was wrongly transmitted because of defective 

memorization, 'that Zuhri was good at remembering hadilths and that 

cUbaidullah had a long audience with Ibn cAbbýis, they did not mention 

fasting in the hadjýth they reported. He reinforces his theory and 
(3) its supporting hadilth with the argument that pilgrimage involve 

0 
financial arrangements, and that, unlike fasting and prayers, 

pilgrimage has no substitute; fasting, he points out, can be expiated 0 

in certain circumstances by feeding the needy, and the obligation to 

pray is not incumbent upon menstruants and the mentally ill. Fasting 

and prayers, therefo*re, have to be performed by oneself, whereas 

(1) ibid., PP. 360f. 

(2) ibid., pp. 364f. 

(3) ibid.., PP. 360-3. 
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pilgrimage may be performed on one's behalf by aýproxy, when one 

is unable to perform it oneself. In the above two examples, the 

h "ths on which Shafic-i's opponepts rely contain additional rulings adi 

which his hadiths lack. Nevertheless, he rejects them, and is thus 
S 

clearly inconsistent in applying his own theory. 

When two hadIths are in conflict, one of them providing an 
a 

affirmation of a particular ruling and the other its negation, ' 

Shaficl prefers the former, on the grounds that affirmation implies 

that its transmitter had a more reliable memory, and suggests that 

the first reporter of the hadIth himself witnessed the incident 

which occasioned itp(l) wh ereas a negating hadilth carried the 
(2) 

opposite implication. An example of this occurs over the question 

of the manner of performing a prayer. There are two conflicting 

hadIths reported from the Prophet.. The one states that the Prophet 

lifted his hands parallel to his shoulder when he commenced his 

prayer, when he was about to bow for the rulýu-c and when he stood 

erect after the rukut, whereas the other reports the Prophet as having 

lifted his hands only at the commencement of his prayer. Adopting the 

first hadilth, Sh3fitl says to his interlocutor, "The had'i "th which is 

affirmative (about lifting the hands on two other occasions) is 

preferrable to that which is neGativetl. 
(3) 

Ile is not, however, consistent in. applyinLoy- this rule. As 

we ha - ve just seen, 
(4) 

Shaficl denies the neighbours, pre-emption 

right on the grounds that neiGhbours are not specifically mentioned 

in the had-Ith to which he adheres., 

(1) ibid. ý p. 214. 

(2) IkhtilRf Mal-IIF,, p. 189 cf - Umm, VII, p. 8. 

(3) Ikhtillif al-hadirth, p. 215. 

(4) See above p. 192. 
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ShRficlls preference for the affirmative rather than the 

negative hadith'is also evident in his polemic, in favour of the 

hadith from the Prophet, against those who tend to disparage it. 

on the question of the evidence of one witness together with the 

(1) 
oath of the plaintiff, Shafitli r9cognizes this procedure as 

constituting legal proof, on the basis of a hadith from the Prophet, 

The (Iriýqians who do not recognize the procedure, reject the hadirth, 

and one of the reasons for their rejection is that, as they claim, 

zuhri rejected the procedure and, of course, the hadIth. Here 

Sh9fiCI argues that Zuhri (who belonged to the second generation, 

the Successors) never met the Prophet, and that thus his rejection 

of the hadirth does not weaken the hadirth. Even its rejection by a 

Companion fails to weaken it in his opinion, for the testimony of 

Ith must prevail over that of a person a person who affirms the hadi 

who rejects it. 

'Iths. (2) 
The abrogation of - hadi 

0 

The theory of the abrogation of hadiths arose from the 
0 

need for reconciliation. It signifies that when two hadiths were 
0 

found to be in conflict with each other, both were considered 

equally reliable and sound but one of them was assumed to be later., 

than and, therefore, to dislodge the other, and thereby render it 

inapplicable. Abrogation was an easy and prevalent means, employed 

by the adherents of all rival schools, to repudiate one another's 

Ith on which they were based. ShRficl used doctrines and the hadi 

abrogation when there was no other way to reconcile contradictory 

(1) umm, VII, p. 8. 
(2) Abrogation as between the hadith and the Qur)Rn will be 

discussed in Chapter 6. a 
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hadilths, and only as a final resort. In this respect, he naturally 

'Ith adopted by his opponents as having been abrogated regards the hadi 
0 

by that on which he bases his own fiqh doctrine. 

Shaficils theory about abrogation is expressed in this 

passage: 
(') 

"It cannot be assumed that any hadlth has been abrogated 
0 

Ir 

4nless this can be established with a hadith from the Prophet and 

with chronological evidence showing that one hadIth comes after 
0 

anotherp or with a statement from those' who heard the hadith from the 

Prophet, or with the consensus of scholars, or by any other method 

which may similarly distinguish between the abrogating and the 

abrogated textstt. This passage contains two points that are vital 

r to Shýificils theory of abrogation; one is that a hadi'th from the 
0 

prophet may only be abrogated by another hadilth from him; 
(2) 

the other 

is that the chronological order of two conflicting hadiths, between 

which abrooation is assumed to take place, must be established. U 

However, the occurrence of abrogation can be ascertained by several 

means which he clearly mentioned. 

His principle that a hadith from the Prophet may only be 
0 

abrogated by another hadilth from him is meant on the one hand to 
0 

protect the had-Ith of the Prophet from being abrogated by the Qurlan, 
0 

and, on the other hand, to protect it from being rejected in favour 

of the tradition from subsequent authorities. We have seen(3) that 

the former tactic was that adopted by ahl al-kal3m and also, to a 

certain extentt by the ancient scholars, whilst the latter was that 

used by the ancient scholars. To obviate-arbitrary claims of 

Ikhtilaf al-had'Ith, P. 57. 

(2) cf. Rissala para: 324,572. 

In Chapter 3 (pp. 78ff. ). 
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abrogation, Sh3figli stipulates that whenever abrogation is claimed 

"th must be available for to have occurred, the abrogating hadi 
0 

documentation; it is not sufficient merely to claim that a given 

the abrogating had"I't had'Ith has been abroSated without specifyinu h 

for this might subject all hadirths to rejection on the grounds of 

abrogation. 
(l) 

Shafi'ýIls i-epeated admonition to observe this rule, 

directed to the ancient scholars, reveals that the principle of 

abrogation was not yet systematized in their theory. Shaf i E'I' Is 

insistence on documenting an abrogating hadirth was not centrally 

important to the ancient scholars, for their concern was not to 

defend the hadIth, but'inainly to defend their own fiqh doctrines 
0 

and to invalidate hadIths on which differing doctrines were based, 
.0 

whereas Shaficlis main concern was to safeguard the hadirth, as far 

as he could, and the leSal doctrines which he adopted. With the 

imposition of such strict limitations, therefore, the abrogation 

of a hadith could not easilý be assumed, and ultimately many had3rths 

could thereby avoid rejection. 

In practice, however, there are cases where ShgfiCi 

Ith of the Prophet, accepts the abrogation of a well-authenticated hadi 
0 

not by another hadl "'th from him but on the basis of a tradition from 

another person, on the assumption that this tradition was derived 

from the sunna of the Prophet. In certain cases he even purports to 

reinforce his theory with arguments which he would. hAve repudiated 

had they been put forward by his opponents. This may be illustrated 

from his arguments over the question of the cause of the state of 

major ritual impurity. 
(2) 

According to settled opinion, the cause 

(1) Ikhtilaf al-hadipth, p. 218. 
0 

ibid. p pp. ý 
88f f- 
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is inzal (emission of sperm), as expressed in a hadith of the 
0 

prophet reported by Ubayy b. Kacb, Shafir-11 holds that the cause 

is merely (meeting of two sexual organs) even if 

no inzal takes place, basing this on-the authority of the Prophet, 

as reported by his widow, cAlisha. (l) 
She is supposed to have 

said: "I did-it with the Prophet, and we bathed (performed the 

major ablution)". Sh3ficl recognizes the hadith as authentic, 
9 

but considers it abrogated, on the grounds that the Prophet and 
(2) 

cA3isha presumably took a bath because it was obligatory in the 

eyes of the Prophet. The opponents(3) on the other hand argue 

that the Prophet and CT'isha took a bath as a meritorious practice 

and not as an obligation. Shiificl further argues that 

Ubayy abandoned the hadirth he himself had reported, presumably in 

order to act in accordance with the hadl'th of the Prophet. 

In addition to that, Shafic-1 asserts, the general 

implication uý the Qur7an conflicts with the hadl 'th reported by 

Ubayy; (an argument reminiscent of those commonly put forward by 

the anti-traditionists). According to him, Q IV: 43 stipulates 

that one in the state of major ritual impurity must not 

perform a prayer until lie performs a major ablution 

and he asserts that the cArabs understand junub to denote jimac 

alone and not necessarily inzal. Furthermore, Shiifif-I continues, 

(1) This is another example wherea person close to the Prophct-is 
taken as a guarantor for the credibility of a ýadllth concerning 
the latter's personal life, and where the personal experience 
of the transmitter is taken into consideration in giving one 
hadith priority over another., 

I%% 
(2) (1 prefer to think); (presumably) 
(3) Sh5ficl tells us that some of the opponents are traditionists 

. themselves. - Cf . ibid. 0 p. 91. 
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the public at large agree that adultery, which incurs the 

punishment of hadd, is committed by jim9c alone, and does not 

necessarily involve inz: 11. 

With regard to the chronological order of hadIths as 
a 

grounds for determining the occurrence of abrogation, Shafir-J. offers 

the following definition: (') 
"T*hat which occurs after something 

else, is the later"; "the later abrogates the earlier". In this 

connection he endeavours to prove the importance of dating of 

hadiths; the hadi[th which can be proved to be chronologically later 

than the other is held to be the abrogating had'arth and the ruling 

embodied in it is recognized as binding, since it is supposed to 

be the final decision of the Prophet. The conflicting hadith, on 

the other hand, which is proved to be chronologically earlier,. is 

thereby regarded as abrogated and non-binding. We find this 

explicitly expressed by Shiifitl: "What is most authoritative is 

that which the Prophet did latest; and in questions of obligatory 

duties, the latest ruling is the abrogating and binding hadith'", 
(2) 

"We cannot determine tho abrogated hadlth until we are certain 

about the later (and abrogating) one". 
(-3) 

(4) With regard to 'dating', efforts are made by Shafici 

and other scholars to relate-a hadith to a known incident'in the 

Prophetic history, either specifically or otherwises so that the 

Iths can be shown. sequential character of the conflicting hadi 
0 

Thus, that a given hadIth was acted upon and intended for aPplica- 
a 

tion. at the beginning of Islam, is frequently taken to be true of 

EiLsala, para: 382,608; cf. Ikhtilgf al-hadIthl P- 253. 

(2) ibid., p, 25§. 

(3) ibid., P. 165o 

(4) Cf. Burton, The c-ollection of the Q4r3an, published in G-lasgow 
Uni. oriental Soc vol. XXIII (69-70) P. 49. 
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other hadlths which are to be rejected on grounds of abrogation. 

For example, the doctrine that the cause of major ritual impurity 

is inz9l, as expressed in a had1th of the Prophet, is claimed to 

have been the ruling applied in the early period of Islam. 
(') 

This claim, put forward to bestow credibility on the assumption 

that the had1th in question was subsequently abrogated by another, 
0 

is ascribed to the same Ubayy b. Katb, the transmitter of the 

later h ad1th. Incidents which took place in the later years of the 
0 

Prophetic era, including the conquest of Mecca and the farewell 

pilgrimage of the Prophet, are connected with the allegedly abroga- 

tory hadithso This may be seen in the'discussion. of the problem of 

cupping during fasting. (2) Two conflicting hadirthe are reported 

from the Prophet. One of them, with the isnad: tAbdul Wahhiib, b. 

CAbdul MajId - Kh7alid al-Hadha3 - AbU Qala7ba - AbU al- Ashcath al- 

sanfiini - Shidad b. Aus, states: "I was with the'Prophet during 

the conquest of Mecca; the Prophet saw a man being bled, and there- 

upon saidg with his hands holding mine, 'He who performs cupping 

and he on whom it is performed thereby break their fast' 11. The 

other hadirth (Sufy9n - YazId b. AbI Ziyad - Muqsam - Ibn cAbbiis) 
0 

is to the effect that the Prophet underwent cupping while he was 

a pilgrim and was fasting. Shafic! rejects the first hadirth and 

accepts the second on the grounds of abrogation. His arguments 

'Ith (the first hadilth) runs as follows: "Ibn Aus heard the hadi 
. 

from the prophet in the year of the conquest of Mecca. The Prophet 

was clearly not then a pilgrim, because he performed the pilgrimage 

Ikhtillif al-had'a[th, p. 90 

(2) ibid. l PP. ? 36f. 
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only once; 
(') 

nor was he accompanied by a pilgrim before the * 

pilgrimage of Islam (hajjat al-Islam or hajjat al-widac) the only 
00- 

pilgrimage the Prophet made. Ibn CAbb2is reported in the second 

hadith that the Prophet's cupping was performed in the year of the 

pilgrimage of Islam, the year 10 A. H., whereas the first had1th 

was occasioned during the conquest of Mecca Vyhich occurred in the 

year 8 A. H., two years earlier. Therefore, argues ShafiCi, if 

both hadlIths are authentic, the one reported by Ibn CAbbas must 

have abrogated the earlier one". In this passage, we can see 

Shafitlls skill in establishing the chronology of the two incidents 
are 

which/alleGed to have taken Place during the late Prophetic period, 

and ultimately his use of this factor as the grounds for asserting 

the abrogation of the hadIth which he rejects. 
0 

The-earliest evidence for the dating of hadi"ths to 

establish a chronological argument in support of abrogation. can be 

fo und in Malik 
(2) (d. 179 A. H. ). The importance of such chronology 

is put into the mouth of Ibn tAbbýs: "The Prophet set out for a 

journey, in the year of the conquest of Mecca, in Ramadan. He 

fasted until he arrived at al-Kadid where he broke his fast, and 

the people who were with him followed him in this. They followed 

contemporary precedents, but then discarded these in favour of the 

Prophet's latest practice". 
(3) 

The last sentence'of this passage 

clearly reveals'the embryo of the abrogation theory employed to 

disparage a hadifth supporting the conflicting doctrine of a rival 
0 

(1) See ibid., PP. 404ff. 

(2) Muwatta. )t I, p. 294; Cf. Ikhtil2if al-hadlith, P. 78. 

%. % 
$1 

0LI-: 

X-ý (3) -W ljx-ýýv U" 
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school. It appears, hoitever, to have been still at a rudimentary 

and unsystematic stage at Mýilikls time. Only in Shaficlis time 

was the theory developed and systematized; and Shaficl must himself 

have played an important role in its systematization. This is 

shown by his sustained arguments in connection with the theory, and-, 

by the fact that the importance of abrogation lay mainly in its use 

to resolve contradiction between the hadIths. Shafitir was the 

first scholar to make an earnest investigation of these contradic- 

tions and attempt their resolution. It may even be argued that it 

was Shafit! who created a special theory of abrogation, and this is 

indeed recognized by later scholars who ascribed the theory to him. 

The following anecdote, preserved by Hamadhazil(l) (d. 584 A. H. ) is 

perhaps indicative of Shaficl's reputation with regard to the theory 

of abrogation within the hadilth., Muhammad b. Muslim b. Wara said, 

"When I arrived from Egypt I visited Ahmad b. Hanbal and greeted 

him. He said to me: Have you copied Shafitils books. I replied: ' 

No. Thereupon he said: You have wasted your time, for we did not 

know how to distinguish between general and explanatory rulings 

and between abrogating and abrogated had'Iths unless we have an 
0 

audience with Sh7aficl". Furthermore, -Hamadhard. mentions only 

Shaficl's R-is3la as a source of the theory of abrogationýwithin the 

hadiths. 
(2) 

(1) Ictibarg 

(2) ibid. But, Ibn al-Nad2: m (fihrist, p. 56)-mentions a book on 
abrogation in the Qur)an by Muqiitil b. Sulaiman (d. 150 A. H. ). 
This shows that the theory of abrogation was created before 
ShafiElls time. 
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Chapter 

The relationshiP between the qur3lin and the sunna. 

We have seen that the anti-traditionists, ahl al-kalam 

and the exponents of the ancient schools alike, took the position 

that the Qur*n could oppose the hadIth of the Prophet, and they 

rejected many a hadlith on the grounds that it contradicted the 

quoZin. 
(') 

The ancient scholars ado ted this attitude when a Pil 

hadith conflicted with their fiqh doctrine. To reject a hadIth 
. 

in this fashion was probably sure of widespread support because 

the Qur3ZZn had presumably been acce I pted long before the emergence 

of fiqh squabbles, as a sacred book against which no challange 

was tolerable. Therefore, whenever a had37th was propounded to 

support a doctrine of a particular school and to invalidate another', 

hadIth which contradicted their fiqh doctrine, the exponents of 

differing schools in another or even the same region had no hesi- 

tation, in looking into the qur3an for a vcxse which might be 

employed, either straightforwardly or by interpretation, to over- 

"th. This phenomenon disturbed the traditionists rule such a hadi 

.7 who were concerned to maintain the had: Lth of the Prophet as far as 

possible, and Shaficl, who was a traditionist himself and who was 

the first to propound a theory of 'sources' in Islamic jurispru- 

dence and hence create the science of uýTil al-fiqh, was greatly 

provoked by the above attitude. He therefore put forward the 

(1) This view is put on the authority of the Prophet who is alleged 
to have said, "My words do not abrol, -, ate tile words of God, but 
the words of God abrogate my words; the words of God abrogate 
one another". Hamadhani, Irtibar, p. 19. 
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-ween the Qur3an and the theory of the necessary connection be'. 

hadi'th, by which the had"37th could be maintained despite its 

apparent conflictý with the Qur3an. lie realized that without such 

a harmonizing theory no had-1-th could survive if it were subjected 

to that type of argýiment, and, consequently, the entire sunni 

: th, viould be exposed to fiqh, which was based mainly on the had3 

similar criticism by ahl al-kalam. His prime motive in his 

endeav6ur-to establish this theory Vias to systematize the sunn! 

legal theory and render it invulnerable to attacks by ahl al- 

kalam. and others, who rejected the hadIth by means of the Qur-lan. 

Opposition to ShZficils ondeavours to establish such a theory of 

Ith came from necessary connection between the qur3gn and the had: ]. 

bolth ashab al-qur3an (ahl al-kalam, those who adhered to the Qur32in 

exclusively) and the ancient scholars who, in selective cases, made 

the text of the-Qur3Rn overrule the had"ith. He devoted tile first 

Uhii: d of theRisRla to the establishing of this theory, and he A- 

applied it regularly throughout his olemic writings, particularly 0p 

the Vmm, against both groups of opponents.. 

Sh2ifici. 's theory is that the Qur32in and the hadIth of the 

prophet, which he calls the sunna of the Prophet, are always in 

harmonious relationship; they never contradict each other under any 

circumstances. This theory is outlined in theso passages: "The 

Qur3an does not contradict the hadIth; on the contrary, the hadlith 
- 

of the Prophet explains the qur3anII; "-` "The sunna of the Prophet 

is never contradictory to the Qur321n, but explanatory. No hadIth 

(1) Risala, para: '1ý19 and elsewhere; Ikhtilaf al-hadilth, p. 161. 

(2) Siyar al-AuzZlri, P. 309. 
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of the Prophet can possibly be* regarded as conflicting with the 

obvious meaning of the qur37in; no sunna ever contradicts the 

Qurlan-but rather renders its meaning more sp eca. f Ic 
W 

He offers a series of arguments in support of this 

theory, and stresses, firstly, the importance attached to the 

Prophet by God Himself, which is obvious to any Muslim. He 

states, 
(2) 

"God has chosen him to receive the revelation of the 

qur7an which contains the guide to the right path. 
(3) 

He has 

raised his status(4) by making belief in the Prophet a part of 

the belief in God, to the extent that he is mentioned alongside 

God in the Shahada (the testimony which shows that one is a 

Muslim) and in the adh7ln (the call to prayer)ý5) Through him 

Muslims obtain the necessary guidance and enlightenment in all 

aspects o. A. their lives".. Shafir-73 cannot be taken, in this passage, 

as intending to preach to his opponents the basic dogmas of Islam,: -' 

but rather as introducin: n an argument which can serve as a basic 

premiss for further arguments in support of his theory on the 

relationship between the hadlith and the Qur3an*as Isourcest of law. 

He may be seen to have intended that, since God has selected 

Muhammad to be his messenger and attached such importance to him, 

it is inconceivable that the Prophet (through his sunna) would 

contradict the rulings of God (the Qur3Zn). Thus, any contradiction 

betw6tn the two #sources, must be considered apparent and not real, 

and this apparent conflict can be resolved. No hadirth from the 
0 

Prophet, therefore, may be discarded on grounds of conflict with. the 

(1) 'Risala, para: 613,631f; 644. 

(2) ibid., para. - 3.. ff. 

(3) cf - ibid. I' para. - 49-52 i,, rhore he quotes several QuOlinic 
verses to strengthen his arguments. 

(4) cf-q XC IV: 4 
(5) '-Risala, para: 37f- 
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ý 'J - , )ur an. 

Another step in his series of arguments is his endeavour 

to establish that the language of the qur3an is entirely CArabic, 

that this language contains the widest linguistic and semantic 

variations and implications, and that only the Prophet is throughly 

competent in this 1. anguage. - Shaficlis intontion behind this 

argument, as he explicitly and repeatedly asserts, is to establish 

that, by virtue of the nature of this language, the Qur32in contains 

some verses which should be interpreted according to their explicit 

meaninGs and other verses whose correct interpretation lies in their 

implicit rather than their explicit sense. 
(2) 

Ultimately he desires 

to establish that the implicit meanings of the Qur3an can be found 

only in the hadilth, one of whose functions is to elucidate the 

qur: ran. 

Shafici & divides the had"th into three categories. 
(3) 

The' 

first kind includes those hadilths which verify and are in clear 

agreement with the text of the Rur-7an, and which are not subject of 

disputes araonT the schools. Into the second category fall those 

hadiths which explain the general rulings of the qur3an and elucidate 

their implicit meanings (the tafs-Ir had-J[ths). Shaficl claims that 

all scholars, )Yith the exception of ahl al-kalam. accepted this 

category of hadilths. This claim is tendentious, however, because the 

ancient scholars were inclined to use the Qurl2in to disparage any 

hadith of the Prophet that contradicted their fiqh doctrine, even 

I those hadiths which, in Shafic-I's view, could be taken as elucidating 

the kqur: 'iin. The third category contains hadIths which reGulate in 

(1) ibid., para: 127; 133ff- 

(2) ibid. 3r para: 13? ff- 

(3) ibid., para: 298ff. 
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independence of the qur3an, that is in matters upon which the 

qur'Jan is silent. Shafic7i tells us that scholars disagreed about 

this category of hadIth's. 
(l) 

Some said that God had permitted 

the Prophet to regulate in conjunction with His injunction upon 

people to obey the Prophet.. Some said that every hadIth of the 
0 

Prophet had some connection with the Qur32in, however indirect and 

tenuous this connection might appear. For instance, they claimed, 

hadIths concerning sales and other kinds of transaction, were in 

one way or another Connected with Q IV: 29 (Do not consume property 

accrued to you from illicit dealin--? s amongst you)'; 
(2) 

and Q 11: 275 

("God allows sale but prohibitsusuryll)(3) even thou-h some of the 

had"i[ths may outwardly appear to deal with so'mething outwith the 

scope of those verses in the qur3an. Some said that, whenever the 

Prophet established a sunna he. was divinely inspired, for God 

commanded 'wisdom' (ýilkma) to be put into his soul every time he 

occasioned a sunna. ShRficli is somewhat non-committal about all 

these views, which, in anny Case merely show diversity in unity in 

that they are views propounded by the traditionists in their 

endeavour to establish the necessary connection between the hadtth 

of the Prophet and the clivine revelation. He indeed says that it 

is not important which of the suppositions is ridht, because, above 

all, God has enjoined obedience to the Prophet upon people and there 

shall be no excuse for neglecting the Prophet's hadilth. lie concludes 
0 

that, viliether or -not the matter dealt with by a hadith is mentioned 

in the Qur3an, under no circumstances does the had'3th contradict the 

(1) ibid., 

(3) 

para. - 301ff. 
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Qur3: in; it always followsthe qur-7an.. 
(') 

ShafiCils arguments and 

I those of the traditionists in support of adherence to the had3. th 

of the Prophet have been discussed in Chapter-4. Our concern in 

the present discussion centres on the second category of-hadIths 

(the tafsIr hadlths). 

To ensure the practicability of his theory of the 

explanatory relationship of the hada. th to the Qur')an, Shaficli 

propounds the principles of bay2in and takhs'ls. Bayan is a process 
0. 

by which seemingly contradictory documents can be harmonized, on 

týe grounds that certain verses of the Qur3an cannot be understood 

fully and precisely unless other documents are taken into account. 

The elucidation of a passage may appear either in the qur-lan or in 

the hadIth of the Prophet, but this occurs more frequently in the 

latter. A hadIth that deals with a subject mentioned in the Qur3an 

may contain a fuller and more detailed statement than the Qur2anic 

verse in question, and provide the elucidation and possibly even 

the completion of the verse. Shafic3. gives examples of this, and 

iincntions prayer, pilý; rimage and zakat with which the Qur: 77in deals 
0 

only briefly and in general terms. It is the hadith which provides 

the detailed rulinGs relatinG to those subjects. 
(2) 

Taklisis is a 
.0 

I kind of bayan created by Shafici to reconcile two documents which 

appear to be in total disaGreement. Examples of this occur in the 

problem of the testimony of one witness together with the oath of 

the plaintiff, 
(3) 

and in the stoninlo; penalty for fornication, ' 

Iths are in total conflict with the Qur)an. The where the hadi 

(1) ibid., para: 308 and elsewhere. 
(2) ibid., para: '92ff. 

(3) See below-pp. 218ff. 

(4) This problem will be discussed in chapter 7. 

(L1) 
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function of taklisis is to restrict the application of a regulation 

by excluding certain categories from seemingly general statements. 

Thus, in the two examples stated above, Shaficli argues that t-he 

had'Iths embodying the rulings concerned exclude particular cate- 

gories from the general utterance of the Qur'12in. The'theory of 

bayRn and takhsis is an astute device for maintaining an easy 

juxtaposition between two apparently conflicting sources, one of 

which supports the doctrine of a particular school. 

Vie have seen(') that Shýlfic: l holds the sunna of the 

Prophet to be divinely inspired. This can be taken as an argument 

in support of his theory that the Qur7iin and the sunna do not con- 

tradict each other since both are from God. 
(2) 

Furthermore, in his 

theory of the hierarchical order of sources, he reckons these two 

elements as one source of law, 
(3) 

and no contradiction between them 

could be conceivable. 

Shaficl further asserts that the Qur3an is the mother 

source of solutions for all problems, includin. - those relating to 
(4) 

legal matters. To this effect he explicitly says, "A Muslim 

will never find any problem concerning which there is no guidance 

(1) above pp. 1? -3ff.. - 
(2) ibid., para: 30V, 

(3) lkhtil7if Malik, p. 246. Ile says to his interlocutor: 

't\j 

LýA 

i-7 

'ala, para: 48; cf. lbtal al-istihs-an, P. 271. (4) Ris 
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in the Book of God as to 'the right solution". He bases this a--ser- 

tion on several Qur*nic verses: Q XIV: 1 (A Book - Qur3an - which 

We have sent down to you - Muhammad - in order that you mijýht lead 

mankind out of darkness into light, with the permission of their 

Lord, to the way of (God) the Exalted in power); 
(]-) 

Q, XVI: 44 (And 

We revealed to you - Muhammad -a reminder that you may 

make clear to mankind what has been sent down to them); 
(2) 

q xvi: 

89 (And We have revealed to you the Book which clarifies everything 

and is a Guide, a blessing and glad tidings to Muslims); 
3 

and 

XLII: 52 (And We have revealed to you a spirit of our bidding. 

You did not (previously) know what the Book was, nor the faith, but 

Vie made it a light by which We guide whomsoever We will of Our 

servants; veril y, you do guide tý the straiGht path). 
(4-) 

It should 

be pointed out that although these verses hardly refer to legal 

natters proper, they appear in the context of discussions concerning 

faith and prophecy and reminders of the fate of past Senerations who 

rGLused to follow the Prophets. Shafic: i', like many of the Muslim 

scholars, argues from those verses selectively, disregarding the 

neighbouring verses and the general context in which the verses in 

question appear. His assertion that the Qur3an covers all problems 

is meant to ensure the upholding of the traditionists' theory that 
C) 

p 

(1) J'U)\L, 

(2) h 

%% 
I. P It, \ -ý I ýrp ___/ 

�_� 

L4ý 

C-5 __,, 
v 
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the hadlth of the Prophet is always in agreement with the qui-3an, 

and that the hadilth elucidates qurlanic rulings which are couched 

in general terms, since whatever ruling the hadDI-th provides, it 

must correspond, even if only indirectly, with the content of the 

Qurliin. 

Shafic'17's theory that the Qur3an covers all problems is 

included in his theory of "bayan" (explanation). He postulates(') 

. 
that the bayRn relatinS to legal matters in which God wishes mankind - 
to be instructed is conveyed in several ways: 

(a) explicitly in the text of the Qur2an from 

which a ruling can easily be deduced without, 

any need for extra explanation, (although such 

a text may sometimes be supported by another 

qur3anic text which verifies it and gives it 

additional explanation); 

(b) in general terms in the text of the Qur7an, 

specific details of which God provides by means 

of thesunna of the Prophet; 

(c) by a ruling from the Prophet where God has not 

provided a relevant text in the Qurlan. (In 

such a case, God has enjoined that the Sunna of 

the Prophet must be adhered to. Sh7ificil". 

further stresses that the acceptance of a ruling 

embodied in the Book of God or in the sunna of 

the Prophet incurs in both cases, God's approyal, 

although the means are different); (2) 

(1) '. Rir;, --xla, para: 53f: f - 
(2) ibid., para. - 10_3. 
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(d) by means of'ijtihad(lVLch God has enjoined 

upon man. (A decision reached my moans of 

ijtihad is to be fully recognised as a bayan 

from God). 

BayTin, therefore, implies that God is the only source of 

law, and bayan is conveyed to men by means of the Qur3an, the sunna 

- (2) 
and ijtihad. RulinGs adduced from these three elements, there- 

fore, cannot possibly contradict one another. 

Shaficl further reinforces his arg:,; uments in support of 

the harmonious and explanatory relationship of the sunna with the 

qur37in, saying, 
(3) 

"God has placed His Prophet in relation to His 

Book and His religion in the position which Ile has explained in the 

Book. It io enjoined upon people to be aware that whenever-the 

Propliet pronounces on a matter concerning which a divine ruling is 

revealed, * Y; hat he says aý-rees with that divine ruling, becauce lie 

never contradicts the Book of God but rather explains the meaninr-s 

and the implications intended by God".. Since the opponents, (among 

them ahl al-kalam) reject the sunna in favour of exclusive reliance 

on the Qur'Jan and refuse to accept arguments not based on the qur3zin, 

Shaficl quotes several Qur32inic verses in suPport of his arguments: 

q X: 15 (And when Our clear verses are recited before them, those 

who do not hope for their meeting -with Us say: Bring Us a Qur37in 

other than this or chanse it. Say (to them): It is not for me, of 

my ovin accord, to chanGe it; I follow only what is rovealed to m 

(1) Vie shall see discussions on ijitihad in chapter 8. 

(2) This verifies our view that Shafic-I maintains that Islam, is a 
divine revelation. See above P-75. 

(3) Bayan faraJid Allah, P. 264;. cf Risala, - para: 282ff. 

(4) V 

bD 
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1) VI-. 106 and Q XXXIII: 2 (Follow what is revealed to You from your 

Lord). 
(') 

q IV: 65 (By the name of your Lord, they cannot attain 

real faith until they appoint you as an arbitiator in all-disputes 

between them, and find in 'their souls no resentment of your judge- 

ments but accept them with the fullest conviction). 
(2) 

These verses, 

Shafiel asserts, clearly affirm that the sunna ol the Prophet is 

always in agreement with the qur3an and serves to explain it, and 

that the sunna of the Prophet must be followed. 

The theory of the harmonious relationship between the 

Q, ur>an and the sunna even finds expression in the hadith of the 

Prophet itself. This ascription to the Prophet was obviously made by 

the traditionists as-an argument against those who rejected the 

hadIth on the basis of its alleged contradiction of the qur2an. 

Thus, the Prophet is made to declare: 
(3) 

"There is nothing which God 

has ordered you to do that 3: have not conveyed to you, and there is 

no prohibition from God that I have not made forbidden 'Lor you". 

This tendentious hadilth is moant to establish that the sunna, as 

embod-Jod in the hadith of the Prophet, contains all orders and 

prohibitions in the same way as the Qur: lan does and that it never 
-(4) contradicts the qur3an. Ilamadhani preserves another hadlth in 

which the Prophet is supposed to declare: "Verily, I was given the 

*(6) adhana. Boolk toGether with somethinG else similar to it Ham, 

also preserves another version of this hadIth, in which the Prophet 

is made to support the theory of the traditionists and denounce the 

f-. 

an -LrDid All'Rh, p. - 265; cf. Ris7il , para: 2 (3) 2a. Y-Fln 
_L, _a 

89; Ibt7il al-. 
istihsan, 

ictibar, p. 17. 
. 11 1 

(5) 'zu-, . L3P) \ 
_;; L: 'Y" 

Iýtiba7r, - 

4 
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attitude of their opponunts. The Prophet is alle. -cd to have 

declared, "Verily, I was given the Book together with something 

else simileir to it".. Repeating this three times, he continued, 

"Boware! there will be a man reclining on his couch with his 

stomach full, who will say: "You our), ht to follow strictly this 

Qur3an, and what you find permitted in it you must consider per- 

missible, and what you find forbidden in it you must consider 

forbidden". 
(') 

The main basis for the credibility of the explanatory 

relationship of the sunna to the qur3an, when they seem contra- 

dictory, is the theory of the distinction between general and 
(2) 

specific statement, the function of the sunna always being bay7in 

and takhsis. Thus, whenever his opponents tend to discard a hadith 

on the Grounds that it contradicts the Qur3an, Sh7ificlls argument 

is always that the passa,,, -e in the Qur3an is couched in general terms 

`-th serves to explain and specify it.. 
(3) The and thoýt the hadl 

followino anecdote 
- 

may serve as an illustration: 
(4) 

In a dispute 

as to whether a soldier 'k-illed in battle should be givon a siiare in 

the booty acquired by the muslims in that battle, AbU llan'lfa held 

that lie should have no share, whereas AuzZicl comes to the opposite 

conclusion on the basis of a had1th of the Prophet, adopted, according 

to him, by the guided rulers Defending AbU Hanl7fals 

based his decision, AbU Yasuf argued that the hadilth on which -Auz2ici 

(i)j)0 L7 

(2) sliaficir's terms for a general statement arc and 
for a specific statemont (ýrp 

VP' 

3 
-Um-M -L 

VII, P. 13. WI 

AII'7.. -IC1- -zr), 7-c) , T 
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decision contradicted the Qur3an: Q VIII: Ill (And know that out 

of all the booty that you may acquire (in war), one-fifth is 

assisned. to God and to the Prophet and to near relatives, orphans, 

the needy and the wafarer ...... AbU YUsuf said to AuZ: icl: 

"Be%vare of an irregular hadIth, and adhere only to the 

had'Ith which is familiar and viell known to the community (in vinich 

you live), known to scholars and consistent with the Book Ad the 

sunna. Always keep to this rule, for what contradicts the QurJ,, tn 

is not from the Prophet even if it has been circulated". Shaficl, 

who upheld Auz2i c! Is decision, is provoked by AbU YUsuf Is theory 

and comments: "His disparaging the. had3 Ith by comparing it with 

the Qurýlan, is invalid bocause the qur3an and the hadIth never 

I contradict each other. Indeed, the hadith of the Prophet explains 
0 

the meaning intended by God, whether its implication is specific 

or general, or whether a verse is repealing or repealed". The 

above arýuments, which are in support of the harmonious and 

explanatory relationship of the had"Ith of the Prophet with the 

Qur>an, and in opposition to -the arguments of the opponents to the 

effect that the Qur>an is more authoritative'tiian the hadith, are 

suPported by the assertion that the Prophet, to whom the Qur>an 

i-tas revealed, know its meaning best and so know best how to inter- 

nret it' and that he acted as God ordered him to act. 
(') 

Shafi 

concludes that ýhe best interpretation of the Qur-31in is that to 

which the sunna of the Prophet points; 
(2) 

and asserts that scholars 

in general regard it as serious ignorance to consider that a 

(1) Ilshtil-af al-hadilth, 1). 404; cf - Ikhtilaf 1,, IEilik, p. 181; 

VII, P. 19. 
(2) Ilchtilaf al-ýad: fth, p. 296. 

0 
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doctrine derived from the sunna of the Prophet can contradict the 

Q. ur33n. 
(1) 

To establish the distinction between general and explana- 
(2) 

tory provisions, Shaficl propagates that in many cases Qur3anic 

provisions cannot be deduced from the outward meanings of QuOZZnic 

verses. In such cases, the general verses are explained either by 

other verses of the Qur3an or by the sunna, and most often by the 

latter. Therefore, when the Qur3an and the sunna appear, or are 

claimed by the opponents, to be in conflict, this theory is applied. 

Shilfilr-I repeatedly argues(3) that 
., 

if this theory is not adhered to, 

, many established institutions may be in jeopardy. To this effect he 
(4) 

says., "If we resorted to the outward meaning of the Qur3an, 

vie should amputate the hand of every thief (in accordance with Q V: 

38), and vie should flog every fornicator (in accordance with Q XXIV: 

(5) 
2) with one hundred strokes. Since the Prophet amputaLed hands 

only . -! lien the stolen propertty was valued at not less than a quarter 

of a dina , and lapidated two (non-slave) married fornicators but 

did not flog them, vie may deduce that God intends the punishraents 

amputation and flogging to be applicable only to certain thieves. and 

fornicators. 
(G) This method should be applied to all cases where 

the Prophet explains the provisions ( Ozlýe ) of God. There is never 

a case where the sunna conflicts with the QurDan". Shaficl-gives 

reasons why the above principle should be maintained, saying, "If it 

(1) Umm, VII, P. 20. 
(2) Risala, para: 173ff.; 346ff.; 466-568. 

(3) Bayan farDid Allah, p. 265. 

(4) ibid. 
(As hold by the Khawarij) see Umm, VII, p. 15. 

i. e. the hadilth fulfils the function of takh,,: Ts -ince it a- excludes 
certain Categories of thieves and fornicators. 
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were parmissible to abandon a sunna for the opinion of those who 

are i,: -, nor--nt of the place which ic assi, -, ned to it in the Qur3an 

itself, one mi6ht as vell regard a number of fundamental doctrines, 

all of. which are based on enactments of the Prophet, as repealed by 

the Qur'Jan. Whoever holds this view demolishes the greater part of 

the sunna of the Prophet, and that is ignorance". 

Indeed, the principle that the sunna elucidates the 

qur3an v., as 'known to. the ancient scholars, 
(]') 

as indicated. by the 

arguments of their reprc-sentatives who entered into polemical 

discussions with Shaficl. They did not, however, use it consis- 

tently to support all hadiths which miL; ht appear to contradict the 

Q, ur3an, but employed it selectively, to safeGuard had"iths which 

supported those of their doctrines which apparently conflicted with 

the Qur3an. When a had][th disaSreed with their doctrine, they 

ignored the principle and argued against the hadith on the basis of Qý CD 

the qur: 'an. Shaficl, by contrast, desired to safe uard all had'I 01 
It hs 

fro. - allegations of opposition ' L. o the QuOan and he insisted that. 

the principle be observed consistently. His insistence on this 

principle and his endeavour to establish it has led to its Zýssocia- 

tion with his name, to the extent that it can be considered as his 

personal achievement in the formation of Islamic jurisprudence. 

Shaficl criticises the ancient scholars for being inconsistent in 

applying the principle and reminded them that their attitude, in 

cases where they rejected hadi"ths by means of the Qur3Zin, was no 

different from that of the Khawarij (ahl-al-kalam); and that this 

(1) See below p. 222. 
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would inevitably encoura,, ý-e that rrroup to attack the entire estab- 

lished fiqh doctrines of the sunni schools. Ile urges them, to be 

systematic and consistent in adopting the principle, so that many 

hadIths which could have been rejected will be upheld. This can 

be illustrated by Sh7ificlls discussion with them on the problem of 
(2) 

the testimony of one witness together with the oath of the plaintiff. 

Sh7ific-a[ and the Medinese hold that the testimony is admissible and 

Judgement can be made on the basis of such testimony. They base 

this on the hadlith of the Prophet.. 
(3) 

However, it is accepted only 

in cases of litigation involving property. 
(4) 

The tIraqians reject 

the testimony because, they claim, the doctrine and the-hadIth which 
. 

emb*odies it contradict Q 11: 282 , Oh you who believe, when you have 

dealinos with one another involving debts with a set time-limit, put 

them in writing. Let a scribe write down faithfully as between the 

parties. The scribe should not refuse to write as God has taught 

him, but is oblired to do so. He who incurs the liability should 

dictate. He must fear God his Lord and not diminish anything, of 

what he owes. If the party liable is mentally deficient or weak or 

unable to dictate it himself, let his guardian dictate faithfully. 

obtain two witnesses from among your own men; if there are not two 

men, then a man and two women from those with whom you are pleased, 

so that if one of them (the women) errs, the other can remind her. 

The witnesses should not refuse when they are called upon (for 
(5) 1 

evidence)". According to the cIraqians, the verse clearly indicates 0 

(1) ibid. 

(2) ibid., pp. 6-31 (The opponents in this problem are the 
CIraqians). 

(3) ibid., VI, pp. 273-5. 
(4) ibid., Pp 275-9; VII, pp. 2-6. 

Footnote continued next page. 
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that the minimum number of witnesses in le.,; 'al disputes are two men 

or one man and two women; thus the testimony of one witness 

together with the oath of the plaintiff falls short of, the qur3anic 

stipulation, and hence the doctrine and the hadIth supportin. - it 

are invalid and should be rejected. ShafiCi holds that the verse 

in question provides a Seneral rule whereas the hadIth provides a 
0 

special one (takhsis) and that they are not, therefore, in conflict; 

the hadith exempts the case in question from the gencral implication 

of the qur)an. The opponents refuse to accept'Sliafic'i's arguments, 

but the latter embarrasses them by pointing out that their theories, 

in other cases, were based on the same line-of arguments. The 

following dialogue(l)'between Shafiq and their representative will 

throw light on the anecdote: 

opponent: Consider the had"Ith: "Evidence is enjoined upon 

'ic Sha E 

Opponent: 

Shaficl: 

Opponent: 

Shaf i cli -. 

the plaintiff and the, oath of innocence upon 

the del"endant". Do you say that this is appli- 

cable in all cases? 

I No, the hadith is applicable to certain cases 

and not others. 

I hold that the hadith is to be applied to all 

cases. 

But you th. ereby contradict many doctrines of your 

own. 

Prove it. 

What is the minimum evidence, short. of which you 

are obli. ged not to malse C) . 
judgement? 

(1) ibid., P. 11. 
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OPponent: The evidence of two men or one man and two 

women. 

Shaficla-. 17hat is your opinion if someone is found dead 

soracwhere, and the murderer is not traced? 

Opponent: We demand that fifty men from the place make 

the oath of innocence and then jointly pay 

compensation over a period of three years. 

Shaf i CI: Those men may say to you: You yourself hold that 

the Qur3an prohibits the making of a judge'ment 

on the basis of the evidence of less than two 

men or one man and two women, that the sunna of 

the Prophqt prohibits a judgement in favour of 

the plaintiff except on proper evidence, thich 

is testimony of two men or one man and two 

womenl and that the sunna provides that the oath 

Opponent: 

constitutes acquittal. In the case in question, 

why do you make a jud-ement without a single 00 

witness, compelling us to take an oath but not 

acquittino- us? Lj It is clear that your theories 

contradict tile Qur371n and the sunna. 

No, I do not contradict them; my doctrine on 

the problem in question is based on a hadith 

from cUmar b. al-Khattab. 

Shaficl: If the hadi: th is authentically from c-Umar, do. 

you not see that the doctrine conflicts Ivith 

the 0-ur3an, the sunna and cUmar's own doctrine 
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that evidence is enjoined upon the plaintIff 

and the oath upon the defend ant. 
(') 

Opponent: There is no contradiction, because CUmar knew 

the qur3an, the sunna and his ovin doctrine best. 

S h7l fi Cla.: Well, do you still persist in your theory that 

the verse (Q 11: 282) and the sunna which is 

supported by tUmar's own doctrine, are applicable 

to all cases? 

Opponent: No, instead I hold that the verse and the sunna 

are applicable to certain cases only because they 

are couched in general terms. The had]-th from 

CUmar, on which I base my doctrine about the 

murdered person výhose murderer is not traced, is 

an exception to the verse and the sunna 

-\j?, 

It is my principle to adhere to all reports 

,. whenever possible and not, to make one supersede 

the other. 

Shaficir: Do you not cast doubt on the reporters vilio 

transmit the report from CUmar and then abandon 

it because it contradicts the obvious meaninG of 

the Qur7Rn and the sunna? 

Opponent: No, I should not cast doubt on transmitters whom 

I trust. 

Shaficl, - Our theory in the problem of testimony of one 

witness toZether with tho oath of tho plaintif f 

(1) In the roblem, of qasama the plaintiff is the next of kin of 
the murKred pers6n and the defendants are the residents of the 
place where the murdered person is found. 
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is exactly the same as your theory in this 

problem (i. e. takhsas).. Why do you countor us 
6* 

with the argument that the Qur3an and tho sunna 

arc applicable to all casos, (and that no 

takhsis can be applied) but say, jvith rerard to 
0. 

your problem, that they, are applicable only to 

certain cases. Your attitude is clearly 

arbitrary, for you do not allow us to do v., hat 

you yourself do. 

Shaficl-, in order to prove his interlocutorts inconsis- 

tency, further puts to him cases where. the latter holds doctrines 

,.,., ',, iich contradic t the obvious meanIng of the Qur3an. 
(') 

AmonS them 

are the doctrine of wiping the boots instead of washing, the feet 
U 

in wudu7, which contradicts the obvious mcaninG, of Q V. - 6; the 

doctrine of not carryinS out tho punishment of amputatin- the hand. 

of a thief if he steals less than a certain amount (one quarter of 

a dinar), Yhich contradicts the obvious meaninS of Q V: 38, výhere 

no amount is stipulated, and the punishment oL stonin, - to death for 

adultery which contradicts q XXIV: 2 which provIdes only for 

flogGing. The rulinSs for these cases arc embodied in the sunnas 

of the Prophet, and Shafic"I holds the same ruling as his opponent. 

1,11hen asked by Sh2ifiCi whether, in these cases, tho sunnas are to be 

compared with the. qur3an and eventually rejected because they 

contradict it, 
(2) 

the opponent's answer is in the negative, because, 
I 

he argues, the sunna of the Prophet explains the meaning intended by 

God. This inconsistency gives Sliýfic'al the opportunity to force gn - 

(1) iUd., 'P. 15. 

(2) ibid., P. 13. 
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his opponent acceptance of the hadIth which provides for tile admissi- 

bility of the testimony of one witness together with the oath of the 

plaintiff and other hadiths which the opponent has rejected on the I 

strength ol the qur3an. To this effect he asks, "'Uhy do you not 

agree that the sunna explains (i. e. by means of takhs, s) the Qur3an 

in the case of (i. e. the case in question) and 

other cases where you have rejected authentic had'37-*ths from the Prophet 

on the strength of arbitrary interpretations and the claim that they 

contradict the obvious meaning of the qur3an? ".. 
(') 

From the above 

arý; uments, one can draw the conclusion that the adherents of the 

ancient schools had resorted to Shaficits principle of the explanatory 

relationship of the sunna of the Prophet tp the Qur3an 

as an argument to defend a sunna which rendered support to their fiqh 

doctrine. 

Shafi Ca. ur, -Cs t"o adherents of the ancient schools to stop 

arguing against, the sunna on the basis of its alleLred contradiction 

with the Qur3an. He draws their attention to the fact that they 

resort to the opinion of the Companions or later authorities which 

contradict the obvious meanin: - of the Qur3an. This attitude, Sh-aficl 

argues, is less proper than hir3 own practice of adhering to the sunna. 

of the Prophet which apparently contradicts the outward meaniii6. of 

the qýur3an. This is because, a sunna of the Prophet is more deserving 

of observance in all situations than a report from the subsequent 

autlfrities. Shafic7a illustrates t1iis, with the problem of the 
k 

share 
. 
of a mother in the estate of her son. 

(3) 
Q IV: 11 says: ("For 

each of the parents one-sixth of the inheritance, if the deceased 

(1) ibid 0p 
(2) ibid* P. 

(3) ibid. p. 16. 
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leaves a child; if lie leaves no children and the parents are the 

only heirs, the mother receives, one-third; if the deceased leaves 
(1) 

brothers, (or sisters) his mother receives one-sixth..... "). 

According to this verse the share of the mother is reduced from 

one-third to one-sixth if the deceased leaves brothers. ( z_ýp 

There is a difference of opinion on the interpretation of the word 

t1l; 
an opinion ascribed to Ibn c-Abbas which corresponds with 

the cArabic usage, says that the word denotes three brothers, thus 

the mother's share is reduced to one-sixth if the deceased left 

three brothers; but another opinion ascribed to cUthm7jn says that 

in the verse means only two brothers and this opinion is 

said to have been adopted by Muslims through the generations 

'ýJý -I Shafici and his opponents both accept this 

second opinion, but ShEaficl asks them why they follow CUtImIan's. 

oninion and abandon that of Ibn cAbbZis which aýI. rees zith the obvious D 

meanin. 'ý of the Qw7an. They answer that, they believe tliat rUthmýn 

. ýcncra the meaning of the QurJan better than his contemporaries. 

Shafic7a. retorts that Ibn CAbbas also knew it botter t, Ln 0 ho L, i ý; o 

people. Shaficla's intention in this discussion is to prove that the 

, )ur7an should be understood according to its im licit meanin- in the p0 

light of the sunna of the Prophet, and if the sunna is not available, 

in the light of the tradition of the Companions or the ijm7ic of the 

scholars. 1f, on the other hand, none of the above is available 

then the explicit and general meaninG of the Qur3an must be observed, 

and, in cases where the Companions disagree, the one whose opinion is 

most consistent with the explicit meaning of the qur3Hn is to be 

,v-I 

"4. 
.'4; \� \J &5) 
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f ollovied. Therefore, SlZficl warns, it is ignorance to say that 

the Qur3an and t. he sunna may contradict each other, for to say so 

is to challenge many established doctrines which the opponents 

(1) 
themselves also hold. An example would be the doctrine of the 

prohibition of concurrent marriage to a woman and her sister or 

her aunt, 
(2) 

or, equally, the doctrines relating to the oath of 
(4) 

abstention and the procedure of 11 bW In these cases, 

as well as in many others, the established doctrines adoPted by all 

the sunni schools are provided for by the sunnas of the Prophet 

which seemingly contradict the obvious meaning of the qur3an. That 

Sh2ificli uses this line of argument . 
(that the fiqh will be jeopardisod 

if the sunna is adjudged to be in opposition to the Qur3an) reveals 

the extent of the sunni scholars, reliance on the sunna as an 

indispensable basis for their fiqh doctrines and the danger to which 

these doctrines would be exposed if the sunnas embodying them ;., ere j 

discarded. The scholars believe that the (jur3an, as a source of law, 

4 
rluz; t be understood and interpreted in line with the fiqh and its 

supporting tradition. The only difference between the adherents of 

the ancient schools and Shafic! is that, the former hold that the 

sunna is not necessarily or always derived from the tradition of tho 

Prophet; but derived also from the reported opinions or actions of 

subsequent authorities. They regard the tradition of the Prophet 

and that of other persons as equally valid. In certain cases they 

'he tradition of the Prophet and prefer the latter, even when both . 

(1) ibid., p. - 20. 

(2) 
. 

ibid. ) P. l?. 

(3) ibid. , p. 21: ( in this problem the opponents rely on the 

(4) ibid., p. 22, authority of Ibn'Abbas and Ibn MascUd). 
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that of the subsequent authorities may be understood to explain a 

particular verse of the Qur3an and the tradition of the Prophet 

clearly coincides more closely with the obvious meaning of the 

qur3an. 

An example of this attitude occurs in the problem of 
"" 

pronouncing divorce in an indirect form of wording ( 

The opponents agree with Shaficl that divorce is accomplished if 

the divorcing husband uses any word or phrase which expresses an 

intention to bring about a divorce. The opponents, however, hold 

that such divorce is definite and irrevocable whereas Sh2Zficl holds 

that it is revocable and not final. The former base their decision 

on the authority of some Companions and Shaficl bases his on a tra- 

dition of the Prophet and of r-Umar. Shafir-I asserts that his 

traditions are more consistent with Q 11: 228-9 which stipulate that 

6 
a divorcing husband may return to his divorced wife as long 

as the waitins period ( P->-C-) does not expire and the divorce 

originates from him (and is not decided by a judge on application by 

the *uif e, ýý"\ 
). Shafi Ci further argues that, if the husband uses 

the word 'divorce', the divorce is accomplished even if he does not 

seriously intend it. This means that althou, -h this mode of divorce 

is more definite than the other, the husband is nevertheless allowed 

to revoke it i2 clearly, irrational to bar the husband from 

revokinS it in a less si, -nificant mode of divorce. In addition to 

that, Shafici points out to his opponents that they frequently err 

in their choice between the conflictin-- opinions of the Companions, U 

(1) ilbid. 3, pp. 2of . 
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neglcctiný; the one which is more consistent with the obvious meaning 

of the qur22in. This is illustrated by the problem of the grounds on 

, uhich a divorcee is entitled to a full dowry and is obliGed to 

observe Cidda. 
(l) 

The Medinose and the CIraqians hold that any 

period of complete and private proximity is sufficient if the spouses 

have ever been, even once, in a room or the like, with the door and 

curtain closed, any divorce %,, thich takes place after that must entail 

a full dowry in the woman's favour, and she is obliged to observe the 

cidda, even if the spouses admit that no consummation has taken place. 

Shafic']' holds that the basis is whether or not there has been a 

consummation. The ancient scholars base their decision on the opinion 

of the Caliphs cUmar and I; Ail and argue that, those two Caliphs knew 

the meaninS of the Qur: )an better than any scholar of their time. 

Shafic! counters them by sayin.,; that his decision is based on the 0 

opinion of Ibn cAbbas and Shuraili who ware also Jamiliar with the. 

meanin, -, of the Qar3an, 
.,, rhich is also supported by a Egreat number of 

muftis, Further, ShafiCIL asserts, this opinion is more in keepinS Ul 

with the obvious meaninS of 'Q 11: 237 which reads: ("And if you 

divorce them before consui-iination but after fixin, g a dowry for thei-ii, 
(2) 

half of the dowry is due to them ........ "); q XXXIII: 49 which 

reads. - (110 you who believe, when you marry believing women and then 

divorce them beforeyou have consummated your marriage with them, no 
(3) 

Cidda have you to expect. from them ........ 11). Sh: ific'I tolls us 

that his interlocutor, the representative of the ancient schools, 

has no answer to his argumonts other than the words: "This is the 

decision of our associates 

(1) ibid. P. 
- 
18, Cf - Ikhtilaf Malik, 217. 

(2)\-') "). 1\ 

)\ 1" 

(3) Ij) 
I¼-- 

c) ji 

/� �- -- -. � Frr- -� F-, / �- 
%Lt /uj, 4144 ,ý w- . uu k, %, U. " I. 
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Finally, ShZifiicl points out that the opponents should not 

from the Qurlan ., ýhen he resorts to the accuse him of deviatini 

hadl'th of the Prophet over the problem of the testimony of one 
f 
witness together with oath of-the plaintiff,, because they themselves, 

in riany cases, diverge. from the q. ur*3an without basing their doctrines 

on any had-Ith, and reject the obvious meaning of the Qur3an which is 

af firmed by the opinion of some Companions. Scholars can show no 

greater ignorance than to regard one and the same argument as proof 

for their own theory but t not valid for others to use a, -ainst them. 
(2) 

Indeed, Shaficl asserts, the had'alth which supports the doctrine 

of the admissibility of the testimony of one witness toGether with 

the oath of the plaintiff by no means Contradicts the ruling of the L) (3) 
Book. The verse (ItAnd obtain two witnesses from amonS your own men") 

arid the verse (11 
....... And take for witnesses two just people from 

among you ....... 
(4) 

possibly contain a ruling from God that two U 

witnesses constitute complete evidence, in which no oath from the 

-plaintiff is required, but these verses do not mean that it is there- 

lore prohibited to admit the evidence of less than two witnesscs; nor 

does any other verse in the Our3an. Since Muslims in certain cases 

aý, rae on the admissibility of testimony from less than two witnesses 

their agre=ent convinces us that God does not Prohibit such testimony. 

The opponents claim that they do not diverre from the sunna of the 

I Prophet but recoSnize that the sunna explains the Qur: lan, so Shafic7i. 

ibid pp. 30f 
%-, ------ v. -- - 

(-j) o 11: 282. q LXV: 2 
ý---- 1* *-- 

Like the testimony of a woman on a woman's physical defects and 
childbirth, see Rigala, para: 1065-76. 
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as'. -, s them why they denounce him for adol)ti. n,, r the doctrine of the 

testimony of one witness toGether with the oath of the plaintiff 

and base their opposing views on the : ithar (traditions) from Zuhr3. 0 

and cAta". Their answer is that the athar also explain the qur3: jn, 

whereupon Sh3fita[ retorts that they (the athar) are inferior to the 

sunna. The opponents have no answer. 

From the above arguments radiating around a doctrine 

embodied in a'hadalth from the Prophet, one may conclude that 

Shafirl had to fi,,, ht hard to establish the harmonious relationship 

between the Qur3an and the sunna of the Prophet, the function of 

the sunna bein- to explain in detail the implications of qur'Zinic. 

provisions (bayan) or to exclude certain cases or situations from 

the general rulings of the qur33n (takhsis), on the Grounds that 

the Divine I'lill does-not require them to be Soverned by those rulinSs. 

Talkhsis is clearly a special kind of bayan. 

Another great defence constructed by Shafic" a-ainst the t) I, 

anti-traditionists' accusation that the sunna of the Prophet 

contradicts the Qur3an appears in his theory of abrogation between 

'-he two elements. T. 1-iis stapports his first theory of the harmonious 

relationship between the sunna of the Prophet and the Qur3ap, as 

%7ell as that of the bayan-relationship of the former with the 

latter. 
(1). 

Re6ognizing that abrogation does occur in both the 

Our)gn and the sunna, he postulates that they do not abrogate each 

other; the Qur3: in can only be abroSated by the Qur3: 1n, and a sunna 

only by another sunna. 11-le ad. rilits, however, that God may have 

(1) '. 7e shall see in chapter 7 that 'conflict, ic arl essential 
cle. ment in the theory of abro, -ation. If there is no conflict 
between the sunna and the q7ur'JRn, accordin- to S117jfir-*ý' 

be no abrogation betyeen them. Z.. ) a., there 
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chan, red a rulin,, -, embodied in a sunna, but, in such cases the 

Pro hett invariably introduced another sunna ropealin,; the earlier p 1) 

one. His argunrients on those t'heories may be seen in the following 

passages of his Ris7ila, 
(') 

where he discusses them with his' 

unnamed interlocutor: 

"God created His creatures in accordance with His pre- 

ordained plan and purpose. Nothiný,, can camend His decision and His 

reckoning is speedy". 

"He revealed to His creatures the Book as an explanation 

of all thin, -, s, a guidance and a blessing. In it Ile imposed obliga- 

tions, some of which He endorsed, and others of which He abrogated, 

.. 
to His creatures as an alleviation (of as a blessing their problems) 

and an increase in those blessinýrs He had oriý, inally bestowed upon 
16 

them. Ille rcuarded them with His paradise, and escape from His 

tor "'or their adherence to that which He endorsed. ment, in return 

God's mercy embraces His creatures both in that He endorses and in 

that He abrogates; praise be to Him for His favours1t. 

"He made it clear to mankind that what Ile abrogated of the 

Bool1r., Ile did so solely by the Book, and that the sunna could never 

abror, ate (be the n7isikh of) the Dook. The function of the sunna was ID 

merely to follow the Book., abiding closely by what had been revealed 

inits text and to elucidaLe the meaniný; of that v., hich had been 

revealed in the Book in general terms". 

"God says: "When our clear verses are recited to them, 

those who do not look forward to meeting us say: 'Produce another 

(1) para: 312-335. ((The translation of the passage is adapted from 

the translaticon by Burton,. Al-nasikh wal-mansukh, pp. 239ff-) 
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Our: lan or change it'. Say: 'It is not for me to chan,, c it on my 

own accord, I do but follow what is revealed to me. Verily, I foal-, 

if'I disobey my lord, the punishment of 3-rievous day". 
(') 

By this 

verse, God informed us that lie had imposed upon His Prophet sub- 

mission to what was revealed to him, and that lie had not authorised 

him to change on his own initiative. His utterance: 'It is not for 

me to change it on my ovin accord', is the proof for what I have said 

that the only thing that can abrogate kitab A117ah is kitab Allah. 

Since only God originated His injunction, He is the'only One Who can 

remove or confirm parts of it at will; no one of his creatures may 

do so. To this effect God has also said: "God expunges what He 

pleases, and confirms Ythat He pleases. Ile has the eternal scripture 

(Umm al-kitab)lt. 
(2) 

"Some scholars have argued that there is, in the above 

-lit assign to His Prophet the ri, ht verse, an indication that God mir 

of speaking on his own initiative, though under divine guidance, on 

matters concerning which God has revealed no kitab. But it has also 

been suoý; estod that His vio--ds: tGod e. xpun,;,, es :: hat lie plezasesl, , ziean: 

God expunges the obligatoriness of what He pleases, and confirms 

what Ile pleases. This coincides more closely with what has been 

said" 

"There is further evidence to support the above views in 

(Vihenever We abrogate a verse the (, )ur: )an: 
-eý. 0 C 

or defer its revelation VIc brin, - into its place what is better than Z.,:. - 
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or similar to. it) (Q 11: 106). Ile announces that the abroiýation of 

a part of the qur)an and the deferment of its revelation can be 

accomplished only by means of another Qur3anic revelation. This 

% is further reinforced by: 

(11,1hen We exchange one verse for another, God knows best what Ile 

reveals. They say: 'You are simply an inventor') (Q XVI: 101)", 

"In the same way, nothing can abrogate the sunna of the 

Messenger of God except another sunna of the Messenger of God. La 

'dere God to reveal to His Messenger on a certain matter, on i,, rhich 

he had already established a sunna, a new injunction, different from 

what the Messenger had laid down, he would establish another sunna 

in keepinr, ' with the now revelation, so as to make clear to men that 

he no,. %, had a sunna abrot, -atinG the earlier differing sunna. 
ýhis is 

roferred to in his sunna. 

"Should someone say, ItVery vrell, %ýe are convinced that 

only the Qur3an can abro, ýatc the our-1-an, for the Qur3an has no equal; 

now shoo.! us the same in connexion with the sunna! ", I would say: 

,, I have explained that ; Glod had enjoined upon men that they follov, ' 

the bidding of the Messen;; er of God. Th. 4s is a proof tha,,, the sunna 

(1) As sho%,., -n above (p. 123) Shaficl on the one hand desires to 
establish that', sunna is divinely inspired, to ensure its 
prevalence over traCitions from the Companions; to this effect 
lie says I -W\ ýeo\j> 'I (everythiný,, is from God) (Risala ýara: Yý 
307). On the other he has to distinouish bet,,,: ccn the sanna 
and the QurJan, in order to ensure that the sunna cannot', be 

abro. -, -ated by the Qur3an or vice versa. This' r., iakces- Shafici 
contradict himself. 

(2) 1 have not dircovercd in Shaficli's works a had-Ith from the 
Prophet to this effect. However, Flamadhanl: Ict bar, p. 16, 
preserves one reported by Ibn al-Bailam7inil. 
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of the MossenGer of God is to be accepted as coming from G*od; 

,.,., hoever adheres to the sunna does so in obedience to the Qur3an. 

This bein.; ý- the case there is no human utterance which is like the 

sunna, whence it lollovis that not. hin, ý can abrogate it but its like, 

and it has no like but another sunna of the 1, ILessenger of God. God 

has -iven to no other man after him that which He gave him. 

Furthermore, God made it thie duty of men to follow him, and to 

abide by his command. All mankind are his followers, and a 

follower may not disrc.,., ard what God has obliged him to follow. Ile 

%,. rhose duty is to follov, the sunna of the 11-lessonger of God has no 

right to contradict it, nor is he in a position to abrogate any 

part of it". (') 

"Should he ask, "Is it conceivable that a sunna handed 

down from the Prophet has been abrosated, but that 'the repealing 

sunna (nasikh) has not been handed do,;,, n? tl. I v.,, ould reply, "It i 

not, conceivable. How is it conceivable that what has ceased to be 

bindin, ý has been preservod while that , -: hich has remained obliýgatory 

has been discarded?. VlPre this Possible, all sunnas could be swept 

away on the assumption that they have been abro. ated". 

"Should he ask, "Can the sunna be abroGated by the Qur3an? 11. 

I would ans,. -er, "No, for had the sunna been abrogated by the Qur: )En, 

the Prophet would have introduced another sunna to explain that his 

earlier sunna had teen abrogated by his later sunna, in order to 

prove that a rulinL-, can be abrogated only by another of its own class". 

Shafic'JIL', in this para,,,, raph, d, oes not answer the question whether- 
or not the sunna can be abro., -, ated by the Qur3an;. he is morely 
rofutiný the claim ti hat tho sunna can be abroý,, ated by the 
tradition of the subsequent authorities. 
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"The proof of , -. qy statement is what I have examined earlier 

concernin- the function of tho sunna. This is to elucidate the 
.3 

meanings intended by God in His injunctions, and to clarify -ý, ýhcther 

they carry specific or -encral im lications. The Prophet never says L. > P 

anythinG that does not a7, roe with God's rulinGII. 

"Wore it permitted to say that the Prophet had established 

a sunna which God subsequently abro. -ated by the Qurlan, without the 

prophet's issuing a repealin- sunna, it would be possible to hold, CD ZD 

with reSard to certain commercial transactions which the Prophet 

forbade (rulings accepted by the Muslims), that perhaps he had for- 

bidden them before God said: 'God declares commercial transaction 

lawful, but usury unlayffull. 
(1) 

Similarly, concerniný; those fornica- 

tors who are lapidated, perhaps Muhammad stoned them before God 

revealed Q XXIV: 2 (The fornicatress and the fornicator scour,, "e each 

of them .,,, ith a hundred stýripes); 
(2) 

or, concernin, - the practice of 

boots, perhaps this was the practice before the revelation of 

t1he .,, rudu3. One mifght a'. L-IUC- 
that there is no commutinrr the 'penalty ýD - 

of hadd in the case of a 'thief who steals something not under cover, 

or something valued at less than a quarter (ilInar, since the verse 

V: for tI lie thlef, male and female, cut off their hands)(3) 38 As L 

refers to all .,. ho steal, whether they steal much or little, and 

whether or not they break and enter. 
(4) 

'Furthermore, any had'21th of 

the Prophet could be rejected on the sur-, estion that he never said 0 

itj if it does not happen to aP; ree with the Qur3an. Ultimately, th. e* 

275 
(2) 

(4) i. e. The settled J'iqh doctrines are made to necessitate the 
acceptance of the sunna and the recoGnition of its harmonious 

ur3 an. relationship wilth the ') 
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entire body of the sunna could be rejected on either of the two 

considerations, and every sunna could be abandoned where there 

already existed a general Qur3, anic injunction, (but the sunna can 

indeed be made to aý-, ree with such an injunction, because they must 

always agree w. ith each other), when the wording of the sunna, as 

handed down, varies in any way from the wording -r of the revelation, 

or when it is possible to show that the wording handed down from 

the Prophet is fuller than the wording of the revelation". 

"Both the Q, ý, ur3aa and the sunna are in conflict with such 

a doctrine, and agree with ours. The Qur3an is the medium through 

which the blind see aL. main. 
(1) 

It contains references to the 

Prophet's function vis-a-vis the Book of God and His reliSion, and 

-also to his adherence to it and his role in providing ilk. with bayZin 

on God's behalf". 

Shafic7l's main concern in the above discussion is to 

invalida'. j, k, -e the tendency to place "lie sun, -)a in opposit-jon to tile 

1)ur3an and thereby reject the, sunna. To achieve this aim, he 

states that naskh (abrofration) cannot two take place between these 

sources of law. Ile argues that they are alviays in harmony, and 

that when they appear to disaýýree, they can in fact be reconciled, 

for the function of the sunna is always to elucidate the Qur3an 

(bayan, talkhsls). Bayan (and takhs3s) is, therefore, Sh: ificlls 

main technique in refuting 'the claim that there may be naskh between 

the t,,,,, o sources, a claim widely asserted in the theory of his 

opponents. 
(2) 

In his theory of naskh, what Shaficl really desires 

Sh2lfic; l directs a scathiný- attack on his opponents, callin- them 
to look into the Our3an itself for the harmonious relationship 
beL. ween it and the sunna. 

(2) Ahl al-kalam held that the (, )Ur: yan abrogated the sunna, while 
the ancient scholars hold tLt the two 0 

abro-ated--ejzých other. 
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to establish is that the sunna cannot' be abroGated by the qur: )Zn, 

not that the Qurlan cannot be abro., rated by the sunna. He has., of 

course, to argue for the latter-case to create a basis for the 

maintenance of the former. By recognizing the theory of the abro- 

gation of the Qur7an by the sunna, like the ancient scholars, 

Shaficir inevitably encourages ahl al-kallm to claim the reverse, 

that the sunna can be abrogated by the Qur3an, and thereby 

jeopardise his efforts to safeguard the sunna from rejection. 
(') 

Shafic*lls arguments for his theory are by no mcans 

convincinr,. He attempts to exploit 11: 106 but it frustrates him. 

The verse reads: 
(2) 

Two words from the verse are significant in this discussion: 

(better) and (similar). In his di scussion, Shaficl refers 

only to to prove that nothing is similar to a Qur3anic 

verse ex-copt another Qur3anic verse. Q 11: 106 is thus held to 

stipulate that a verse can only be abrogated by another verse. Ile 

because it is undeniable ir, -nores (as he has to) the word 

that nothing is better "Lhan the Qur3Rn, and, therefore, it is not 

inconceivable that a sunna, which is less good, can be abrogated by 

a verse of the Qur3an. It was this corollary which Shafici: wanted 

to avoid by iGnoring the -v,, ord Both -ý. rcý? ds are disadvantageous 

to his theory that the Qur3an cannot abrogate the sunna, in the liý; ht 

of his theory that tho sunna is divinely inspired. It could be asked 

(by ahl al-. Ikalam, for instance), why, since lie recognizes the 

abrogation of a O. ur3: -nic verse by another c)ur3anic verse, lie does 

(1) See bolow pp. 277f -, 281f . 
(2) 111,11henover V. To abroSato a verse or def or its revelation We bring 

into its place what is better than or similar' to it". 
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, ate the sunna, which is also not recognize that the Qur3an may abro,,, 

from God and which is no better than the Qurl: -: n?. His anonymous 

interlocutor is easily convinced by his argument, which he bases 

on the word that a Our3anic verse may only be abro, rated by 

another Qur': Inic verse. This a, -rees, after all, with the principles 

of those he represents (ahl al-kalam). 
(l) 

Nevertheless, he asks 

Shafiý-I' to give comparable proof of his tileory that the Qur3an may 
(2) 

not abro0ate the sunna. Here, Shafill fails to comply. Ile 

iGnores the request directed to him, and, instead, busies himself 

zith arguments against the tendency of the anclent scholars to re'ject I 

the sunna of the Prophet by means of the tradition from subsequent 

autlioritics. 
(3) 

To this effect he repeats his arGuments that God 

made it obliCatory to adhere to the sunna since it comes from God, 

and that he who follovis -tho sunna does so on the authority of the 

for the latter (a: mlicitly) stipulates adherence to the 

sunna. In view of thils, lie continues, the opinion of no normal human 

bein, ý; is cimilar or equal to the sunna of the Prophet, 

since God did not give to any other man the, status that lie ,, -ave to 

the Prophet. No one else's opinion, therefore, can abrogate the 

sunna of the Prophet. The sunna may only be abrogated by another 

sunna ,,,, hich is sipilar ( to it. Here Shaficl employs the santic- 

line of argument as he does in the case of abro, -, ation in the Qur: yan, 

but the comparison he makes establishes dissimilarity between the 

sunna and the opinion of other persons, not between the sunna and 

the qurlan. This is a clever attempt, I; for if the sunna is compared 

(1) Risala, para: 325. 
(2) ibid., loc. Cit. 
(3) ilbid., para: 326. 
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to 'the it can easily be proven that the latter is not only 

'similar' but 'bettor' than the foriner; hence the Qur)an may abro, -ato 

the sunna. 

n- Shafir-2- does not deny outright that God mii, -ht have changed 

a sunna'set by the Prophet, but he insists 

that, in such a case, the Prophet would have, issued another sunna to 

explain the, chanse and, indeed, to abrogate the first sunna. It 

would, therefore, be an instance of the abrogation of a sunna by a 

later sunna and not by the Qur32in. 
(2) 

He further stipulates that 

this later (abrogating) sunna must be accessible to substantiate any 

clain that such abroGation has occurred; for otherwise, he warns the 

adherents of the ancient schools (his fellow sunn1s), many establi- 

shed fiqh doctrines, commonly adopted by the sunni schools and based 

on the sunna, could be invalidated on the grounds that -, he sunna has 

(3) 
been abroSated by the Qur3an. This reveals his desire to 

syste; -, ýiatize the sunni fiqh in order to protect it from attacks by 

ahl al-kalani. One may conclude that, where abroý3ation is concerncd, 

SIhafic! regards the Our3an. and the sunna as two separate 'sources', 

each of whichhas its o,, -., n integrity that cannot be infrin-ed by -the 

other. But, in his endeavour to establish the authority of the 

sunna, he insists that both 'sources' are from one origin, God. ' 

This, therofore, carries the implication that God m ay, thereforc, 

abrogate the sunna (by means of the Qur2an) in 'the same way as He 

abro, -ates a verse of the Qur3an (by means of another). 
(4) 

ibid., para: 324,330,332. Sh7afifl is careless in choosinG 
his vocabulary, as lie uses the word which lie endeavours 
to avoid. 

C, 

ibid., para: 330 
5. - 

%% xk '- e- -" --: > ý- 
-ý 

; ; \-. 
, --) 

wlý 

i*: )id.. % para: 333. 
(4) See below P. 255. 
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Shaficla insists that any contradiction between the qur: lan 

and the sunna is merely apparent.: In no circumstances does the 

qur32in abrogate the sunna; indeed, the sunna always'provides a 

bayan or takhsi 7s for text of the Qur32in. 
(') 

He makes great efforts 

to maintain this theory throughout his legal discussions with the 

adherents of the ancient schools, in an endeavour to compel them to 

accept it. He tries to establish a clear distinction between the 

general ruling and takhs-3-s. This distinction is later clarified 

4 

and simplified by subsequent u2ulis in their definition of the two 

terms with the maxim: Naskh is bayan that conceýns time, whereas 

takhsis is bayan that concerns persons or things (2 This 
.0 

means that, when a rulinG is abrogated, it -entirely ceases to be 

enforceable, because the time-limit set for it has ended. Actions 

should be governed thenceforth by the new ruling which replaces it, 

the new ruling. being called Inasikht and the one it replaces 

ImansTikh'. Naskh does not affect the scope of the ruling itself 

but rather the time of its validity. Talchs1s, however, determines 

the scope of the implication of a particular ruling. When takhs"is 

takes place, a ruling couched in general terms to cover all cases 

may be applied only to certain cases ad determined by the new ruling 

LPE In takhs3. s, both the first and the second rulings are 

valid, the distinction between them being that the scope of the 

first ruling is curtailed. 
(3) 

ibid. ) para. - 332. 

cf.. Ghazali, Mustasfa, I, p. 110; (2) ýIlakka., 
Hamadhani, ýCtiý, 

is the bay7in (explanation) of the expiration of the period 
of a devotion which outwardly denotes permanence). 

(3) Makki, L) 
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Later uplis further analysed the details of differences 

between the two principles, 
(') for they found that confusion still 

existed since the function of both of them was bay3n. (2) 

"The difference between takhsi rs and naskh may be seen 

from five aspects: Firstly, a nasik-h (abrogating text) must be 

later in time than the mansakh (abrogated text), whereas, in takhsl's, 

a mukhassis (the text which provides the takhs*al*. s) may be later than 
.. 0 

a0 
or concurrent with that which is affected by the takhsis (the 

06 
makhslis).. The second difference is that naskh must be effected by 

aI 
khitab (divine command), whereas takhsls may be effected by khitab, 

de*ed, qiy'gs et cetera. Thirdly, a nasikh must be equal to or higher 

than its manslikh in the preferential order of authorities, whilst a 

mukhassis may be weaker in this regard than the makhs7us. The fourth 
0. *0. 

difference is that takhsis cannot apply to an injunction which covers 

only a single specific action, but naskh may well apply to such an 

injunction. Fifthly, talthsis . excludes the cases not intended to be 
0. 

6overned by original regulation whilst not affecting the general L*: I 

validity of that regulation, but nasl,:, h totally nullifies the 

enforceability of a re. ulation,,. 
(3) 

Shaficl's theory about the importance of the sunna of the 

prophet and his insistence on its lbayýn. and takhsl"sl function 

towards the qur)an have introduced a novel feature to the entire 

structure of Islamic legal theories, particularly in relation to 

(1) ibid. 
(2) Qurtubi, TafsIr, II, p. 288f. 

(3) Hamadhani, Ictibar , p. 15; cf. Ghazali, Mustasfa, loc. cit. 
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the qur)an as a 'source' of law. His theory of talchslis signifies 

that the qur3an can be ambiguous and should be explained by and 

understood in accordance with the sunna of the Prophet. In other 

words, the intention of God-as expressed in many of the Qur)anic 

verses cannot be ascertained except by means of the elucidation 

afforded by the sunna which covers every detail of law. In documen- 

ting a point of law, therefore, the Qurzan cannot be relied upon 

exclusively, and the sunna must be taken into account. Whenever 

the Qur3En gives a ruling and the sunna offers a differing one, the 

application of the Qurlanic ruling must be subject to any qualifying 

clauses in that of the sunna; the scope of its enforcement must 

thereby be curtailed to enable the sunna to operate. Both the 

Quxrýan and the sunna, therefore, may be observed together. 

This is clearly a problem of priority among the 'sources', 

between the Qur3an and the sunna, in cases of disagreement. Ahl 

al-kalým maintained that the QUr3: jn should prevail over the sunna 

and the latter should be discarded. The ancient scholars preferred 

Particular legal , Y. hichever of them rendered support to their 

doctrines. They, t4erefore, maintained that these two 'sources' 

could abrogate each other, in order to suppress whichever one 

contradicted their doctrines. Shafir-a[, on the other hand, under 

the pretext of his theory of takhs1s, bestows priority upon the 
.. 

sunna, at the expense of the Qurlan. He never admits that the sunna 

should be understood in the light of the Qur3an, for this would 

inevitably jeopardize fiqh doctrines based on the sunna which 
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clash with the provisions of the qur3an. 
(') 

He tirelessly 

advocates, rather, that it-is the Qur)an which should be understood 

in the light of the sunna. This principle, which he ri,, rorously 

applies in his theoloSical dispute with the adherents of the ancient 

schools and which he endeavours to force on them, contradicts his 

own theory of the hierarchical order of 'sources' in which he 

declares the qurlan to be the hiGhest authority of law, undoubtedly 

above the sunna. His attempts at arguing, on the basis of the 

qur3anic verses, for the establishment of the authority and the 

importance of the sunna, taken together with the practical signifi- 

cance of the takhsIs theory, result in the employment of qur37! nic 
.. 

verses as evidence against the supremacy of the Qurlan itself and 

in support of the sunna.. 

The practical implication of Shaficlls theory of takhs-Is 
.0 

found open and explic-it expression in the theory of the later 

-forwardly propounded these traditionists. They straight principles: 

TIThe sunna prevails over the qur32in, and the qur: Ian does not prevail 

over the sunnall-, 
(2) 

"The Qur: )an needs the sunna, more than the. sunna 

needs the Q-ur: IanII, (3) 
and "The Qurýan may be abrogated by the sunna 

of the Prophet". 
(4) 

These principles outwardly contradict the theory 

Vie have seen (in chapter 2) that the entire science of u lil al- 

_fiqh 
is meant to defend the fiqh by documenting it with formal 

'sources'. To whichever sour-c-F-the scholars (Sh7lficl and his 
opponents alike) may have given priority, it was the-fiqh which 
controlled their thinking,. and which was in reality giv-en the 
priority. 

(2) Dariml-, Sunan, vol., I, P. 117; Hamadhan-3, Jr-til5ar, P. - -17. This 
principle is ascrAed to Yahja b. Abir Kathir.. 

(3) lfamadh7inýl, letib loc. cit. This principle is ascribed to 
Makhul. 

(4) Ibn Qutaiba, TaJir"3 p. 195. 
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of takhs'Is, but, in reality, they exactly represent talchs"I's as 

practised by ShafiCi throughout his doctrinal discussions. This 
0 

is verified, by the attitude of Ahmad b. Hanbal who considered that 

the two principles "the sunna prevails over the Qur)linll and "the 

sunna elucidates the qur3an" are synonymous. This attitude 

reveals that Ahmad, on the one hand, maintained the theoretical 

significance of takhsis, and, on the other, recognized its practical 

implication as it had been shown by Shaficl himself. 

We find that later traditionists ascribed arguments which 

supported theirtheory to the Companions and even to the Prophet 

himself. The assertion that the Prophet knew best how to interpret 

the Qur*)an and acted aý3 God ordered him to act is put into the mouth 

of Saqd b. Jubair; (2) the Prophet is made to declare that the 

Qur39n alone cannot guarantoe against error(3) and cannot be relied 
(4) 

upon exclusively for religious knowledge.. cImran b. Husain is: ** 

reported(5) to have made the following statement to a man urho refused D 

to rely on the had'a? th and observed the Qur3an exclusively, "You are a 

fool. Do you find prayers and fasting explained in detail in the 

Book of God.? The qur2an couched them in general terms and the sunna 

explained them". 

Despite Shaficits determination to establish its acceptance 

among Islamic legal theories, and despite his sustained arguments 

(1) Hamadhanl, llctiblý, P. 18. 

(2) D7iriml, Sunan, vol. 1, p. - 118. 
(3 ibid., p.. 51 (tradition No. 147). 

(4) ibid., P. 75 (tradition No. 294), cf. p. 68 (No. 246). 

(5) Hamadhani, Ir-tibEr, P. 17. 
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in its support, the theory of takhs1s; has failed. It is inapplicable 

A. ,, o cases where regulations are contained in the sunna but not 

mentioned at all in the Quruan and even contradict the Qur3anic 

provisions. Most scholars, including those from the traditionist 
(1) 

group, are unwilling to accept the theory. A clear illustration 

of the failure of the theory occurs in the Droblem of the stoning 

penalty for fornicators; the origin of which scholars were unable to 

trace. This problem will be discussed in chapter 7, where we'shall 

see that, as a result of the failure of the takhs'31*s theory, this 
.0 

, ounishment, which was first considered to be a provision in the sunna 

was then alleged to be of Qur3anic origin,. the original verse having 0 

been abrogated whilst the ruling remained binding 

Byýthis, the claim of abrogation of the Qurý'ýin by the sunna, is 

thought by the adherents of the takhsis theory, to have been avoided. 31 3. 

(1) As shown by Ibn Qutaiba, see above p. 242. 
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Chapt or 7 

Tho thcory of abrogation 

We have examined Shýaa-fitllo theory of abroczation (naslýh) as 

botween the Quim-"Zn and the strana, and his claim tli,, v'v th: -ýy do not and 

canneu abro, ý--to cach othor. I, ". -om this i; c xV conclude that the prin- 

ciple of nasRh in Islamic jurisprudence had. boon formullatod boforo the 

or. iorCenca- of Sh7afiG.. This principle vrao Olovo%lopod. a-. -, d diocuszod more 

. Lul3, y only in postu-ShEfiE73. c; cholzxE; hip. This is shown by the 

arance of detailod theorico relating to nasoldi and the appoL A Uha rrodcs o. L 

w -to -1 justification of nasIdi ct catoora-, which arc not found in thoorotica 

ShEficli's ralativaly 1cso sophisticated discussions. Shl: afi-ý! inhoritcd 

this principle from his prodocossora and, recooAzing i1ts trubility, he 

encloavours to j=tify it on tho basis of C. Tur33nic declarations and 

logical arGumcnts. The -Pact 
that he felt it necco-saxy so to jur; ',., ify it 

and to cruote from tho C, =Dan itself su-ý=ts thaII, there was a corte-Un 

dezvc3 of --csist--nce to the pri-ncipla prior to or during S'lliEfil(Its d:, ýy. 

Thiz resictanca-, indood., did not sifoo. ic-lo ovon amojjEzt jaýtor scilolazo. 

-hoir -4n thair fcý. Thio is shown by 

ar, Fnj-T: mts ih Support, of tho validi: 'ýy of the nw., inciple cs an islami-ic 

science. I-TO flincl, for c:: a-mpla, that AbU JaCfar al-Nah! Ea (d. 338) 

insox-tod, in tho introduaýion of his work 

u IlowLic sl-oat a Mont "Schoic., xis, arnon, 'g tho Gor, -, ýpa-nions and -;, ', ho tho fol 

if 

Succocsoro had spoken on the subjeet of a. 1-nassildi wa-l-rn: m-sikh, (docicLL'. ý: 

it had indeed occurred), and then later scholara dicpute& the sifbjccv'j 

some adopting the doeti-ine of those Succezzorc; of 'Who carly Canorations 

(1) P. 
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and ri&itly accepting the principle of nasIch, but others diver&cd. f 

it and theroby forced thomsolves into error. Som oven said that t, h, -,: ý a 

was noither n3sikh nor mansq]ýI- in the Book of Cod; this group obviously 

iLnored reality and followed no Yuslimst way". 
(l) 

NahlZs, in thic 

statom. ent, clearly admits the existence of opposition to the prl:. nciplc 

tain faction of '., '. Iuslim scholcxs. The main arZ; umant of this aironCst a cert 

opposition group, NalihEs. tolls us , 
(2) 

is th; xt naskli implies 

(ignorance and the awakoning of Imowledra) which clearly should not be 

ascribed to God. The counter argurrent of the exponents of the principle 

of naskh is that since Crod is omniscient, Ile kno-.,., s from eternity the 

siGnificance of a ruling to His creatures, and it is, therefore, not 

ignorance on His part to decide from eternity the provisional nature of 

a rul in j; which He before and at the point of its revelation has foreseen 

will be replaced some time in the future. 

Nahh-s commences 
(3) 

his book with a chapter entitled F 
*0 

Iýicouragoraant to acquirc knowledGe of the nasild, and the mnsUkh", in 

ifnich he records a SOr-403 of had7iths embodying anecdotes involvina the 

Companions which are m--ant to establish the authenticity and antiquity 

of the principle by projecting it back to the oldest generdtion of 

Islam. Tho had1ths reads as follows: 

"Abu al-Bulituri raported that, CA17i b. AbI T-alib enterod the 

rosque(4) and encounterod a preacher 

(1) Cf. VI: 115 
(2) Nasikh, Pp- 5,10. The aame argument waz voiced by the J, ews to 

counteract the lluslizrim I clain, that the Torah is replaco(I by the 
Qur2Fn. Cf. Ibn Hazra, Ihlýa-ms PP. 445f f- 

(3) pp -5 f- ;6f. Hamadli-a n-i ,I It ib3r ,p- 
The mosque is not speoified in this version. But in another viarsion 
reported by (Aýual b. Abi al-Buhturi, 1he incident is reported as_ 
havinG takdn place in the rrosq-&o of Kufa and- C. Ui prohibited a q, -Isr, 
fron, reciting hadIths. .0 

6 
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asked the people around him, IMho is this Man.? It They said, "A man who 

preachas to the people". 'A-33. retorted, 'He is not a proachor, but a 

boaster who sVs: I am so and so the son of so and so and you wust all 

know mo I'. Then tAli sent for him, and whon the man cama he ask-ad him, 

1q)o you know the n7asikh and the mant3: akh? II The man replied, IrNo". 

promptly expelled him from the mosque and f63ýbade him to Preach thera 

a-g-gaint'. This hadIth purportts to show that CAli , r; as an authority (during 

his caliphate). 'Hibat Allah(') comments that the man was 'Abdul Rahr-, an 

b. Da--b. He is also knovm as Ab-u Yahya, an associate of Al; u- I. jasa al- 

'Ash According to Hibat Allah Is version, the man was confused 

between 'cor, =nded' and tprohibited' and between 'permissible I and 
(3) 

and when the ma- n admitted that he did not know the nFoiLh 'forbidden?, 

and the ranEZý, VAli said to him, "You have lost your soul, and caused 

others to lose theirs", then he twisted the man's nose and forbade him to 

continue moralising (teaching religion) in the mosque 

The version preserved by Hibbat Alla represents a refined form of the 

hadIth, because the four classes of ralinCs (oo=anded, prohibited, 

permissible and forbidden) are indeed very relevant to the subject of the 

n7aoikh and-the mansUkh as they are the very field in which -the principle 
(4) 

That rt-11 is alleged to have twisted the man's nose is operates. 3. 

meant to confirm his being a ruling authority (the caliph) and to 

(1) Al-nisikh wal-mnsUlldi, P. 4. 

(2) This rer, -, rk is meant to show that AbU Masa (a Companion) was indeffe- 
rent to the utility oi. the theory of n-slea. It obviously shows, 
therefore, the conflict between the aý; ýu-p which accepted the theory 
and- that which rejected it. 

(4) Tabari 100 years earlier maintains the sama opinion and uses the samm 
irocabularies when he co=ents 11: 106 (tafs'1r, ed. Sh-akirl vol: JI, 
pp. 471f): I- 

U. L) 

ýý ,\ 'P U-P )ý -ý \ 1' .0 ýjý )ý-P '1 41 , \,!; -P j Yý ý 
b' 

y\ 

�7_' 
Y) 
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establish that the subject was a matter of concern for the caliph, 140-ho 

head of the IýJualim community. The reason why fAli, who was the last of 

the oz, '. hodox caliphsl was named in the story, and not any of the other 

caliphs, was probably a desire to establish the final and the solk-Otlacl 

state of affairs as adopted by the Iguidedt Caliphs. 

Hibat Alla mentions that the same haEth was also ascribed 

to C Abdullih b. VJmar. 

Nahh7as(l) tells of another version reportedby AbU"Abdul 
00 

Rahr, Zn al-Sulami: I'vAll. stopped at a man who was exhorting the people 

and asked him, "Do you know the n7asikh and the 

mansUlch? ". The mn answered, "No fAli retorted, 'You have lost your 

soul, and caused others to lose their", Hamaclh7anl 
(2) 

preserves the nama 

version also reportecl by al-Sularýl but instead of " Ly--u0l-ý ý,, J. P/ ' the 

word 'qass I is used. In addition to that liamadh7un7i preserves the 
40 

anecdote involving the same cAli and the same man (Abu Yahýa al-, MIuVa-. qib) 

but in a slightly different form: AI)7u YahFa told Salcid b. AI; 37 al-11=an 
*a 

(the transmitter of the aaClth) of his experience with FA37i when he (Abu 

Ya, 13Fa) was a gass at Yuf,,.. cAli reprimanded him in the same way when he 

admitted to no Imowledge of the n7asikh and the m- ns1kh. 

Nahlia's has another version of -the hadIth, but in the place of 
.00 

IrAli, (CAbdullah Ibn AbbSE; is reported to have encountered a qaos 
0. 

exhorting the people. (C Ibn cAbb3s Icioked the qass to 
a*- 

foot and asked him whether he knew the n7asikh and the mnsl: h. When tho 

answer was in the negative, he saicl to the qass: "You have lost your 
00 

soul, ancl causecl oýhers to lose theirs"* In addition, Ibn-AbbZs is also 

reported. to have interpreted Q 11: 269 (He who is given wisdom 

(1) yasilth, p; 6. 

(2) lr-_4,, ibar, loc. cit. 
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is verily given great richos)(1) as referring to knowledge of the Qur*)Ii 

j.; ith regard to its nasilzh and mansTOýhj and also to its clear and 

straightforward rulings 
(2) 

and unclear ones'( 4--; \-ý) 
I its 

prohibitions and 1permissions' and the like. 
(3) 

Ibn Khuzaima(4) records another version of the hadIth aloo 

involving CAIIJ.: CAii pasood by Kalb al-Ahbgr who was preaching and 
0 

CUi said to him: '10h AbU Ish7aq, nobocly can sit on this seat (where a 

preacher normally sat) except an ami-ir or someone delegated by him?. 

After a few dayo j. CAU came back to the sam. a place and found Kar-b dolive- 

ring his preaching to a group of people, some of whom were unconscious 

and some were weeping. -CAI: 17 said: 10h AbU Ish5q, did I not forbit you 

to sit on this seat? Do you know al-n7asikh wal-mansUkh? l Kaf-b replied 

'God knows best'. Thercupon cAll said: fYou have lost your soul and 

caused others to lose theirs". 

Hamadh7anT further testifiesl 
(5) 

11hadliths relating to this 

matter are abundant. Wo relate only a small selection of them,. in order 

to prove the Companionst deep concern over knowledge of the nFsikh and 

the mansUkh in the Book of God and in the sunna of the Prophet, since 

they are united 

(2) The term is also used by the scholars as the opposite of 
see for example Tabari, Tafs'3. rl ed. shakir)VIII, PP- 71 10- 

0 (3) Abu- CAb dull7ah Muhamm, ad b. Ha. zm (Fl ma, Crifat al-n27s ikh wal-m- nrTtl,: h 
P- 150) preserves the hadlihs mentioned above involving f2Ui and Ibn 
CjibbFs but in the pla"8-cY -of lhe word 'cl7ass I( CrP ý;,. preacher) the Vrord 
lqaýl 

ý 
L, ýPl, ý)judgo) is used. ' This variance (if not a printing error) 

suggests the spuriousness of the hacl7ith. 
(4) Al-rz-xjaz F3. al-n-asikh wal mnn,., U "p. 259. (Printed in the same volume 

with Nahhass al-nEsikh wal-mansTikl). 
00 (5) Ictib3r, P- 4- 
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The variety of version of the hadIths quoted above, merely 
0 

causes uncertainly over the reports, and. hence misgivings about tho 

authenticity of the information contained in 'the reports. It my be 

deduced. that the concept of nasIdi was ascribed to the Companions by its 

exponents to ensure its acceptance; certain names from among them are 

chosen to be the bearers and the patrons of the concept. The choice of 

Ibn CAbbils was made, perhaps, to coincide with his being the eponym of 

the interpretat ion of the Qur3Zn. The reasons for the choice of C-Al7i 

were pointed to above, but, in addition, CA3: 37 is credited with logal 

expertise, 
(') 

and the ascription to him of anxiety over the n7asikh and 

the r., ansUklh is osserrtial. for the establishment of that expertise, since 

the importance of the doctrine of naskh lies mainly, as we shall see 
(2) 

below, in the field of loCal theses. Furthermore, CAU, along with Ibn 

Masrud, was regarded as the eponymn of the rlr-aqians I legal doctrinos, 

just as Ibn cUmar was regarded as one of the main authorities for the 
I 

Nedinese. Furthermore, the fact that one and the same anecdote was 

a0cribOd to several authorities tends to increase one's scepticism about 

the reports, especially when similar-sounding names are chosen, like 

icAbdullah Ibn '. Umar and CAbdullýili Ibn rAbbgs, in the versions proporved 

by Hibat Allah and Nahhas respectively. Ibn C-Umar was considered an 

eminent authority in Nedina, just as Ibn CAbbgs was in Mocca, and they are 

clearly chosen to represent believers in the principle of naskh in their 

respective centres. 

(1) CUmar is reported to have said, TThe Qur-11i expert among us is Ubayy 
and the legal expert among us is rAli", BukhNri, as quoted in 
Ibn Hajar's Fath, vol. IX, p. 233. 

(2) See pp. 259f f 

(3) Ikhtilaf CA11 wa ibn Mas7ud, passim. 
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However, the hadlitl-4 produced to establiah the nTsikh and 

mnsukh lead us to conclude that, for Muslim scholars, the ability to 

distinguish the n7asikh from the mansUkh is is essential for the undol-- 

standing of the will of Gocl (and that of the Prophet) in their final 

form. This knowledge alone can guarantee a correct decision as to 

which rulings are to be rejected and which applied. Only persons who 

have acquired this knowledge are accepted as authorized speakers on 

matters concerning religion. Knowledge of the Qur)li is not considered 

complete without knowledge of the n7asikh and the manZkh, 
(l) 

This con- 

clusion is clearly shown by Hibat Alfa-h's comment that the man rebuked 

by -CAli %as surrounded by poople seeking consultation (waqad tahallaqa 

talaihi al-nýis) but that he himself had confused divine command with the 

divine prohibition, and what was tpermisBiblet with what was Iforibiddent. 

It was this that prompted CAll to enquire about his knowledge of the 

n9sikh and the mansUkh. Ibn Khuzaima, 
(2) 

went a step further and made 

this declaration: "No one is allowed to recite the Book of God unless 

he has acquired knowledge of the nasikh and the mansUkh of the Qur3li.. 

Thus, for this scholar, even to recite the Qa0li for one to own under- 

standing, knowledge of this science was necessary. 

That this knowledge was regarded as an essential requirement 

for making public pronouncements on the law is expressed in the form of 

a haclith preserved by Hamadh7an-3.: 
(3) 

Hudhaifa was approached for a fetwa 
0 

on something, and he declared "Only three classes of persons are allowed 

to give fetwas: he who knowa the 
-n7asikh 

and the manZkh, (they asked 

who knew that and Hudhaifa said: IcUmar); a aultZiij who finds it essential 

(1) Cf. The alleged Ibn IcAbbgsts interpretation of Q 11 269 quoted 
above P. 248. 

(2) Majaz, loc. cit. 
(3) Ictib. Kr, P. 4. 
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(in the execution of his duty and in making decisions); and an officious 

pedant". Hibat All-ah 
(1) 

preserves a version which contains four 

categories*. An amir; a person appointed by an am1r; one who knows the 

nasikh and the mansIch, and a brainless, officious pedwit 

Nahjgs(2) records a sliglitly different version" ........... a man who has 
00 

acquired the knowledge of the mansTLkh of the Qurlla-n, 
(3) 

which is to say 

CUmar; a qad! who has no alternative but. to make decisions; and an 

officious pedant. I am, Hudhaifa continues, not included in the first 

two categories, and I do not like to place n7self in the third". 

Knowledge of the n3sikh and the mansUkh was also considered a 

necessary requirement of ijtih3d; this can be traced in the works of the 

fuqah7a7. Sh7af it!, for example, clearly states: 
(4) 

"QiyKs (the only mode 

of ijtihSd recognized by Sh7afiiir) is not to be exercised except by a. 

person who has acquired the tool which he can employ for this purpose. 

This tool is knowledge of the enactments of the Qur3Zn Uý); 

which is knowledge of its prohibitiong exhortation, nasi , mansTakh, 

general and specific statements, and guidance". To the same effect 

Hamadh7anl(5) ummarices the definition and the application of the naakh 

as followsi 'This science is one of the necessary requirements of 

ijtihad, since the main basis of ijtih7acl is the knowledge of what ha, 13 

been handed down to us; an important part of this knowledge, is knowledge 

of the nasikh and the mans: Rkh. Dealing with the reports as they are is 

easy, and to assume the burden of their implication is not difficult. 

The difficulty lies in the ways of deriving legal doctrinesý(and 

(1) Nasikh, P. 4. 
(2) N, 3sikh, p. 6. 
(3) See below p. 253. 
(4) RisElayparan. 1469. 

(5) Ittib7ir, iý-3 (Týe translation of the passage is based on that of 
Burton, Al-nasildi. wal-mansýikh,. Ph. D thesis, p. 46). 
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principles) from the documents. Part of the investigation in this 

matter is to determine the earlier and the later of two situationstle 

This statement, in other words, besides confirming that knowledge of 

the Inaskh' is an indispensable requisite of ijtihgdl informs us that 

knowledge of the revelation in its final form depends solely on know- 

ledge of what has been handed down, and on the distinction between the 

later and the earlier statements (between the n7asikh and the mansUkh). 

'What has been handed down, refers to both the Qar39n and the 

sunna. In other words, these two together are the field in which the :" 

science of naskh operates. "J Nahhasts version of Hudhaifýmls had'13"th 
00 00 

statecl above does not mention the rigsikh. This shows that, what concerns 

Nahlas is the naskh of a Qur-Ignic provision, and that he is not worried 

as to whether the nasikh is a sunna, or another Qur3gnic provision. In 

short the operation of naskh may take place in both the qur7iin and the 

sunna, interchangeably. Such was the theory of abrogation amongst the 

scholars who pro-dated Shafitir, and they did not draw a sharp distinction 

between the Qur3iin and the sunna. This was still recognised in the post- 

Shafitl period, as is shown by the literature. It was in the course of 

the traditionists' effort to establish the respective authority of the 

(Zur2FLn and the sunna that the exclusiveness of the operation of naskh was 

propounded by Shafiti, a member of the traditionist party, His view is 

that the Qur23n and the sunna cannot abrogate each other, As we have 

seen, the traditionists had succeeded in establishing in Islamic fiqh the 

authority of the sunna on topics about which the QuOin was silen t, and 

on those where these two elements were in agreement. So much so thit 

lzb"-n ^-p 

(1) 
V"ku - 

(1) But the majority of instances of naskh in the Qur: lZn are indicated 
by the sunna, (Biagla, Para: 608). 
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scholars agreed to resort to these two categories of sunna to document 

their fiqh doctrines. However, they still disagreed, during and after 

Migfiqts time over the problem of the authority to be given to the 

sunna in cases when it disagreed with the Qur'3! a. The adherents of the 

ancient schools together with ahl al-kalam werej in such instances, 

inclined to argue that the ruling of the (ýUr3&1 had to prevail and the 

sunna be abandoned. It was in opposition to this attitude that Shafilli 

propounded his theory of the abrogation of the qur3ga and the sunnal 

because such an attitude, according to him, would jeopardiae the sunna 

on which the fiqh was based and eventually destroy the fiqh itself. 

Therefore, in order to safegaard the sunna. and the doctrine it supported, 

ShafiCir saw it was inevitable to make a sharp distinction between the 

sunna and the Qur: 03n,, with respect to the operation of naskh. 

Shgfitl defends his theory of the exclusive abrogation of the 

QuOgn and the sunna with certain Qqr3Nnic statements, 
(') 

In the series 

of argaments in support of the theory, the word (like) which 

appears in Q 11: 106 �I Ä-' ;; c U (2) 

appears in slogans Ulm 

Qý=73n); "' jJ! -9., 

(there is. no similarity to the 

11 (a source is abrogated by another source 

similar to it - of its own kind), 
(3) 

, Afik 

(the sunna is not similar to something else). 
(4) 

These slogans 

invariably represent Shafilri's endeavour to separate the Qur3li from the 

sunna when naskh is concerned. Use of the word emerged, as a 

prop for Sh7afitlils theory, in a series of hadIths, undoubtedly propounded 

by the traditionists. These had73ths are preserved by Hamadha7ný`I: 
(5) 

"The 
6 

(1) i. e. Q 11: 106; Q M: 101; Q XIII: 39; Q X: 15. See above pp. 2-31f - 
(2) See above p. 238 note 2. 

(3) Ris5la Para: 325,330- 

(4) ibid, para: 326. 
(5) 1 ctibýr, pp. 16f; of. Ibn Qutaiba, Ta3w! l, p. 195, on Q 11: 106. 
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had7ith of the Prophet is like the Qurlýn, and one part abrogates 

another". 
(') 

However, this had7ith can be taken ae an arg=ent for tho 

view of the opponents, since it could possibly be interpreted as 

follows: 'The hadIth of the Prophet is like the QurlrLn, and they may 

abrogate each other". This interpretation is not, of course, favourod 

by Hamadhld, nor by any other usUil who accepts Sh7afitllls views on 

abrogation and supports his efforts to defend the sunna in general. 

That it is not favouxed by Hamadhani is shown by his utterance, repeatedly 

mentioned by Shafill in his discussion of the relationship between the 

Qar32in and the sunna: 'The preferred view in our circle is that the sunna 

explains the KitD) and provides its e1noidation", 
(2) 

It is also shown by 

his placing this had1th in the same context with another report from Ibn 

al-Shukhair: "Part of the had7ith of the Prophet abrogates another part, 
0 

just as part of the Qmr3li abrogates another part of. the (ýUrllill. This 

report is supported and explained by another hadlith ascribed to C-Urwa b. 
e 

al-Zabair-. "I testify that nDr father told me that the Propýet used to 

make a, statement, and after a while he would abrogate it, introducing 

another statement, just as certain parts of the Qur3Mi abrogate other 

parts of the Qur*ill. The doctrine of the exclusiveness of the operation 

of naskh in the sunna and in the QuOgn is foxther projected back to the 

Prophet himself: Muhammad b. FAbdul Rahm9n ibn al-Bailaingzd reported, 

on the authority of his father who heard it from Ibn (Umar, that the 

Prophet had said: "Some of nr hadIths abrogate others". This back- 
0 

projection to the prophet was rejected by HamadhFzi7i on the grounds that, 

the isnad was weak. He says: 'This had7ith is known only via the report 

by Ibn al-Bailamani who is not reliable and whose hadIth is not to be 

(1) This hadIth is a asoribed to lZhiq b. Humaicl. 
0-00 

(2) Ictib3r, P- 17- 
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His grandfather was followed 

reckoned among the freedmen of the caliph CUmax". 

These hadIths were designed to justify the doctrine that 
0 

abrogation operates exclusively within the sunna as it does within the 

Qgrlsli, and that nothing renders a sunna in-operative except anothor 

sunna and not the Qar3an. They obviously emerged after Sh7agiflls time, 

because he clearly did not know them or use them. The form these hadlths 

take appears to owe much to Sha7ficills arguments and his justification of 

-the doctrine on the basis of (ý=Iliic verses, an is shown by the exploita- 

t ion of the word in both the writings of ShSfi el and in those 

hadIths. 
. 
FVrthermore, the nature of the argument embodied in the hadIths 

suggests that it was put forward at a time when the had7iths of the 
0 

*Prophet were accepted as an authoritative source for the processes of 

Islamic fiqh. This acceptance took place only after Sh9firits time and 

as a result of his tireless efforts to win for the sunna of the Prophet 

the status of a source. In his predecessors' theory, the authority of 

the Companions, and even later authorities prevailed over that of the 

Prophet. 
(') 

The manner in which those hadIths present themselves reveals to 

us that the concept of the operation of na43kh in the minna and the 

exclusiveness of its operation within it, was apparently secondary to 

the concept of its exclusive operation within the Qur)7in. In other words, 

the had7iths tend to argue on the basis of analogy 
(2) 

that, since such 
0 

operation is commonly admitted to have talmn place in the Q=33n? the 

same must be reoogaized with regard to the sunna. This is an astute move 

(1) Cf. Ikhtil3f 1,1-alik, -paE; sim, for the Medinose attitude, and Ikhtilaf 
-VAli wa Ibn MasUd, passim, for that of the Vjiýaiqjans. 

(2) Of. Risala para: 572 

L3 L7 V 
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by the traditionists against the Qur3an party using as their basis the 

latter's own theories about, the Qurlgne It is clear that the tradi- 

tionists badly needed to establish the operation of naskh within the 

sunna in order to defend the sunna from being entirely rejected on the 

grounds of mutual contradiction and conflict with the Qur)9n. 

An interim conclusion may be drawn at this stage irom the above 

argumentB: Sh'afifil's main aim is to safeguard the sunntt of the Prophet 

from being rejected on the grounds that it contradicts the QU011, which 

is more authoritative, and that it may, therefore, be abrogated by the 

Q=*i, and also on the grounds that there is a mass of contradiction 

within the sunnas. To achieve this aim, he endeavours to establish for 

-the sunna an authority in legal matters independent from the Quryli- 

This independent authority of the sunna, is significantly defended by his 

theoxy of abrogation: 'Only the sunna can abrogate the sunna, and on3, y 

the Qqr-ign can abrogate the Quryan'. He argues for this theory on tho 

basis of certain Q=33nic statements. Later traditionists supplement 

them with a series of hadIths. Thus sh7aficlls theoxy of abrogation has 

a two-fold purpose: to guard the sunna against appeals to the Qur3gn on 

the one side, and to sift out sunnas which he regards as applicable, 

from the mss of contradiction, on the other; all theae are ultimately 

meant to safeguarcl the entire fabric of the 
-sunna. 

The effect of ShElfiClls theory of abrogation on the thinking 

of later uquli is remarkable. The literature on the subject of the 

nZsikh and the mansFikh reveals to us that they were preoccupied with 

whether or not the Qqr*i and the sunna could abrogate each other, and 

with defending this or that attitude which they might choose to adopt 
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in order to defend and to document any individual f iqh doctrine. In 

short, there never was agrooment amongst the Muslims on this point, and 

to this effect -Nahlgs (d. 338 A. H. ) summarises for us the various 

views: (1) 
so 

M The Quoli abrogates both the qur'Jli and the sunna. This 

is the view of the lCulfans (i. e. the Hana: Fis). 

(ii) The Qur3gri abrogates the Qur7li; the sunna cannot abrogate 
0 

the Qur: 111. He ascribes this view to Shafiti and a #group 

who follow him$. 

(iii) The sunna abrogates both the QuOli and the sunna. 

(iv) The sunna abrogates the sunna; the Qur3li does not abrogate 

the sunna. 

(V) A view ascribed to Muhammad b. Shujjac who said 19)octrines 

(on fiqh) have clashed, and I do not judge one of them by 

means of the other". He, clearly, did not adopt any of 

the above theories but maintained that a scholar had freedom 

of choice to follow any theory in his effort to document and 

to uphold a fiqh doctrine he supported. 

Lilm the second one, the fourth theory is hold by Sh7afiel, as 

we have seen, although NahliZ-s does not name its exponents. The argument 
00 

propounded on this fourth theory is the same as the doctrine employed by 
, 

sh7afiel: "The sunna cannot be abrogated except by another dunna; not even 

by the Qur'li, for the sunna elucidates the Qar*ill. Similarly the third 

theory was adopted by the adherents of the ancient schools, including the 

xufans, the upholders of the first, theory (the Hanafis). Nahh3s records 
0 00 

only the arg=onts for the abrogation of the Qur2an, by the sunna, and does 

Nasikh, pp. 6f. 
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not montion any argument for the abrogation of the sunna by the qur-Iji. 

This suggests that it was a prevalent and uncontosted view in Nahh7as's 

circle that the (Zarlli abrogates the sunna, and that it did not 9 

0* 

therefore, need supporting arguments. 

On the other hand, very little attention has been devoted to 

the subject of abrogation itself, to its implications, the field in 

which it operates, the reasons for its occurrence and the circumstances 

in which it may occur. This encourages us to assume that the doctrine 

of naskh had been conceded without dispute before the fiqh literature came 

into being, 
(') 

and that it was recognised at an early stage of the Muslims' 

discussions on the sources in Islamic fiqh and their efforts to document 

it. In other words, it can be said that the doctrine of Inaskht emerged 

within Islam before the theories listed by Nahlýa-s came into being. We 
00 

are compelled to ask, therefore, wlW and how the doctrine of Inaskh' 

originated. 

Naskh oriainated in the fiqh 

The words of HamadCa-ril. quoted above 
(2) 

amount to an explicit 

admission that the practical application of Inaskht is restricted to the 

field of f iqh. This restriction is claimed to'be the ijrra f- of scholars 

and verified by -the technical definition of the doctrine propounded by 

(3) 
the usulIS. Makki says: 'The core of this subject - what can be 

abrogated and what cannot - is that God haAi removed His ruling 

embodied in a revelation and He put another in its place, but the 

abrogated revelation remained to be read although it was not enforceable; 

or that He had removed the ruling and the wording of the revelation 

(1) Hamadl7anlj P- 17t knows no disagreement among the. scholars about 
abrogation of the Qurliin by the Qur: lan and of the sunna by the sunna. 

(2) p. 
L 

MS., 
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embodying it and put in its place another ruling whose wording was 

accessible to the community. All these are possible only in the field 

of rulings, impositions, commands, prohibitions and prescribed and 

which are included in unprescribed punishments 

the 'law of this world' This is the view held by the 

majority of scholars and the practice. adopted by the faqah7a: l in 

all regions, and it is not permissible to hold a view other than this. 

The circ umstances in which abrogation is not possible are: when God 

informs us that something will happen or tells us about people in the 

past, about heaven, hell, judgement, punishment ( resurrection, 

the hereafter, the creation of the planets, the eternity of the 

unbelievers I condemnation to hell or the eternity of the believers 

reward in heaven. All these and all areas (akhbEr) similar to them are 

not subject to abrogation. *... *... the same applies to Godfs description 

of Himself". 
(') 

We notice that the technical definition of Inaekh', 

formulated by the usUlis, radiates around legal texts. Bbr example, 

Naskh is a text which indicates the lifting of an 

enactment imposed by means of an earlier text, provided that 
(2) 

the repealing text is subsequent to the repealed one, '. The literature 

devoted to this , subject shows that the concern of scholars is with the 

texts - Q=3! iie and sunna - which embody legal matters, This invariably 

brings us to the conclusion that the doctrine is a specialty o: C the 

fucrahO. 

We have seen(3) that, in the course of the endeavours of the 

rival schools of law to defend and to strengthen their respective legal 

(1) Cf. Cha7,9171, MustasfiT, vol: I, p. 122, ItAll sharich law'is susceptible 

to abrogation 11; and p. 121 

(2) ibid. pe 107; ot. Hamadhani p. 
(3) In chaptor 2 
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doctrines, there emerged an anxiety to document doctrines and place 

them on formal bases, by reviewing them retrospectively in the light of 

what had been accepted as the Islamio foundations, the Qaz%; Dlx and the 

sunna. This resulted in a realisation of the importance of the concept 

of tsources in the elaboration of the fiqh, and, ultimately, in the 

birth of another science, w37al al-fiqh. The function of this is to 

justify the fiqh by securing a formal Islamic basis to support it. In 

pursuit of the documentation of fiqh doctrines the faqah7a) were 

confronted with instances of conflict between the Isouroes 1. In certain 

caýsesv the conflict was not between two sources which supported two 

rival schools, but between a generally accepted doctrine on one side and 

an undeniable, explicit source on the other. This occurs, for 

example, in the problem of a bequest in favour of an heir, where the 

11 of the Qur2an (Q II: 180l 240) provides that the bequest is 

obligatox7, but the doctrine accepted by all scholars qjýýaL) is that 

such a bequest, is prohibited. 
(1) 

The first reaction of the fuqah7a' 

towards such conflict was to reconcile it so that the conflicting sources 

might be taken together and the conflict be declared merely apparent and 
(2) 

not real. We have seen Shifitlfs efforts towards reconciling sources 

which he viewed as only seemingly contradictory. 
0) 

A similar but 

inconsistent attitude is also traced in the views of the ancient schools. 
(4) 

(1). Of. Ripala para: 399 
., 
fde find that all scholars agree on this". 

(2) Hamadh7an-11', PP- 5ft clearly states that reconciliation rules out naskh. 
(3) See chapters 5 and 6. 
(4) Umm, VII, p. 11. Their representative said, "I adhere to all reports 

whenever I can and I do not invalidate one by means of the othero". 
To this effects Tabari says (ýýafslr ed, ShNkir, VIIII p. 12): t' No 
ruling of God, lttid clown in His Book or conveyed through His Prophet, 
may be said to abrogate another or be abrogated by another, except 
when two rulings contradict each other and it is impossible to app3, )r 
them botht or when there is an undeniable proof that one of them is 
n9sikh and the other is mansukhllý 
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. 
It should be borne in mind, however, that reconciliation was only 

resorted to by an ancient scholar when there was no fear that the 

tsoureet on which his doctrine was based would be thereby invalidated. 

Since such reconciliation was not always possible, scholars 

developed a systematic approach and regarded sudh instances of* conflict 

as the phemomena of al-n3sikh wal-mans7ulea, giving the process the 

technical 
: 

name 'naskh'. 
(l) 

In other words, this originated in the 

failure of scholars to harmonize conflicting Isourcest and their attempt 

to suppress sources which stood in opposition to particular doctrines. 

The presumptive nature of the process is shown by the fact that scholars 

found it impossible to agree in determining whether or not the phenomenon 

of al-nasikh wal-mansUkh existed in eve7.7 single problem. This dis- 

agreement in turn suggests that evexy individual scholar was free to make 

his decision, and in doing so his thinking is inevitably conditioned by 

the outlook of his own school* 
(2) 

The following example will demonstrate the role such condi- 

tioning played in determining the occurrence of naskh: Q 11: 178 reads, 

'Oh you who believe, enjoined upon you is qisgs (retaliation) in caser, 
0* 

of murder, -a fre eman for a freeman, a slave for a slave, a woman for a 

woman". 
(3) 

According to this verse, capital punishment for murder should 

be applied exclusively within the three categories of people mentioned, 

but the fiqh had been established in different regions to deal with rwre 

detailed points of law, such as the murder of a non-Muslim by a 16juslim, 

the murder of a woman by a man or vice versa, and the murder of a slave 

(1) GhazZziij Mustapf , p. 128 'Uhen. two text clash (ancl there is no 
possibility of reconciliation) the n-asikh is the later of the two". 

(2) Hibat, A117ah, Ngsikh, P-. 15, Nahlýa-sj Masikh, PP. l7ff- 
of z 

-1. -. ý ýý, ýý 10 
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by a freeman or vice versa. There emerged legal doctrines which out- 

wardly conflicted with the verse, and hence its inoperativeness had to 

be alleged. The C12: Uqians hold that a Muslim, had to be executed in 

punishment for his murder of a non-Muslim, and that the same was 

applicable when a freeman murdered a slave. 
(13 

The Hij; ZIS, on the 

other hand, held the opposite view in both these cases. The backG-round 

for this dispute was, perhaps, the difference in their local attitudes 

to the relative social status of a non-bluslim and a slave compared to a 
(2) 

a C, - Muslim and a free man Th raqians, who did not take this into 

consideration, found that their doctrines did not correspond to the 

explicit rulings of the verse, which makes no mention of car-as in which 

a non4luslim is involved. Therefore they had to suppress the verse by 

alleging that it was no longer operative as a result of naskh. The verse 

was, thereforel regarded as the mansakh, but the n7asikh had to be 

produced. Thery chose Q V: 45 "And We enjoined upon them in it (Torah) 

a life for a life, an eye for an eye, a nose for a nose, an ear fqr an 

ear, a tooth for a tooth ...... 11.0). The general implication of this 

verse was taken to supersede Q 11: 178 bY means of the naskh process. 

This was further ascribed to Ibn ICAbbFs who is reported to have said: 

ItIt used to be that a man was not to be executed for murdering a woman 

but only for murdering another man, and a woman was executed for mardering 

another woman; then Q V: 45 was revealed (- Q V: 45 is later than Q II: 

178, thus the former would be claimed to abrogate the lattery,. 
(4) 

That 

(1) Nahli7as, p. 18. 

(2) Al-radd Cala Mubammad, pp. 279ff, 290ff. 

L; r L> 
AI 

AVE Maid,, MS., fol. 92. Lly- , 
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this vras an arbitrary allegation is suggested by the objection voiced 

in some quarters that Q V: 45 concerned the Book of Banl IsrSael and 

could not be held as binding upon Muslims. The tIxýýqians sought a 

justification for their claim and found it at the end of the same verse 

(v. 45), in the words ItAncl they who do not judge according to 

what God has revealed, are unjust". The word I (_Y-11 (they) is inter- 

preted as a general term covering Muslims as well. This was supported 

by an anecdote according to which the Prophet was supposed to have 

executed a Muslim in punishment for his murder of an unbeliever. As for 

the execution of a free'man for murdering a slave, they strengthened 

their claim of naskh with another hadIth in which the Prophet is made to 

decree that the blood of all Muslims is equal 

The HijZZ3.13 likowiso found that v. 178 did not correspond to 

their doctrine about the execution of a Muslim for murdering a non- 

Muslim, as the word I I (free man) could refer to any free man, . 
Muslim and non-Muslim alilm; the same could be said about the words 

"Slave" and "woman". Thus for their part, they had to declare the verse 

no longer applicable. They claimed that the verse was abrogated by 

Q XVII: 33 -"And if anyone is slain wroiigfal3, y, we have given his heir 

authority (to demand retaliation - Qisas - or to forgive). But let him 
a0 

not exceed bounds (6--j) in the mtter of taking life; for he (the 

victim)'is helped (by the protection of the law)", 
(2) 

They interpreted 

this as indicating that to execute a Muslim for mardering a non-liuslim 

was to exceed the ýounds stipulat ecl by God. Thus, for the 

ýijZzls, naskh was also proved to have occurred. 

IkhtilFf al-hadIth, pp. 396-9; cf. Hamadh7an7i pp. 150f, This 

decree is included in the Prophet's speech during his last pilgrimage 
to ensure its being the final situation. 

(2) 
L? 

2) 
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in the above example, one can see clearly how doctrines of 

different schools forced their exponents to suppress the validity of a 

particular text so that the ruling it embodied should not conflict with 

thoso doctrines, One also sees how astutely scholars chose from the 

available materials what they thought fit and sufficient to be their 

instrument (the nasikh) for such suppression. Any allegation that naukh 

had occurred was motivated by the desire to support the doctrine of a 

particular school. On the other hand, a mind free from the conditioning 

of any one school could accept all the three verses said to be in 

conflict, and hence the doctrinal claims of the HijZZIs and the 

A13:: Fqians could both be neutralized, 

Q 11: 178 does not distinguish between a murderer and his 

victim on the basis of their religion, from which it follows that the 

question of whether the murderer or murdered person is a non-Dluslim or 

a Muslim is not of central irVortance; execution must be carried out 

regardless of differences of religaon. On this point, the Qur: 'En 

supported the tDýa-qians against the HijZZIS, who had, therefore, to 

suppress and abrogate the verse by means of Q XVII: 33 and this they did. 

This latter verse spealm in general terms about the authority accordad to 

an heir (waliyy) in relation to his murdered next of kin and warns the 

heir not to be harsh and extravagant in retaliation. 
(') 

This could mean' 

that he must be careful in ascertaining the identity of the murderer, and 

that retaliation should be inflicted on the murderer alone and not on his 

family or tribe, as it had been by the pre-Islamicl-Arabs. Since Q II: 

178 did not coincide with the doctrine of the Hijgz3. s, it is probable 

that they were the first to allege its abrogation; and that the Ciraqianal 

(1) Some scholacs claimod that this verse was the first revelation in 
respect of murder, and that it could not therefore be the Casikh, 
Cf. SWUýI, Itfan, 1, p, 26. 
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allegation to that effect was secondaxy and was merely a reaction to 

their opponents' attitude. 

On the other. hand, v. 178 distinguishes clearly between three 

categories of people: free men, slaves and women, and stipulates that 

punishment by execution should be confined to murder committed by one 

person on another person of the same categoxy. On this point, the verse 

supported the Hij*9Z3Z, and clearly disagreed with the doctrine of the 

Ciraqians. This disagreement could not be left without a solution, and 

the fiqh had always to prevail. The c1raqlans argued, therefore, that 

the verse was abrogated by Q V: 45. This verse speakB of the penalties 

for bodily harm prescribed in the Torah, namely a life for a life, an 

eye for an eye, a nose for a nose, an ear for an car and a tooth for a 

tooth, but it nowhere deals with categories of murderers and victims. 

There was, therefore, no conflict between the two verses II and Q V), 

and QV could be seen as complementing Q II, in the sense that Q II set 

forth various categories of persons and stipulated that retaliation 

should be confined exclusively within each category, whilat 0, V determined 

the precise. extent of retaliation or punishment. The question of naskh 

does not ai-ise. To this effect, AbU 'Maid(l) quotes the hadIth from Ibn 

-cAbbFs on which the tIraqjýins based their allegation that Q II had been 

abrogated by V and says, 'We think that Ibn Mbgs means that QV 

does not abrogate 

and that the former does not contradict the laotter, but that they are both 

binding He held that QV elucidated Q 11, and he must, 

clearly, be understood to have interpreted them as follows: 

(1) MS., fol. 93. 
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means that, the lives of free persons are equal 

to one another within their category, their blood being compensated for 

within that category, irrespoct of sex, but not in the same class as 

slaves; that the lives of slaves were similarly equal to one another 

within their category". 

Since Q II: supported the HijZZIGI it seems most likely that 

it was the tIx: a-qians who first propounded the idea of its naskh in this 

particular point of law, and the claim of naskh by the IlijFLz-ls was 

secondary and emerged as a defence against and a repercussion from the 

C-IrEqians' claim. However, in the problem of Muslim/non-Muslim retalia- 

tion, we have seen that the situation is the other way around. It may 

be sugSested that, in the second problem (Muslim/non-Muslim retaliation) 

the 11i7aqians based their legal theoxy on the early and primitive tafs-Ir 

of the Qqr3an, that derived from its explicit implication, 

whereas, in the former case, (slave/free mn retaliation) it was the 

Hij3z-ls who based their theoxy on the early tafs7r, 

It should be pointed out that the rIraqians, in the case of 

slave/free man retaliation, had consciously overlooked the whole context 

of Q V: 45. ' They merely selected the portion of the verse ( 

1/ý) which contained a general meaning, making it conflict with 

V. 178 and then abrogating it. This attitude is obviously arbitrary and 

an irrational division within an issue embodied in a whole verse. This 

is clearly pointed out by AVu- 4Ubaid: "The view of the tlzFaqianr, 

does not correspond to the context of the revelation (Q V: 45), The 

entire verse appears in one and the same arranGement A life 

for a life, an eye for an eye, a nose for a nose, an ear for an ear and 

a tooth for a tooth. The rlia-qians selected the beginning of the verse 

(1) MS., fol. 94. 
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() and interpreted it according to their wish, -ignoring 

the rest of the verse. It is not permissible for anyone to separate what 

C; od had arranged together and to take some of it and leave the rest , 

except when the Book or the sunna have so separated it (except on the 

authority of the Book and the sunna)1% 

The absurdity of this allegation of naskh is also shown by the 

fact that both groups of scholars claimed that naskh had not been applied 

to the whole verse but was restricted only to certain points embodied in 

it, leaving the rest of the points unaffected. The points that are 

claimed to have been subjected to naskh are, of coursel those which dis- 

agree with the doctrine of each group, namely, 

and the murder of a non-Muslim by a Muslim which is not 

specifically mentioned. No claim of nasl<hl however, was made over 

(a woman' for a woman) because there was no divi- 

sion of opinion in the law relating to it. The marder of a woman by a 

man or vice versal as all agreed, had to be punished by exe but ion. 

The presumptive nature of the concept of nask1i can also be 

shoi-m by the uncertainty about instances of naskh in the QL=33n. The 
(2) 

following statistics will demonstrate this uncertainty: Ab adullah 

J, Iu4ammad b. Hazm (d, circa 320 A. H. ) records 214 instances; al-Nahli7as 
00 

(d. 338 A. 11. ) 134; Hibat Alia-h (d. 410 A. H. ) 213; CAbdul. Cahir al-Baghadl 

(d. 429 A. H. ) 66; Ibn al-Jauz'l" (d- 597 A. H. ) 247; and al-SuyUt-1 (d. 911 
6. 

A. H. ) 20. The number of instances so quote& diminishes over the genera, 

tions which shows a trend amongst subsequent generations to harmonize that 

which had earlier been assumed be in conflict , and hence subject to 

abrogation. Indeed, an appeal for harmonization is explicitly voiced by 

Al-radd fala M: Wjammad 301f. (1) PP 
(2) 1.1, ustaCa Zaid, Al-hTasl,: h vol: I, P. 401. 
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RnmA rnhnTars. 
(1) 

ancl there emerpýecl the alnpnn - -�. - 

(reconciliation prevents naskh). In this respect Nahh3s comments: 1No 
00 

it 

case should be regarded. as involving abrogation unless there is no 

alternative to this ....... *It* It was, probably, in the light of the 

enthusiasm for this reconciliation and a reduction of the appeal to naskh 

that the suggestion emerged that the authority to determine instances of 

nazkh should be accorded to the irrdm (political authority )1(2) just as 

Ibn l,, uqaffac (d. circa 140) had suggested that to obviate disagreement, 

the supreme authority to determine which of the diverging results of 

ijt ihFd should prevail must be accorapd to the ruler. 

Owing to their differences over the theory of na-skh, the usTal7is 

defined it in divergent ways, and it is difficult to decide which 

represented the focal point of the alleged phenomenon of al-n7asikh wal-' 

mans7ikh. However, from those diverging definitions nasIdi was clearly 

understood by all Muslims to im, -1)2, y that certain texts were invalidated 

by other texts believed to have been occasioned at a later date, and the 

rulings embodied in the later texts were to be implemented whilst those 

embodied in the earlier were to be abandoned. 
(4) 

The invalidated texts 

were r-alled, mansUkh and those which invalidated them n9sikh. As we have 

seen, naskh was resorted to when two texts were in conflict and no 

reconciliation was allegedly possible, conflict between the texts originated 

in conflicts in the fiqh. Despite the fact that they would not agree on 

whether or not naskh had occurred in any given text or on the number of 

(1) For example, Hamadhani, Ictibar, p. 61 and al-Isfiraini (Aba I sl aq -7 Z 
Jbjýihim b. Muhammad) see SiW'ýij Itq3ýj Vol: II, p. 30. 

(2) Nal-LhZas Niisiký, P- 4- 
(3) Izisala fi al-Sahaba, SafWat, A. Z., jamharat raaail al-cilrablvol. III, pp. 27f. 

1, - 

(4) cf. Tusil Tibygn, I, P. 393. Quoting several conflicting definitions 
of n&sk-h he -say , "Naskli involves a lawful indication ( -, Pý )) 
which sRows that an enactment provided by an carlier text is no longer 
biliding; this indication is later than the text". 
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instances of naskh, the scholars decided, to avoid any accusation of 

arbitrariness and intervention on their part in the divine revelation, 

that it was God alone Who had the right to occasion nankh in any part 

of Ilia revelation by means of another part of Ilia revelation. To this 

effect, ShafiCi says: 
(l) 

"God has revealed for them the Book (Qur-ýRn) 

explaining everything...... ***9 In it He set out impositions, some of 

which Ee endorsed and others Ile abrogated ........ and explained to then, 

that parts of the Book mV be abrogated only by other parts of the Book 
(2) 

it; and Yaldd says: "God know 

what He commanded His creatures to do and what He forbade them to do, 

before those commnnds and prohibitions existed. Ile know what He endorsed 

of those corrm-ands and prohibitions and what He removed from His creatures, 

therd1by instituting a difforerit, situation. Ile laic. v the period of tit-no for 

which those conuaands and prohibitions were to be observed and the time 

when He would remove them from that obligation ....... Both the endorse- 

ment and the removal were from God". It was regarded as unbelief ( 

to acsign the right of abrogating any part of revelation to other than 

, of this war the general agreement that the C-od. 
(3) 

The corollaxy 

occurrence of naskh was confined -to the life-time of the Prophot. 
(4) 

The theory that naskh is the prerogative of God does not coincide 

with the undisputed fact thatt in every case where naskh is said to have 

occurred, there is no clear indication from God to that effect, and it is 

the individual faqah7a3 who ascertain its occurrence in every individual 

case. Therefore, in order to ensure the smooth running of the oporation 

of naskh as well as to vindicate their division in the ascertaining of its 

occurrence, scholars agreed that, it was not necessary for the occurrence 

Ris3la, Para: 313f. 

(2) MS. 
(3) ll, 'dlhas , Nasik , P- 

oo ibid., "'. 1hen, revelation ceased to come dovm by the death of the 
Prophet, nas was liftedtp,, 
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of nasIdi to be explicitly indicated in the revelation. The existence of 

conflict between two texts was alone sufficient proof of the occurrence 

of nasIdi. This attitude can be deduced from the following statements 

of ShafiCi: "That which is later abrogates that which is earlier, if it 

differs from it"; 
(') 

112ho iýa-sikh is determined by ascertaining which is 

the later of the two situations". 
(2) 

Shafigli in these statements 

indicates that there are two elements which point to the occurrence of 

nasIdi, namely, the difference of content (conflict) between two situations, 

and the time-difference between them. When these two elements are proven, 

naskh can be held to have occurred. There is no mention by Sh9fieJ., in 

the above statements or anywhere else, that an explicit indication of 

nasId-i should occur in the revelation. Sh-aficl argues that in the majority 

of instances where na--Id-1 occurs, the nasilch is indicated by the -sunna of 

the Prophet 1 
(3) 

but, as we have seen earlier, sunnas grow and were shaped 

according to the fiqh, and are, thereforg, hardly authentic. 

The view that an indication does not necessarily have to be 

found in the revelation is also traced in the work of later scholars. 

Hamadhani, for example, in his utterance quoted above, states the. to 

distingaish -the later from the earlier of two situations, is the task of 

scholars. Ibn Ijazm(4) records a list of four ways by which al-nasikh wal- 

mans7ukh can be ascertained: 

,, (a) The consensus of scholars; (b) if scholars disagree, as 

they do, one must look into two situations and if'one finds that both 

cannot be taken together and one is definitely later than the other; 
(5) 

ikhtilgf al-liaCith, p. 253. 

(2) Risiilaj para: 608. 

(3) ib id. 

(4) Ihl6m, ptý IVj P. 458, cf. p. 461 

cf- idem. 2 14uhalla, vol: XI, p. 230. lrýýom this we know that C; OcI has 
invalidatecl the injunction of the earlier text by revealina the loter 
one 
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(c) we may discover a text which indicates that a particular enactment 

is abrogated, which perhaps shows that a prohibition was made after a 

commandl or vice versa, or shows the transfer of a ruling from one 

"- 8\ 'I , 
ca: begory to another (, Lý-ýf ). (All the examples which Ibn 

Hazm, puts forward to illustrate this method of acquiring knowledge of 

naskh are hadliths; he fails to show an example to prove the occurrence 

of this method in the Czur2Zn. This strongly suggests to us that there 

is no instance in the Qur3gn where a verse explicitly indicates the 

abrogation of a verse of the Qur2lZn by another verse of the (Qur: 19n); or 

(d) We find a situation which we are absolutely sure has been repudiated 

and lifted, and we also find another situation which we are absolutely 

sure is binding and repudiates the first situation. Then we discover a 

text from the r,, ur29n or the hadIth corresponding to the first situation. 

We may no-IV Imow whether this text was occasioned before or after the 

second but we are obliged not to reject the one that we are sure is 

binding, for we may not resort to that which we are sure has been lifted 

unless there is another text confirming 'the applicability of the first 

situation and negating that of the second one". 

The following example is set forth by Ibn Hazm to illustrate 

-the fourth way of ascertaining the nasidi; "'ile are certain that, at the 

beginning of Islam, if someone slept for a part of the night (in the 

month of Ramad7an) he was forbidden to drink, eat and have sexual 

intercourse for the rest of the night. Then this. was abrogated (by Oý II: 

187). There is a hadIth of the Prophet reported by AbU Huraira which 

stipulates that if someone finds himself in the state of junub (major 

ritual ablution) in the morning of a fasting month, his fast is nullified. 

This hadIth corresponds to the first situation which we are certain had 
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been abrogated, for we are sure sexual intercourse is permitted until 

dawn. Thus, the hadith must have been abrogated. It is not permitted to I 

revert to the first situation unless this is- indicated by an explicit 

text, (but there is none)". The conclusion that Ibn Hazm desires to draw 

is that the hadIth reported by Ab-U* Huraira, was abrogated by Q 11: 187, 

for the provision of this verse is the latest and the final enactment 

relating to the topic in question, and that the basis of the ascertaining 

of naskh is our certainty of the abrogation of the first situation. All 

enactments corresponding to it must, therefore I be regarded as having 

been lifted. However, that certainty is based on the knowledge of the 

earlier and the later of the two situations, and this knowledge invariably 

derives. from individual scholars' decisions and not, as we have seen, from 

any clear indication in the revelation. 

It should be pointed out that Ibn Hazm overlooked the fact that, 

in the above example, the first situation was not mentioned anywhere in 

the qur-2iZn, and it was not clearly a case of abrogation between two 

Qur3gnic enactments. 

To sum up, in every alleged instance of naskh in the Qur: )Ii, two 

elements were necessary: The existence of conflict between two or more 

texts and the dates of the conflicting texts. With regard. to such 

conflict, we have seen that it originated mainly in the division of views 

in the LLqh, as a result of the desire of every school to defend its 

doctrine and the particular sources it had chosen to support the doctrine, 

and at the same time to repudiate doctrines adopted by other schools and 

the sources supporting them. This element was the basic root of the 

desire to create and. establish the phenomenon of nazkh as an indispensable 

theory in Islamic jurisprudence. 
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The relative date of the conflicting texts was not less 

important. 
(') 

It was also left in the hands of fuqalia2 to decide which 

text was the later and which the earlier, and in doing so they could not 

agree. Their disagreement suggests the spuriousness of their decisions, 

and ultimately promotes our belief in. the doubtful nature of the prin- 

ciple of naskh itself. The concept of 'lateness', which emerged as an 

important element in the formation of the principle of naskh became a 

crucial point in the debate to safeguard a source which supported a 

particular doctrine. In such a debate, there arose the tendency to 

project the significance of 'lateness' to the &neration who are believed 

to have observed the revelation activities, and, in certain cases to the 

prophet himself. In this respect, the most popular authority in the 

generation of the Companion chosen to guaranted the 'lateness, was Ibn 

CAbb9s. 
(2) 

In the conflict about the validity of the testimorrj of ahl 

al-kit'9b, those who held that their testimony was valid argued on the 

basis of Q V: 106: Oh you who believe, the testimony among you when 

death comes to one of you, is by two who have just character from you or 

two from other than you .......... 
(3) 

They argued that this verse had- not 

been abrogated, basing this on the authority of the Prophet, who was made 

to say: "Al-MiDida (Q V) is among the parts of the Qur2iln which wore 

revealed at a late period; do regard as halRl what is halEl in it and do 

re &urd as harýa-m what is haram in it,,. 
(4) 

In addition, a had7ith of the 
000 

Jjakki, MS., says, "Among the 
necessary points on naskh that should be borne in mind in that a 
Medinese verse may abrogate another Medinese verse revealed at an 
earlier date and may abrogate a Meccan verse because the latter was 
revealed before the Medinese. A Meccan verse cannot abrogate a Mledinese 
one because a verse cannot abrogate another verse revealed at a later 
date. A Meccan verse may abrogate another Meccan verse revealed at 
an earlier date". 

(2) Tabari, tafs-ir, passim. 
.10.... 

(3) JL) 

AbUl tUbaid, MS., fol. 111. 

: 'A1. -1 3\\. )\ 74 
0 

1-1 )ýý (; e 0; 1-11ý 1 ;21 
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same content is also ascribed to ij-17isha. The tendentious nature of 

the hadIth is obvious. There were, naturally, scholars who held that the 
0 

verse in question had been abrogated. 

The significance accorded to the dating of enactments and the 

text which embodied them, in relation to the principle of naskh, caused 

the emergence in Islamic scholarship of another. branch. of studies. These 

were the historical and biographical studies presented in the form of 

asb3b al-nu27ul with respect to Qur3Znio verses, and in the form of 

ta3rikh al-rijgl with respect . to the hadIth. As this branch of studies 

grow out of the principle of naskh which was itself based on assumptions, 

we should be as incredulous about reports in connection with dating as we 

should be about, anything presented in the form of had73th. 

As we have seen, 
(') 

Shaficli at first considerecl the seniority 

of a Companion, with regard to age and companionship with the Prophet, as 

"Eth to another. This attitude was itself a basis for preferring one hadi 
V 

expressed in the form of a hadIth from the Prophet, as preserved by 

T ne. This ay 1 Later, however, Sh9fici reversed his doctri 
0 

revocation was undoubtedly motivated by the idea of lateness in the 

principle of naskh. This shows that this principle was systematized in 

or shortly before the time of shafiel,. 
(3) 

HamadhMil testifies that 

shafiCi was the pioneer of the systematic and consolidated stage of týe 

principle of naskh. 
(4) 

Therefore, Abu cUbaid's statement: 
(5) 

'The naskli 

which is known to the com=ity 
: tOF. 1)" does not imply that the principle 

(1) See above pp. 181ff. 
(2) Musnad, 1, p. 131. 
(3) YZlik preserves a hadIth which shows that Muslims res'ort to the 

latest of the practi-ceof the Prophet. See above p. 201-., - 
(4) Iftibir, P- 3- 
(5) MS., fol. 5. 
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had reached a systematic stage at its beginning even if it had gained 

widespread recognition, Nonetheless, we are told that, 
(') 

as early as 

Khalil b, Ahmad (d, 170), the author of kitiib al-IFin - the firstcArabic 
0 

dictionary, (if the report from him is authentic), the word naskh was 

defined with the practical implication understood in the fiqh. He is 

reported to have made this definition: "Naskli means to remove 

a command which used to. be the basis of practice ( before naskh 

ocouxTed. A command may be abrogated by means of another; a verse 

incorporating a command may be sent down and then God removes it from 

mankind, abrogating it by means of another verse. The first verse is 

called the mans1kh and the second the nasikh". This definition suggests 

that naskh may have been established in the fiqh before Rhal"I'lls time, 

that is in the first half of the second century of Islam, 
(2) 

when the 

activities of documenting legal doctrines with formal sources began to 

take place as a direct result of rivalry among the schools. The exponents 

of the schools had to recognize this principle because, by its sanction, 

they could put aside sources which did not agree with the docti-ines of 

their schools, and at the same time adopt those which supported the 

doctrines. They believed that they were thereby not being arbitrary in 

accepting some sources and rejecting others. 

Shafit-i found naskh already in operation as an indispensable 

technique in the working of Islamic fiqh. lie could not, as an uauli 

ignore the utility of the principle, so he accepted it and farnishad it 

with theoretical justification on the basis of QqOiinic statements(3) and 

(1) Tu-s-1, -Tibyli, It P. 393 (on Q 11: 106). 
0 

(2) Ibn al-NaCim (al-fthrist PP- 511 56Y 58,3151 319,320,322,324t 330) 
records a list of works on al-nasikh wal-mansUkhl the earliest of 
which is that by lluq-itil b. SulairZn d. 150 A. H. 

(3) See above pp. 231f - 
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metaphysical arguments. He says, "God's mercy embraces His creatures 

both in what He endorses and in what He abrogates As for the 

practical importance of naskh, he repeatedly argues that, unless scholars 

find an indication that one of two conflicting verses of the Qur7ZZn 

abrogates the other, they will be confused about the meaning of the 

verses. This can be illustrated by the following GXample: 
(2) 

Mentioning 

Q 11: 180 and 240 which impose bequests in favour of parents, next of 

kin and wives he says, "Then God revealed stipulated shares of inheritance 

for those categories (i. e. Q IV: 11-12). The verses thus contain two 

possibilities; they stipulate either that those categories benefit from 

the estate by means of bequest and inheritance together or that inheri- 

tance abrogates bequest. Therefore, scholars must search for an indica- 

tion which determines the solution, beginning with the Q=33n; if they 

find no text in the Qur2ýn which can shed light on the solution, they 

mast search in the sunna of the Prophet ........ 11 In other words, the 

principle of naskh must be consulted in the ascertaining of the will of 

God. 

Although Shafi t7i inherited the principle of naskh from his 

predecessors, nonetheless he had to subject it to the safeguarding and 

establishment of the authority of the sunna which he desixed, In order 

to maintain collaboration between this desire and the principle of nas1ch 

he could not accept his predecessors' theory that the Qur3gn and the 

sunna abrogated each other. 
(3) 

Instead,, he asserted that the operation 

(1) Ris9la, para: 313. 
(2) ibid., para: 393ff- 
(3) 11or if he accepted their theoxy, he would not have been able to safe- 

guard the'sunna against the anti-traditionists' policy to discard the 
sunna on the grounds of its abrogation by the Qar'Yjj, since the latter 
was widely accepted as more authoritative and thus always prevailed 
over the sunna when they appeared. to contradict each other. 
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of naskh had to be restricted within each of these two sources exclusively. 

It appears from his arguments on naskli, in the Ris3la and elsewhere, 
(l) 

that, it was on this exclusive operation of naskh that he placed emphasis. 

All the Qur3iiia verses he cites are meant to argue that it 'is God Who 

abroCates the Qur*i and not the Prophet; the corollaxy of this is that, 

the sunna 
. 
of the Prophet is abrogated by the. Prophet alone and not by the 

Qur*i or i1thar. It also appears from those arguments that ShEfifills 

main concern is not with the abrogation of the QuOli because this does 

not affect the main task that he, as a traditionist, has undertaken, to 

safeguard and establish the sunna, but, with the abrogation of the sunna, 

for this is centrally involved in such an undertaking. The early fuqahýa_') 

tended to ascribe their respective fiqh doctrines to the authority of 

prominent Companions and Successors in their area, with the result that 

their doctrinal disagreements became interminable. Some scholars, 

identified as traditionists, argued that every point of law should be 

based on the authority of the Prophet to whom the revelation had come 

down. This theory had been accepted to a certain degree by ShafiClfs 

predecessors and reference to the Prophet had emerged as one of the bases 

of law. No -proper priority had been given, however, 'to the authority of 

the Prophetv and it was placed on the same footing as or even superseded 

by that of the Companions. Shafitl found a mass of conflioting sources;, 

t-here was conflict between the had"Iths of various Companions and some- 
0 

times between those of a single Companion; there was conflict between 

hadIths of the Prophet and those of the Companions, and even between 

different had7iths from the Prophete He developed the theory of the 

cf. IkhtilFf al-had7ith, P- 41- 
0 
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traclitionists, using systematic arguments to show that the haCith of the 
0 

prophet, which he calls the sunnal had to carry authority and prevail over 

that of a companion in the case of contradiction. By this Shafit7i aimed 

at establishing a single techniVe of discerning between diverging. leGal 

doctrines. The conflict between the sunna and the hadIth of the 

Companions was thereby theoretically solved, as waa the conflict between 

h 'Iths of the Companions, since evexything was to be referred to the adJ 

Prophet. 

One problem, however, still remained to be solved. The tradi- 

tionists I demand that every doctrine be based on the authority of the 

Prophet had resulted in the tendency to back-project fiqh doctrines to 

the Prophet and thus had created a mass of contradiction in the ounna. 

Ek-afiCi had to deal with this contradiction, for it was seized upon by a 

certain group of scholars (ahl al-kal7am) as grounds for rejecting the 

sunna altogether. The method he applied in solving this contradiction 

was to reconcile conflicting sunnas. Such reconciliation was achieved in 

two ways: (1) by interpreting two conflicting sunnas in such a way that 

both could be accepted together; (2) if that was not possible, by showing 

-that both sunnas were authentic, but that one of them, being earlier than 

the other had been abrogated by the later. 
(') 

The solution was also 

sought by Sh7afiCi in rejecting one of two conflicting sunnas on the 

grounds that its isn7ad was weaker than that of the other. 
(2) 

The demand of the traditionists for the documenting of legal 

doctrines with the sunna, as Sh7afitli calls it, was rejected outright by 

the ahl al-kal9m, especially when it embodied an enactment not found in 

the Qur-liin. The theory of this group was to rely exclusively upon the 

cf. Ikhtilgf. al-had7ith, P. 57, InIhen there is no other way of intbr- 

prot ing two badit-ho except in that in which thoy disagree, one. of 
them must be I the nanildi and the other is the-mnnoýikhll. 

(2) See above pp. 180f f 
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(ýw3gn as the basis of law. They appealed to the Qur39n whenever a sunna 

conflicted With it. This attitude was also adopted, to a certain degree, 

by sh7afievs predecessors (the ancient scholars). When a sunna disagreed 

with their fiqh doctrine, they rejected the BUnna in favour of the Qur'31i. 

shTLfiel found the attitude of ahl al-kq-l3m and the ancient scholars 

destructive to the entire fabric of the sunna, and so he endeavoured to 

establish a harmonious relationship between the Qqr3En and the sunna. in 

this respeot he propounded his theory of baygn and takhsls whereby he 
00 

declared the function of the sunna. to be the elucidation of the Qar`)Fn. 

He denied that there could be a case where the sunna contradicted the 

Qý=: Ian. To this effect, he repeatedly warned the fuqah-O that to make 

the sunna contradict the Qqr3iin, was to destroy the many sunna-based 

institutions, including those which had been adopted by all the sunni 

fugah7a). The bayEn-takhols theory represents Slia-fivils effort to 
a. 

reconcile the Q=3! i and the sunna. This reconciliation together with 

his harmonisation of conflicting sunnas, are ShafirDs main contribution 

towards the systematization of 'sources I in Islamic fiqh. 
(') 

In short, ShEfiri Is main task was to establish the importance 

of the sunna and to safeguard it. To fulfil this he had to overcome 

three obstacles, namely the haCiths of persons other than the Prophet, 

which had stood as the prop of local fiqh doctrines since the beginning 

of documentation activities; the conflic t within the sunna; and the 

conflict between the sunna and the QuOln. 

Naskh implies suppression, and so, when he discussed the 

operation of naskh ShafieJ. 's thinking was always directed towards 

the achievement of his task and the removal of those obstacles 

which were likely to frustrate it. The obstacles were the means 

by which the sunna could be suppressed, as the anti-traditionists 

As for the iltlrar, he does not reconcile it with the sunna, but 
insists that it, carries no authority in the face of Ue 1 ter. 
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had tried to do. In view of these considerations, ShNfifil could sanction 

only one method of suppression of a sunnal that in by moans of anothe. r 

sunna (naskh), in order to solve the contradiction between two ounnas- 

which were in conflict* At least one sunna could thereby be maintained. 

He could not allow the suppression of a sunna by means of a verse of the 

Qur7an, nor by means of a had7ith of anyone but the Prophet. 

it is with what he allows and what he disallows to abrogate a 

sunna that ShEft c7l is much concerned, because its authority has not been 

established as yet in the theory of his opponents, and thus the 

uncontrolled claim of its abrogation threatens the sunna in its entirety. 

On the other hand, he does not need to be worried about the abrogation of 

the Qar3EZn, because its authority has been established by his time and 

its text has alreac3y been collected. The claim of abrogation by no means 

threatens the entire qar39n, and only some of its verses are made 

inoperative. His argument , furnished with Qur3gnio statements, that 

nothing can abrogate the Qur3gn except the Qur3Fn, is meant to imply its 

corallary, which he desires to establish, that the sunna cannot be 

abrogated by the Q=39n nor by 3thar, and that since there is no nasidi 

between the Qur3iin and the sunna, they cannot be in conflict with each 

other. Any conflict between them, is merely apparent and can be reconciled 

(by means of his theory of baygn and takh is). He has no difficulty in T" 

convincing his interlocutor 
(2 ) 

about the abrogation of the Qqr: 'Fn by the 

QL=39n, by putting forward Qur3Fnic statements from which he interprets 

that God alone can alter a verse of the Qur2li, because his theory and 

his interpretation agree with those of ahl. al-Qur3iin regarding the absolute 

(1) Furthermore, the fiqh does not rely so much on the qurlan as it does 
on the sunna* 

(2) Ris3la, parat 325- ýf 
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authority of the Qur3an. The interlocutor, however, is not ready to 

concede Shafiel's theory about the abrogation of the sunna by the sunna 

alonejand demanded further proof and explanation for that. 
(') 

In his 

answer, Sh3fitl endeavours to eradicate the two means by which his 

opponents suppress the sunna, namely the appeal to the authority of the 

Companions I and the appeal to the Qar3iin. With, regard to the first I he 

refers to God's imposition upon mankind of the religious duty to follow 

the Prophet, implying, therefore, that the authority of the Prophet 

cannot be superseded by that of other persons. In connection with the 

second appeal, he refers to the explanatory role of the sunna vis-a-vis 

the Qar2iln which clearly shows that no abrogation of the former by the 

latter can be assumed. His only concession is that Go& my alter a 

Prophet's enactment, but, in such a case, the Prophet would necessarily 

have occasioned another enactment abrogating the former one, and the 

latter must be accessible. The nasikhing sunna always survives. Ile 

warns constantly that the entire sunna will perish and ultimately many 

commonly-accepýed institutions will collapse, unless the abrogating sunna 

is accessible; this applies both to the case of abrogation of a sunna by 

another sunna and to any change made by God to the Prophet Is enactment. 
(2) 

By this Sh7afitl introduces a strict rule into the process of abrogation 

in the sunna; a sunna cannot be said to have been abrogated unless thbre 

is real evidence of its being in conflict with another sunn I and the 

abrogating sunna survives. If this rule is not observed, arq scholar who 

finds a sunna in conflict with his fiqh doctrine may easily claim that 

the aunna is abrogated and therefore not binding, and, ShafiCl anticipates 

(1) ibid... Para: 326,331. 
(2) ibid., Para: 328,333. 
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all sunnas will'thereby disappear. 
(') 

He believes that there is no 

single sunna which agrees with all fiqh doctrines in different regions. 

As a necessary requisite of his theory of harmonious relation between 

the Qur3gzi and the sunna and that of bayRn and takho"Is, Sh7afiCl' cannot 
0* 

recognize conflict. between these two sources. He demands proof of a 

second sunna proViding a differing enactment, under instructions from 

God, in order to demonstrate that the real conflict is between two 

sunnas. 
(2 ) 

These are clever moves by Shafit! to minimise the means by 

which the sunna can be suppressed. However, from a practical point of 

view# they do not hinder the suppression of the sunna, because the 

stipulation of the existence of the abrogating sunna can easily be ful- 

filled by projecting a particular doctrine which disagrees with a 

particular sunna, back to the Prophet. 

Although ShZfi ri, as we have seen, is very much concerned 

with the exclusiveness of the practical application of the principle of 

naskh within the Qur3gn and within the sunna, and although the operation 

of naskh in the sunna is the focal point of his debate and preoccupation, 

he nonetheless endeavours to formulate the detailed elements of the 

principle and to show that it has occurred within Islam. In fact, the 

surviving ancient literature shows that he is the first scholar to 

propound such a formulation of the principle. This can be deduced from 

the following passage: 
(3) 

"God had directed the Prophet to face towards Jerusalem as the 

qibla in prayers; this was the only lawful, qibla until it was abrogated. 

ibid, para: 328. 

(2) ibid., para: 330 
(3) ibid. , para: 359ff 
(4) cf ibid. pars: 601. 
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Then God abrogated the Jerusalem qibla, and directed him to face towards 

the 1(a tba; -and now no Muslim is allowed ever (abad ) to face Jerusalem 

in an obligatory prayer, since it is prohibited to face in any direction 

other than A Ka th a". 

"Every (ruling) is enforceable (4aqq in its stipulated 

time-limit. Facing in the direction of Jerusalem used to be obligatory 

in the days when God directed his Prophet to face it. Then God abroGated 

this, and thereafter the obligation has ýden permanently to face towards 

the Katba. It is therefore prohibited to face in a direction other than 

the Karba in any obligatory prayer, except such prayer as is performed 

at a time of fear, or a n7afil prayer performed while journeying. T his 

is based on the Qur; 1_an and the sunna". 

Shafiti concludes, "This applies to every r4ling abrogated by 

God, since the practical meaning of Inasakhat is to abandon 

God's imposition ( 8_ý which used to be enforceable within a 

stipulated time-limit it is obligatory to abandon it 

when He has abrogated it. Thus, he who has access to the 

abrogated imposition is considered faithful, both for having followed 

it (before it had been abrogated) and for abandoning it (after it had 

been abrogated); but, he who has no access to it is considered obedient 

when he follows the imposition which abrogates it )Its 

The example comprises, in Sh3fitlits view, the necessary 

elements of naskh stated above; the two qiblas (the Katha and Jerusalem) 

belong to the same class of subject , the imposition of one being later 

than the other, and both impositions being enactments of God. 

Before we go any further in discussing the alleged phenomenon 

of abroggation (change) of qibla, two points must first be noted in the 
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above statements: (a) Sh7aficits use of the word fullzr 

demonstrateE; his frank admission that the operation of naskh is restric- 

tod to the field of fiqh, as we have just seen. (b) ShNfiel shows 

himself as a lawyer whose main concern i's with the abrogating imposition 

(ngsildi) which is' to be acted upon. This appears in the last sentence 

of the statement, where he stipulates that a person is required only to 

have -110d access to the abrogating ruling and hence 

is not required to know the abrogated ruling and the text 

embodying it. This strongly suggests that Shafiei is concerned with the 

Qrarxii as a 'source' on which to base fiqh doctrines,, and not as a 

? documents, 

The instance of the change of qibla is used by the usalis as a 

traditional example of the historical authenticity of the phenomenon of 

al- . n9sikh wal-mansUkh. .- , Ghaia-ll openly admito this, saying: 
M 

It is 
4 

fally recognized in the entire religious law trýý ýý 
ýU )110 

This is probably because it is centrally related to (prayers), the very 

basis of the religion. Abli C13baid preserves a hadIth ascribed to Ibn, 

CAbbFs that the change of qibla was the first instance of naskh in the 

Qur3an. 
(2) 

The usUll's, however, overlooked the fact that this instance 

does not represent naskh within Islamt but rather the abrogation of a 

Jewish law and its replacement by an Islamic ruline, 

11: 144 reads: We sometimes notice you (Muliammad) turning 

your face to the Býy asking Us to turn you to a qibla which pleases you 

( \-D ). Turn your face, then, in the direction of the Sacred Mosque 

plustasfal I, p. 112. 

(2) MS.,, fol: 8, of. Nahli7as, Nasikh, P. 13. 
oo 
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(the Katba). Wherever you (in pluial, Muslims) are, turn towards it. 

The People of the Book verily knew that this was the truth from their 

Lord, and Cod is not unaware of what they do". This verse clearly 

states that Muhammad used to ask God to change the direction of prayer 

to a qibla favourable to him and the Muslims, In response to this 

request God commanded them to face towards the Katba whenever they 

performed their prayers, That Muhammad had requested God to change the 

direction to a favourable gLibla, shows that he and the Muslims had been 

facing an unfavourable qibla. Muslim scholars believe that this qibla 

was Jerusalem and that the reason for the discomfort was annoyance at 

the Jews. This belief is based on the context in which the above verse 

appears, for all the surrounding verses are about Jews, Flor example, 

they insult the Muslims by telling them to become Jews (V. 135) and 

they are annoyed at the change of qibla to the Kagba (vv. 142,145,146). 

In addition, it was reported that the Prophet had performed his prayers 

facing towards Jerusalem for a period of sixteen months after his arrival 

at Medina. 
(') 

This view is expressed in the form of a had1th ascribed to Ibn 

ýAbbiis: 
(2) 

-'The first thing in the Qarliln that God abrogated was the 

qibla. When the Prophet migratýed to Medina, the majority of whose 

polulation were Jews, God commanded him to face towards Jerusalem. The 

Jews were delighted. But the Prophet faced towards it only for ten 

months or so. Since he preferred the qibla of Abraham fýKalha) and used 

to request God to change the qibla to this direction, and looked up at 

Ibn Hazml Ihkam, Pt. IV, p. 461. 
00 

(2) Nahligz, Nlisikh, pp. 13f. 
*0 
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the SIV , God revealed Q 11: 144. The Jews were distressed by the 

change and kept asking the reason for it I. and then God revealed Q 11: 115 

(To God belongs the East and the West. Whichever direction you (plural) 

turn to, God's presence is there), 
(') 

and Q 11: 143 (We did not appoint 

the qibla to which you used to face except to distinguish those who 

follow the Prophet from those who turn on their heels). 11(2) 

ý In another version Ibn tAbbgs is reported to have said: 'The 

Prophet prayed at Mecca facing towards Jerusalem, with the Kalrba in 

front of him, but sixteen months after he had migrated to Medina, God 

changed it to the Katba". 
0) 

The projection to the Meccan period of the 

Prophet's practice of facing Jerusalemt is meant to prove that the 

practice was the earlier of the two. It is conceivable, therefore, to 

claim its abrogation. The projection also suggests an attempt to remove 

the possibility of Jewish influence on the practice. 

Nowhere in the Qur3lin is it stated that prayer should be in 

the direction of Jerusalem. It was, however, held to be certain that 

Muhammad did face Jerusalem as did the Jews. At this point, the question 

arises as to the basis upon which he so acted. The answer to this 

question will provide the solution to our main query over thý change of 

qibla, and to which is -the abrogating and which the abrogated ruling. 

The nasikh is evident, Q 11: 144; and only the mans7ft remains to be 

identified. That v. 144 is the nasikh is further supported by an anecdote* 

which represents the sabab al-nuz7al (cause of revelation) of the verse. 

(2) ýýýýums 
(3) NahhEsq NSsik 9 100,9 cit - 09 

lk 
.:, 

I. ' 
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It is preserved by Hibat Allah as follows: "Qatl; da said: ? the qibla 

was changed on Tuesday of the middle of Shalbiln at the beginning of the 

eighteenth month after the Prophet IB arrival at Medina. The Prophet 

used to turn his face to the sky, saying: 'Oh Gabriel, until when shall 

I pray towards the qibla of the Jews? Gabriel replied: I am a servant 

to be commanded. Ask your Lord'. The Prophet kept asking God until a 

day on which Gabriel came down to him and asked him to read v. 144". 

The aim behind this sabab al-nuZi is clearly to create an atmosphere 

which affirms that v. 144 it; the latter of the two situations. It 

ohould be noted, however, that, according to this story, the mans7akh was 

the Jewish qibla which undoubtedly was regulated under Jewish law. This, 

of couxsel weakens the claim that the change of qibla was an instance of 

naskh within Islam. 

As they claimed this to be an instance of naskh within Islam, 

Nuslim scholars hacl attemptecl to prove that the mansUkh was really an 

Islamic divine rulingp since it is indicated in Q 11: 143 that it was 

God Himself who appointed the qibla which Muhammacl used to face 
0 

before he was ordered to face the 

Katba (by means of v. 144). They failed, nevertheless, to reach an 

objective decision as to the basis of Muhammad's practice in this regard 
0 

and they naturally differed about the mansUkh. Those who held that the 

Qur2Fn would abrogate the sunna said that the Prophet prayed towards 

jerusalem on his own discretion, and not on the imposition of a divine 

t ert ( (-re Qar., )1 (2) 
and, an therefore, they, concluded, the mansukh 

N7isikh, p- 13. 

(2) Makki, MS., 
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was the sunna. Shgficli and his followers, who asserted that the Qur3Sn 

and the sunna. could not abrogate each other, had to show that the basis 

must have been a divine imposition, in order to prove that it was an 

instance of abrogation of the qur3iln by the qur-23n. Sh7afiiilts attitude 

-Wlck. ý) is is vaque, and he merely says: 
J1 

(God directed his Prophet ..... without specifying how God communicated 

with him. It cannot be the sunnal because this leads to the abrogation 

of the sunna by the QuOgn. (The same applies to the had1th ascribed to 
0 

Ibn cAbb7is above)* It mustj therefore, be the Qur-29n, but which verse? 

There was an attempt to make Q 11: 115 the mansUkh (the basis of the 

earlier practice) and this view was credited to Ibn cAbb9s. Abu CUbaid(l) 

and Hibat Ali; h(2) uphold it but Nahh7Ls strongly rejects it. 
(3) 

To the 
00 

same effect, Ibn Zaid is reported(4) to have propounded the following 

statement in his comment on Q 11: 115: Vhey (the Muslims) used to pray 

facing any direction they liked because the East and the West belong to 

God. To sanction this God revealed verse 115 and the Prophet declared 

fThe Jews are facing one of the Houses of God, that is JeruEjalem-, offer 

your prayers facing its. The Prophet and his Companions prayed in that 

direction for about sixteen months. The Jews irritated them saying: 

'He did not discover a qibla until we guided him'. The Prophet hated 

this allegation and turned his face towards the sýyj and then God revealed' 

ve 144"9(5) 

(1) ms -tf ol. - 8. 
(2) N-asikh, P. 13. 
(3) NZsikh, PP. 15f. 
(4) ibid. P- 15 cf. Tabax; i, TafsIr (ed. Sh7akir) IIIP P- 174- 
(5) But, we have just seen a 4adlit in which Ibn CAbbgs was taken to 

represent the view that vv. 115 and 143 were revealed later than 
v. 144, therefore they cannot be the mansakh. 
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Majcý71(1) tells us that the mansUkh is Q 11: 143, and that this 

verse was the reason for Muhammad's facing towards Jerusalem. However, 

the verse did not contain any ruling with regard to facing Jerusalem, and 

merely told Muýammad the reason why God appointed the qibla to which he 

used to face. The earlier imposition, therefore, should have been 

provided for in another verse, but Boma exegetes did not at all perceive 

that the verse referred to a qibla other than the Ka9ba; it warned Muhammad 
0 

about the reaction that would arise to Cod. 's imposition to face towards 

Katba. They saw the word which appears in the verse, as the 

xacba; the verb did not, for them, necessarily refer to a 
(2) 

previous qibla but to the qibla which was then recognized, (the lCa lba). 

They further argued that the verb 11 denoted a state of affairs not 

in the past but in the present According to. them, the 

verse meant 'We did not appoint the qibla (Katha) which you are now 

facing". 
(3) 

It is obvious that this exegesis represents an attempt to 

counteract the claim that abrogation had occurred. 
(4) 

The third view hold that there was no naskh involved but that 

v. 144 had imposed the qibla for Islam (the Katba) ab initio. This view 

implied no relationship between Islamic enactments and those enacted for 

ahl al-kit3b, and strongly suggests an anti-Jewish element. In this 

respect, an anonymous interlocutor was not convinced that the case in 

question could be regarded as an instance of al-n3sikh wal-mansUkh, and 

demanded proof from Shafitl- of occurrence of naskh and of the Islamic 

legislation about the qibla before the revelation of v. 144, so that the 

(1) MS., loc.. cit. 
(2) cf. Q IV: 33, the verb 

\ýý 
signifies a ruling which has been 

decided but governs future cases. 
(3) Qartub'lr, Tafal I III P- 156. 

(4) See note 5 P. 289. 
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Cl) 
came could be categorized as an instance of naskh. within Islam. Shafit7i, 

in reply, refers to v. 142 which speaks about the Jews I annoyance at the 

Muslims I abandonment of the qibla they used to face (JeruBalem) , but, 

fails to show the Islamic origin of the qibla, before v. 144- 

The foregoing discussions show us the uncertainty which 

dominated the thinking of the scholars, in their efforts to. determine 

precisely the scope of the principle of naskh and to arrive at a decision 

as to whether this particular instance was a case of al-nasikh wal-mans-ukh. 

This uncertainty tends to confirm our view that the concept of al-nZaikh 

wal-mans7ikh originated in the problems that faced scholars in their 

efforts to deal with Isources'. 

The example above does not fulfil the conditions of ShEfill's 

theory of the exclusive abrogation of the Qur3iln by the Qur3gn, nor is 

the claim justified of the scholars who assert that it is an instance of 

internal naskh in Islam. It rather represents an instance of naakh 

between anýIslamic imposition and a Jewish law which was followed. by 

Muhammad and the Muslims for a certain period. It is not an internal but 

an external abrogation, This is supported by the fact that Muslims 

unanimously -agree that Islam abrogates the enactments (Sharil ta) imposed 

upon the previous Prophets, including Moses, and that there are instances 

where the Qurlgn endorses a previous enactment; thus, if it is possible 

for the Qur73n so to endorse, it is therefore also possible for it to 

endorse an enactment for a certain period only and then to repeal it, as 
(2) 

in the case of qiblao To this effect rhazFL11 explicitly says: 

Ris3la, para: 363. 

(2) Mustasfal Il 
0 
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'That naskh had evidently occurred is Fihown by 

iirriR-c and texts, (nasa, Qur; gn). With regard to ijffgf-, the entire umma 
at 

(muslim community) agree that the sharira of Muhammad repealed that of 

the Prophets before him, some saying that it did so totally and some 
0 

that it abrogated only the parts that contradicted the shari ýa. of 

Muhammad". Ghazlili's last phrase above denotes the divergence of 

attitude on the question as to whether an Islamic enactment, which has 

a parallel enactment imposed upon a previous Prophet, and is part, for 

instance, of Jewish law, can be regarded as a continuation of the latter, 

or must be considered Islamic ab initio and, therefore, must not be 

referred retrospectively to any parallel in a previous sharica. The 

first view belonged to those who held that Islamic enactments repealed 

only those previous enactments which contradicted them, while the second 

view was hold by those who declared that Islam repealed the earlier 

sharicas in their entirety, According to this second view, Islamic 

enactment must be understood in isolation of pre-Islamic phenomena. It 

was in the light of this view that the case of the change of qibla was 

declared to have been an internal abrogation wi: bhin Islam. 

That the Qurygn is seen to endorse en actments imposed upon 

previous Prophets and their followers can be illustrated with the 

following example: Q V: 5 reads: "This day good and pure things are 

made lawful for you; and the food of the people of the Book is lawful for 

you (to eat) and your food is lawful for them ........ ", 
(') 

This verse 

explicitly endorsed the dietary law of the people of the Book, and what 

was lawful to them was regarded a lawful in Islam. As there is no 

question of prohibiting the ordinax7 food of 'the people of the Book, and 

(1) '__; 
_, 

" 

c'4' _\) 
N" 

. 

ýý 3-c- 
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hence no divine sanction is necessary, the fuqahR3 agree that by 'food' 

is meant animals slauGhterecl by the people of the Book, because, in this 

respect only, that relig-jon and. Iniyyal have their significance in 

relation to food, as stipulated in Q V: 2,3 and Q VI: 118-91 121 (i. e. 

it is lawfal for animals to be eaten only if slaughtered according to 

Islamic rrethod). Therefore the lawfulness meant by the phrase Ithe 

food of the people of the Book is lawfult is logically applicable to 

animals slaujitered by them. The lawfulness of food lilw fruit and bread 

M 
et cetera has no connection with religion* 

The modes of naskh 

in the classical theory of nasIdi tho a1broSation of tho qur25nic 

verses was alleged to have taken place in three imys: 
(2) 

(1) Masldi of a ruling but not the wording of the text of the 

Qui, 'a ( 
C- 

(2) Naskh of a wording in 
ýthe 

text of the Qur: 'Sn but not the 

ruling it embodies VLIUj. ) 0) N 
C- 

(3) 'Llaskh of both the -wrording ancl the ruling ( 

An exarkple of the first of these has been 

discussed in Chapter 2.0) It was the most important and most frequently 

employed kind of abro, -ation in the fiqh, since it was the chief means of 

replacing one verse by another in the doctrinal disputes among the schools. 

indeed, it was this mode of naskh which was represented in the definitions 

. of nasIdi offered by the usulis. We have already seen that allegation of 

nasid-i of this variety were merely presumptive. 

- jlaslýh of a. wording but not its rulin . 

The traditional example found in the us-ul literature of this 

kind of naskh is an alle, -ed 'stoning-verse f which provides for the stoning . 

cý, ýubl, Tafs VI, PP- 75-7. 
(2) Hibat All: ýh, Nasikh, P- 5, - Naliji-az, Nasikh, pp. 

See above PP - 45f f- 
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penalty for adultery. lHe shall see the spuriousness of the claims of 

this type of naskh, which resulted from the failure of the Muslims to 

document the well-establishoa stoning penalty. 

The Qur-lZri speaks about the punishment for zina (sexual mis- 

conduct) without defining the crime; 0. XXIV: 2 says: (Flog both the male 

and female fornicators one hundred strokes each). 
(') 

It is clear that 

the Qur-3anic punishment is one hundred strokes, regardless whether -the 

offender is a virgin or not. But, the punishment established in the fiqh 

differs from this. A distinction was made between two classes of 

offenders, ýLamely non-virgin and virgin 

and penalties were. set up for each of these categories: Stoning to death 

for non-virginal and flogging with one hundred strokes andbanishment for 

one year for virgins, (although banishment* was rejected by -the Hanaf-is). 

Two extra-our2Fnic penalties (stoning and banishment) clearly exist in 

the fiqh. The question arises as to the origin of and the basis for the 

ficill penalty of stoning and. banishment. Muslim scholars, in their attempt 

to document fiqh doctrines, made efforts to find an answer to this V 

question, but they differred. Their discussions on the subject reveal 

to us their 'source' thoeries and their methodological attitudes. 

In their effortsý to ascertain the origin of the stoninG penalty, 

scholars were divided into two groups. One group attempted to go beyond 

Islamic 'sources, and argued that the stoning penalty originate4 in the 

Torah. The other endeavoured to keep themselves within the Islamic 

'sources I and asserted that the origin of stoning was the Q=35n and. the 
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sunna, but they were divided as to whether it was established by a sunna 

or by the Qur3Fn. They were united in an attempt to establish that its 

source was a revelation. 

Supporters of the Isunnat theory declared that Muhammad had 

imposed the penalty. of stoning on man and women who were non-virgins, and 

produced hadIths to this effect involving CUmar, CUthman and EA173.. 

But, as for the view that the Torah or the (ýurlli had been the source, 

the exDression the Book of Gocl ( 4\\ý___, ' it hs V-1 (contained in two haC3. 

ascribed to the Prophet and 'Umar respectively, and which was alleged to 

prescribe the penalty of stoningýy was the common clue: 
(2) 

AbU Huraira, and Zaid b. KhZlid al-Juhan3r reported that two men 

brought their case before the Prophet. One of them said; "Oh 

messenger of God, judge between us according to the Book of 

God but the other man, who had more legal 

knowledge, said: 'Yes, Oh messenger of God, judge between us 

according to the Book of God, and permit me to speak (. first)'. 

When the Prophet gave his permission, he said: Illy son was a 

labourer (Cas_lf) under this man, and fornicated with his (the 

man's) wife. He told me that aV son was liable to stoning, 

but I ransomed rrV son with one hundred sheep and a slave-girl 

of mine. Then I consulted the learned men who told me that nV 

son was liable to one hundred strokes and banishment for one 

year, and that the stoning penalty was to be inflicted on the 

mn's wife% The Prophet replied: tBy Him Who holds rrV soul 

in His hand, I shall judge between you according to the Book of 

(1) Malik, Muvratta2j vol. II, pp. 819ff V3 

(2) ibid. 9 p. 822. 
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God, your sheep and slave-girl are to be returned to yout. 

Then the Prophet floaged the son with one hundred strokes and 

banished him for one year, and he ordered Unais al-AslaMl' to 

go to the man's wife (to ask if she. had committed adultery), 

and, in the evont that she confossoa, to carry out the stoning 

penalty. She confessed and Unais stoned her". 

cAbdullah b. cýlbbils said, 
(1) 

1! 1 heard CUmar b. al-KhattZb 

I is the leCal saying: Stoning, in the Book of God 

penalty for a man or a woman výho committed adultery, after 

-4 1 whon. valid proof is established, or becoming 

panqy occurs, or a confession is made? #. -ore ý- 

The second of these two hadIths refines and claborates on the 

first, on points relating to the stoning penalty. It extends the penalty 

to the man, adding valid proof and preoiancy as alternatives in the 

process of ascertaining guilt. Both had7iths represent an attempt to 

refer the stoning penalty to a revealed source But the 

expression was arab iguous and there emereed in Islamic 

scholarship attempts to clarify it. Two views were nut forward, which 

are presex-ved in the form of kiadiths, one of which inclicated that the 

Torah. vras meant by and the other that the Qur-7Sn was so 

denoted. 

The Torah source th22M 

The mentions, in several passa3cs, the Jewst refusal two 

recoGnize I-Tuhammdfs prophethood 
(2) 

and their conduct in concealing 

(1) ibid., P. 823. 
(2) () M 75y 76 

I"� '\ V\ \97) )W 
/" ':;. 

4"I --- 131 1 --l-v LIe 

\ -# 

llý 

)L 
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ý Xýj 
I--, ' 14 

L) UCJ distorting and falsifj1ing the words of God 

embodied in the Torah. 11: 41 commands them to believe in the Qur: Gi 

which confirms their Book (the Torah). This is followed by v. 42 which: " 

warns them not to conceal the truth (about Muhammad's prophothood stated 

in both the Torah and the Q=OZn) with falsehood. Q 111: 71 asý, - them 

w1W their did so. Q 11: 75 advises Kuhammad and the 1-aluslims not to 

expect the Jews to believe in Muhammad? s message, since a group of them 

had heard the words of God and comprehended them, but had knowingly die- 

torted them Q 11: 59 and Q VII: 161 say that the Jews (in 

Mioses to time) had replaced the command which was directed to 

them with something else. Q V: 13 and 41 sT poak about their distortion 

of wordinas both at the time of Moses and that of 1,11uhammad. 

0ý 11: 146 states that the Jews knew that the Ke Cba was the qibla just as 

well as they knew their own sons, but oayo that some of them concealed 

the truth about it. Muslim thinking was heavily conditioned by this 

attitude, and it formed an important element in their anti-Jewish propa- 

ganda. 
(l) 

They brought it into their discussion and interpretation of 

Qur: 29nic verses which they saw as having some connect ion 'with the Jews. 

This attitude was presented in the form of stories of Jewish concealment 

of certain Mosaic enactments and these stories were in turn regarded as 

causes of revelation for those verses. 

There was also a dispute within the fiqh as to whether a Yuslim 

7 (2) 
judge should hear and judCe disputes brouCht before him by dhimmis, 

and ifnich law he should apply if he were so to judge. This was referred 

to in the Qur23n: Q V: 42 And if they come before you, judge 

SI, Zfi'71, Umm-sVII: P- 39- "God told -us that they altered the Book of 
God ( <W% ) and wrote boolr-- with their own handn, claiming 
that they were from God" cf- Q 11: 79. 

(2) ibid. P. 38. 
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between them or refuse to hear them. If you refuse, thoy. will not 

endanger you; if you do judge, judge between them equitably 

for God loves 
'the 

equitable) 11; 
(1) 

Q V: 48 reads: (IrHe revealed to you 

the Book in truth, verifying and bearing witness for the truth of the 

Book which preceded it. Therefore judge between them on the basis of 

what God has revealed; do not follow their (vain) desire, diverging from 

the truth that has come to you. #*e9**** ") ; 
(2) 

and Q V: 49 reads: ("Judge 

between them on the basis of what God has revealed; do not follow their 

(vain) desire and beware of them as they may divert you from some of 

what God has revealed to you,, ). 
(3) 

One of the two dis-put ing groups of 

scholars argued that the provision of v. 42 was valid, 
(4) 

and that, 

therefore, a Muslim judge enjoyed the freedom of choice. They also argued 

that vv. 48)49 "judge between them...,,,,, **" served to confirm. and elucidate 

v. 42. 
(5) 

This view was reported from Ibrahim, Shathi, 
(6) 

FA-Ca-3 and 

Q#Sda. The other group held that a Muslim judge was obliGed to hear such a 

(1) 

IJ&- 
(2) 

.. "\, ,. -. ,, -. I IV, -14 0 'IM I,, 'I k 
--) 5ýr 

11 
(4) Tabari, Tafslr (ed. Sh3ldr), Xt PP. 329-30. 

0 
(5) ibid- PP- 3W-y of. ýlEfiri)Umm, VII, P. 39. ShafiCl and Tabari are 

included. in this. group. 

cp 'ý, 

0 

(6) Sharb]" is re-porte(I to have said that in cases of murder 
and theft the judge must ýear and render his judgement. Tabarl, P-329- 
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care, 
(') 

r6uing that the freedom of choice - to hoar or to refuse - had 

been abrogated by the words lljudý, p between therii on the basis of what God 

has rcvcalecl" (v. 48 and 49). This emanated from tIlcrirra, al-Hasan al- 
e 

Basri, Suddi, Hu6Shicl, 0 gda(2 ) 
and Ibn rAbbFs. 

(3) 
cUmar b. r-Abdul ! at 

0 
t: tLziz is also reported to have commanded his -governor to judge between 

a7nl al-k: i:, LSb. 

Reports conflicted on the question of the bauiz of judGement 

if it ware to be made by a Iluslim jud ge. 
(4) 

Ib 3 -1 rahim, Sharbi, Clat: -: da and 

-Zahri are reported to have said that judSoment should be mado on the 

basis of what God had revealed, or the Book of God This 

represents one tendency in Islamic scholarship which favoured leavinc 

the expression twhat God has revealed' adbiguous and thereby possibly 

outside the traditional Islamic Isourcet (the Qlurlli). Ibrsh"21M and Shavoi 

also said, however, that the judga had to rule exclusively on tho basis 

0 4c, 1,; ur , lim 
(5) 

The same was reported from cAtS3 and cAT. qr b. Shucaib 

. ", 0 
and K'ujaicl This socond attitude 

clearly defines Twhat God has revealed 2 as the Qar-: IZn. 

The idea that the Jews I concealments and falsifications woula 

be asbEb al-nu2ýtl, and the lack of definition of the affbiguous exprosoion 

twhat God has revealed' toge1oher and sirultanous], y permeated the thinking 

(1) Tabaril Tafslr (ed. Shakir), X, PP. 330-32. 
0 

(2) Noto that qptadats authority was used by both groups. 

(3) Ab7a ý'Ubaidj MS., fol: 90- 

(4) Tabaril Tafslr (ed. Shalcir), X, PP. 329-332- 

(5) 
11 
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'I of the muslims, as is demonstrated in their tafsIr and discussions on 

V: 41-49. A story was invented in order to show the occurrence of the 
%I 

jet-is I concealment and their distort ion of Mosaic 

enactments and to show 11uhammadfs revelation of what they I-Lad concealed, 

and. his consequent judgement on them. The main feature of the story was 

their concealment of the stoning penalty for adultery committed by non- 

virgins. 

As every version of the story contains an intrinsic and conscious 

peculiarity, it is worth mentioning them all: 

(1) CAbdu4ah b. cUmar said: 
(') 

"Jews came to the Prophet and 

told him that a man and woman from among them had fornicated. 

The Prophet asked them: 11-1hat do you f ind in the Torah on 

the matter of stoning? They replied 'We disgrace them and 

all. cAbdullah b. Sal3m interrupted 'You they are floace 

lied, it contains the stoning verse'. Then they broujht. 

the Torah and spread it out; one of them placed his hand 

over the stoning verse and read the verses beforo and after 

it. CAbdullah asked him to lift his hand and he aid so, 

and there was the 'stoning verse'. Then they said: tIt 

is ri&iit I Muhammad, there is a tstoning verse t in the Torah. 

The Prophet Cave his order and tIlley were stoned". 

The hadIth does not make it clear whether the couple stoned 
e 

its purpose beine merely to show, tha were muhsan, t stoninC was carried 

out at I'mhammad's order and on the basis of the Torah, a Book of God. 

MuwattW, II, P. 819. ,, alik, (1) ' 
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(2) Ab-u Huraira reported: 
(1) 

"Jewish scholars assomblod at 

the synagooue when Muhammad first, arrived at Modina, and 

discussed a case involving a ran and woman from amoný; them 

who had committed zina, both being mulisan. The zýholars 

said: ITa-ke them to Muhammad and ask him what the punish- 

moret, should be. Let him judec this couple-, if he decides on 

taj-bia 
(2) 

which has been your practice, follow him, for he 

is a king; biru , if his veraict is stonina, beware of him 

lost he would deprive you of what you have (i. a. religious 

leadersh, ip)ý 
(3) 

Being approached for the judgement , 

Muhammad went to the synagogue to moot the scholars and 0 
said to them: TrinG me the most learned amona you 

tAbdullah b. ý. Ab Sjuriya came fon-iard and the Prophet asked 

him: 'Do you not know that God has, in the Torah, decreed 

the stoning penalty for one who commits zina after ilis3n?. 
.9 

. 
lullah replied: tyes, they know that you arc a. genuine 9 I%b c 

Prophet, butt, they felt ill will towards- yout. 1.1uh, -virnad 

corurp-nded amcl -the man. and the woman. were stoned at the 

door of his mosque". 

KWiammad, in this stoxy, is not made to ask the Jews for 

information about the penalty, as he did in the previous version, but 

embarrasses them by declarinG the penalty decreed in the Torah. The Jews 

are ma-de to admit, in their ovm words, their concealment and distortion 

of the Torahts enactment, and their hatred of Muhammad. This hadIth places 

emphasis on the point of Irmihsan' and therefore represents a refinement 

on the first one. 

Tabari, Taf sir (ed. Shäkir) 
, X, P. 303. 

(2) See the third had7ith cluoted. below for the mcanina of 

O U-.. \: ' .3� . çt )p -i rt.. sM ik. -' 
!t 

1-1 - -Z "ý-V,. "ý- , *,. - -. -. -ý-- - 'r -I -111C. 11 J1. -, ,- 
14' -" - "., 

.-%%-", IN% 
, 'I 

. '. eý ý -L 
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(3) Ibn Zaid, 
(1) 

commenting on Q V: 43( 
. "Why do they 

seek your judgement, while,. they have the Torah, whioh 

contains the verdict of God and. on which they turn their 

backs? lf) 
(2) 

OVs: ";. Than a nobleman fornicated with a 

worran of common class the Jai-is stoned the woman but blacIcenod 

the nobleman's face and put him up on a camel, facing the 

rear. (This war, called taJbia and was meant to dis6-raco 

him). Whon. a corrmioner fornicated with a noblewoman, they 

stoned him and put her up on the camel. The Jews brouffht 

a case of the second kind to the Prophet and he stoned the 

noblewoman. However, the Prophet first asked the Jews: 

IMho is the most learned among you in the Torah? They 

mentioned a person who was one-eyed, so the Prophet sent 

for him, and, i-fhen he came, the Prophet asked him: 'Are 

you their most learned Torah scholarV. He repliod: tThe 

.L 
hot sa, id: U adjure you, by God Jews Said sof. The Prop 

and by. the Torah He revealed. to Koses alk. 1, -; t. Sinai, -vihat 

do you find in the Torah 
(3) 

about(the penalty for ) 

fornicators ? 
(4) 

1,0 re , pli�l: 'Oli-i Ibu a1-Qazim, tlioy stvono 

the common woman and put the ndbloman up on a camel, 

blackening his face and pointing him towards the rear. 

They stone the commoner when he fornicates with the noble- 

woman and do to her as they do to the noblomant. The 

Prophet repeated his question: 'I adjure yo ul by God and 

(1) ibid., P. 328. 

I(2ý )L ý \ )2' . 3v 
/ '- 

-the first version of the had7ith quoted above. 

cf. I-IFlikts version (the first vorsion quoted. above), the Prophet is 
mado to ask the Jews about the stoning penalty in the Torah. 
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by the Torah He ravealed to I-loses at I-11t. Sinai, what do 

you find in the Torah? '. The man, after some hesitation, 

replied: AbU al-C. 13sim, (I find. in the Torah t he wordr. ): 

The Prophet 

said: fThat means they should be taken and otoned". 

This version reprosents a steP ftrtherr for it quotes tho 

wording of the Torah affecting fornication. It ends with Ibn CUmar's 

comment that he bttended the stoning and saw the = protocting tho 

wor=n. This mme comment appears in tho version prooerved by YI-alik, 
(2) 

1, Ihich suggests that this version. is merely an elaboration of I-13lik's. 

(4) Suddi said: 
(3) 

"God has revealed to Banu- IsrHl 'Mian one 

of you fornicates, stone him'. They agreed on this 

injunction until a man from an aristocratic family once 

fornicated. They decided to carry out the stoning birb all 

the noblemon objected and the stoning was abandoned. Ivrhon 

a man of the loacr class fornicated, they agroed to parry 

out the stoning, but men from his class objected, saying 

tDo not stone him until you agree to stone the nobleman'. 

Thereupon, Banu IsrMl agreed to abandon stoning altoCother 

and replace it with a forty-s-troko flogging and tajbiya. 

This was their practice until the Prophet arrived at Nodina. 

Then a hiGh-class Jewess, Imown as Bisra, fornicated. Her 

father delegated several Companions of his to enquire of 

the Prophet, and said: 'Ask him about fornication as to 

what has been rovealed to him with respect to its penalty. 

(1) (The elderly man and the elderly woman, if'they fornicate stono 
them outri&it). 

(2) i. e. The first version c--, uoted above. 

ibid., P. 310. 
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Wo fear that he will disgrace us for what we haVe done 

(replacing stoning with flogging and tajbia). If he 

decrees that the penalty is floCCing, accept it I bw'. if he 

orders you to carry out the stoning, be,,, Tare of him (i. e. 

abandon the stoning)'. '., Ihcn the man went to the Prophet 

and asked him, he declared the stoning penalty to be the 

correct one. 

This version offers another wording of the Torah affecting 

stoning, but there is no indication throu6hout the story that the penalty 

was for a non-virgin. Other points which should be noted are that the 

Jews replaced the stoning penalty not only with tajbia but also with 

flogging, that the Jei-is not only approached. Muhammad for his judgement 

but also for a judgement according to what had been revealed to him 

the (ýý39m) I and that the basis of Huhammad Is verdict 

(that the penalty should be stoning) is not clear. In view of the 

xrequest of the woman Is father that ! ý, uha=ikad. be asIxod about the penalty 

which had been revealed to him, it miglytt, be suC;, -ested that 111uhammad is 

ansvicz- was on the basis of the Qar-71i. Taking all these into consideration, 

it my be concluded that the story was intended to harmonize the. Torah and 

the Qur*i source theories and to show that the stoning penalty was 

enjoined in both of them. 

(5) Al-Barra) b. ý1-zib reported: 
(') 

The Prophet passed by a 

Jew who had been flogged and whose face had been blackened. 

lie aske& the Jewish scholars as to the real penalty in the 

Torah for fornication. They admitted that the real penalty 

was stoninC, but the Jews had ag-read to replace it with 

(1) ibid., P. 304. 
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flogging and. blackening the face whon fornication had 

become widespread among the nobility. Thereupon, -the 

Prophet exclaimed: WE am the first to revive Your command, 

Oh God, af'ver they had destroyed it and ordered, tho Jew 

to be stoned. 

This version was meant to show that 11uhammad Imew the stoning 

penalty in the Torah before he aslmd the Jewish scholar. -,, and that, 

being dissatisfied with flogging and blackoning the face, he insisted 

on the real penalty. Dluý==ad is made to declare openly the Jews I dis- 

tortion oj. the Torah's stoning penalty. 

(6) -Ab7i Huraira(l) reported that a Jew came to the Prophet and 

told him that his fellow Jews were discussing one of them 

who fornicated after ihsli. Some of them said: 'This 
00 

Prophet (Kulhammad) has been sent by God. Stoning was 

enjoined upon you in the Torah, but you have concealed it 

and agreed on a lighter penalty. ýGo and consult him. If 

he tells us to implement the stoning penalty stipulated in 

the Torah, we shall neglect it, for we have neglected the 

ruling of the Torah which we are supposed to obey and to 

believe'. The Prophet woiy1t, straidit. t, o the synaGog-vie whare 

he found Jewish scholars studying the Torah. I-1hen tho 

Pro phot adjured them to tell him the Torah's penalty for 

fornication after ihs9n, they told him that it wass stoning, 
00 

but that this penalty had been abandoned. The Prophot 
f) 

declared: tI shall judge a-jej \)ý2) 
aocordina to what 

is in the Torah". 

ibid. P. 306 

(2) cf. pe 340 It 
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This alleged statement of the Prophet is in line with hiss 

alleged statement : Ln the IrAsif stoi-j IT shall judGe b'ýýP b etwe en 

you according to the Book of God <V But in this version the 

Prophet is made to declare his insistence on applying the Torah Is stoning 

penalty which the Jews had diGtor'ved and concealed. 

The foregoing hadlths evidently represent an attempt of a 

certain Croup in Islamic scholarship to trace the origin of the Islamic 

penalty of stoning to the Torah, 
(') 

which is a rovealed source (as 

conf irmed by Q V: 44) and widely recognized as the Book of God 
(2 

Icra 
(3) 

and zuh 
(4) 401 ) 

This opinion is ascribed to cl ma rly 

who are reported to' have said that Dlluýammad rendered his judgement on the 

case in question (the stoning of the Jews) on the basis of the Torah. 

This attempt emerged in the midst of the Muslim 'preoccupation with the 

Jews, concealment and distortion 'tý, f ) of the truth 

about 1.11uhammadfs prophathood. and certain peetatouchal. enactmerrto, amonG 
0 

which the stoning, penalty was subsequently and desi6nedly included, and 

in the midst of the 1.11uslim endeavour to base on I-l'uhammad's own authority 

-'-he effort to counter-act the Jews' allcoa-tion that he was a liar and, 

therefore, not worthy of their trust. 
(5) 

The alleved distortion by the 

Jews of the stonine penalty was, therefore, employed as the sabab al- 

nu---Lil for Q V: 41-44. Zuhri is reported to have said that v. 42 was 
(6 1m revealed in connection with the stoning penalty and the word 

(1) of. Ibn Hajar, Ftth, XVI -p. 186 1rhe Han-ýf7js raintain that the stoninE 
of the Jýws (ýy7tThýe Pro- phet) v., as on th6 basis of the Tozehll. 

(2) T-',,. 'oaril Taf sir (ed. Sh2ikir) , X, PP. 343! --5. 0 (3) ibid. -, o. 340. 
(4) ibid., 338-9. 
(5) ibid. 312. 
(6) ilbid. P. 32.5. 
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wac; thoujit to refer 'Lo the stoninCý penalty, 
(1) 

as were the words 

whicli appear in v. 43. 
(2) 

V- 41 spealm- about Jews' distorting of 

in Concral terrrL-,, and no reference is made to 

aiW particular enactmont or book. Ho-viever, a tafdir was propounded whoro- 

by the Jews I were hold specifically to have replaced the Torah Is stoning- 

penalty for men and women (vihen they become muhsan) with flogging and 
0a- '(3) All the stories of the J black-ening of face (humiliation). v ows I con- 

oultinC Kuhar. mad about the penalt are in line with and even a direct 
Py 

tafoir of the following phrase of v. 41: aoe. o*e They listen to 

falsohood ( 1 %4 

propounded by another tribe people) who do 

% A. 
not come to you, who alter Words ( 

ýý 
I) and who say: If you are given 

this, take it. OthenAse, beware". 
W 

The absurdity of the stories is revealed by this question: If 

the Jo-;,, s had distorted and concealed the stonina penalty and replaced it 

w, ith some other lighter penalties, why should they have asked !, 1wiamm: Ld 

J- vo pronounce judgement. It is also'shoýem by the emergence of another 

series of hadliths w4hich present another cause of revelation 

,, 
ý. ccorclina to these h-IdIths, it was not the m. tter of fornicall, ion tha: t 

occasioned the revelation of verses 41-49, but tho dispute between Banu 

c,, uraiza and Banu, al-NadIr (two Jewish tribes) on rratters relating to 

blood-money and retaliation when murder occurrod between memboro of the 

t-,,, io tribes, and which arose from their unequal social status. This view 

(1) ibid. p. 335. 
(2) ibid. p. 337- 
(3) ibid. Do 313. 

I. 
I, 

(4). T- 
-j-aIrn -ýI L)" -�zý CJP 

dl-M 
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jo roported from Ibn 'UbZsý') and CUbaidullah b. CAbclulýah b. CUtba b. 

Mas eu-d. (2) 

In short, the had73. ths about the stoning of the Jews tell us 

that I -for certain scholars, the Islamic stoning penalty originated in 

the Torah and subsequently in the practice of 11uhammad (the sunna). 

The OurIgnsou'ree theor 

That the Torah was claimed by a certain group of scholars to 

be the origin of the stoning penalty gave rise to a reaction from another 

group who wished to keep the origin of the penalty within Islam. They 

claimed, therefore, that its origin was the Czur'3Fn and the rjunna. 

According to this view, the expression which appears in 

cAs"If Is story, meant the Qur23n. That this view was secondary to the 

Torah view, is clearly shown by the fact that the very wording of the 

Torah's alleged stoning verse was claimed to be part of the Qur-7an. 

This is presented in the form of a hadIth from ýUmar. "On returning 

from pilgrimage CUmar gave a sermon saying: Be careful not to lose the 

stoning-verse by saying 11ý-Jle do not find two penalties in 

the Book of God The Prophet stoned and we have stoned. 

By Him Who holds n7 soul if it were not that people might s4 that CUmar 

has added something to the Book of God, I would have written 

10) for (at one time) we recited it,,. 
(4) 

The phrases It and 'we recited it I are a clear 

indication that CUmar, in this hadlith, is made to confirm the view that 

the stoning penalty was a Cur-7anic enactment. However, to recbncile this 

(1) ibid. pp. 326-7. 
(2) ibid. P. 352. 

(3) in another version the wording is Baihaqi, 
Sunan, vol. VIII, pp. 211,213 

(4) I. Islik, Murmtta7 , II, p. 8241, lalik glosses the words as 
c-,: ýJk of. Baihaq*3'.. Sunan, loc.. cit. "For we had recited it and learnt it by heart T'. 
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view, with the fact that stoning is nowhere found in the mushaf , and to 
I. 0 

justify the direct imitation of the Torah's alleged stoning verse, tUmar 

is made to have some reservation in declaring openly that stoning is 

Cý, xr)anic. Instead, he is made to declare that he wished to insert it 

into the Qurlgn, but, for fear of the resulting complaint, he abandoned 

his wish. The warning against saying IT, Je do not find two penalties in 

the Book of Godl reveals the dispute between the holders of the above 

view and those who argued that the only Qur7gnic penalty for fornication 

was flogging (Q XXIV: 2), and therefore rejected stoning. The point that 

can be deduced from this is that the Book of God in which 

stoning was alleged to be included, meant (for certain scholars) the 

The alleged stoning verse was further 
(1) 

ascribed to the 

authority of the Prophet. Zaid b. Thabit, a celebrated Qur2Fn scholar 

and collector, is reported. to have said that he heard the Prophet sVing: 

( 9 ýý CW I Ll- ý \ý-. I V- 
-11 --ý-3 

However, when it was suggested by someone that this verse be included in 

the mushaf, Zaid told the story in which CUmar had asked the Prophet for 

permission to write it doTm but the Prophet refused it. Ubayy b. Kac-b, 

another Q=3Zn scholar, is reported to have said that the stoning verse 

was once part of sýErat al-ahzSb (Q XXXIII). These hadiths clearly and 

explicitly claim that stoning was a Ciur3iinio enactment. The phrase 

<: kj 
jq-ýWdjjý 

I is perhaps an innovation produced in order to 

avoid any accusation of direct imitation of the alleged wording of the 

Torah, and it is a direct borrowing from the wording of Q V: -38. 

(1) Baihaq-3., Sunan, p. 211. 

(2) (The elderly man an& the elderly woman, when they fornicated stone 
them outrigiyt so that it serves as an example from God and his apostle). 
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We have seen that this Qux: 13n source theory emerged ad a 

reaction to the Torah theory which emerged when scholars were making 

their tafsir of Q V: 41-49- It may be concluded, therefore, that the 

stoning penalty originated in the tafs3-r which had been forgotten. 1"rom 

vv- 41-49 it is possible to argue that stoning originated indirectly in 

the Qur2Sn. In v- 42 God tells 11uhammad 19f they (the Jews) come before you 

judge betweýn them or refuse to hear them. If you refuce, they will not 

endanger you., but, if you judge judge between *them equitably, for 

Go& loves the equitable". 
(') 

The verse does not specify any dispute, nor 

does it refer to any particular case in which Muhammad had already given 

his judgement; it merely tells Muhammad of his freedom Of choice. It was 

the tafsir which supplied the sabab al-nuzal presented in the stonj of 

I-11uhammad's stoning of Jews. 

In V. 43 God asks: rj1hy do they seek your judgement, while 

they have the' Torah which holds the verdict of God and on which they turn 

their backs? ". 
(2 ) 

This verse simply states that the Torah contains the 

verdict (the ruling) of God. It was the tafs*3-r which specified its 

implice-ion; Sluddi says that, by 'verdict 11 it means the stoning penalty, 

whereas Ojatilda says it means lex talionis. 

In v. 44 God says: tMe revealed the Torah, which contains 

guidz-nce and li6ht and on tho basis of which the Prophets, who have 

judge (present tense) the submittecl 

The verse clearly tells Nuhammad that the Torah is the basis on which the 

The verse is quoted above p.., 298. note 1. 
(2) The 'verse is quoted above P. 302 note 2. 

(3) 
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d7 Prophets (including Muslims) should judge the Jews. Sud I is reported 

to have said that the verse was a direct reference to Muhammad. 

V. 48 says: trvie revealed to you the Book (the Qar. 3Fn) in 

truth, verifying and bearing witness to the truth of the Book which pro- 

ceded it. Therefore, judge between them on the basis of what God has 

revealed; and do not follow their vain desire, diverging from the truth 

that has come to-you.. The verse tells us that 
'the 

Qar-'Sn 

confirm, the earlier Booksp among them the Torah, and, therefore, matters 

concerning rules and verdicts. Then God conunands Muham: mad to judge on 

the basis of 1what God has revealed', which could refer both to the 

QarlNn and the Torah. However, judging from the context of the verse 

(the Qqr3Sn verifies the Torah; Muhammad is warned not to follow the Jews' 

vain desire), tiuýammad my (some scholars say must) render. judgements on 

the Jews on -'%#he basis of the Torah. 

If the QuOZZn allowed Muhamrrr-d to judge in certain cases 

according to the Torah, and since the Torah is believed to have provided 
(2) 

ich is for the stoning penalty Wh not found in the Q=: )rSn1 it could be 

inferred that the Qur: 19n indirectly dealt with the penalty. The U. ýUils 

overlooked this, though some, as we shall see in the following dis- 

cussions, endeavoured to establish that ston3; nC was definitely and 

genuinely a Qur'319nic penalty, stipulated by a verse whose text had boGn 

withdrw; -, n. 

shiifiClls discussion on the penalt. X 

145lik found no great difficulty in his endeavour to document 

Uhe stoning penalty, and offered three possible origins, which were t 

already in circulation at his time, without preferring anyone to the others. 

(1) The verse is quoted above p. 298 note 2. 
(2) cf. Deuteronortr 22: 23,24. 
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Those were the Torah, (as em"bodied in Ibn CUrrarts haCith), the Qur-73n, 
0 

(as cnýboclied in CUmar is hadIth)l and the surma, (as embodied in the 

cAs-lf story and in the reported practice of the Caliphs). His aim was 

merely to furnish the fiqh with what he thouE-; 'nt to be the relevant 

materials, and he was not concerned with any methodological thoory or 

systematization of the 1pources'. By contrast, Shafifl, who was a pupil 

of 1-, Zlik and, of course, Rnew the materials employed by him to document 

the penalty, takes into account certain methodological considerations, 

namely the question of jurisdiction and the problem of relationship 

between the Qur3Zn and the sunna. 

With reeard to jurisdiction, Shgfi6l disclainis the continuation 

into Islam of any enactment of the Books which preceded the Q=39n; hot 

therefore, rejects the supposition, hold by a certain section in Islamic 

scholarship, that the origin of stoning is 'he Torah. He maintains that 

Q V: 42 is valid, and that 1., uhammacl had freedom of choice as to whether 

to hear the Jews t dispute or to refuse to do do; when he chose to hear 

it, any verdict he made was entirely based on what God had revealed to 

him (the Muslim law). 
(') 

This is the interpretation that Sh3fiCl insists 

upon for the w ord of Q V: 42 and fox' v- 49 (IU-nd judge- between 

them on the basis of what Gocl has revealed-? '). 
(2) 

Ile accepts tho had7ith 

a-bout 114uhammad Is stoning the Jews and their concealment of the Torah Is 
4 

stoning penalty. 
(3) 

The existence of the penalty in the Torah is, for 

shSfiCi, irrelevant; what matters is that K. uhammad prescribed stoning, 

(1) IL: Mm, VII p. 124 cf- I1: htilaf Abl' HanTfa ua Ibn Ab'I Lailýýj P- 150 
Ir" mad was not allowed to judge between the Jews in any dispUto 
except on the basis of the I-luslim law because the verdict of Cod is 
to be applied to all mmkindt'. 

(2) 1ýý 
'*k_7 

It. UmmjVI, pp. 124-51 cf- Uým, IV, 
P. 130; VII, P., 39. 
Em-217 IV, p. 129; VII p. 130. 
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and this constitutes tho sunna,. He consolidates his theory that Muhammad 

stoned Jews on the basis of 1,11uslim law with the aosumption, that this 

stoning took place after he had stoned Muslims. To this effect lie 

says: 
(1) 

"God commancled judSomant to be rendered betwoen them equitably, 

so the Prophet 'imposed upon them the stoning which was part of the sunna, 

that he. had imposed on the 11'uslimo, and about which he said: IT Shall 

judge between you in accorclance with the Boo k of God". 
(2) 

Further, in 

order to establish that Muhammad had imposed stoning on the Jews on the 

basis of 11uslim law, Sh-aficli argues that the Jews whom Muharru-nad stoned 
(3) 

were not dhimmis but muw; ýdi Gan (Jews who entered into a peace-treaty 

by ahich they were subject to the Muslim law). 

From the above, it is clear that Sh: -,: fiCi rejects any idea that 

-'-he Torah was the origin of the Islamic stoning penalty. What remains 

for him now is the sunna and the Qur2ýýn. We shall see in the following 

paragraphs how Shaficli tackles these two elements in an unsuccessfal 

ondeavour to achieve his two-fold purpose: to document the stonina 

penalty, ancl to maintain the takhsis-bayan relationship between the two 

eleracmts. 
(4) 

the sunna of the We have seen that. until &IiEfied. 's timet 

pj, ophet, as he calls it, had not Cained an established position. One of 

the min sou: rces of opposition to the sunna . -ras the Qur7Sn. Ahl al- 

1ý1F. m looked exclusively to the Qur7Fn in all Matters; they reUardod the 

sunna as redundant and dispensed wj: 'vh it totally. The more moderate 

aming them, however, accepted that sunna which agreed with the qar7gn 

(1) umm , VI 1 p. 125 
(2) Accor(line to Shafit! means the Our3Fn, see Ris: -: la para: 

317 1 376. 

(3) urin, IV, p. 129; VI, p. 126; VIIP. P. 39 
(4) In chapters 3 and 4. 
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(the 'Uaf. -, Ir-had7iths) but any sunna which appeared in any way to disagree 

with the (Zur3li vras rejected. 
(') 

ShýifiCi. finds the same attitude also 

adopted to a certain extent by the adherents of týo ancient schools, 

when a sunna opposes their fiqh doctrine but a certain Qur3Snic verse 

(couched in goneral terms) may be interpreted as aggreeing with it. 

These ancient scholars also frequently reject the sunna by means of the 

h, -473th of the Companions. Their principal-instrument in the suppression 

of the Eunna by means of the qur: 1Fn is their theory of naskh: the sunna 

can be abrogated by the Q=33n and vice-versa.., ShafiCi" goes to great 

lengths to safeguard. the sunna from the dangers inherent in such an 

attitude. We have seen his argument for the obligation, as he sees it, 

to adharo to the sunna of the Prophet, and its overriding authority over 

the had1th from the Companions. In this respect 7 he uses the opponents 
(ahl al-Ral3m) ovm techniques to consolidate his arguments, and, by 

pT ointing to certain statements in the (ý='*n itself, he arg-aes that the 

Q="Fn rrade adherence to the sunna obligxLory. 

To save the sunna from rejection on the grounds that it 

conflicts with the QL=39n, Sh3firi andeavours to establish a harmonious 

relationship between the two elements. He insists that the function of 

the sunna (in relation to the rur3Z-: n) is always to elucidate and to 

convey the real intention of God embodied in the Qur3lln (bayan). - Arq 

conflict between them is not real but merely apparent. The principle of 

nas'-h is indispensable for his attempt to resolve the conflict beti-reen 

the sources, but it, has to be modified to suit his theory of tuansis. 

He, therefore, insists that nasIdi operates internally only, within the 

sunn I and within the Cur-79n; only the Qur3-, -tn oan abrojrto the (ýar-'Zn 

(1) Ibn Qutaiba, - Ta3iillj passim. 
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and. only the sunna can abrogate the sunna. Although Sh7afiCi is more 

concerned with abrogation within the sunna, since his chief objective is 

to defend the sunna from rejection by means of the Qurllij he has also 

to maintain the parallel theoxy (that the (ý='J: -: n can be abrogated only 

by the Qur3iin), because he realises that to allow the sunna to abrogate 

the cýar3Enj as his predecessors did, inevitably opens the door for - 

ahl al-kalilm to reverse the order and have the QuOEn abrogate the sunna. 

This is what he must avoid. 

It, is with this theory of the internal and exclusive function 

of abrogation and the theory of takhs"11*3 in mind that Shafiel sets out 

to clocumont the stoninC; penalty. 

0, IV: 15-16 are claimed by the majority of exegetes(l) to be 

the first Qur3Znic. provisions in relation to the punishment for fornica- 

tion. -, r. 15 reads: (it1f any of your women commit an abomination 

obtain the testimony of four witnesses from among you. 
' If 

they give testimony, detain the women in their houses until they die or 

until God appoints for them a punishment (procedure) ) (2); 
v. 16 reads: 

('Ef two from among you corr,. -, -d: 1. an abomination, punish them... 
(3) 

(4) 
f the mjority and takes these verses as Shaficli accepts the view oI 

the starting point for his attempt to document the stonina penalty, 

although he himself holds that the word I does not necessarily 

mean fornication. 
(5) 

In answer to a suagestion that the rur: lgnic 

(1) 
(2) 

Tabari, Tafslr (ed. Shakir), VIII, PP. 73-87. 
0 & 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

ç6P &' J'\ L 

ucoujýý- U-I* 

U, -m , VII v Pp -75f- 
: [ZitilEf al-hadith p. 250. The word<LL4 is put intoo the mouth of 

0 
the Prophet G meEn winc-drinkinC, theft or fornication. Controversy 
arose over Sh3fitTils interpretation of v. 15'r- fýihisha as, fornication. 
(see Umm,. Vjj, P. 7.5). 
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punishmont might have been something else which was then alleviated 

and replaced. by vv. 15-16, 
(1) 

he says that the hadIth reported 

by CUbgda b. al-Samit 
(2) 

proves that these verses were the first Qar3Snic 
S 

statements concerning this aspect of Vluzlim law. In order to establish 

that the provision of the verses is exclusively for the 141uslim, he 

interprets the worcl (your women) as- meaning 1--luslim women. 
(3) 

On the other hand., he insists that the rulings of the verses 

were abrogated. At this point he is confronted by a 

serious difficulty; the question naturally arises as to what aýrogated 

them. Before we look into his exposition of the materials relating to 

the problem in question, it, is worth mentioning that he was confronted 

wi: ',, h an objection to his claim that the verses had-been abrogated. 
(4) 

This objection indicates the existence of a differing tafsi-r, of the word 

vfhich represents an attempt to show that the verses do not 

concern fornication. We find a later scholar, AbT1' Nuslim al-Isfahani, 

advocating that the vorses do not concern heterosexual misdemeanours, 

and that, v. 15 speaks about women exclusively. The punishment embodied 

in itv (Iýouse detention) is, he ar&ueu, not for fornication but for 

les"bianism, whilst. v. 16 speaks about sexual misconduct among men, and 

the punishment of embodied in i:,, is, thorefore, for homosexuality. 

r, or this scholar, the only QLiz-32! nic statemOnt effecting fornication is 

0 T-ýIV: 2. It may be arZued, however, that vv. 15 tj 
(5) 

-16 concern the 

-ounishment for fornication and the; t they can so be understood to, ý,, ether 

with Q XXIV: 21s flo&; ing and with the stoning- and banishment decreed by 

the sunna. 
(6) 

The provision of vv- 15-16 are thereby not in conflict i-. rith 

(1) ilryn, VII, Pp. 75,76. 
(2) C. uoted below p. 317- 
(3) ibid. $ P. 75. 

(4) ibid. I P-' 76. 
(5) LEzl, Tafs'ýý, IX, p. 231; cf. Baidawi, his comentary on Q IV: 15-15 00 
(6 ) Baidawl, loc. cit. 
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the doctrines established in the fiah, and no question of abroCation, 

therefore, should arise. . 
151ogg-lng can be carried out while the convict is 

bein[; detained, 
(1. ) 

or before or after the detention. Stoning can be 

carried out after the convict has been detained. Banishment 
(2) (for one 

year) may not be carried out concurrently with detention (imprisonment), 

but they can be carried out consecutively*(3) M "oreovor, the word 

(punishment) mentioned 'In v. 16 is less than specific; it could donote a 

verbal reprimand or a physical punishment such as floCgino, stonin .6 or 

banishmont. 
(4) 

The materials which Shafiel employs in his discussions on the 

problem in question, apart from 0, IV: 151 16, Q XXIV: 2 and the CAsirf 

hadith, quoted above, are: 
0 

1. cAbclul Waliýab - Yunus b. cUbaid - al-Hasan al-Basri - cUbada 
. 

b. al-Samit: The Prophet said, 'r"'ake it from me, take i:, ', 

from me, God has appointed for them (women) a punishment 

(procedure); the virgin with the vir. -in are liable to one 

hundred strokes and banishment for one year, and. the non- 

virGin with the non-virCin should be punished with one 

hundred strokes and stoning. 
(5) 

2.1,1119tiz b. I-,! Elik came to the Prophet and admitted that he had. 

committed adultery. BeinE; satisfied that he was a rmlisan, 

and that he macle the admission with sober- mind (not insane 

or drunk) , J-he Prophet commanded and MiZciz was stoned". 
(6) 

Ua 

(1) i3aid7awi (Joc.. cit. ) insists that detention means imprisonment; floggincý,, 
is, *therefore, -appropriate. 

(2) The tliaqians roject this pw-Ashment, see Ibn Hajar, Pat4, XV, P- 170 

(3) The vi'alikis stipulate that the banished person should be imprisoned 
at the place to which he is banished. See Ibn Hajar, loc. cit. 

cf. Baid7avrla, loc. cit. 
Ri6-ala para: ̀  686 

(6) Bulh'hErit quoted, in Ibn Hajar's Fath, vol: XV, pp. 141,147,148, 

see also p. 131. 
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3. o -girls IV: 25, (which spealm about the punishment of slave 

who cormniý fornication)3 readz: IrIf, when they come under 

iý(. 3an, they, con-mill, an abomination, their punishment shoul(I 

be half of that imposed upon the muhsan free women)". 
(1) 

4- 1-5lik - IFaf iC- Ibn cUmar: 'The Prophet stoned two Jews who 

had fornicated". 

Sh-afiel discusses the problem of the penalty for fornication as 

(2) 
follows: "God. revealed 0, IV: 15-16, and tho punishment for fornicators 

imposed by these verse was hou-se detention and, iiifliction of harm 

(a ý% 
I) 

until Cod revealod 0_ XXIV: 2 and Q IV: 25 (which 

concox-no slave-girls). By moans of there two verses, house detention and 

infliction of. harm (I-fhicIi he calls CUcrubEt, that is to say unspecific and 

undefined punishment) were abro, -zated and ponaltics were 

. Posed,,. 
(3) 

im 

"God's utterance in Q IV: 25, where He imposed upon slave-girls 

the half of the punishment for free-women, indicates the distinction 

between the penalty for free per-sons and that for slaves. That means 

thalt only flogging should be imposed upon the latter, since flogging 

contains a divisible number, while stoninG does not. Stoning implies 

death and- has no end but doa-th; it may be occasioned by one stone or one 

thousand, or even more. Thus, 'half I cannot refer to stonir, -11, (cf. 

f, ara: 363ff: 112he Q=33n (IV: 25) and the sunna indicate that slaves 

are excluded from penalties imposed upon non-slaves. The Prophet said: 

1Tf a siave-girl belonging to one oL you fornicates, and. her fornication 

is proven, flog her". Ile does not say: "Stono her". The 1,11uslims -are 

be 

(2) Risalý-, para: 682-695 cf 1)ýIra: 375-389- 
7- 

(3) cf. JIý2itilFf al-Inad7ith T). 249; Tiabari, TafsL- (ed. Sh-aldr), VIII, 

pp. 86 f. 
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all agreed that stoning is not to be imposed upon slaves in the matter 

of fornication (shafiCi clearly desires to establish that Q IV: 25 brines 

taichsis to Q XXIV: 2 by excluding slaver, from the latter's implication) 
0. 

'IQ XXIV: 2 is ambivalent; it could refer to all free for4ica- 

tors, or to some and not others. Therefore, we seek an indication in the 

sunna as to the applicability of the penalty of one hundred strokes. We 

find intUýadals had1th the Prophotts words "God has appointed a punishment 

for them. This indicates that the penalties (embodied inýUýadafs had3ith) 

were the first to be appointed for fornicators, and that they abrozatod 

11habs 11 and lfadfýall (Q IV: 15-16), 
(1) 

since God said (in Q IV: 15): "or 

N until God appoints for them a procedure". The Prophet stoned lariz with- 

out floigging him, and stoned the wife of -the Aslami without flogging herý 

(because they were muhsans). This sunna indicates that flogging 

(embodied in Q XXIV: 2 and in the cLJýada, hadlth) is abrogated for non- 

virgin fornicators, and that stoning is endorsed for them, (of. para: 

380,382) because, as we have mentioned, 'he pon-alties embodied in 

Cubad. aTs hadith were the firot to be occasioned". 

'Turther, the (Aslf' hadIth and the haait-h reported by Ibn CUmar 

to the effect that the Prophet stoned two Jetis who had lOrnicated, 

constit. ute the sunna that floL; Cing and banishment are enclorsad for Virgin 

fornicato. rs and stoning alone is endorsed for non-virgins. If non-virgins 

i-., ere originally subject to floC; ging and hence included in the provision of 

XXIV: 21 the subsequent sunne, indicates that flogging was abrogated in 

respect of them. The stoning of non-virgins took place after the 

(1) 
* 

-ýVr 
Jýý 

of. Para: 381 

I 
%e 
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revelation of Q XXIV: 2, on the basis of instractions that the Prophet 

had received from God". 

ShEfit7j finds himself in serious difficulties in his efforts 

to reconcile his theory ( Ithe (, =3Sn. cannot be abrogated by the sunn" 1) 

with Ithe phrase 'God has appointed a punishment for them 

which occurs in rUbadals hadIth. The question, therefore, 

arises as to vfnich of Q XXIV: 2 and cUbSda should be placed immediately 

after Q IV: 15-16 in order to abroggate the latter. He argues that IV 

was abroeated by Q XXIVI 
(1) 

and thabs I and fadýa I remained as penalties 

for fornication until abrogated by 0. XXIV whic1i stipulated flo C-ginG. 

'Ehis serves to support his theory of abro, 8-ation. 
(the Qur2li can only be 

abrogated by the (Zar"En). He then argues that Q IV: 25 excludes slave- 

girls from the general application of Q, XXIV; thus, Q IV: 25 is later 

T A: u the same time, he argues than Q XXIV and its function is Ital-hsIS t. 

Uhatu t9bada was the first to occur after Q IV: 15-16, basing this on 

the Projýhet Is alleged words u 

be the direct response to V. 15's Word-- " 

which appear to 

j., e rancatedly stresses that kTbada's. had7ith was thp first to be revoc-led 

and by it "qiabs" and. 'ladh7all were withdrr. -m or replaced. 

His self-contradiction is, therefore, obvipus, and shows the difficulty 

he faces in reconciling the had1th and the verse. It is the second 

argament"') that hý adopts throudiout his discussions. Ile strongly 

maintains that the sunna of stoning, embodied in !, Iiilciz and 1; 1slf, is 

I later than 0. XXIV and that CAsaf is later then For him, the 

chronolo, gical arrangement of the materials is as follows: Q IV: 15-16, 

(1) of. Umm, VII, P. 75 ( 
(2) Thato cUbgdats haCith came in-nediately after Oý IV: 15-1D. 

ibid., P. 76. 
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CUbada, Q XXIV: 21 Q IV: 25, MS'Ciz and CAzif. The sunna embodied in 

the stoxy of Nuhammadts stoning the Jews does not conflict with Maciz 

If and can, therefore, be placed toapther with either of them. and ciýs I 

Shafit73. falls into his own trap when he deals with CUbada, 

which he places immediately after Q IV: 15-16 in the chronological 

arrangement. What is the relationship of CUbSda to Q IV: 15-16 whose 

content is no longer relevant? In the light of his takhsis-bayan and 

naskh theories, ShaficTJ is expected to say that tTjbZda elucidates Q IV; 

'but, he asserts that Ubada's penalties are the first to come down 

after the revelation of 0, IV, and that by means of 

IV's provisions were abrogated ( ShafiCi, there- 

fore, clearly resorts here to the theory of his opponents, the ancient 

scholars, that the sunna (in this particular case) abrogates the QLxrlsn, 

and so allows ahl al-jý: alZm the opportunity to hold that the C', Ur3Zn may 

abroCate the sunna. Consequently his efforts to establish and save the 

authority of the sunwa would scem totally to collapse. Eventhou&-I that 

is tak-an as his careless and loose use of technical termz, nonetheless 

it is, moreover, difficult to conceive that the function of the rObada 

haalth is to elucidate Q, IV. The word, C,! ý> 11 (until) which appears 

in v. 15 denotes that the raling ern, bodied, in the verse (and alco probably 

the raling of v. 16) is subject to a chanae, or substitution some -time in 

the fature. The cUblida had-lbh serves to explain that this anticipated 

substitution has come, and that the validity of the verse should, there- 

fore, be ended. Indeed, one is inclined to maintain that this is a case 

of abrogation, because the enactments edbodied in Q IV are no longer hold 
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to be binding by the majority of scholars, and the enactments embodied. 

in the CnEda hadlith are totally different from -1khoso of Q IV. 
(') 

0 
Shaficli, cannot be assumed to be of the opinion that the enactments of 

Cub3da are Q=3ýZnic, apart from the flogging, because he never says so. 

IThen two sources are in conflict, and the one is believed to be later 

than the other (and the earlier one is Imown to be no longer operative), 

the natural solution would seem to be that the later source ( CU63da) 

abrogates the earlier one (Q IV)* 
(2) 

One may conclude that whether or not Shafitlits ambiguous 

terminology is taken into account, the placing of vUbFda after Q IV 

logically constitutes abrogation. This is evidence of Shiificli's failure 

to maintain his takhsiS theory. 

Ironically, despite his claim and his placing(3) of rUb3da 

immediately after Q IV: 15-16, when he talks about Q XXIV: 2, ShafiC3. 

arguos that the qTbEda had'31th elucidates XXIV. lie arguos 

-1-hat this verse abro&-ates Q IV: 15-16, and that it (0, XXIV) is couched W 

in general terms but elucidated by Q IV: 25 which ezccludes slave-girls, 

(he assumes that male-slaves are to be similarly dealt with), which 

means that takhsls has taken place. The verse'is therefore, applicable 
.0 

only to free persons. Being conditioned by the settled fiqh doctrines 

(1-faich distinguishes among offenders between vi, rGins and non-virgins) I 

Shgficli maintains that the verse still remains, however, in general terms, 

and thatu it is possibly ( 'a reGardless meant for all free fornicator 

(1) Iýoreoverj abrogation is described as determining the period of Validity 
of a ruling. See above p. 239. 

(2) of. ibid., P- 76 where Sh7afitl explicitly admits this. 
(3) ibid. 
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of their being virgin or otherwise. (This is an example of ShEf i Gi is 

attempt to establish the important role of t1he sunna in elucidating the 

c. ur73n. Since the qur7Fn is ambiguous, runs his arcument, the ounna, 

cannot be rejected by means of an appeal to the 0=3Hn, should they 

disagree). The verse, he continues, is elucidanted by tUb3da hadlith which 
4 

distinCuishos two categories of fornicatox-a (virgins and non-virgins), 

and appoints the penalties for each category (one hundred strokes and a 

year's banishment for virgins, and one hundred strokes and stoning for 

non-virCins). Thus, by means of EUbFda, the general implication of 

T_UV may now be narrowed, to a certain extent, to suit the fiqll; that 

is to say, flogging is meant only for one of the two categories of 

offenders. There is, however, the question as -to which category was 

intended; at -this point CUb3da's hadIth does not help since it appoints 

flogGing to both virgins . and non-virgins (with the additional penalty 

of banishment for the former and stoning for the latter). Now both the 

hadltuh and Q XXIV are put on the same fooluing, for neither can be taken 

to represent exactly the settled. fiqh doctrine with regard to floCainc 

(--; -l which it is exclusively for virgins). ShEfitl then resorts to the 

sunnas er: boclied in the had. 1ths about the stonino carried out, upon I-IFtiz 

and upon the wife of Aslami (in the CAsl: f lia ith) who were non-vir I d7 -in zI 

and -neither of whom were flogged. He concludes that these sunnas 

zimultaneousýy perform, three functions: they endorse the fUbSda hailluh 

with respect to the penalty of stoning for non-virgins, but they abroGato 

it with respect to the penalty of floGginC them and they supply the 

takhsis-baU7an to Q XXIV by excluding this cateC,; ory of fornicators from 
.0 
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the Scneral implication of the verse; the flogging penalty embodied in 

it is, therefore, meant for virgins whilot non-virgins are excluded 

from this and. are to be puanished by stoning. 

Shiifiil aims with the foregoine discussions to demonstrate 

his tahhsis theory; the sunnas embodied in the hadIths about ;, ', Seiz and 
.I. 

the wife of the -4, siaml- are meant to elucidate the general implication 

, 
YaIV: 2. In other words , by taldis * it signif ies that stoning is of 0 is 

included in the implication of the verse. He repeatedly confirms. this 

to be his attitude and adds this example to others in which he clairrz 

that, as the Qar3iin is couel-ied in general terms, the sunna introduces 

takhsls by excluding certain particular individuals from the Cur-lanic 

ralingso(l) The Q=3Fn, for instance, stipulates shares in inheritance 

for certain categories of relatives, but the ounna excludes them if 

they lack certain conclitions; the Qur7an allows the making of a bequest, 

but the sunna limits it to a certain proportion of" the estate and allows 

it only after any debts are settled; the (ýur*i stipulates that feet are 

-he sunna rules that, in ceita to be i,,, ashcd during the iruru-7, but IV in 

circ-Lurntances, wiping the boots is sufficient; the Qur:; Fn stipulates the 

amT)utation of-the hands of thieves, whereas the sunna excludes from this 

injunction a thief who steals a certain kind of goods or goods whose 

value is less than a certain amount. One serious question, however, 

does arise solely from the case of the penalties for fornication; the 

penalty of stoning for fornication is not mentioned at all in the C,. ur7:,: nl 

and it is a very distinct addition to the rur3Fnic enactment of floCC; ing. 

in this particular case, it is, therefore, inconceivable that the Cruesoine 

(1) ilisSia, para: 214ff- 
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ponalty of stonino could be an elucidation (tafsIr, taýdisl's) of flogging. 

It is undeniable that, the talldisTs technique is a clever and practicable 

ploy of Shafifi Is to defend the sunna from comparison with the C', ur-7an 

and consecraentu rejection on the Srounds of conflict vrith the Qar3Fn, but 

it cannot be applied to the sannats stoning penalty in, relation to the 

Qu. r7an's floggging. The distinction between the two is too clear and 

stoning is not mentioned any,..; here or in any form in the Qurla. Tanklislis, 
0. 

as wo have soon, implies specification and exclusion, but stoning is 

clear innovation and addition to the Qqr'211ic floCging. This conclusion 

can be extended to all other cases where the sunne, introduces an element 

on which the Qur'3Fn is totalb, silent. The* inapplicability of the 

takhSIS theory in this case signifies the breakdown of the system itself. 

In order to consolidate the ar, -aments based, on the takhsis theory with 
00 

-. hich he naintains his view tl: at the st voning penalty oriCinated in the 

sunna, Shaf i Ci declares `vhat stoning was diroctly docreed by God through 

7" ,- nd. (This is, clearly, based on his arLwnents in support of 

unmaestioning acceptance of the sunna). ironically, lie does not rely 

on the alleGed. stonino-verre attested from cUmar which had boon in 

circulation in 1-11alik's time or possibly before t1hat. Its circulation 

was tuicloubtedly part of a counter-attack by the sunni g-roup on t0lic 

KhaviRrij Is rejection' of the stoning penal'Lly on the (, ý, rouncjs: 11-10 do 

not find this penalty in the Book of God". 
(2) 

nEficli must 
'have been 

aw, are of the Khaw2irij Is att , itude and tho si, -Aificance of the alleged 

(1) IkhtilFf al-had7ith, p. 251, commentin, - on the CAs"If hadlth he snys; 

p. 252, commentinC; on 
the CJbSda hadith he says, VC-4e A4 

-4, 

Umm, VII, p. 76 _k, ýJ- Lý - Li, 
- 'I - 

ij} 

(2) Ibn Hajar, Fath, vol: XV, p. 127; Ibn qutaiba, Talwill PP-93) 00 
192. 
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stoning-verse, yet he does not pay it more than passinfg., attention.. The 

reason behind this is, prob; a: bly, his realisation that the stoning-verse 

does not coincide with the established fiqh doctrine adopted by the 

sunniz, since it does not show clearly that stoning is meant for non- 

vir, gins; its words do not necessarily moan non- 

virisims. Indeed, Malik has to Sloss them as 

It does not order to reconcile the verse with the established fiqh. 

cover a case involving a person who cannot be described as elderly and 

who has become Muhsan (for whom the penalty established in the fiqh 
0. 

is stoning); on the other hand, it is applicable to a case involving an 
is 

elderlýy virgin (for whom the penalty established in the fiqh/flogging). 

pport an opposing fiqh doctrine which The verse appears, indeed, to su. -L. 

stipulates a separate cateGoi-j of penalty for elderly persons. 
(2) 

ShEf i 

must have realized that reliance on the verse by no means guaranteed the 

security of the stoning penalty. He mentions the verse in a late work, 

Ihhtil:,,: f al-haCith( 
3) 

wi:. hout comment and draws no conclusion from it. 

I This surý,; csts a realisation. that his tall-chsll; 'uhcol-j is not adequate to 

naixtralise the arguments of ahl al-rur-?:,: n who reject the stonino penalty 

on the grounds tha;,, it is not mentioned in the 0, ur: 71i. It may be deduced, 

from the non-reliance on this verse in his polemic and from his insis- 

T tance on the takhsis theory, that Sh3fiCd. chooses to be different from 

his predecessors in his methods of defendina the common doctrine (the 

practice of stoning). In his discussions on this problem, he does not 

(1) Ibn Hajar, Fath, vol. XV, P. 130. 

(2) ibid., p. 130,170- An opinion ascribed to 'Ubayy b. Katb and !. ', asruq 
tipulates that there., c'rethroc c"-teý, orics of penalty: rijog, -ing and 

banishment for virZins; stoning for non-virgims; floggin. - and stonino' 
for elderly persons f i. e. vircins or 
non-virains). 

(3) p. 251. 
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aim at defending only the penalty, but also the simna on which both he 

and his predecessors stand. His argw. ent that 'Who sunna onbodied in 

u stories of I-13tiz and tho wife of Aslaml serves to elucidato the 

XXIV: 2, would be more plausible had he accoptad and employed. 'as 

evidence the alleged stoninG-verse. 

Shaftei places strong reliance on the tTJbSda haditli, which is 

not mentioned in DISlik's argument. (The latter, however, may havo lmoi-m 

ity since he glosses the stoning-verse with the content of the had3th 

Shaf i t7i relies on it probably because' it provides 

for the first time, the necessai-j elements which are established in the 

ficrh, but which are not mentioned in -the QLir3li. It introduces the 

distinction between virgins and non-virgins and stipulates the penalties 

for each category. It should be pointed out, however, that this hadli: tuh 
0 

is overiihelmed by numerous absurdities. The f irst of these is its 

isnad; Sh-v . fi i admits his dif Liculty in datormininO the isn: -: d for this 

hadl' hl 
(1) 

,., fnich strongly sug7c-tý, - -S U0 1( 2) 
,,, L. n undlý T., ,, ý jt 0 ess. abari expliciýly 

says thaA, the isn:,: cl of the had-ith is unsound and so refLLses to adhero to 

it . 
C7 .1 Shaf 3. 1, az we have seen, has difficulty in dating the hadlith 

and deciding whether it appears before or after o., XXJIj: 2. On the basis 

of his tlakhsls theory, he is Lnelined to place it after the verse, bixb 
0a 

in view of the wording of the haCith, he inSislil; thit it occurs 'Ocforc 

Lhe ver-se. This insistence causes him to face another serious difficulty t 

in determining its relationship to 0 IV: 15-16. The natural outcome of 

this stand, supported by his insistence on the abrogation of Q IV's 

niytilSf al-hadlth, p. 252; Umm, VII, P. 76 

(2) TafsIr (ed. Sh3kir) I VIII , p. 80. 
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punishments, is that the hadIth abrogates these verses. This c=-ot be 

thought to be the viea that ShafiCi is trying to put forward, for, 

despite the equivocal word he uses, it flatly contradicts the 

general purpose of his discussion on the penalty for fornication, which 

T is to demonstrate the tallffisis (explanatory) function of the sunna to the 

Oýur3an, as well as his entire effort to safeguard the sunna against 

appeal t0o the Qur3Fn. 

That the hadIth is placed chronologically earlier than q XXIV: 
0 

2, could jeopardize Shgfiqfs theox7 and the whole sunni effort to 

document the stoning penalty, for it may be argued that the hadlith could 

have been abrogated by the verse, and hence the penalty for fornication 

in its final form is as stipulated in the verse (one hundred strokes). 

That stoning was the final form and had not been abrogated was, in fact 

questioned in certain quarters, as we see from the following hadIth: 
(1) 

Sulaim, 7n al-ShaibFn-I- said: Irl asked (Abdull: ýh b. Abl, Auf7a. 'Did the 

messen6er of God stonet? He re-olied: 'Yes. So I asked: IAfter the 

revelation of XXIV: 2, or before that? He said: 'I do not knowl". 

The hadIth is purported to convey the possibility that the stoninC; 

pena3: lwy errbodied in the sunna was abrogated. by Q. XXIV: 2 Is flogging 

penalty. Both al-ShaibEnil' and cAbdullli are uncertain about the validity 

of stoning and, of course, uncertain about the documants on which it 

rests (among which is the CUbada had73th). A means, therefore, had to be 

sougýit to maintain the provisions contained. in this had. 7ith. To fulfil 

this need, the Mgtiz and fllislf had7iths seem to have been invented. The 

sunnas embodied in these two hadliths axe clearly meant to confirm the 

(1) Bukhari, as quoted in Ibn Hajar's F2, t4, vol. XV, PP. 130,181. 
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stoning penalty in the QJbada had7ith which was not properly secured in 

the face of Q XXIV: 2. Another cormnon function of these two hadIths, 

with regard to CUbZdals hadIth, is to omit (to abrogate) the flogaing 
0 

penalty it imposed upon non-virgins, since the Prophet is now alleged 

to have stoned two non-virgins (MECiz and -the wife of the Aslaml) without 

flogging them. Both the Y, 3Ciz and the CAST-f hadIths have their respec- 

tive fanctions with regard to the CUb3da hadIth. The. stoning of Maciz 

represents the extension of the penalty to male non-virgin fornicators, 

since the provisions of CUbEda's had7ith like those of Q IV: 15 are 

restricted to females, as is shown by the word The fAs'1f 

h, -Alth, on the one hand (with regard to non-virgins), endorses and 
0 
verifies the 4Jb9da hadIth, and stoning is embodied in both as being 

exclusively for female non-virgin fornicators; on the other hand, (with 

re&-ard. to the penalty for virgins), it represents the endorsemont of 

rUbada's provisions - one hundred strokes and a year's banishment - and 

, -the same time extends the penalty to male virgin fornicators , boca e -it us 

the mants son is held to have been a virgin, 
(') 

whilst the provisions of 

the tUbFda haC3. ths are resluricted to fenalos., 

If and !, 'Eciz hadl-ths reinforce the rtoning In short , the Cýksl 

pernalty embodied in the CUbada had73. th which 'is shaken by 0, XXIV. They 

also modify it, since it contains an element (flogging for non-virgins) 

contrary to the doctrine adopted by the majority of scholars. The C. A. 0,31f 

hadith represents, therefore, the majority's settled fiqh doctrines on 

the Eoneral distinction amonC fornicators between virgins and non-vir, -ins 

There is no mention in the fAslf baadlt as to whother or not -the M. - n Is 
son was a virgin, an& it is the fuqahEl who assume him to be a virgin. 
cf. Ikhtilaf al-had7ith, p. 251- 
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and. on the penalties of stoning ancl flogging, as well as the Ilij9zi 

-settled doctrine concerning banishment (which the Ci7aqians reject). 

The CUbada hadIth was presumably circulated to bolster the minority 

-view that flogging and stoning are applied. to a non-virgin fornicator, 

and this view was ascribed. to CA17i who is alleged to have said, Irl 

flogged. her on the basis of the Book of God. and. stoned. her on the baois 

dhere to all sources, of the sunnall. 
(2) 

It represents an attempt to a to 

LUV in its general sense and to the sunnas on stoning. Zbr the 

majority of scholars, the CUbFda hadlith was, therefore, held to be of -a 
I 

provisional natture and the emergence of CASIA. and Maciz had7iths was 

anticipated. 1,11oreover, these last constitute 1.11uhammad's actual practice 

whereas the CUbFda had7ith merely his pronouncement 

-C-ý). The former are, therefore, considered stron6or than 

the latter in the sense that they show the real occurrence of the stuina 

of stoninc--. 

, 'mother absurEity of the CUb: -: da hadIth appears in its wordinE; 
0 

wjiic, ýi 2u, -E,; csts that it is morclY an ocho of QM 15 and (), LIX: 7. This 

re--, -erz to the phrase ("Take it from I 

me, Cod has appointed for them a punishment (procedure) )II. The words 

11 (tTaln it from met) represent a direct reflection of 

LIX: 7 whioh*readr- ( "', 11-lat so over God granted (as spoil) to his Prophet 

from the people of settlement, is to be dividecl and awarded, to God (i. e. 

to be used for purposes allowed by God), the 1.7essenaer, the near of 1-dn, 

the orphan, the poor and the wayfarer; so that, it will not become tinder 

the control of the wealt1W among you. I. -Thatsoever the IlLessenger Cives 

you, take it; what he prohibits, stop (from demanding) )". (3) 
The verse 

(1) 1 kht il"Ef cAfil. vra Ibn !, ', as C"ud , p. 167 - 
(2) ibid - 
1 )U' 

::; I -. - 11 . 

0) 
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concerns the clistribution of booty acquired. from a defeated. enenF. The 

last sentence of the verse, is taken in isolation from the rest of the 

vorso by ahl al-hadIth and by ShEfiCil, in particular, as a Qur2anin 
0 

proof of the oblir-tion of unquestioning acceptance of the sunna of the 

Prophet. 
(') 

Therefore, it can confidently be said thet the hadIth was 

invented by ahl al-hadith. The words -A-9 God 

has appointed for them a punishment-') are a direct roflection of Q IV: 

'until God appoint, for 15 

them a procedure'). The hadlith was, clearly invented as a fulfilment of 

the promise of 0. IV. The word 1 11 whi&, appears in (Z IV, appears 

also in the CM3da haCith, and both the verse and the had1th alre meant 

to concern women exclusively. This stren6thans our view that the hcadith 

-, jas invented in response to the implication of the vorse. This, accordin, - 

to one tafs3-Lrj concerns fornication thougii the penalty it embodies is 

subject to change. The hadIth emerged, therefore, to effect the change. 
(2) 

In view of its wording and content, it can be concluded ýhat 

the cUb-ada hadith vras designed to brine together in a sinSle document all 

(), -ur3anic statements which concern, or are thoujiit to concern, fornication 

-and all elements relating to fornication esto: blished in practice. In it 

are included Q IV: 15 (as sho,..; n by the phrase I cu)ý , P-ÄV i 

and by the fact that both the verse and the had7it th concern women) and 
-L- 

0 XXIV: 2 (as shown by its enactment (one hundred strokes) beina 

, risca in the had1th); and the penalties of stoning and baniohment. comp 
0- 

The hadlithy therefore, serves as a link between 0. XXIV and Q IV, and 
-2- 

between the former and the penalties established in the fiqh. All this 

(1) cf. Jim3t: al T-ilm, I p. 2511 soo above pp. 119f . 
-i- (2) Tab. ari, Tafs'Ir (ed. ShMcir), vol_ VIII, p. . 75. 

0 
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reveals the inauthenticity of the had1th. It does not tally with the 

fiqh doctrinesj. as it concerns only women (and interprets Q XXIV at 

face value) and. hence extend-s floWing to non-virgins, for w1lom the 

penalty. established in the ficjh was stoning only; nor does it agree 

with the alleged stoninig-verse, w1hich does. not mention specifically that 

the stoning is meant for non-virginz- as stipulated in the fiqh (the 

verse contains the words and. The had-ith is, there- 

fore, desi&-iedly meant to be abrogated by another hadith which may 

dl represent the fiqh exactly, and, sifosequently, the IIECiz ancl CAsif ha iths 

were inventecl to falfill this clemand. 

The inapplicability of ShafitIls taldis-Is- theory in the problem 

of the stoning penalty has undoubtedly caused embarrassment and frustra- 

tion to those who accept the theory and his Concral theory that the 

Q, arlan and the sunna are never in conflict with e-ach other. In the rican- 

time, the objection of' ahl al-kalEm to the penalty on the grotuids tha:,, it t 

is not mentioned in the has not been noi.,, tralisod and continues 

uo exist as a clistinct challenge to the sunna. group as a whole. ShEfiCils 

followersl therefore, have to face, from outside the sunni group, an 

objection to the penalty of stoning itself, and., from within the s-Luini 

group, an attack on methodoloar of ShEfiflts approach to documenting the 

penalty; stoning, it is argued, is instituted in the sunna and. either I 

replacos flogging (a Q=31iic enactment) for certain fornicators, this 

replacemont being obviously an instance of abroEa-tion, or is an addition 

to flogging, which is also re, -arded as -abrogation by som, scholara. 
(2) 

(1) Ibn llajZrl Fath, XV, p. 127- 

(2) 1. ',. -astas.,,, '3, vol: I, P- 117- 
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The sunna, can evidently no lonmr be relied upon to be the source of 

stoning; -this must be, instead, a Cýar)Enic institution. The fact that 

nowhere in the Qur)Sn is stoning mentioned, does not frustrate this aim, 

because there had already boon in circulation before D13likIs timo (as it 

is recorded in the Muwattal) the ctoning-vorse which affirms that stoning 

was instituted in the Qur3Un, and had apparently been part of it whon it 

was in oral transmission but had been left out whon the Cur: xgn text was 

collected. It is, they argue, still preserved in the community memory 

and its ruling is recognized as applicable. They adopt the alleGed verse 

with the help of the I'oheory of naskh whereby they recognize it as a case 

of nzaskh in the QLxr3Fn 
I, L. 

ý) ;% The zeal to adopt 

this attitude derives from Shaficli. himself, since, althou, ý; h he does not t 

rely on the stoning-verse, he nonetheless does not rule it out; nor does 

ho disapprove of such adoption, as he himself later inserts it in the 

series of his arTxnents. 
(') 

Furthermore, ShEfilýl also arCues that 

j,. 7u1iar, 'LT-. ad ali-mys judged and acted accordin- to iihat God had revealed to 

h ii-I i -, 
(2) 

this includes'the stonin, - penalty irmosed on the Jews and, of 
0 

course, on the Viuslims. In short, the alle&-, -, d stoning-varse which hacl 

been used by the sunn' Group against ahl al-halEm, who rejected the otoninC 

ponalty on the grounds that it could not be traced in the Qur3an teXt, j. jaS 

now also being used by Shafitlits, followers, i: n place of ShEfill's 

juisuccessful taldisis theory, in their argamonts with fellow ounnis. In 
0* 

other wordsp the stoningýverse which had origimally been invented as a 

1jeapon ar-gainst the common enerrZrl was employed as an arg-ument in the 

I methodolo, gical scruables between the sunnis; this quarrel was not now 

about the penalty but about how to dociLment it. 

11: 1-rtuilFf al-hýldlthj p. 251. 
a 

(2). LJr-. '1.2 IV p. 129. f 
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ue have just seen that ShSfi C37 is not explicit in recognizing 

-L L-oninG penalty = (ý=I: Inic or in admittin, - that the alleCod stoninjE-ý-- k1he st 

verse had been once considered part of the QLW'*i. In the problem of 

broast-feeding, however, he holds that five sucIdings constitute a bar to 

marriage, assertine that this is a Qar"3Enic enactment whose wording is 

excluded from the promal8ated text but whose ruling is st Al binding and 

applicable. (This problem has been discussed in Chapter 2 above). 
(') 

it 

is surprising that he does not adopt the same firm attitude towards. the 

stoning penalty, whose verse had already been in circulation in the 

cor, m=: i:, L, y before his time and with which he is familiar. The assumption, 

made by his followers, that the stonino-ponalty is an instance of 

ý *_*I 
I is based, from thoir point of view, on propor 

1: 5 

6rounds. They merely extencl Sh9fiC73 Is 01-M principle over the problem of 

broasili-feeding to the problem of the stoning penalty. It can confidently, 

be concluclecl, therefore, that sh3fiCi. is the inventor of 

69) 
and that this mode of abrogation is meroly a fabrication 

-C the stoning Uhat emerged from his failure to determine the oriG-in o. L 

penalty and the collapso of his theory th, --, 'v the function of the sunna, to 

the (. ý=3Fn (in this instance) is one of taklis][s. 
.0 

The presumptive nature of -this mode of naskh is clearly shown 

by the fact that it is not recognized by scl-iolars like Tabari and Abu 

CUoaid who, hold that tho sunna can abrogate -, ", hc Qur7an and who ixisist 

that the basis of the stoning penalty is the sunna. These two scholars 

do no'. even mention it when they discuss the modes of nasId 1; 
(2) 

they 

(1) pp - 34f f-, 

(2) Abu tUbaid , MS., 

Vol. II, P.,; 472. 

fol: 7f.; Tabari, 
0 

Tafslr(od. Shýkir) 
, 
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recoC, nize only two kinds of abrxoCcnýtion. 
(') 

Only those who say that 

the sunna cannot abroE; ate the Qur3Sn, hold to the concept of 

In order to maintain the credibility of the idea that 

there are Q=2Fnic verses which are not included in the present (., ýUr"Hnic 

text, there emer, -ed in Islamic scholorship a theory that the (ýurl3n had 

never boon collected by 1-1uhanimad, but was collected and proiimlgated by 

the Companions. 
(2) 

We find. that the had:! 'whs relating to the subject of 

the collection of the Q=711 show that the task of collecting was 

initiated and carried out by the Companions. This idea makes it possible 

to sho7o; that the alleged missinC verses are really part of the Qur: ýan in 

its final state at the death of MiLliammad. (If, on the other hand, it i-- 

said that 1,: uhammad collectued the Qur7an, the claim that there are verses 

enactments) which are bi: ndLnQ, though not includecl in the 

Q=. 7! iic text can be utterly rejocted on the growids- that V, uhanmad himself 

rejected them and hence they cannot be biridin,!; ). 

T'he conclusion that c,, L-i be drx... -n from -, ', he concoT)-,, - 

L)j ) is that the prom=lcated C. ur*3: 1: nic text (the mushaf) is incom- 

pletc, aInd there are verses not included in it. This idea and its 

conclusion can confidently be associated with 5h-aficli who created -this 

thcoi-y. - 

(1) and Dp\* 

(2) Ibn Abi DaDud, Kitab al-ma-5abLif, PP-5ff. ; SuYati, 
Itqan, vol. 1, pp. 5? f. 
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Naskh of both the wordina and the rulin,;, -. 

Sh7afifl does not deal with this mode of naakh nor can it be 

implied from his general discussions on the Q=2Zn, or the subject of naakh. 

Bbr the us7ilis are concerned with the Q4rýan only as a source to be 

employe& in their activities of formalizing and defending legal doctrines. 

To achieve this purpose they need only naskh al-hukm 6ma al-tilawa and 

nasIdi al-tiiawa dýTna al-hukm, by which, in the lieýit of their recognition 

of the (Uthrranic mushaf (the Qur)Znic text which is in our hands now) as the 
I. 

standard text, they are able, in order to uphold a particular fiqh doctrine, 

to render a dissenting existing verse inoperative, and to claim as QUOFnic 

what is nowhere mentioned in the text. This third mode of naskh has no 

connection with their activities, since it signifies complete disappea- 

rance of certain parts of revelatory documents, and hence there can be no 

question of their being binding or being the prop for this or that ýarticu- 

lar doctrine. This mode of naskh has, therefore, been the preoccupation of 

the circle who are concerned with the (Zpr39n as a document; whether or not 

the promlgated CUthrrgnic mushaf contains all the revelations. 
00 

We have seen that the first two modes of nas1di originated in the 

ficfa. Ile shall see in the following discussions that this third mocle of 

nazkh originated from quite a different phenomenon, that is from tafs'lr. 

Q LXXXVII: 6-7 reads "VIG shall instruct you in reading it (the 

. 
Q=7an) , and you will not forget, except what God wills it, 

(') 'There is a 
(2) 

division of opinion on the tafsir of these verses; the r=jority hold 

that Muhammad was capable of forgeatting a certain part of the rovolation. 

Whenever he had forgotten it by human failure he had ooon boon rominded by 

(2) "ubi, Tafs'lr, vol: XX, pp. 18fe 
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his circle , so that it was no irrecoverably forgotten, 
(') HadIths were, 

0 
therefore, propounded. in support of this view. The Prophet is ma-de to 

declare , "I am but humang I forget as you forget It. 
(2) 

He is reported. to 

have said that a Companionts recitation of a verse reminded him of the 

ve"se* 
(3) 

The Prophet forgot a verse while he was performing a prayer, 

when he finished the prayer he asked Ubayy b. Kacb why the latter did not 

remind him. Ubayy answered that he thought the verse, had been withdrawn; 

the Prophet told him that it was not withdrawn but he had momentarily 

forgotten it. 
(4) 

When the Prophet and his circle had forgotten completely 

a certain part of the revelation, that tforgettingtj according to the view 

of the cajority, occurred on the basis of divine oausation, for God wanted 

it to be omitted; and it was considered to have been lost from the 

community. This omission affected both that which was preserved in memory 

and that in written record. To this end, there emerged a strand of hadIths: 

Ibn C-Umar said: 'Two men recited a saa which the 

Prophet taught them They used to recite 

it, until one night, they stood up to pray but were 

not able to recall a letter. In the morning they went 

to the Prophet and told him their story, wheroupon he 

said: Ut is part of what has been abrogated 

ignore it 
(5) 

.s%, 
5 

Ibn MmsCUd said: "The Prophet taught me a 

(ed. Shakir) III p. 479 (on Q 11: 106); Ab7a Hayyiinj Tabarli, 
Al-bahr almnit, It P. 344. 

(2) Bukh7axýifj as quoted in Ibn Hajarls. Fath, II, P. 50. 
(3) Ab: a ýAyyEnj Al-bahr, VIII, ;. 459* 

(4) idem, Al-bahr, Ij P. 344, Quýubi, Tafs*31-r, vol. XX, p. 19. 
(5) 111 p. 26. 
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Qur: )Enic verse which afterwards I committed it to 

memory and recorded in iiV book. Whon night came I 

went to nV bedroom, where I could recall nothing of 

it. In the morning, I chocked rU book and found the 

page blank. I informed the Prophet, and he said to 

me,. 'Ibn 141asclid, the verse was withdrawn 

last night I 1% 
(1) 

These hadlithB do not show clearly that the Prophet had also forgotten 

the sura and the verse in question; however, Ibn cAbb3s is reported to 

have said that revelation used to come down to Muhanumd at night and he 

forgot it on the following day. 
("-' 

Qaiada is reported to have said that 

I-11uhamr-ad, used to recite verses and suras of the'Qur: Ga, subseqaently they 

were lifted and God'eaused His Prophet to forget. 
(3) 

lie notice in two hacliths above that the words and 
0 

are used to denotte on, ission by means of forgetting' and this 

. mission was considered as a =do of naskh. Tho formar manifectly 

sug-gocts that the Ibn cUmar hadlith in which it appearo iz inventecl by the 
0 

07oup who had been preoccupied with the subject of abrogation. The same 

can be said of. Ibn MascUd's hadlith, for the root is used, in 

the technical definition, to signify na: 3kh. 
(4) 

The theory of comission by forgetting' has permoated the 

scholars' preoccupation about abrogation; and these two theories were 

brought together in the tafs-Ir of Q 11: 106 which reads: 

ýý -ý: ý ". The word 11 was taken straightforwardly by the 

(1) Hibat AJJZhp Nasikh, PP. 5f 

(2) SizyTiti, Al-durr al-manth7ur, vol. Iv P- 104 (on Q 11: 106). 

(3) ibid. , P. loý- 

(4) ChazEli, MustazCa, vol. ly P- 107. 
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adherents of the theory of abrogation as a (; ý,. r-39nic evidence for the 

first mode abrogation of the ruling but not the wording. The word 

(nunsihiZ) was exploited* by the adherents of this third mode 

of naskh to give evidence for it. Tabarl(l) records the following 
0 

opinion ascribed to ancient authorities: 

Qatilda said: "NunsibT means that God instructed the Prophet 

in reciting a verse or more and then it was forgotten and. 

lifted "God caused his Prophet to forget 

what He wished 
(2) 

Maid b. CUmair said: "Nunsihiý means tWe lifted from yout 

Al-Hasan al-Basri said: "Nunsiha means that your Prophet was 

instructed in reciting a part of the Q=33n than 

he forgot it totallytl, 
(4) 

Al-Rab'IC said: 'NunsihE means 'We lifted it 

Ibn Zaid said; IITNvansibýý mean 'We expunge it 
(5) 

r 
Beside the tendentious interpretations ( 

Lý. _! ) 
tý )I the word was airo 

exploited through IreadinCt in order to condition it to the forgetting 

thoory: 

In the alleged mushaf of f-Abdull7ah b. Kastu-d the vorse roads 
0* 

", ma nunsýk min aya aw nansakhhall 

forget'). 

(nunsik means two cause you to 

SaVd b. Abi WaqqEs, read law tansahil which means 
T 

Muhammad 1. 

(1) Tafslr (ed. Shiikir),, II, PP. 474-6. 
(2) of. Q LXXXVII: 7 
(3) of- Q LLUVII: 6 

(4) of. ibid., P- 472. 
(5) of- Q XIII: 39 

tyou forgot it I 
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Sa fid b. al-l-kwayyab read law tunsahD (which mearls fyo-a aro 

oaused to forget it$). 

The alleged 'readings' of Ibn Mastucl and Ibn al-Musayyab, in addition, 

clearly represent an attempt to bstablish the majorityis tenet that 

'forgetting' occurred on the basis of divine causation and not on that 

-(l) 
of human failure. The following remark by Tabarl summarizes the 

0 

majority's concept about Muhammad's Iforgetting', and the confounding 

of tforgetting' with abrogation: "Some have disapproved of the reading 

law tansahi I (the alleged Sa Q b. Ai Waqcjýas Is reading) , if by this I it 

means ? forgetting' (caused by human failure). ThW said: 'It is not 

possible that the Prophet could have forgotten a part of the Qarlli 

which had not been abrogated, except that, whenever he forgot something 

of it, he remembered it again, for it was not possible that all his 

Companions who had read and memorized it, could have forgotten it I 

(1) ibid., P. 479. 
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chapt er 8. 

Ijt: Lhad wnd its relwu-ionship with 
the curlan and. the sunna 

Sh7afici is the first legal scholar to insist on the revealed 

sources of Islamic law, for those before him had been prepared to regard 

it as having derived substantially from actual practice in Muslim 

society. 
(') 

Shaficl asserts #every situation which befalls men has its 

solution in the Book', 
(2) 

tevery rule came from Godj(3) and tmen are not 

left without guidanceloW When he talks about baygn(5) (explanation), 

the conclusion which he wants to draw im that all rulinGs are from God; 
(6) 

they are conveyed to men through His words, His Prophet to sunna and 

through intellectual deduction (ijtilad). 

It is in the li&t of the above concepts that ShEfitli puts 

foruard, and andeavours to force on his opponento, hin theory on ijtih7ad. 
(7) 

ay We have seen that hio predecessors exercised ijtilacl in two ways, 

nar-aly qýyEsj based on a oottled doctrine, and Aztihs:,: n, basod on equity. 
8 

Of theze two sii5fi Ci accoprts only qiyEs ir,, hich he calls ijt ihFd. He 

strongly rejecta is"vilisan for sovaral reasons: IstihsEn 3. z rnraly 
00 

(1) See above P. 75. 
(2) Ris'Ela, para.: 48, cf- lbt9l al-istihs9n p. 271s 

RisFla, Para: 307 
(4) lbtEl al-istihr-Enp. 271 
(5) RisSla, Para: 53ff- 
(6) Ho bazes this on sevaral Qar2anic passaaes, cf. Ibtgl al-istih--3n 

p. 276, Ris3laýPara: Off. .. 0 -- 
in chapter 2. 

/I 
(8) ibid., Para: 1324 
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arb itrary s ince the conclua ion derived by means 

of istihsan is an absolute innovation and based on no settled doctrine 

(2) 
-ihsSn implies that every ruler or nuiftl in a toeln parallel to it. Ist 

is free to make his legal decision according to his individual thought, 

and he must recognize this privilege for others. This inevitably leads 

to the emergence of differing decisions on one and the same case. Farther- 

more, when istihs9n is used, the scholar who us e: 3 it does not base his 

theory on a particular divine ruling as embodied in the (ZLw: 2sn or the 

sunna, but merely on his own opinion and therefore he acts as thou&; i man 

are left without guidance. This is contrary to 0, LXXV: 36 which states 

that men are not left without guidance. 

On the other handq as Sh7aficli sees it, qiySs is not arbitrary 

and the decision reached. by it is not an innovation. This is because 

qiyas is merely the extension, to a certain case confrontecl by a ocholar, 

of the divine enactment embodied in a Qar'3Fnic statemant or in a sunna, 

on the grounds that the case is parallel to that for which a specific 

text has been provided. This definition of qiyEs by ShafiCi can be 

deduced --Crom the following- passa gas of his Ri--Sla: 
(3) 

lfvlhcn thoro is a 

ruling from Goa or the Prophet which contains an indication - as sho,,, Tn 

by the zam3 or by any other ruling - that the ruling was enacted for a 

certain lraasonf ( (ý 
\-ý 

L. 7,, Uýý ) and then there occura a caco 

for which no text ha-s been occasioned, the said ruling is applicable to 

this new eaze if it can be found to contain ',; he 'reason' 11; "QiyZs mcans 

vo make legal decisions by seeking the pointers which indical', O 

(1) ibid. para: 1463f. 
(2) ibid. Paxa: 70 
(3) paxa: 1481- 
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that the now cases, for which the dec: U3ions are made, are parallel to w 

the cazes for which the rulings in the Q=71i or the sunna were explicitly 
z 

given. The Qur'33m and the sunna are the right baz es ( Cýj 
ý ; A-ý 

) on 

, which qiygs is to be based. Such a parallel oan be ascertained in two 

ways; one is when God or the Prophet has prohibited or allowed something 

for a certain treason', and then something oleo is found for which no 

text of the QurIGn or the sunna is available but which contuains'tho same 

'reasons; in suýh a case the ruling from God or the Prophet should be 

applied. The other is whon two parallels are found for a given case; 

here, the one which is "nearertt is to be accepted". 
(') 

An example of 

this second category, 
(2) 

Sh3fic7l explains, occurs in the problem of 

killing game during the pilgrimage. AccordinG to Q V: 95, 

componsation for the intentional killing of Same is an offering of a 

domesticated animal equivalent in sizze to the one killed. 

Since the animal killed may resemble several kinds of domosticated animal, 

it is the duty of the scholar to decide which domesticated animal is the 

nearest equivalent. 
(3) 

From the above pazoagez we can deduco the necessary olom3nts 

-, or the application of qiyEs. They are: a divine ruling occaoioncd in the 

form of a QLLr: iZnic passage or in the form of a sunna of the Prophet; the 

0ý-ý 11 Ireas- on aýý ) for the divine enactment; the n'o,,,; ca-ze 

to which the enactment is to be extended. Thiz now case must contain tho 

treason? for this determines its parallelism to the case for which the 

divine enactment is given. The duty of the scholar lies in determining 

(1) ibid;, para: 122ff, cf- Para: 1394ff- 
(2) The example of the first category is cliocusoccl bolow PP. 345f. 

(3) ibid., YNIra: 117f, (For Sh7affi Iff3 in size, sorro scholars say in value). 
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tho existence of the froasont in the new case. It is at this point 

that division of opinion arises among the scholars. They also differ as 

to which now case is parallel to which settled doc,,, rine. 

It should be on, phasizecl here that the whole idea of qiya is 

dependent on one concept, that iz that the divine revelation providoo 

legal solutions for all instances in the life of men, either in explicit 

terms ( \_Pý) ) or in gonoral ter=' -'Whe'ný'it is couchbd in 

general term, it is explained by means of the. sunna. In both cases 

qiyEs is applied when it is determined that the now 

instance for which a leiral solution is souýlht is parallel to the instance 

for which a text (Qur'Jli or sunna) is available. 

Since qiyas, as he sees it, is the application of a divine 

enactment to the Sh7aficli insists that to exercise qiY3O is 

obligatoz-j upon Scholars. 
(2 

This is necessary, on the one hancl, to dis- 

coura, E; a the abandoning of legal problem Taithout colving them, and, on 

the other, to prevent tho use of arbit3: ery opinion. He sets out tho 

quidelines for qiySs by rnýans of an e=ample., twhat of accartaininC the 

direction of the Kaclba for prayer from a greatt, dist-ance. 11: 144, and 

150 stipulate that facinC towards the KaCba, regardless of wherevor a 

jiýazlim might be, is obligatory at prayer. A person who is near it has 

no difficulty in ascertuaining its direction, because he can see it. The 

difficulty arises for a person at a distance. He is not allowcd to iimoro 

the obligation to face in its direction. He m=-t make an effort to 

determine the direction by taking into account, as his guide, the hills, 

lib-'31 al-is'Vihr-9n)p. 271 ý) ý0. t 
J, 

vja--)-Ij 
), 

4 ; -ý 
,"ý 

ýj- 1J1V 94 %. --, 

(2) Risgla, para: 59ff. 
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the sun, the moon, the stars and the direction of the wind. He must 

then fare in his prayer tor. -zards whichever direction he rxv thereupon 

determine; he may not change the direction and follow another direction 

chosen by someone else. 
(') 

Sh7afic7i wants to show in this example the 

necessary elementi-S, of ijti2lEd and how it should be carried out. The Kalýba 

represents a settled. divine ruling which is to be extended to, a parallel 

instance; the sun, the moon, stars etc. represent the indication and 

'reason' which relates the original instance to a parallel; the direction 

of the Kacba decided upon represents the decision taken by a scholar to 

apply the divine enactm--nt to the parallel instance. 

The following example will illustrate Sh7afitlits use of qvias. 

it occurs in the legal maxim: proceeds follow the responsibility 
(2) 

According to a hadIth of the Prophet, if a 

seller conceals a defect in a slava whom he sells to somoone else, and 

then the buyer disoovorz the defect after he has rrade use of the slave, 

the buyer may return the slav3 and got his money back, while retaining 

all the bonefits which accrue& to him throudi posscsr; ion of the slave. 

-% S- 
ShFficl argues that the 'freasonst for allowing tho buyer to re#jain the 

proceeds are: they are not a s1foject in the contract, nor ara they 
the 

negotiated in determining /price of the slave; the proceeds- occur whon 

the slave is in the possession of and hence is the responsibility of the 

buyer, so much so that if the slave dies, he has no claim on the collar. 

On the basis of qiyas, ShafiCi ar&ues, the raling is applicable to all 

parallel cases which contain the same freasonst, like the yield ýf a 

(1) ibid., para: 63-68,1388y 1447ff,. 

(2) ibid., para: 1232,1503ff. 
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farm; the milk, hides and offspring of cattlo; Ishe children of a slave- 

girl; her service and her master's sexual relationzhip ( Wý ) with 

her provided that she is a non-virgin before that sexual relationship 

(i. e. the proceeds are retained and the service is enjoyed but defective 

objects of sale are returnable to the seller). 

ShZfigli, in the above example, is very rigid in observing the 

'reasons I which unite the original case for which. the sunna was occasioned 

and 11he parallels and thus the judgement of the Prophet is extended to the 

latter, and qiy3s is, in his view, completed correctly. His opponents 

nevertheless still regard his 'reasons as inadequate; and the parallelism 

as not attained. Thus, qVas cannot be applied. They argue that there is 

a difference between the case of the slave and the other cases ascumod by 

sh7afitli to be parallels. In the case of the slave, the proceeds which 

accrue to the buyer are the result of the employment of the slave, but 

are not a part of the slave himself (the object of the sale contractu) as 

the yield of the farm is Part of the farrai itself, and should be roturned- 

to the seller, if the farm is returned owing to a concealed defeet. The 

same arguments apply to the case of the milk, hides and offspring of 

cattle, and the children of a slavo-girl. The buyer cannot return the 

slave-girl, if she has served him or he has had a se)7aal relationship 

with her. 

- ShafiCI answers them by repeat ing, 
.., 

the ? r-easons i which ýie hao 

stated, and further ar, -, aes that the proceeds of a farm in a sense aro not 

part of the farm because they can be sold separately. The same applieu 

to the proceods of oattic and the childron of slavo-girlo. 

19hatt, should be noted from the abova debatte is that it is quite 

impossible to set out standard criteria by which adequate froasono I can 
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be ascertained, so that two cases can be said, to be parallel to each 

other, and the one judgocl on the baois of qivgc according to the ruling 

set for the other. It is lert to the individual scholar to determine 

the relevance of the froasonst or otherwise according to the particular 

fiqh doctrine he supports. If he is in favour of a fiqh doctrine which 

corresponds to a second doctrine explicitly Provided for by the Qar'Fn 

or the sunna, he propagates the view that the two cases are parallel and 

the 'reasons I which unite them are adequate; otherwise, he assorts-the 

contrary. 
(') 

ShZfic7i realizes this. To rationalize it, he formulaton 

the theory that if two -cholar3 perform qiy5s and the results of their 

qiyZc differ, both of them must be considered right, 
(2) 

as both have 

performed their duty within their ability in search of the solution. 

Mach must act on the recult of his own qiygs. 
(4) 

Shafiel" consolidates 

this theory with a hadith of the Prophet in which he is tra-de to declare 
0 

double rewards for a haklm (judge) who porforms ijtiliFd and maicos a right 

juclgomcnt , and a single r cnorara if he mallms a iuzone, -- jucl, -01. -. ozrc. . 
(5) 

But, 

Sh7afitl overloolco, the fcaev that tho hadlýuh concorns a judgp in hic dwt'-ly 

to render judgom3nt in ! it iGatu ion, and does no-tv concern the fuqah: E; '. . 

In short, disagreem3nt over the result of qiyFs is all. vacd; it 

urast be recognised as : Liovitable. Therefore tho adherents of istilisli 

protest and ask why Sh3f i el recognizes q: *Lyas but rejects ist il=gn while 

both ray lead to legal discropancies? 
(6) 

Sha-fif]'Is answer to 
- 
this is 

i. e. qiyap is not, therefore, a technique for tdoriving I() 
but for defending a, particular doctrine against the others 

I ý-- Gi CIL, LIC- Lý--)j I)- 

(2) lbt:,: l al-istiho3n, pp. 274f. 
ot 

(3) Ris: -,: la para: 1407 

(4) Ikhtililf al-hazl73th, pp. 148f. 

(5) RisSla)para: 1409 
i. e. God onlýr knows rl .t or wrong. ' 

(6) ibid. Para: 1333, cf. lbtFl aj-istihsEZn, p. 274. 
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that 'God does not permi-11, ary scholar after the Prophet to make a leg-al 

decision unless it is basod on the recognized sources of legal knowledge 

I 
%A- 

namely, the Book, the sunna, the ijrZ C, and 

analogy based on them'. 
(') 

He further argues that the Book and the 

wiclely -transmitted sunna provide absolute Imowledge which is right 

explicitly and implicitly Qiylls does not 

provide absolute knowlodCa since it is merely externally right 
(2) 

becauze, 

qiyFs is founded on hurran judgement. It is only God who knows thinGo 

implicitly; men are askcd. to make judgements on the basis of explicit 

evidence ). 
(3) 

Thus, the result of qiyas 3. s right and 

binding only on the scholar who reaches that result and not on other 

scholars. who may reach differing results. 
(4) 

so has more than one As a rule, Shafiq stipulates that if a ca. 

parallel, the one which has more aspects of similarity should prevail. 
(5) 

3: n the case of compensation for an injury inflicted on a slave, 
(6) 

Sh7aficZ holds that it -should be a fixed proportion of the value of tho 

slave; for instance, half of the slave ts val-ae for an eye and one-tonth 

for an injury which ravea"is -the bono ) e He ba=s this on 

analogy with a free rzn whose compensation should be a fixod proportion 

of his blood-money (half for an eye and one-tenth for rýuldiha). The 

clxaqians hold that "there is no such f., L-ced proporbion and tha; 'v 

(1) Ric-Sla, para: 1466-8. 
(2) ibid., Para: 1328f-fl. 

(3) lbtgl al-istihsEn, p. 268. 

(4) Riogla,, para: 1332f, 
(5) ibid. ) para: 1334- 
(6) ibid., para: 1568ff. 
(7) Al-radd ral7a Mýam. w-d, p. 279. 
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comp(L-isation =ast be in proportion to the loss in value caused by the 

injury. They base this doctrine on qiySs with property, anirrals and 

the like, because a slave is parallel to property in the sence that it 

is their value which is taken into cons idoiw, ' ion. Furthermore, *it is 

generally agreeathat compensation for damage done to property is the 

re-imbursement of the amount, of reduction in its value caused by. the 

damae. Shýfic7lls answer to them is that a slave is parallel to a free 

man in five aspectst 
(1) 

and parallel to property in one aspect only, and 

it is, therefore, more appropriate to base the qJyaz on a free man. 
(2) 

A significant rule introduced by Sh-afiCi in the sytomtization 
'S 

of qiySs is that qiyas cannot be based on an exceptional raling 

He says: "When there is a. -n explicit ruling from God and 

then there is a sunna of the Prophet which introduces an alleviation 

to come impositions, the exception introduced by 

the sunna should. be applied. exclusively and no qi3ia-s can be based on it. 

The s=e applies when t-here is a general x-aling of the ounnam and then the 

Prophet . introduces another ruling as an oxcoption to the first one". 
(3) 

lie giv-cs' the followinG examples: Q V: 6 stipulates the washing, of tho 

feet in ;; ud7u: ) (the minor ablution), but the Prophet introduced in place 

of this washing the wi-Ding of the boots, in particular circumstances. 

The wiping is, regarded as an exception to the ruling of the Q=7Zn. It 

must be taken exclusively and no qiyas on it is allowed. Thus turbanz- 

and gloves cannot be considered as parallel to boots. The Prophet 

issuccl(4) a general ruling that =ýbana(5) was forbidden. There is also 

(1) He lists the five zaspocts ancl they are racognized by his interlocutor. 
(2) Ris*51a, pixa: 1597. 

(3) ibid., para: 1608. 

(4) ibid., para: 1623ff. 

(5) Exchange of dry fruit for fresh frait of tho sairo kind. 
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C a sunna of the Prophet ", -Thich allous araya. 
(1) tAraya is, theroforo 

. an exception to the, gonaral ruling,, but no qiyas can be based on it. 
(2) 

Accordine to a generally accepted sunna, the blood-monoy for homicide 

is one hundred can, als for a man and fifty for a womin. The Prophet 

introduced another sunna: If somoone inflicts bodily harm upon a propnant 

womn and consequently she delivers a dead child, the compensation 
%j 

consists in setting free a slave ( ýý ), and, scholars agroe, if the 

culprit cannot afford a slave, the alternative to a slave is five camolr. 

payable to the worran.. This is an exceptional rule; not only is the 

blood-money different from the gbneral rule, but the Prophet did not hero 

differentiate between a Mle or -female dead child. No qiygs is to be 

based on this rule. 

Shafir-i's argament, for the restricted application of such sunnas 

is that the Ircaoon' is obscure therefore they nrast 

be applied only to the precise cases for which thay waro occasioned 

This argument fits in 

with Sh3ficlis strong obsession with the sunna and hi3 unquo3tioning 

adherence to it, and it also supports his dogma w1hich places the --unro 

over To thio effect he puts foz-omrd the tl,, Oory that no qiy3s 

is valid when a relevant -, Ix=a is available; 
(4) 

rcasoning and 

questioning () are irrelevant in the face of the tradition of the 

prophet. 
(5) 

An example of this appears in the c=e of r=arz7at 
(6)_ 

an 
0 

anirral which the seller has not milked for sorrte time before the sale so 

(1) axchangge of dry date for fresh date. 
(2) ibid., para: 164iff. cf. Pam: 1174ff- 
(3) ibid. ý para: 1644,1654. 
(4) IlditilUf l9lik, P. 183. 

(5) llzhtilgf al-haclith, p. 21 
0 

Ris5l , para: 1658ff v of. Mluzanlv, MWchtasar, on the margin of the Umn. 
vol: II, PP. 184ff- 
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as to make its yiol& of milk appr-ar greater. The Prophet rules that 

the buyer midit return the masarrat together with one qa C of dates if he 

has milkea it. Since the Prophet fixed one galzl commants Sh-afiCl, thin 

cunra rmast be follaaccl unquestioningly; no reasoning or qiy3s is allowed, 

oven if the a=unt and the price of milk ma- y differ from one kind of 

anir, -l to another. 

The reason which underlies Shafiel's insistence on reserving 

the use of qiygs is that he does not consider qiyZ3 to be one of the ugal 

(sources) but a farc (dorivative). (1) 
For him, thejLr,. 

_! 
il are al-lenabar al- 

laZIM (binding information), that is the Book, the sunna, and ijr, -ZC6 

Q: *Lyas must be based on them, and thus the result of qiyEs is derived 

solely from them. 
(2) 

It is categorized as an emergency resort, and may 

not ( j--. )) be employcd so long as the relevant khzbar is available. 

He likens it to tayam=am, which is not valid if water is accessible. 
(3) 

It is obviously subordirato to al-khabar al-12izim; it cannot supersede it 

but can be superseded by it. In his discussion with the Mcclinose, who 

prefer qiyFs to the sunna, Sh7afiC3. says, '1IjtihFd is not valid if the 

-'Xlr" concerning tho matter is abandoned. IjtihZ-- mans qVas based on 

the Sunna. When ijtiEd is performed, it implics indirect adherence to 

tho surina on which it is basocl, but when tha su=a is explicit, in a 

particulo-- case,, it mast have priority over any ij1-, iý. Fd performod in that 

case". In practice, ho,.., ovorl Shafit2T* iu3cs qiyEs to judge betwoon contra- 

a. plo, dictory hadlths and to ouppross the one which he rojects. 
(4) 

For ex- m 

there are two conflict, inG had1ths of the Prophet on tayarx-am; 
(5) 

one io 
0 

(1) al-istihs-Sn, p. 274. 
(2) ibid. p. 272. 
(3) Ri---ala, para: 1817. 
(4) ibid., 

. 
Para: 782 

(5) Ik-htil3f al-JaC3. th, PP. 94ff - 
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reported by IýAmrr5r b. Ya-sir and '. he other by Ibn al-SaIrrna. Rejecting 

the formor hadithl Sjgfitl argues that Ibn al-Sammals hadlith is more con- 

sistent with 'the Q=:; an and q. Lyazo 

Ehafi%71 recoCIizes two categories of qi3rZs, one being that dis- 

cussed above, which is the extension of the explicit ruling of the 0, ur*29n 

or the sunna on a given case to another parallel case for which no text 

is avail able. 
(1) 

There is no dispute between the scholars ovor this 

category. The otherl generally regarded as more cogent, is the qiy-az 
ýj ) (2) 

and ( which he terms (-, & 
(3) 

He explairw this 

as folla; zs: 'The deduction, from the prohibition by God or by the Prophet 

of a small quantity, of the equally strong or stronger prohibition of a 

greater quantity; from the commendation of a srall. act of piety, of the 

stronger commendation of a greater act of piety; from the permission of 

a great quantity, of the permission of a smaller quantity"'(4) SoIr 

scholars, he remarks, do not recognize this as q: Lyas but consider it as 

falling under the original ruling of Goa or of the prop%ot. 
(5) 

Bbr this 

group of scholars, qiyZo is confined to cases 'whero there is a possiblo 

parallel which can be understood in two ways, thou, -h only one of them 

is chosen. 
(6) 

To safeguard against arbitrary deduction and to prevent local 

decisions being made by unauthorized persons, Sh3fiCI propounds the 

necessary requirements for a scholar to exorcise qij%Fs, Thoy are corr- 

prised in this P, -sr . aco: 
(7) 

I'QVas can only be exercised by a scholar who 

(1) Pam: 1495 ( D\ý-ýc3 ). 
(2) Ilchtil9f 1, 'Zlik, P. 198 cf. IkhtilSf al-CI3ýa-q ii-np. 125 
(3) Il: ht il3f M"al ik, p. 204 
(4) Riggla, Para: 1483ff. 

Para: 1492. (5) 
(6) ibr, Pýra*- 1482ff. , 1494. 
(7) ibid., Para: 1469; cf. IbýZl al-i. -, tihsFn, p. 274. 
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has achieved its necessary requirements. These are, firstly, knuellodca 

of the rulings of the Book of God; secondly, knowledge of the sunna, the 

opinions of forebear-31 aL-, rdement and disagreement amonCot the Muslims, 

and the Arabic language; thirdly, the scholar mist attain the age of 

sound mind and be able to distinguish*betireen confused situations. He 

must not take a decision hurriedly and without proper deliberation; he 

must not refuse to listen to his opponents because this may lead him 

either to realize a defect in his thinking or to affirm his decision; he 

must do his best to know the grounds on which he bases his decision and 

rejects the others. A scholar who falls short oil the above requirements 

is not allowed to exercise q3. yas and must follow (ittibý-ac) the docision 

made by others. " 

it is evident that kno'uleclgo of the Qur3li and the sunna is the 

vital requirement which qualifies a scholar to exercise qiyEs, since they 

are the a9l (source) on which qiyaz should "be based. 

The conclusion that can be d. -, awn from tohe above argumant to 

k#ha: ',, the Cýa--ýZn and the s-ann-, are indisponsable for ijtihF. d. By thisl J- 

air, -, z; a. I; establic-hine for Islam 0, pysterr. -tic ma", hod of loý-, -l 

deduction. All problGriz -should be reforred to the rovalation which C; uaxan- 

-0 tees their solution. That is either by the explicit text of the or 

of the sunna, or by extending the explicit text to parallels by means of 

qi; yas, He places qiý-az in a subordinate position (a deriva-tivb = fart), 

to the extent that it cannot be employed in any case on which the Qur'Jli 

or the sunna provides a raling. Strict q isp theroforo, a concession 

to his oppocition to tho free -aso of (op: UAon) which is isýjoct 
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to arbitrarines a, as well as to his obsession with the sunna. 
(1) 

Shafilrits efforts to restrict the use of opinion to qiySs and 

to establish the indispencable relationship between qi; ýFas and the revela- 

tion, are governed by a prime motive. ýhis is to create a novel function 

- ing for opinion; as well as being. a means to reason and a defence of oxist 

lee-; al aoctr3mes, qiyas is also a =--ns by which scholars =y derive 

( from revelation ralings for now oases, whereby the rulings 

decided upon for the Jýjuzlim community are truly Islamic and revelatoi7. 

To this effect he says, 
(2) 

"Legal knowledge is obtained in two ways. - 

fadherencet and Ideriva-tiont -IP 
OTo adheret mcans to tý 

S 

follow the Book and, where the Book is not explicit, the sunna. Where 

the sunna is not explicit, one mast follaa such of the opinions of the rajority 

of our forebears over which we are unaware of any reported disagroomont. 

If none of these is po3sible, q: *Lyas is to be applied, based on one of the 

sources and using tlýe above order of Dreferance". It is clear from this 

Goldziher, The Zahiris, pp. 20f. "On account of jkbu Hanifals ondcavourz 

on the one hand, buý6 raore so because of the force of circurrztancoa, 

qi1jFs became a fac'-or in jurisp-radenca which would no longor be climi- 

natod from the le&al sources. Al-ShFfiCi had not intended to do this, 

but ev; an if he had wanted to do so, he would not have been able to 

achieve anything, as futile attempts of later followern of his school 

indicates. What he would do, and actually did, was to discipline the 

application of the newly introduced. le&al source without curtailing the 

prero6ative of the scripture and tradition, and to rostrict its froo 

arbitrary application by means of mathodical laws with respect to its 

usage it. 

(2) Ikht ilFf al-haCith, P. 148. 
0 
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passaGp that, for Shafilffil qiygs (= ijtilCad) is, istirib3t. This ic, 
0 

indeed, the function which he desires to establish for the entire scie. nce 

of usUl al-fiqh. He was successful, because us7il al-fiqh was lator 

understood ao 7- science presenting rules which gaido scholars in deriving 

rulings from the recognized sources. 
(') 

This Ti. ras, of course, af4vor the 

rivalry had subsided.. Thus, -for Sh7afi'Z, ujýTxl al-fiqh is not only to be 

used for settling legal discrepancies or vindicating this 

or that doe-rine in the conflicts among the schools7 
(2) 

but also to 

enable Muslim scholars (izi arq* generation), to rza-ce revelation-based law 

for the 14ýuslim community. 

The restriction introduced by ShiifiCil of the use of opinion to 

qj, yZs together with his obsession about the sunna of the Prophot and its 

overriding authority, consequently curtailed development in the iltilisation 

of opinion in the grow-th of the fiqh. His tirele,,,,, s preaching of the 

im. ortance of the sunna and unquestioning adherence to it had buch a 

ý, uccosofuj! effect upon 1,, tor scholars that the cunnal was accepted ao the 

most aclequate and importarrw' source for the fiqh. This caused an ovor- 

whelirdng demand for the sunna,, and this dem-nd in turn encouraged. the 

searching oix,, and collecting of the sunna. 
(3) 

This activity produced in 

Islam in the generations immediately following Sh7afiClts activity, tho six 

oanonioal collections of the had7ith which are hold to provide the answor 

to all legal proble=-. Irialiance on the sunna grandually diminishe(i the 

of. chazali, l,, 'Lstasfa7 vol: 17 P. 

yI (2) The 11-litilFf 'MIFlik, IkIhtil3f al-cIralq: *ýyin, Siyar al- AuzS t7i are 
the bcot examplos of the surviving an61ent wo dodicated to this 
function of usTil al-f iqh. 

(3) Cold ziher, Iluslim studies,, vol: II, pp. 164ff. 
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importance of raly in the development of th 
.e 

f3. qh. Evontually it was 

to be suggested that the door of ijtiI9A had closed. Then there arose 

argumants against ra: 'yj including even q: *Lyaz which ShafiCi' hi=olf had 

systorml-t ized. 
(1) 

Thcoo argurronts were even ascribocl to the Prophet 
(2) 

4nd the subsequent authorities. 

Enthusiasm for the sunna and an abhorrence of raly causad the 

em.. rgence of two new schools of lazi: The Hanbali and the ; 5hiil. Thcse 

schools rejected human reasoning of a-V kind, and relied exclusively on 

the toxt of the Qar'13n and the sunna. 
(3) 

The emergence of such attitudes 

represents the partial failure of ShafiCils. endoavour to bring together 

(through his theory of qiyý) the divergent theorlea of ahl al-ra: ýy and 

ahl al-hadIth under one oystom. In shortj his teaching about the sunna. 
a 

had fossilized Islamic thinking in the formation of the fiqh, and 

eventually brought an end to its growth. 
(4) 

(1) Ibn qutaiba, Ta2w'17 PP- 51ff- 

(2) cf. Goldziher, Tho n- iris,, PP* 97ff; Schacht, The origin, PP. 130f. 

(3) C-Oldziher, The ýEihirls, p. 24. The 4anbali school later relented to 
qr2yas. 

(4) of- Coulsont Hi, -tory of Islamic Law, P. 73. 
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Chapter 9. 

The isn7id of the had-Eth. 

Sunni Muslim scholars consider that the isnad, the, chain 

of transmitters and authorities, is the only means to ascertain the 

authenticity of a hadith. Preoccupation with it amongst Shafiqls 

predecessors was still in a primitive stage. Vle find evidence of 

its importance in the writings of his older contemporaries, Abu 
(l 

yUsuý and Shaiban-i. 

As a champion of the sunna, Shafi(Z deals with the 

subject of isnild painstakingly. He is the first scholar to insist 

that a hadilth should not be accepted unless it is viell-authenticated. 

However, his theory on isnZid is itself relatively primitive compared 

with those of later scholars. His discussion on the isnad has one 

purpose only, which is to confirm the obligation to accept a hadIth I 
0 

of the Prophet (he calls it the sunna) that is well attested by a 

reliable isnad. Whenever he discusses the isnad, he relates it to 

that obligation. W'e see this in the following passage, which also 

illustrates his endeavour to ascribe the importance of the isnad to 

the authority of the qur-j. 77n and the Prophet by means of analogy with 

ShahHda (le. ral testimony) He says, 
(4) 

"God has, imposed upon mankind 

obedience to the Prophet; for those who do n ot (physically) meet him, 

such obedience may only be fulfilled by the acceptance of his 

. 
(I) eg. see Sh2lficl, Siyar al-Auzalis P- 308. 
(2) eg. see idem., Al-radd tala Muhammad, p. 291. 
(3) IlchtilZf al-had th, p. 58. 

(4) ibid., PP- 3-6. 
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reported word. In disputes involving civil and penal matters, God 

has stipulated the following numbers of witness: four men in cases- 

of fornication IV: 15; Q XXIV: 4)-, two men or one man and two 

women in cases of debt (Q 11: 282), and two men in cases of bequest 

(q V: 106). In other cases the number of witnesses is stipulated 

in the sunna and ijmac,. such as the testimony of two men in murder 

cases. The testimonies given by such witnesses are reports 

The had1th that God has commanded to be followed 

is also a report, like the shahiidat. Since God stipulated that a 

witness should be of just character and someone accepted by the 

parties concerned (Q LXV: 2, Q 11: 282, Q V: 106), it is also obliga- 

tory that a report which embodies a ruling (i. e. legal hadIth), 

should not be accepted unless the transmitter is of just character 

and he is known as truatviorthy. 
(I) 

That a person is Just may be 

ascertained from his behaviour; and his report must be accepted, 

just as his testimony would bell. 

Shiifif-'a[ describes the isnad by which a report may be 

accepted as follows: 
(2) 

1119, rhen a trustworthy person ( A_ýý ) relates 

a hadIth of 
ýhe Prophet heard from another such person and-so on 

until the chain reaches back to the Prophet, the hadIth may be 

regarded as authentic".. He classifies Ithe isnad into two categories: 

(1) The isnad which contains innumerable transmitters of all genera- 

tions including several of the generation of the Companions who knelR; 

the Prophet. (He calls a hadilth handed down with this isnad khabar 
%k V, 1. 

cFmma Can camma. Such a hadith constitutes certainty 

(1) i. e. The requirements for a transmitter are determined on the 
basis of qiyas with those of a witness. 

(2) Ikhtilaf Malik, P. 177. 
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Every Miuslim is obliged to know and accept this had'Ith, because it 

contains rulings involving everyone, 
(') like the five prayers, 

fasting, hajj etd. ); and (2) The isniid which contains only one 

direct transmitter from the Prophet, even though the number of trans- 

mitters in the subsequent generations may be numerous. Shaficl calls 

a hadi ttested with this isnad khabar al-khZZss, khabar al-w7ihid "t h a' 

or khabar al-infirad. 
(2) Only specialists are obliged to know and 

adhere to such a hadith. (3) According to Shafici T. one transmitter in 

0 
"th. (4) 

every generation is enou h to authenticate a had3- Such a had'31th 

: Ls authoritative and should be adhered to. It stands by 

itself so long as the transmitter is trustworthy; no support from the 

hadirth or practice of subsequent authorities is necessary. It cannot 

be rejected by means of the interpretation of the Qur3an or 

. 1th. of the general meaning of another hadi 
0 

Shafici devotes a considerable amount of his efforts to 
(6) 

defending the khabar al-,.,., ahid, for it is rejected not only by ahl 

al-kalam but also by the ancient scholars who accept the hadith of the 

prophet. Where this subject is concerned, he treats the two opposi- 

tion groups together. The main basis on which the opponents arSue for- 

rejecting it is the obsession about ijmar-. They argue that ijimar- is 

the strongest guarantee for the authenticity of a had'Ith, and since 

khabar al-wahid is transmitted by only one person, it cannot be accepted. 

(1) Risala, para: 1329,961ff, 1815. 

(2) ibid., para: 1000f, 1816. 

(3) ibid., para: 1259f. 

(4) ibid., para: 999. 

(5) Lkhtilaf Maliko p. 181. 

(6) His discussions appear mainly in Jimalc al-Cilm, Risala and 
Ikhtilaf al-hadith. 
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Shaficl answers them by questioning the occurrence of ijmac-. 
(') 

However, he is inconsistent in this attitude, for he argues on the 

basis of ijmar- for the acceptance of the interrupted hadith 

Thus the ijmalc is used by Shafilq to accept' 
(3) 

and by his opponents'to the individually transmitted hadilths 

reject them. In the hierarchical order of sources, he places ijmac 

below the khabar al-%vahid. 
(4) 

Legal testimony (shahada) which Shýfi4l takes as a basis 

of qiyas to establish the obligation to accept the hadi"th, is taken 
0 

by the adherents of the ancient schools as a basis for arguments 

against khabar al-wahid. They argue that since ShafiCi considers 

the 
' 
hadith report as analogous with shahada, which stipulates more 

than one %,, ritnes s, it is improper that he should accept a report by 

a single transmitter. (5) Shafilý-I answers that it is analogous with 

the shahada in so tar as the obligation to accept it is concerned, 

but not with respect to the number of persons involved. (6) 
He 

further points out that in certain cases, such as that involving a. 

feminine physical defect, the testimony of one woman is adImissible. 

Shafiq argues for the khabar al-wahid on the basis of the 

anecdotes which report Muhammad as having delegated individuals to 

See above pp.. 87,90. 

See above -pp. 50,56. 
(3) See above p. 56. 

(4) Risýýla, para: 1816f. 

(5) ibid., para: 1049,1052. 

(6) ibid., para: 1071. 

(7) ibid., para: 1065ff. 
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convey religious rulings, 
(l) 

to become rulers in various regions, 
(4 

or to meet non-Muslim kings and to preach Islam. 
(3) 

Ultimately, 

Shaficl claims, the khabar al-wahid was accepted by the Companions 
0 

and the Successors in all regions (Mecca, Yaman, Syria, Basra and 

KUfa), and that it is part of the ij m2ic- of all scholars. 
(4) 

The 

absurdity of this claim of ijmal- is shown in the open objection of 

Shaficir's opponents. 

He declares the requirementsof a single transmitter to be 

asfollows: 
(5) "The transmitter of khabar al-wahid must be trust- 

worthy in religious matters he must be wellknown 

for his trustworthy conversation he must comprehend what 

H, he relates and realize that changes in the wording of the hadith 

would alter its meaning; he must accurately transmit the had3. th 

verbally and not merely in its sense; he must thoroughly memorize 

the hadIth if he transmits from memory, or be totally familiar with 

his record if he transmits from this; if other memorizers happen to 

relatb the hadIth, that he transmits must correspond with theirs; 

he must not relate a had'Ith from someone he has met but from whom 

he has not heard it directly, or transmit a hadith which does not 

correspond with another related by trustworthy persons". Shafic7i 

insists that these requirements should be applied to each trans- 

mitter in every generations without exception. One of the practical 

difficulties of these requirements and any other requirements per- 

(1) ibid., Para: 1127. 

-(2) ibid., Para: 113? ff. 

(3) ibid., Para: 1145. 

(4) ibid., Para: 124?. 
(5) ibid., Para: 1000. 
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taining to a transmitter, is the impossibility for any scholar at 

the end of the second Islamic century or later of ascertaining the 

information about a transmitter who died a century earlier. It 

was to overcome this sort of difficulty that there emerged in Islamic 

literature works of biographical science which should not be con- 

fidently accepted as correct.. 

Another aspect of the isnad with which ShF-fica. is very 

concerned is the munqatic or mursal (interrupted). This is the isnzid 

which lacks the Companion who is supposed to have witnessbd the 

Prophet and transmitted the hadilth directly from him. This isn7id is 

obviously inadequate and the hadith it carries is doubtful and short 

of Shaficlls own standard. He accepts it, however, and propounds 

certain conditions for its acceptance. 
(') His acceptance is 

"ths reported by leading Succossor's admittedly restricted to mursal hadi 
-0 

(those who knew the majority of the Companions). He rejects any whose, 

isnRd ends with a non-leading Successor or with a scholar of a'sub- 

sequent generation 
(2) (E.,, eneratioa of the fuqaha3), for, as he argues, 

such a transmitter would have been subject to much uncertainty and 

falsification. 

In practice, however, Shaficl is inconsistent in endorsing 

the mursal hadirth. He sometimes rejects it if it disagrees with his 0 

fiqh doctrine, even if its isnad ends with a leading Successor. 
(3) 

He 

even contradicts himself by saying that the munqatic hadith is not 

aut 
. horitat, ive. (4) Inconsistency occurs also in his judgement over 

(1) ibid., para: 1265ff. 
(2) ibid. ý para: 1277,1287. 

(3) eg. see Umm, VI, P. 115 

(4) ibid. 
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whether one and the same transmitter was a leading Successor. His C) 

opinion of ZuhriT is an example: On one occasion(') he announces 

that, Zuhrl- had not known the majorilkly of the Companions (and was 

therefore not a leading Successor whose mursal could be accepted), 

but on the other 
(2) he accepts Zuhr-ills mursal hadi r th (on the basis 

that he was a leading Successor). 
(3) In his attempt to cover up 

this inconsistency and any other inconsistencies relating to the 

mursal hadath, Shafitl claims, "Every had'Ith which I have recorded I 

as mursal I have also heard in another uninterrupted version. 

Since I did not memorize these thoroughly and did not wish to put 

forward any had'Ith from such imperfect memory, I have recorded a 

Ith only after assuming that it agreed with the knowledge mursal hadi 

s,,. 
4) 

of the scholars". 

Thislinconsistency reveals to us that Shaficlls Criteria 

for accepting and rejectinS the hadl-th is no different from that of 

his opponents, despite the rigid rules he lays down for the isnad. 

He simply rojects any hadIth which disagrees with his fiqh doctrine, 
4 

and his prime objective, to eradicate legal discrepancies and hence 

brin., about ýhe uniformity of the fiqh by means of the sunna, is 

undermined by his own failure to apply these theories. 

Shaficli takes great pains with the dating of the isnad 

(which has already become a matter of concern before his time). 
(6) 

(5) 

(1) ibid., VII, p. 8. 

(2) Ikh-tilZif 149lik, p. 202. 
ý) 1ý, 

(3) cf. Risala, para: 1302 
(4) 'Ris7ila, para: 1184. 
(5) eg. see Rlis7lla 

,, 
para: 1290ff. He explains away two mursal liadith 

reported by Muhammad b. al-Munkadir and Zuhrl* respectively (both 
of whom he credits as thiqa) in favour of fiqh doctrines. 
IbrFh-IM al-Naklýacl is-reported tb have been concerned . -, ith. tliis 
subject. See Tayalisi, Sunan, (- '-)ý 

0 U-z-> 
Vol. 1, P. 55. 

C- 
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The impetus for the consideration of this question is the desire to 

neutralize contradiction within the hadalths by making one prevail 
V 

over the other (when they conflict). This is, of course, an element 

of Shaficil's desire to eradicate the ikhtilaf and establish unity in 

the fiah. In reality, Shaficl does not act as the mediator between 

two conflicting hadiths but always attempts to force his doctrine 
-2- 

and its supporting had-Ith on his opponent. The dating of the isn: id 

is based mainly on the dates of a transmitter's birth, death and 

conversion to Islam. 

The discussion on the dating is directed-to the achievement 

of two aims; firstly, to show the chronological credibility of the 

isnad. For example, the Medinese rely on a hadith reported by 

Mujahid from Aiman (a Companion) to support a certain do'ctrine. 
(l) 

Sh3ficl rejects it on the grounds that its isnad is doubtful. He 

asks his interlocutor whether he knows which Aiman it is, for it is 

certainly not the 'Aiman from whom t-AtD used to report because he 

is younger than cAtD. The interlocutor answers that it is Aiman 

the son of Umm ALman and the half-brother of Usama. Shafic: j' says 

that Aiman the brother of Us: ima was killed in the battle of Hunaln 

and certainly before the birth of Mujahid, and he obviously did not 

-survive 
the Prophet to report the latter's hadIths. On another 

(2) 
occasion, however, Sh2ificll argues for a had'alth reported by 

0 
CAbdullah b. al-Zubeir, saying that the latter heard it directly 

from the Prophet and memorized it. He adds: It is viell known that 

c-AbdullHh was' nine years old on the day the Prophet died. 

(1) Umin, VI, P. 115. - 
(2) LkhtilKf Mqlik, p. 208 
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The second of his aims is to establish the chronological 

order of tvio contradictory had3 Iths in order to claim or disclaim 

the occurrence of naskh between them. l,,. e have seen that ShafiCl, 

at first gave precedence to earlier conversion to Islam and longer 

companionship with the Prophet in choosing betv,, een two contradictory 

had1ths. He later revised this attitude and instead preferred a 

late conversion which he felt would ensure the most recent ruling 

and lead ultimately to establishing a necessary element in the theory 

of naskh: The later abro. rates the earlier. This principle of late- 

ness was not Shaficil's invention, but he seems to have been the 

first scholar to use ilk. seriously, and he frequently reminds his 

opponents about it. That they have to be reminded shows that the 

principle is not yet established. The followin6 discussion between 

him and his opponents will illustrate his attitude to the signifi- 

cance of dating and lateness of conversion in verifying the 

applicabililk., y of a hadith. (? ) 

Of two hadiths of the Prophet, one is reported by rVibdullah 

b. MasEud and the other (involving a Companion called Dhul Yadain) by 

E cImran b. Illusain and kbU I'luraira. Shafirl accepts both hadlths as 

equally binding; each provides a ruling, which differs from that 

provided by the other, for different circumstances. His opponents 

accept the Dhul Yadain had"Ith as authentic but say it was abrogated 

by the Ibn Masc-ud had-Ith. Shýficl asks their representative whether 
0 

he agrees that when two had-Iths contradict each other, the nasikh is 

the later of the two. He agrees; and Sh: ificl romainds him that Ibn 

Masclid says that the had'Ith he is reportinS occurred at Ylecca before 
0 

(1). above pp. 181,183. 
(2) Umm, vol: I, pp. 108f. b Y. , -, ) 

\ -Iýls 
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the Hijra (soon after his return. from Habashah), whereasi Clmriin 

reports that the Dhul Yadain hadIth occurred in the Prophet's mosque, 

at Medina, after the Hijra. The Dhul Yadain hadith is clearly the 

later, and Ibn MascUd's cannot be the nasikh. Shaficl' then conso- 

lidates his argument with AbTi Huraira, who says that he witnessed the 

event in question. Shafiq stresses that AbU Huraira became a Muslim 

at the time of Khaibar (a late period in the Prophet's lifetime), and 

verifies this with AbU Huradra's own admission that he had companion- 

ship with the Prophet for only three years. It is clear that late- 

ness of AbU Huraira's conversion to Islam is taken to guarantee the 

final situation of a ruling. Shafici further argues that the Prophet 

spent several years at Medina, apart from the years he had spent at 

Mecca following the return of Ibn Mastud from Habashah, before Ab7u 

Huraira's conversion to Islam. Thus, says Shafiq, it would not be 

possible for Ibn MasLUd's hadi7th, to abrogate Dhul Yad-ain's, which is 

the later. His interlocutor then refers to the dates of deaýh of 

ibn Masf-ud and Dhul Yadain, as an attempt to show that ibn Mast7udls 

is the later. The interlocutor says, "You report that Dhul Yadain 

was killed at Badr, (Ibn Masr-Ud died after the Prophet, and lie would 

have been familiar with the most recent situation)". Shafiq answers 

him by insisting that Ibn MascUudls had"3th was occasioned at Mecca; 

the battle of Badr occurred some sixteen months after the Prophet's 

arrival at Medina. Furthermore, continues Shaficl, the Dhul Yadain 

mentioned in relation to the hadIth in question was not the same one 

who was killed at Badr; cimr7in called him al-khirbaq, QasIr al-Yadain 

or Madid al-Yadain, whereas the man killed at Badr was known as Dhul 

Shamalain. 
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I His dating theory which was based on lateness of conver- 

sion was to a remarkable extent adopted by later traditionists 

when they were confronted with contradictory had'alths. Hamadhani, 

for instance, wrote, in support of one hadath against anothor, I 

"Some of our colleagues have argued that the evidence of the 

cA: ýisha hadilth's abrogation lies in the fact that the Prophet's 

ruling about Salim's suckling, upon which c0isha relied, was 

occasioned at the beginning of the Hijra, following the revelation 

of 0 YYMII: 5. The verse was revealed at the beýEinnino of the 

Hijra .,,; hereas this ruling (the ruling in support of which 

Hamadhani is arguing) is embodied in had-1 ths reported by youn, -er 

and junior Companions who were converted to Islam at a 

later period, like AbU Huraira, Ibn CAbbas and many others". 
(') 

It should be pointed out that Shafiell is less concerned 

with the dating of Qurlanic verses than he is Y,, ith the dating of 

the hadith. 

Ictibar, P. 148 
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Conclusion 

Having studied under sunni scholars in the various 

centres of Islam, Shaficl found that conflicts had developed 

between the regional schools of law (particularly between that 

of Medina and that of cIraq) in their efforts to docum7ent and 

islamicize their local legal doctrines. He deduced that the 

cause of these conflicts was the unsystematic method employed 

by his predecessors, the ancient scholars, in handling the 

materials they used to document those doctrines. He realized 

that the conflicts and the unsystematic method rendered the 

sunni fiqh vulnerable to attack by ahl al-kal2im, (whose theories 

he had studied).. In an endeavour to defend the fiqh he insisted 

that it be systematized. To this effect, he introduced the 

science of uqU1 al-fiqh which embodied the idea of $sources$ for 

the fiqh. These were the qur3an, the sunna, ijmae and qiyas. 

He asserted that fiqh doctrine should be based on or 

derived from these four elements, and that the hierarchical 

order of the elements should be strictly observed. Thus, to 

document a particular doctrine, a scholar had first to consult 

the qur32in;. when there was no relevant ruling in the Qur32in then 

only could he resort to the sunna, and so on. Indeed, these 

materials had been used in the theories of his predecessors, but 

they had not established any hierarchy among thým. He consistently 

asserted that, like the Qur3iin, the remaining three Isourcest Viere 

divinely inspired; they provided an explanation ( ýý ) of God's 
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intention. Shaficl was the first sunn! scholar to argue that the 

Islamic fiqh must be of a revelatory nature, for his predecessors 

had considered it as being partially derived from the practice of 

society. 

He recognized ijmac as valid only with regard to essen- 

tial matters provision for which was clearly present in the 

qur3iln or the sunna. He insisted that the use of human opinion 

as a basis of law should be limited to qiyiis, whereby rulings 

contained in the qur7gn or sunna and pertaining to particular 

cases or occasions might be extended by analogy to apply to 

. parallel cases for which no ruling had been revealed. He thus 

attempted to restrict the use of opinion in order to prevent dis- 

agreement in the fiqh, although he had to recognize 

the possibility that the application of qiyas could furnish 

variant results. He considered arbitrary any other modes of 

using opinion. 

Shaficl had no difficulty in establishing the qur3i! n as 

an authoritative bases of law, for its authority had been accepted 

by the entire Muslim community. Moreover, since the Qur3lin dealt 

little with legal details, the fiqh did not. rely so much on it. 

By contrast, Sh9fiCI had to struggle with perseverance to 

establish the legal authority of the sunna of the Prophet, for the 

sunn! scholars (the ancient scholars) had not conceded to this 

'source' an overriding authority, and ahl al-kal2im tended to 

reject it. The main arguments put forward by ahl al-kalam, who 

advocated reliance on the qur*)an in all matters, were that in 
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countless cases the sunna contradicted the qur3lin, clearly thd 

highest authority, and that there was a mass of contradiction with- 

in the Prophet's hadith itself.. The ancient scholars accepted the I 

sunna in principle, but in'practice, whenever the sunna disagreed 

with a fiqh doctrine they had adopted, their attitude was similar 

to that of ahl al-kalam. They frequently rejected the sunna on the 

strength of the QuOýin, assuming that the QuORn had abrogated it, 

or on the grounds that it was less than authentic for it conflicted 

with the qur3Zn. They also abandoned the sunna in favour of the 

reported opinions of the Companions or of later authorities, or in 

favour of their own opinions. They also rejected a sunna whenever 

it disagreed with ijmac or was not supported by a reported opinion 

or practice of subsequent authorities or was not universally 

transmitted. ShRficl believed that, for the sake of systematizing 

the fiqh, the unquestioned acceptance and authority of the sunna 

should be established. He was confronted with two groups of 

opponents, ahl al-kalam and his fellow sunnis, the adherents of 

the ancient schools. He regarded the attitude of the latter as no 

less dangerous to the fiqh than that of the former. 

He argued, against ahl al-kalam, that adherence to the 
an 

sunna of the Prophet was/obligation upon man imposed by God Himself, 

citing several Qur3anic instances of the imposition of obedience to 

Muhammad and asserting that they thereby imposed adherence to the 

hadIth of the Prophet. He argued, against the ancient scholars, 
9 

(1) Jim2it al-cilm, P. 251. 
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that an authentic hadIth of the Prophet should always prevail over 

any hadith from subsequent authorities, the practice of the 

community and opinion, and that it should be considered authentic 

even if it had not been universally transmitted. He rul'ed out the 

possibility of the occurrence of ijmat on the minor details of law, 

and, thereby, the question of its agreement or disagreement with 

the sunna. 

Shaficli took great pains to solve the problems of con- 

tradiction within the hadi"th, realising that such contradiction 
0 

called its authenticity in question and therefore challenged its 

authority. His theory was that contradiction between hadIths was 

no more than apparent if there was a way whereby they could be 

harmonised; scholarshad to do all that was possible to reconcile 

seemingly contradictory hadiths. He himself devoted substantial 

efforts to reconciling many such hadiths. In this way he aimed to I 

quell ahl al-kalaml. s rejection of the hadIth on the grounds of 

contradiction and discrepancy, and to reconcile the differing 

regional schools which had adopted the conflicting doctrines 

embodied in these had"iths. He admitted, however, that there were 

cases where a real conflict had arisen between had*3rths. In such 

cases, according to him, choice should be made on the basis of the 

reliability of the isnads; where the isnads were equally reliable, 

the criteria to be employed were the support of the Qur)2in, that 

of another had'Ith of the Prophet, qiyas, or the opinion of some or 

all of the scholars. 

Another means of neutralizing contradictory hadilths was 
0 

to accept them as equally reliable and determine their relative 
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dates; the one which was proven to be earlier was to be considered 

abrogated by the later one. 

Shaficl regarded the tendency to compare the sunna with 

the quOZin, and reject the former when they seemed to contradict 

each other, as a serious threat to the sunna. He found that the 

ancient scholars had also adopted this practice to some extent 

and, therefore, warned them that such a practice would inevitably 

cause the collapse of many sunna-based doctrines commonly accepted 

by the sunnis. He produced the theory that these two 'sources', 

the Qur*n and the sunna, never contradicted each other; contra- 

diction between them was merely apparent and they could be 

reconciled. The function of the sunna vis-a-vis the qur32in was 

alw ays one of. elucidation-by means of bayan (explanation) or 

takhsIs (specification). Since there was no conflict between them, 
a0 

Shafir-I could then rule out the possibility (assumed by the ancient 

scholars) of abrogation between them, in the same way as he ruled 

out abrogation of the sunna by the opinion of a subsequent 

authority. He recognized abrogation only as operating within the 

sunna or within the qur3an; a sunna could be abrogated only by 

another_sunna, an da Qur3gnic verse could be abrogated only by 

another Qur3anic verse. 

The theory of takhsIs signified that the Qur3an was 
00 

ambiguous; God's intentions embodied in it could not be fully 

understood without the explanation provided by the sunna; the 

sunna, therefore, clarified and specified the implications of the 

Qur3lin. Since the sunna was held to support and document the fiqhj 
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one may assume that takhsil's meant that whenever a Qur32inic ruling 

conflicted with-a legal doctrine, the sunna was shown to support 

the doctrine against the QuOlin. The Qur3an was not to be aban-ý 

doned entirely, but the scope of its implication had to be 

curtailed to obviate its applicability to a particular doctrine 

which the sunna was supposed to, document. In the theory of the 

ancient scholars, priority in such a case was given to the Qur! Rn. 

Takhsls was, therefore, ShRficils technique for establishing the 
SS 

authority and importance of the sunna in Islamic legal theories 

without obviously relegating the qurlan to a position subordinate 

to that of the sunna; such relegation would have offended the 

sensibility of any Muslim. TakhsIs also ruled out any possibility 
00 

of abrogation. of the Qur22in by the sunna, which would otherwise 

have enabled ahl al-kal7im to claim the reverse - that the sunna 

could be abrogated by the qurl'an. It is obvious, however, that 

the theory of takhsls represents a deviation from Shaficlis view 

of the hierarchy of ? sources' with the Qur3Zin as the highest 

authority. It may be seen, therefore, that by employing Qur32inic 

verses to'substantiate the obligation to adhere to the sunna, 
I- 

Shafic! used the Qur)2in as evidence against its own authority. 

Takhsis could not be applied when the sunna contained a 

certain ruling and the Qur3an not only gave a different one but 

contained no reference of any kind to that in the sunna. This 

was where the theory fell down. A good illustration of this is 

the problem of the origin of the stoning penalty for fornication- 

The Qur: )Zin (q XXIV. - 2) states that penalty for fornication is 
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flogging with one hundred strokes, and it does not distinguish 

between virgins and non-virgins. The sunna stipulates flogging 

with one hundred strokes, plus banishment of'one year for a. virgin 

and sioning for a non-virgin. Nowhere is stoning for fornication 

mentioned in the Qur3an Shafitil's discussions on the problem and 

his handling of the qur7anic and hadith materials pertaining to itj 

in his efforts to maintain the takhsirs theory, are by no means .. 

convincing. He is confused over the wording of a had"Ith (the 

Tbada hadirth) and thereby confronted with difficulties in deter- 

mining the chronological order of the materials. He is compelled 

to place the tUbada hadilth immediately after Q IV: 15 and 16; this 
0 

results in conflict between these two sources, and the verses, 

which are commonly held to be no longer applicable, are seen to 

have been abrogated by the hadl-th. Indeed, his argument to the 
0 

effect that the sunna's stoning penalty is the takhsIs of the 

Qur3an's flogging is utterly inconceivable, for the two penalties 

are totally different. Takhsi 7s signifies the specification of one .6 

category within a group of related categories and the exclusion of 

the others, but there can be no relation of any kind between stoning 

and . flogging. The sunn-i legal scholars (including Shaficj) were 

unaware of the origin of the penalty. Stoning originated in the 

tafs'3? r of q V: 41-49 and was preserved in the form of the hadlith of 

the Prophet. The tafsIr, the origin of the penalty, had been for- 

Ith reached the gotten and only the hadi scholars who took it to be 

the origin of the penalty. Since they were thus able to argue for 

the penalty on the basis of the hadIth, it was utterly rejected by 
0 
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ahl al-kalam, Had the sunn7as argued that stoning originated in 
r 

the tafsir of the Qur*n, ahl al-kalam might well have accepted it. 

The same might have happened to many other sunrd legal doctrines 

Ir "I t h; which originated in the tafslr and were preserved in the hadi 
0 

and Shafif-11's endeavour to establish the acceptance of the sunna, 

might, therefore, have been tolerated by ahl al-kal9m. The 

Shafic"Ites, later scholars, who accepted the validit y of takhs3? s 
.0 

theory, could not recognize its failure to solve'this particular 

problem. They defended it by asserting that stoning was a Qur3linic 

enactment whose reading had been excluded from the promulgated 

qurýan text but nevertheless remained enforceable. They incorpo- 

rated this in the theory of abrogation and recognized it as a mode 

of abrogation. Their claim that the 

sunna which embodied the stoning penalty performed the function of 

takhsIs of the qur3an was therefore, apparently, reasonable. There 

had also been in circulation an alleged stoning verse, produced by 

the sunnIs to counter ahl al-kal; m'grejection of the stoning penalty 

on grounds ofnon-appearance in the Qur3an. The adherents of the 

takhs"Is theory, therefore, employed the verse as evidence of this 

mode of abrogation, and they were thereby able to produce a counter 

argument to the Hanafis and the MalilJs who held that stoning 

(embodied in a sunna) had abrogated flogging (a Qurlanic penalty). 

Thus the verse invented originally for use against ahl al-kalam. was 

now used by ShafitIts followers against their fellow Sunni , the 

4anafis and the Malikls, in their methodoloSical dispute. The 

(1) See for example Hibat Allah, Nasikh, p. 6; SuyUti, Itqan, 
vol. II, pp.. 24f. 
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impetus for the formulation of the Dý2ýu 'ýý theory arose 

from Shafitir himself, who, on the question of breast-feeding, 

accepted a ruling which was mentioned nowhere in the Qur2an text 

and declared it to be a Qur3anic enactment, The direct consequence 

of the application of this theory ( 
ýJ'\ 6 

ý,, 
) ) was the 

emergence in Islamic scholarship of the theory that the promulgated 

qurýlanic text (the mushaf) was incomplete, since there were Qur32inic: 

rulings excluded from it. This theory was further consolidated by 

another theory that the mushaf was collected by the Companions and 

not by the Prophet; the exclusion of certain divine rulings (verses) 

was not, therefore, instigated by the Prophet. Therefore, the claim 

that they were still enforceable could not be disputed. 

In short, Shaficils obsession with the sunna caused him to 

construct the theory that the sunna prevailed over the Qur2iin; that 

the qur5an was ambiguous and that the mushaf was not complete. His 

effect on the later development of Islamic. scholarship and 

literature is substantial: He invented -UIo.. V, 07 , and 

produced the impetus for the collection of the sunna which resulted 

in the emergence of six canonical collections on which the Muslim 

community rely for the solution of all problems. Reliance on these 

collections, together with the limitation of, the use of opinion to 

qiyas, has brought an end to the development and growth of the fiqhj 

and to the activity of ijtihad, because the six canonical collec- 

tions have been able to provide the answer to almost all problems 

facing the community. When no direct answer to a problem could be 
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deduced, the efforts of the scholars were directed to deriving 

a ruling from the qurl2in, the sunna or ijmZil (by 

means of qiyas). At the beginning of the fourth century, there 

emerged a belief that no scholar of that time and henceforth could 

fulfil the requirements of independent ijtihad; it was, accordingly, 

held that the door for ijtihad was closed. The independent ijtihad 

was thought to have been the prerogative of the pioneer scholars 

who founded the regional law schools and their early disciples, who 

were considered to have completed the process of formulating 

Islamic law. It was further held that every Muslim was obliged to 

follow one of the established schools. As a result, the law no 

longer relied directly on the Qurlan, the sunna or ijmat- but on the 

law books that had been written in each school. 
(') 

(1) cf. Schacht, Law in the Middle East, P. 73- 
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